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ABSTRACT 

This thesis explores the under-investigated construct of entrepreneurial opportunities 

identification within an entirely new context of Sub-Saharan Africa. Opportunity has been 

recognised as the single most important concept in the study of entrepreneurship. Recently, 

how it is identified has also been recognised as a central theme of the scholarly field and the 

most crucial in the entrepreneurial process. How this process of opportunity identification 

relates to business outcomes is also of concern to scholars of entrepreneurship. However, 

despite its centrality and importance, opportunity identification remains under-investigated 

in the context of developing Sub-Saharan Africa. Motivated by calls for more empirical 

studies on opportunity identification in new contexts, this thesis examines the construct of 

entrepreneurial opportunities identification amongst owners of small, early-stage firms in 

Nigeria. 

Guided by the philosophy of pragmatism, this study uses the principles of meta-theory to 

integrate the two dominant theories of discovery and creation of opportunity to develop a 

conceptual framework as a theoretical lens for the study. A convergent mixed-methodology 

approach, comprising of a survey of 320 firms and 38 semi-structured interviews of 

entrepreneurs, was used to gather data. The quantitative data was analysed using some 

descriptive and inferential statistical techniques, while the qualitative data was analysed 

using content and thematic techniques. The results of the survey and interviews were 

triangulated to strengthen the research findings. 

The empirical results indicate that opportunity exists within the context of a developing 

economy as imitation and innovative opportunities. The former is an existing opportunity 

discovered and imitated by a necessity entrepreneur, who possesses alertness, prior 

knowledge, education, and social networks, while the latter is created by an opportunity 



entrepreneur intuitively or by modifying an existing opportunity. Both the discovery and 

creation process are explained. The results further reveal that a weak path-dependent 

relationship exists between the process of opportunity identification and a small firm’s 

performance in its early stages. The study concludes with a discussion of the implications 

for theory and practice, and suggestions for further studies are also discussed. 

Key words: Entrepreneurship, Opportunities, Nigeria, Sub Saharan Africa, Mixed-

methods. 
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  1 
 

Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1   Introduction 

Recently, opportunity has been recognised as the single most important concept in the study 

of entrepreneurship (Alvarez and Barney, 2013; Davidsson, 2017; Garud and Giuliani, 

2013). More recently, entrepreneurial opportunities identification has also emerged as a 

central theme of research amongst entrepreneurship scholars and the most crucial stage of 

the entrepreneurial process among practitioners (Eckardt and Shane, 2003; Foss and Klein, 

2018; Hunter, 2013; Shane, 2012). Without opportunity identification, there will be no 

entrepreneurship (Bhave, 1994; Davidsson, 2015; Gregoire, Shepherd and Schurer Lambert, 

2010; Mitchell, 2011). Because of its centrality to the entrepreneurial process, recent studies 

on entrepreneurship are increasingly focusing on opportunity identification in the 

mainstream journals of entrepreneurship (Busenitz et al., 2014; Foss and Klein, 2017; Hill 

and Birkinshaw, 2010; Singh, Knox, and Crump, 2008).  

However, despite its centrality and importance to entrepreneurship, and despite receiving 

increasing attention, there is a lack of universal acceptance of the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunities and the process of their discovery, recognition or creation among scholars 

(Alvarez and Barney, 2013: Ramoglou, 2013; Ramoglou and Tsang, 2016). Some scholars 

mostly based in North America have described opportunity as an objective phenomenon 

discovered only by alert individuals who possess prior-knowledge of its existence. Most 

academics based in Europe conceive opportunity as a subjective reality, socially created or 

produced by innovative individuals and their social environment (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; 

Chiasson and Saunders, 2005; Naude, 2010; Welter and Lasch, 2008). These conflicting 

natures and processes of opportunity identification have been respectively christened 

"Discovery theory” and “Creation theory" in the literature (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). As 

expected, results from the limited empirical studies underpinned by these two conflicting 

theories have also been equivocal. The scholarly field of entrepreneurship thus lacks a single 



theory capable of providing a universal explanation for the process of opportunity 

identification. As noted by Crawford, Dimov and McKelvey (2016), this lack of agreement 

is limiting empirical research on the concept of opportunity and is also affecting the growth 

of the entrepreneurship scholarly field. A gap thus exists in the literature for a universal 

theory of entrepreneurship capable of studying opportunity identification in all contexts.  

To fill this gap, scholars (For example, Bruton, Ahlstrom and Obloj, 2008; Shane, 2012; 

Zahra, Wright and Abdelgawad 2014) have suggested that the concept of opportunity 

identification be explored in new contexts other than where the earliest and leading theories 

originated from (Chiasson and Saunders, 2005). These scholars argue that populating the 

literature with views from other contexts could potentially contribute to the development of 

a single theory capable of providing a universal explanation for opportunity identification. 

The need for more contextual studies on the construct of opportunity identification is well 

captured in Shane (2012, p. 14) 

Our understanding of how context influences the identification and exploitation of 

opportunities continues to be sparse, with very little learned about the impact of 

institutions and firm characteristics on these processes. To date, little work has 

explored the sources of entrepreneurial opportunities, and, as a result, we know little 

about why there are more opportunities in some places or at some points in time than 

at others….  Clearly, more research needs to be conducted on the entrepreneurial 

process. 

Motivated by these calls from scholars for more empirical studies on the construct of 

opportunity identification in new contexts (Matthews, Dalglish and Tonelli, 2012) and given 

the fact that limited studies exist on the construct in Sub-Saharan Africa (Bruton et al., 2008; 

George, 2015), this thesis explores the construct of entrepreneurial opportunities 

identification in Nigeria by investigating the phenomenon among owners of small, early-

stage firms. It has been acknowledged in the literature that little is known about management 

science generally in Africa, and about entrepreneurship in particular (Bruton et al., 2008; 

George, 2015). Undertaking this study in Nigeria will therefore supplement the literature on 

entrepreneurship in Africa and will express the views of the continent on entrepreneurial 



opportunity identification, which could aid the development of a universal theory of 

entrepreneurship. Further justifications for the study are provided in section 1.5. 

The remaining parts of this chapter are structured as follows: section1.2 provides a brief 

theoretical background to the study, section1.3 presents the research problem, section 1.4 

discusses the research aims, objectives and questions, section 1.5 provides justifications for 

the study and section 1.6 explains the conceptual framework for the study. Methodology is 

presented in section 1.7 and the scope of the study is outlined in section 1.8 Key contributions 

of the study to knowledge are highlighted in section 1.9 and the structure of the remaining 

part of the thesis is explained in section 1.10   

1.2 Background to the Study 

In the year 2000, Shane and Venkataraman proposed a shift from the neoclassical person-

centric approach to studying entrepreneurship to a more dynamic individual-opportunity (I-

O) nexus of classical economics. This I-O framework, which has been well received in the 

literature, defines entrepreneurship as the process of discovering, evaluating and exploiting 

opportunity, and the entrepreneur as an individual who discovers, evaluates and exploits it 

(Davidsson, 2015; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). This definition clearly places 

opportunity identification as the central theme of entrepreneurship research and the most 

critical stage of the entrepreneurial process (Kirzner, 1973; Shane, 2000; Schumpeter, 1934). 

The I-O model further proposes three fundamental research questions for the 

entrepreneurship scholarly field, which again was accepted by the scholarly field. These 

questions are “(1) Why, when, and how opportunities for the creation of goods and services 

(opportunities) come into existence; (2) why, when, and how some people and not others 

discover and exploit these opportunities; and (3) why, when, and how different modes of 

action are used to exploit entrepreneurial opportunities” (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000: 

218). Several theories have been developed to answer these questions. Dominant among 



these theories are discovery and creation (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). These two theories, 

which form the basis for this study’s conceptual framework are summarised below. 

1.2.1 The Discovery Theory 

The discovery theory, which is the earliest and most dominant, is based on the works of two 

Austrian economists, Knight (1921) and Hayek (1954). It describes opportunity as a 

competitive market imperfection situation, which emerges exogenously from shock to 

industry or market, technology, policy and population prior to discovery by the entrepreneur 

(Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Venkataraman, 1997). This theory 

postulates that opportunity exists in the market and information about them is available to 

everyone, but it is only discovered by alert individuals who possess prior knowledge of the 

existence of these opportunities (Shane, 2003). To the proponents of this theory, the focus 

of research is to understand why and how some individuals, but not others, are able to 

discover these opportunities (Shane, 2000). In essence, this theory considers opportunity as 

an objective phenomenon, which exists ex-ante the entrepreneur, who only discovers it in a 

Eureka moment, serendipitously or through deliberate search, just as Radhanath Sickdhar in 

1852 discovered Mount Everest simply because it is there (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; 

Shane, 2012).  

1.2.2 The Creation Theory 

The alternative creation theory, which is based on the earliest works of Schumpeter (1934), 

describes opportunity as a situation of competitive imperfection, endogenously created by 

the entrepreneur and their social environment (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Eckhardth and 

Shane, 2003). This theory argues that opportunity does not just exist but is socially created 

by individuals who have high cognitive skills and are supported by their social environment 

(Alvarez and Barney, 2007, 2010; Wood and McKinley, 2010). The theory therefore views 

opportunity as a subjective reality created by the entrepreneur; opportunity therefore requires 



no agency for discovery (Schumpeter, 1934). The internet and other innovative or 

technological products or services are examples of this type of opportunity. Studies adopting 

this view of opportunity therefore concentrate on explaining the creation or production 

process of opportunities rather than their discovery (Wood and McKinley, 2010).  

1.3   The Problem 

With this conflicting description of opportunity’s nature and the process of its identification, 

problems thus arise in the literature with understanding the research outcomes of limited 

empirical studies on the concept. Depending on the individual’s world view, scholars adopt 

either of the two theories described above in their studies and thus produce two conflicting 

research outcomes (Murphy, 2011). Consequently, these research outcomes are 

misunderstood or misinterpreted by others with a different research philosophy or audience 

with limited knowledge of the concept. With each theory assuming one opportunity type, 

there is difficulty in understanding and comparing the research outcomes of two or more 

studies, especially when different theories underpin them (Davidsson, 2015; Murphy, 2011).  

Although significant efforts have been made by scholars to unify the field, limited progress 

has been made. Reasons for this limited progress have been attributed to conflicting 

philosophical positions of scholars, the inability to “clearly, precisely, and succinctly define 

key constructs” of the field (Feldman, 2004 p. 566) and context sensitivity of 

entrepreneurship studies generally and entrepreneurial opportunities in particular (Baker et 

al., 2005; Hunter, 2013; Smallbone and Welter, 2006).  

Philosophically, the discovery theory has been linked to natural science objectivity 

epistemology, which views opportunity as an objective reality that exists prior to discovery. 

The creation theory is based on social constructivism epistemology, which views 

opportunity as a subjective reality (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). These conflicting 

philosophical views therefore raise the question of whether opportunities are recognised, 



discovered or created. This study did not address this philosophical argument, as it has been 

described as mere “Theoretical Fetishism” (Crawford, et al., 2016 p. 1).  

Secondly, there are controversies on the nature and types of opportunities due to the lack of 

a clear definition of the concept. The literature is not clear whether there is more than one 

type of opportunity, or indeed if multiple types of opportunities have any implications for 

empirical research and practice. This study argues that there are at least two types and that 

they have implications for theory and practice. This was further explored in the study by 

examining whether a relationship exists between opportunity identification and firm 

performance.  

On context, some scholars have suggested that the context in which entrepreneurship 

research is undertaken affects its outcome (Amoros and Bosman, 2014). With the two 

theories above having been said to have originated from the West (Bruton et al., 2009; 

Matthews et al, 2012), scholars suggest that investigating opportunity identification in new 

context is a necessary research endeavour in order to defragment the entrepreneurship 

scholarly field. This study is one of such exploratory studies. 

To resolve the highlighted problems, some scholars have advocated for a single theory 

capable of explaining different types of opportunities identification irrespective of context 

and philosophical view (Bruton et al., 2008; Zahra et al., 2014). According to these scholars, 

this theory must be capable of providing universal theoretical foundation for further 

empirical studies on how individuals or firms discover or create entrepreneurial 

opportunities. One way of achieving this, is to populate the literature with views from other 

contexts. As pointed out earlier, views from Africa on the construct of entrepreneurial 

opportunities identification are scarce in the mainstream journals of entrepreneurship 

(Matthews et al, 2012). Gaps thus exist in the literature to understand how individuals in the 

Sub-Saharan Africa identify entrepreneurial opportunities. This study is in response to that. 



However, it should be noted that it is not the objective of this study to develop “the new 

universal theory”, but to contribute to its (the new theory’s) development by exploring the 

concept of opportunity identification in Nigeria, where the concept has not been previously 

investigated.  

1.4   Research Aim and Objectives   

The aims of this study are two. Firstly, this study seeks to explore the construct of 

entrepreneurial opportunity identification process among the owners of small, early-stage 

businesses in Nigeria. Secondly, the study also investigates whether there is a relationship 

between this process and the performance of these small firms in Nigeria. To achieve these 

aims, alleviate the scarcity of academic studies on the process of entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification in Sub-Saharan Africa and to contribute towards developing a universal theory 

of opportunities, this study pursues four important and interrelated objectives. The four 

objectives are as follows: 

1. To investigate the present status of the existing literature on the process of 

entrepreneurial opportunities identification.  

2. To understand the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities, which Nigerian small, 

early-stage business entrepreneurs seek to identify and explore. 

3. To describe how owners of small, early-stage firms identify entrepreneurial 

opportunities, which they explored to start their firms. 

4. To evaluate if any relationship exists between the entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification process of the Nigerian entrepreneur and the success of small, early-

stage firms. 

1.5   Justification for the Study 

Based on the background provided in section 1.2, it is clear that there is a need to explore 

the phenomenon of opportunity discovery in contexts other than Europe and North America, 



where most of the existing theories and studies emanate from (Chiasson and Saunders, 2005; 

Naude, 2010; Welter and Lasch, 2008). The extent to which research context affects 

entrepreneurship studies generally (Baker et al., 2005; Smallbone and Welter, 2006) and 

entrepreneurial opportunity studies in particular (Autio et al., 2014; Chiasson and Saunders, 

2005; Shane, 2012) has been of concern and has been an important research gap to scholars 

in the field. There are suggestions that there is need to understand how contexts like 

institutions and firms (Chiasson and Saunders, 2005; Shane, 2012), geography and stages of 

economic development (Bruton et al., 2008; Zahra et al., 2014) affect entrepreneurship 

studies generally. For instance, Shane (2012) suggests that there is a need to understand how 

context influences the identification and exploitation of opportunities. Shane specifically 

suggested that more studies on entrepreneurial opportunity need to be done, especially within 

the context of institutions and firms. It has been suggested that, in order to move research on 

entrepreneurship forward, researchers must consider testing theories in different contexts 

(Bruton et al., 2008; Zahra et al., 2014). Zahra and colleagues further argue that 

contextualisation of entrepreneurship theories can provide opportunities for likely 

integration of existing theories and possibly advancing new theories or models. Integrating 

existing theories on opportunities discovery or creation is also a major contribution of this 

study to the existing literature on opportunity discovery process. 

Four additional arguments justify investigating opportunity discovery in Nigeria. Firstly, 

existing studies on entrepreneurship generally are skewed towards Western countries; less 

is known from countries that have been classified as emerging economies and Sub-Saharan 

Africa (Bruton et al., 2008; George, 2015). For instance, out of nearly 7, 500 articles on 

entrepreneurship published in nine top journals between 1990 and 2006, only 40 were found 

outside Europe and North America; none are on Sub-Saharan Africa (Bruton et al., 2008: 3-

4). To date, this statistic has not significantly changed (George et al., 2016). This clearly 



justifies the need to study the process of opportunity identification in Nigeria, a Sub-Saharan 

African country.  

Secondly, the significant differences between Sub-Saharan Africa and the West, where the 

earliest studies on opportunity discovery originate also justify conducting this study in 

Nigeria to seek new insight into the phenomenon of opportunity identification. North 

America and Europe, where the two dominant theories originate from, are significantly 

different from Sub-Saharan Africa in terms of stages of economic development, 

technological advancement, entrepreneurial behaviour, socio-cultural environment and 

supporting institutions, which are key factors that shape opportunity discovery (Desai, 2011; 

Porter et al., 2002; Naude, 2010; Smallbone and Welter, 2001; Zahra et al., 2014). For 

instance, while most economies in the West have been classified as Innovation Driven 

Economies (IDE), those in Sub-Saharan Africa are at best classified as Economies in 

Transition (EIT); most are Factors Driven Economies (FDE) (Global Entrepreneurship 

Monitors Report, 2012). FDE and EIT, like Nigeria, are characterised with having a high 

number of necessity entrepreneurs and few opportunity entrepreneurs, limited use of 

technology and abundant opportunities compared to IDE and Efficiency Driven Economies 

(EDE) (Desai, 2011; GEM Report, 2012, 2013; Porter et al., 2002; Zahra et al., 2014). 

Understanding opportunity identification from this economy is therefore important and 

could potentially offer new insight into the existing body of knowledge on opportunities 

(Smallbone and Welter, 2006). This is because studies in entrepreneurship are usually 

affected by the context in which they are carried out (Baker et al., 2005; Clark, Rattich, and 

Hartmann, 2011; Michelsen, Wolf, and Schwartz, 2013; Welter, 2011).  

In addition to the institutional differences, on an individual level, there are large numbers of 

entrepreneurs in Sub-Saharan Africa, with different economic behaviour from those of North 

America and Europe, who the earliest scholars from the West might not have in mind when 

proposing their theories (Bruton et al., 2013 and Naude, 2010). For instance, individuals, 



especially youths from Sub-Saharan Africa in general and Nigeria in particular, have been 

reported to have a high potential of identifying entrepreneurial opportunities, more so than 

other regions of the world (GEM, 2012-2014). GEM reported that individuals in Sub-Sahara 

African countries like Nigeria, Uganda, and Malawi ranked higher than individuals in other 

countries in terms of interest in entrepreneurship and ability to discover entrepreneurial 

opportunities (Amoros and Bosman, 2014; Amoros, Felzensztein, and Gimmon, 2013; 

Herrington and Kelley, 2012). 

Statistically, 87% of Nigerians have a high interest in entrepreneurship and they have 84% 

ability to identify entrepreneurial opportunities in their environment as compared to 

countries like the USA and the UK with 36% and 47% respectively (Amoros and Bosman, 

2014). These differences could make it difficult to apply, wholesomely, the earliest theories 

on opportunity discovery from these economies to Sub-Saharan Africa because individuals’ 

economic behaviour and the entire entrepreneurial process is influenced by social, historical, 

cultural and institutional contexts at different times (Carroll and Mosakowski, 1987; Welter, 

2011).  

It would therefore be relevant to investigate whether this opportunity identification’s 

potential of these Sub-Sahara African economies is due to abundant pre-existing 

opportunities or if there are other factors which influence individuals to discover or create 

opportunities that have not been identified in the literature, or a combination of both. 

Knowing this could potentially contribute towards developing a universal theory of 

entrepreneurship.  

The fourth reason that justifies this study in Nigeria, and specifically in the SMEs sector, is 

the report of an increasing rate of failed small ventures in Nigeria (African Economic 

Outlook, 2016; Global Entrepreneurship Monitors, 2014; Oyelara-Oyeyinka, 2008; Soludo, 

2007). The reports indicate that the majority of Nigerian SMEs do not survive beyond their 



first five years; a small percentage of the SMEs failed between their sixth and tenth year, 

while only about five to ten percent of the firms survive, thrive and grow to become large 

companies (Agwu and Emeti, 2014; Aremu and Adeyemi, 2011). Various reasons have been 

suggested to explain the lack of growth of these businesses, however, there are limited 

studies that investigate how the owners of these firms discover or create opportunities that 

lead to the creation of their ventures and the potential relationship (if any) between this 

process and venture outcomes (Oner and Kunday, 2016). 

Entrepreneurship involves discovery, evaluation and exploitation of entrepreneurial 

opportunities (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). This definition clearly puts opportunity 

discovery as the foundation and the most critical stage of the entrepreneurial process. 

Without opportunities discovery there will be no entrepreneurship (Kirzner, 1973; 

Schumpeter, 1934). However, existing studies on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

and entrepreneurship in Nigeria minimum attention to this crucial stage of the venture 

formation process; most studies examine the entrepreneurial process after the venture 

formation (Ucbasaran et al., 2008). For instance, some of these studies on SMEs investigate 

their prospects and challenges (Abereijo and Fayomi, 2005; Babajide, Olokoyo and Taiwo, 

2015; Oyelaran-Oyeyinka, 2008), strategic importance to the economy (Aminu and Shariff, 

2014; Ayyagari, Demirguc-Kunt, and Maksimovic, 2014) and some institutional issues 

affecting these small firms (Oyefuga et al., 2008; Oyelaran-Oyeyinka, 2006). Limited studies 

thus exist on the origin and process of discovery of opportunity and how the process relates 

to the success or failure of small businesses in Nigeria.  

In summary, this study is justified by the call for more studies on opportunities identification 

in different contexts, the limited studies on the concept in Sub-Saharan Africa, the 

institutional and individual economic behavioural differences between Sub-Saharan Africa 

and the origin of the existing theories and increasing rate of failed Nigerian SMEs in their 

early years. This study therefore explores the phenomenon of entrepreneurial opportunities 



discovery or creation in Nigeria. Specifically, it seeks to understand how owners of small, 

early stage businesses discover or create entrepreneurial opportunity and evaluate if there is 

a path-dependency relationship between this process and their firm’s success. Undertaking 

this study in Nigeria provides fresh insights into the discussion on entrepreneurial 

opportunities identification in the literature.  

1.6   The Conceptual Framework 

With the failure of the existing theories to provide universal explanation for the process of 

opportunity identification, this thesis, with a pragmatic philosophy, uses the principles of 

Metatheory to develop its “Dual Entrepreneurial Opportunities Identification Framework 

(DE-OI) in Figure 3.3 to explore opportunity identification in Nigeria. This conceptual 

framework integrates both the discovery and creation theories, due to the limitations of either 

theory to serve as a theoretical lens for an exploratory study such as this (Chiasson and 

Saunders, 2005). 

Additionally, this study argues that within a developing economy, two types of opportunity 

will exist, and that they will be identified by different individuals in different ways. 

Therefore, in order to explore this, the two theories that can explain the two types of 

opportunity are integrated to propose a new model. A pragmatic worldview, a philosophy 

that supports the use of “best fit” methodology for research, which also allows the 

combination of interpretivism and positivism epistemologies, allows the integration of the 

two theories used for this study (Creswell, 2014, 2016; Saunders et al., 2015). Further 

justification for the use of meta-theory is provided in chapter two, section 3.5. 

In brief, the DE-OI postulates that two types of entrepreneurial opportunities exist in Nigeria 

as imitated (discovery) and innovative (creation) opportunity, and that each is identified by 

different entrepreneurs based on their decision to embrace entrepreneurship (necessity or 

opportunity). The model further postulates that the imitation opportunity is an existing 



opportunity identified and imitated by a necessity entrepreneur, who possesses alertness, 

prior knowledge, education (formal and entrepreneurship specific) and social networks. In 

addition, the innovative opportunity is created by an opportunity entrepreneur through 

modification of an existing opportunity (Akosile, 2017) or intuitively creating a new one 

(Wood and Mckinley, 2010). The creation process is triggered by the entrepreneur’s desire 

to make a change, solve a problem or new knowledge they have acquired (Ozgen, 2011). 

Then an opportunity idea is conceived, evaluated, and refined by the entrepreneur’s social 

environment before enactment. 

Finally, the DE-OI further argues that a path-dependence relationship exists between these 

processes of opportunity identification and the firm’s performance. This relationship is 

moderated by the entrepreneur’s strategic orientation towards business planning, financing, 

strategy, personnel recruitment, and leadership. All these were confirmed empirically 

through a mixed-methodology approach. Details of the research findings are presented in 

chapters six, seven, and eight. 

1.7 Research Methodology 

To provide answers to the four research questions raised in section 1.6 above, this study 

adopts a pragmatic research philosophy as its methodological lens. This worldview was 

preferred because it allows the integration of both the interpretivism and positivism 

philosophies (within a single study), which underpins the two theories combined to 

develop the study's conceptual framework (Creswell, 2014). The discovery theory is 

underpinned by the positivism philosophy, which often uses the quantitative research 

approach to establish knowledge. Conversely, the creation theory is guided by the 

interpretivism philosophy, which usually adopts the qualitative research approach 

(Saunders et al., 2016). Integrating these two theories using Metatheory principles, 

therefore requires a pragmatic research philosophy, which allows the combination of the 

other worldviews. 



Similarly, the mixed-methods research approach was also adopted for this study. The 

mixed-methods allow the collection and analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data 

in an empirical study, where the combination would enhance the validity of the research 

findings (Creswell, 2014; Saunders et al., 2012). In this present study, the mixed-methods 

research design was adopted primarily because of the methodological difficulty of 

measuring an abstract phenomenon like opportunities in an empirical study (Strauss and 

Corbin, 1996). By combining both qualitative and quantitative data, the study was able to 

provide more data and thus dig deeper into understanding opportunity identification within 

the research context. Further justification for the use of mixed-methods is provided in 

chapter five. 

Specifically, a semi-structured interview method was used to collect qualitative data from 

38 small business owners. This method was used because of its ability to combine the 

strengths of both structured and unstructured interview methods (Saunders et al., 2012). As 

themes derived from the literature were reviewed, the researcher used a prepared list of 

questions for the interviews (the strength of structured interview method). The researcher 

also used some probing questions during the interviews, as advised by Gregoire et al, (2010) 

and Griffee (2005), to probe further into certain issues raised by the participants in their 

narrations (the strength of unstructured interview). This became necessary to reduce biases 

associated with “retrospective and recall biases” (Gregoire et al., 2010, p. 115).  

The use of a semi-structured interview therefore allows the researcher to collect reliable 

qualitative data to strengthen the quantitative primary data, which could be affected using 

ideas as a proxy for opportunity in the questionnaire as advised by Gregoire et al. (2010).  A 

face-to-face technique was used to conduct the interviews. The qualitative data was analysed 

using a combination of Content and Thematic Analytical techniques as used in some recent 

studies (Raimi, 2015; Abiola, 2013; and Adenowo, 2012). 



The quantitative data was collected, with the aid of a web-enabled, email, and paper version 

of a structured questionnaire, from 320 respondents selected from a population of about 

12,000 small business owners in Lagos State. Out of this population, a sampling frame of 

4,850 samples was drawn from the Federal Inland Revenue Services (FIRS), registered 

members of National Association of Small-Scale Industrialists (NASSI) Lagos State chapter, 

alumni entrepreneurs, and current trainees of a popular entrepreneurship training school in 

Lagos State. The 320 samples were selected from this sampling frame. 

The web-based version of the questionnaire was hosted on Survey Monkey’s website for 

three months (April – June 2016), the e-mail version was emailed to some participants who 

preferred it, and the paper version was administered face-to-face to most of the respondents 

at an entrepreneurship workshop organised by NASSI. The resultant quantitative data were 

then analysed using descriptive and inferential statistics such as Cronbach Alpha Test of 

Reliability, Logistic regression, Chi-square, T-test, and Cross tabulations with the aid of 

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software. Finally, the results from both the 

qualitative and quantitative data were later triangulated, as advised by Creswell (2016), to 

see to what extent they converge in answering the study’s research questions that required 

the two data for analysis.  

1.8 Scope of the Study 

This study explores the construct of opportunity identification in Nigeria with particular 

reference to owners of small, early-stage firms (that is, firms in their first five years of 

existence). Due to difficulties in covering the entire country within the available time for the 

study, Lagos State was selected as the representative of the entire country. Lagos State was 

selected for its economic and cultural diversity (Raimi, 2015). Economically, Lagos State is 

the commercial nerve centre and the biggest in the country with a GDP of $131 billion (the 

fifth largest economy in Africa) and the fastest growing market in Africa (World Bank 

Report, 2016). Lagos State is also home to over 11, 000 of the nation’s 37, 000 small firms; 



nearest to Lagos is Kano State with a little less than 8, 000 (National Bureau of Statistics, 

2013). Culturally, Lagos State is considered home not only to all of the tribes in Nigeria, but 

also to the state’s West African neighbours (African Development Bank, 2013; Gnansounou 

et al., 2007). All the over 250 ethnic groups in Nigeria are represented in Lagos State and 

they are mostly merchants (World Atlas, 2016). Lagos State thus represents a mini Nigeria, 

where a good sample of small business owners of different cultures could be drawn. 

Therefore, the study covers small firms that are located in Lagos State, Nigeria, and they are 

considered an adequate representation of Nigerian small firms and their owners as good 

representation of Nigerian entrepreneurs. 

With respect to the level of analysis, this study was undertaken at two levels- individual and 

firm levels of analysis (Davidsson and Wiklund, 2001). Research questions one to three were 

analysed on an individual level due to the exploratory nature of the study and the need to go 

deeper to understand how opportunity is discovered or created in Nigeria. As noted by 

Begley (1995), most of the small firms in Nigeria, and in most parts of the world, are usually 

founded by individuals and they are in the best position to narrate the story of the business. 

The firm level of analysis was adopted for the fourth research question, which seeks to 

measure the level of success of the resultant venture for the exploitation of the identified 

opportunity.   

1.9 Key Contributions of the Study to Knowledge 

Overall, this study has made some contributions to the literature regarding entrepreneurial 

opportunities identification. These contributions are as follows: 

1. In general, with most of the existing studies in the mainstream literature on 

entrepreneurship and opportunity identification coming from outside Sub-Saharan Africa, 

undertaking this study in Nigeria has provided a fresh insight into opportunities 

identification conversation and has added to the limited entrepreneurship literature on Africa 

http://www.worldpopulationreview.com/


(GEM, 2013; Obloj et al., 2008). With this additional perspective from a developing and a 

Sub-Sahara African country, it is hoped that the scholarly field is now enriched to begin 

moving towards a universal theory of entrepreneurship by aggregating this study’s findings 

with views from other contexts. 

2. This study also made a novel contribution towards the development of a single theory of 

opportunity identification through its DE-OI model. By recognising (and confirming) that 

there is more than one form of opportunity and indicating the dynamic processes that lead to 

discovery/creation of each opportunity type, the DE-OI model has demonstrated that a 

universal theory of opportunity is not a mirage after all. Most of the earliest empirical studies 

have assumed a single opportunity type, with conflicting theoretical underpinning, thus 

comparing such research outcomes has been difficult for scholars and practitioners. With the 

multiple opportunity assumption of this study, the DE-OI model clearly offers an alternative 

framework for studying opportunity identification without the associated confusion of 

interpreting research outcomes. 

3. By empirically linking entrepreneur’s decision to start business (Necessity and 

Opportunity entrepreneurship) to the two types of opportunity, this study has contributed to 

the literature by clarifying further why some individuals seek and explore certain types of 

opportunities. The existing literature only demonstrates why some and not all individuals are 

able to identify opportunities. This study extends this further by demonstrating that the 

individual’s reason for becoming an entrepreneur also determines whether they would prefer 

to discover an existing opportunity or create an innovative one. The present study has 

demonstrated that necessity entrepreneurs, because of the push factor to start a business, will 

seek to discover an existing opportunity, while opportunity entrepreneurs will either modify 

an existing opportunity to create a new one or intuitively develop an innovative opportunity. 

Therefore, there will be more discovery opportunities in an economy and a time dominated 

by necessity entrepreneurs (Bratu, Cornescu, and Druica, 2009). This perhaps has answered 



Shane’s (2012) curiosity as to why there are more opportunities in some areas and times than 

in others.  

4. This study also contributes to the literature on opportunities identification by investigating 

all factors from the literature that influence opportunity discovery in individuals. Existing 

literature has investigated extensively these opportunities discovery influencing factors 

individually in various studies, such as prior knowledge (Shane, 2000), alertness (Kirzner, 

1997). However, this study has made a novel contribution by empirically investigating and 

synchronising all the factors in a single study. With this, it is now possible to have a holistic 

view of all the factors influencing opportunities identification.  

5. By empirically confirming that the factors influencing opportunity discovery in 

industrialised countries and in Nigeria are similar, this study has demonstrated that 

opportunity discovery transcends geographical and economical boundaries. For instance, it 

was found in this study that factors such as prior knowledge of market, industry, customers’ 

needs, alertness, and entrepreneurship specific education influence opportunity discovery in 

the small business sector. Similar findings were reported in some studies in a Western 

context, such as prior knowledge of market (Shepherd and DeTienne, 2005), of industry 

(Cooper and Park, 2008), of customers (Grégoire et al., 2010), alertness (Gaglio & Katz, 

2001) and entrepreneurship specific education (Ucbasaran et al., 2008; Davidsson & Honig, 

2003). As the present study was undertaken in a geographically and economically different 

context to the West, this study contributes to the effect that opportunity discovery process 

transcends regional boundaries. 

6. This study also provides empirical validation for some theoretical propositions in the 

literature, which hitherto have not been tested. For instance, the imitation and modification 

of existing opportunity findings of this study confirms the virtuous cycle theory and 

opportunity transitory theory of Zahra (2008) and Welter and Alvarez (2015) respectively. 



The two theories, without empirical evidence, have postulated that opportunity can change 

from one state to another. This study has thus confirmed these theories, with its (present 

study) discovery that, through imitation, a discovery opportunity can change to another 

discovery; and that by modification, a discovery/creation opportunity can also transit to another one. 

Similarly, the creation process of opportunity identification finding of this study also provides 

empirical evidence for the constructivist’s theory of opportunity production (Wood and McKinley, 

2010), which to date have received limited empirical attention. 

7. Apart from providing empirical evidence for the constructivist’s opportunity production 

theory of Wood and McKinley (2010), another modest contribution of this study to the 

literature is that it has identified the “Triggers” of opportunity creation process. Wood and 

McKinley postulates that an individual conceives an opportunity idea without addressing 

where the idea came from. This study extends the process by empirically confirming that 

individual’s desire to solve a problem, desire to make a change or the new knowledge they 

acquire will trigger the idea conceptualisation. 

8. The present study has also contributed to the conversation on the development of a 

universal theory of opportunities in the literature by adopting a pragmatic philosophy and 

using the methodology of Metatheorising to integrate the two dominant existing theories of 

opportunities identification. The earliest efforts on possible integration of the conflicting 

theories have been, to a large extent, conceptual. This study is one of the few that did not 

only theorise, but also tested the proposed model empirically. This model suggests that it is 

actually possible to have a single theory which explains how opportunity is discovered or 

created. 

9. Beyond the conceptual postulation of Welter and Alvarez (2015), this study provides 

empirical evidence that individuals’ entrepreneurial behaviour and strategic orientation play 

significant roles in the type of opportunity they pursue and also mediate this opportunity 

identification process and performance of ventures. 



10. This study also has implication for practice. By establishing a path-dependence 

relationship between opportunity identification and small business performance among the 

sample population, this present study has demonstrated that opportunity identification has 

practical implications for business. Prior to this study, some scholars have suggested that 

opportunity identification has no implication in practice. Through this study, it is now clear 

that the type of opportunity an entrepreneur seeks could have implications on their firm’s 

performance.  

11. in terms of methodology, the high response rate recorded during the survey phase of this 

study, using a combination of face-to-face, online and “group distribution” strategies (Collis 

& Hussey, 2015 p. 206) to administer the self-completed questionnaire to respondents, could 

be a potential solution to the usually low response rate to survey in Nigeria and Sub-Saharan 

Africa (Bulmer and Warwick, 1993; Casley, Lury and Richard, 1981). This present study 

has demonstrated that the group distribution strategy of questionnaire administration (when 

the opportunity is present) could be a solution to the perennial low response rate usually 

experienced in Nigeria and Sub-Saharan Africa. In a country with a history of poor response 

to survey (Adomi, Ayo, and Nakpodia, 2007), recording 90% response rate through the 

group distribution strategy suggests that, when combined with other strategies, a significant 

success could be achieved in questionnaire administration for research. This study thus 

makes contribution to methodology literature on questionnaire administration in Nigeria, 

and perhaps in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

1.10 The Structure of the Thesis 

The structure of this thesis is as follows: 

Chapter One provides a brief introduction about the research focus. It also provides a 

concise background to this study, which serves as a foundation upon which further 

discussions in the remaining chapters are based. Other issues presented in the chapter 



include: the research aim and objectives; research questions, justifications for the study, key 

contributions of the thesis to knowledge, the scope and limitations of the study and the 

structure of the thesis. 

Chapter Two presents a review of relevant literature on entrepreneurial opportunities 

identification. The chapter contains a critical review and synthesis on some conceptual issues 

on opportunities, such as the evolution of the individual-opportunity nexus, definitions, 

conceptual and operational meanings of opportunity, typologies of opportunity and the 

conflicting views of opportunity. While reviewing this literature, the chapter also identifies 

gaps and asks two relevant research questions (first and second), which help to keep the 

study focused. 

Chapter Three identifies, and analyses debates on the process of entrepreneurial 

opportunities identification. Building on the discussion in the preceding chapter, this chapter 

identifies the conflicting and seemingly irreconcilable descriptions of the process of 

opportunity identification. It (chapter two) traces the origin of the two dominant theories 

(discovery and creation) to North-America and Europe and justifies the need to study the 

construct in Nigeria. Two further research questions are raised, and conceptual framework 

is proposed to answer the questions.  

Chapter Four describes the research context - Nigeria. It explains the geo-demographic 

characteristics and economic, political and socio-cultural information about Nigeria. The 

chapter also presents information on human capital development, emerging opportunities 

and SMEs in Nigeria. Justification for selection of Lagos state as the research centre was 

also provided. The chapter ends with a summary. 

Chapter Five presents a detailed explanation of the research methodology and methods. 

Specifically, the chapter explains the research philosophical assumptions with respect to 

ontology and epistemology, research approach, strategy, justifications for use of mixed-



methods, research design, methods of data collection and analysis, research instruments used 

and ethical consideration. 

Chapter Six: Being a Mixed-methods study, two sets of data were collected and analysed. 

In line with scholars’ suggestions, the analysis is divided into two chapters.  In this chapter 

the 38 semi-structure interviews conducted for owners of small firms are analysed using 

content and thematic analytical techniques.  

Chapter Seven is the second chapter of data analysis and it focuses on the quantitative data. 

Data collected from a survey of 320 entrepreneurs are analysed to complement the 

qualitative data analysed in the preceding chapter and answer the fourth research question. 

Some descriptive and inferential statistical techniques were used to analyse the data.     

Chapter Eight is the concluding chapter. It gives an overview of the study, provides a 

summary, discusses findings and presents the study’s conclusions, contributions to 

knowledge, implications and limitations of the research. 

The next chapter presents a review of literature on the nexus of individual and opportunity.  



Chapter 2: THE NEXUS OF OPPORTUNITY AND INDIVIDUAL  

2.1    Introduction 

As explained in the last chapter, this thesis seeks to understand how individual entrepreneurs 

in the Nigerian small business sector identify entrepreneurial opportunities. To achieve this 

main objective and locate the study properly within the wider conversation on the construct 

of entrepreneurial opportunities identification, this chapter presents a review of relevant 

literature on the main concepts of the study. The primary aim of this review is to provide 

theoretical foundations to the context of the study by reviewing, analysing, and synthesizing 

literature on current and important debates around opportunity identification.  

Specifically, this chapter traces the evolution of the distinctive scholarly field of 

entrepreneurship from the earliest market equilibrium approach to the Shane and 

Venkataraman (2000) disequilibrium nexus of individual and opportunity (I-O) model, 

which makes opportunity the main concept and its identification the central theme of 

entrepreneurship studies. As a result, this chapter establishes opportunity as the central 

concept of the entrepreneurship scholarly field (Section2.2).  Following this, section 2.3 

reviews and aggregates various definitions of opportunities and concludes with the study’s 

working definition. Section 2.4 focuses on different types of entrepreneurial opportunities 

and their relevance to this study. Section 2.4.1 presents some philosophical debates on the 

nature of opportunity and how they help shape this study. Section 2.5 discusses the 

individual entrepreneur. Finally, section 2.6 summarises the chapter and provides a link with 

the next chapter. 

  



2.2    The Evolution of the Individual-Opportunity (I-O) Nexus 

Entrepreneurship studies emerged recently from the overly “person-centric” approach of 

neoclassical economics to the “Nexus of Individual and Opportunity” (I – O) framework 

(Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Shane, 2012; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). From the 

literature reviewed, it was observed that the person-centric approach, which was the earliest 

and dominant approach to studying entrepreneurship until the 90s (Cassis and Minoglou, 

2005), was based on the assumptions of neoclassical economics and social psychology that 

opportunity does not exist, or it is arbitrarily distributed among the population (Knight, 1921; 

Marsha, 1919; Schutz, 1958). Because of this equilibrium assumption, this approach 

believed that no one could identify a gap that would generate entrepreneurial profit, except 

individuals with certain attributes (Parker, 2009; Popescu, 2013; Shane and Venkataraman, 

2000). It is those traits that distinguish entrepreneurs from others, rather than information 

about opportunities (Shane, 2012).  

Consequently, earliest studies were focused on investigating those traits that distinguished 

entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs, rather than the entrepreneurial activities (Shane, 

2012; Venkataraman, Sarasvathy, Dew and Forster, 2012). For instance, a distinction 

between entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs was reduced to the preference of the former 

for uncertainty, while the latter with less preference for uncertainty is believed to be a salary 

or wage seeker (Khilstrom and Laffont, 1979). As other scholars have observed, this study 

acknowledges that the neoclassical approach no doubt made significant contributions to the 

understanding of entrepreneurship, but those contributions were not comprehensive enough 

to give a complete view of the entrepreneurial process (Carlsson, Braunerhjelm, McKelvey, 

Olofsson, Persson, and Ylinenpaa, 2013; Eckhardth and Shane, 2003; Gartner, 1990; Shane 

and Venkataraman, 2000).  

No doubt, the equilibrium approach has made some significant contributions to the 

entrepreneurship literature, which reveals that the approach provides a detailed description 



of who entrepreneurs are and the characteristics that set them apart from others. It also 

identifies and explains factors that motivate and sustain the entrepreneur in business 

(Maslow, 1943; McClelland, 1961; Weiner, 1972). It was such profound contributions that 

provided a platform for studying and understanding the entrepreneur as a risk taker who 

prefers uncertainty (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003), and a risk-bearer in a situation of uncertainty 

and imperfect information (Knight, 1921). The approach also enhanced studying the 

entrepreneur as a decision maker and allocator of scarce resources (Casson, 1982); as “a 

person with insight” (Barringer and Ireland, 2008: 6); and as a specialist in taking 

responsibility and making decisions on location and utilisation of resources (He´bert and 

Link, 1989: 47). However, this approach fails to explain the process of venture creation, 

which includes opportunity discovery, evaluation, and exploitation (Eckardt and Shane, 

2003), as a result of the following reasons.  

Firstly, the person-centric approach is static, incomplete, and not suitable for studying a 

dynamic process like entrepreneurship (Busenitz, Plummer, Klotz, Shahzad, and Rhoads, 

2014; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Entrepreneurial behaviour is temporary and will 

vary based on people’s situations, conditions, and culture (Carroll and Mosakowski, 1987). 

Thus, it is almost impossible for entrepreneurship to be explained using characteristics of 

certain populations to predict others, irrespective of their situations or conditions (Shane and 

Venkataraman, 2000). The opportunities entrepreneurs seek for exploitation are also 

different and vary with time and context, and thus need to be understood (Hunter, 2013; 

Shane, 2012). It is not only entrepreneurs that matter in the study of entrepreneurship; “the 

episodic information people have gathered about particular opportunities also matter and is 

under-investigated” (Eckardt and Shane, 2003, p. 334).  

Secondly, the approach is restrictive. Studying entrepreneurship from only the 

entrepreneur’s perspective is inadequate and would not give a dynamic and scholarly view 

of the concept, because it (entrepreneurship) involves the connection of two important 



phenomena; the presence of entrepreneurial opportunities and the enterprising individual 

(Venkataraman, 1997). By focusing entrepreneurship studies on only the entrepreneur, the 

neoclassical approach has limited the field’s understanding to this context. This is close to 

describing science only by who the scientists are. That is why Eckardt and Shane (2003) 

rightly argue that since economics for instance is not studied by who the economist is or is 

not, the scholarly field of entrepreneurship should also not be described by who the 

entrepreneur is, but by entrepreneurial activities (Shane, 2012). Therefore, there is a need 

for a more comprehensive and dynamic approach that will incorporate the study of both the 

entrepreneur and the opportunities individual seeks to exploit (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003).  

Shane and Venkataraman (2000), based on the earlier works of two Austrian economists 

(Hayek, 1945 and Knight, 1921), proposed a new definition of entrepreneurship, as the study 

of the process of discovering, evaluating, and exploiting opportunities; and the individual 

who discovers, evaluates, and exploits the opportunities (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003). This 

new definition is based on the classical economics or market disequilibrium assumption that 

information about opportunities or market needs exist and is available to all individuals 

(Venkataraman, 1997).  The responsibility of the entrepreneur is to discover these existing 

opportunities and exploit them for profit. Consequently, entrepreneurship is said to occur at 

this intersection of enterprising individual and valuable opportunities - “the nexus of 

individual and opportunity” (I-O) (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000).  

The I-O model (see Error! Reference source not found. below) implies that the study of 

entrepreneurship entails studying the individual (and teams, groups, or organisations) 

involved in the entrepreneurial process and the opportunities the individual seeks to discover, 

evaluate, and exploit. Consequently, Shane and Venkataraman (2000: 218) proposed the 

following three fundamental research questions, which entrepreneurship scholars should 

seek to answer: Why, when, and how opportunities for the creation of goods and services 

come into existence; why, when, and how some people and not others discover and exploit 



these opportunities; and why, when, and how different modes of action are used to exploit 

entrepreneurial opportunities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: The Nexus of Individual and Opportunity Model.   

 

The Individual-Opportunity model and its associated research questions have been widely 

accepted in the literature as the best approach to studying entrepreneurship, judging by the 

increasing number of studies focusing on the opportunity concept (Alvarez and Barney, 

2010; Baliamoune-Lutz, 2007; Vaghely and Julien, 2010; Wood and Williams, 2014). 

Scholars agreed that making opportunity the central concept of entrepreneurship research 

offers a superior framework to the equilibria by including a study of the individual to the 

entrepreneurial process, discovery, evaluation, and exploitation of opportunities. The 

framework also complements the studies on the venture creation process (Bhave, 1994). It 

provides an opportunity for the entrepreneurship research community to develop its own 

theories and answer its own central research questions about entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification, evaluation and exploitation (Shane, 2012). 

Understanding how entrepreneurial opportunities are identified has been singled out as the 

most crucial of the research questions. According to Shane (2012), without opportunity 

identification by the entrepreneur, there would be no business. This therefore makes 

opportunity identification the foundation and central theme of research among 
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entrepreneurship scholars, and the most crucial in the entrepreneurial process among 

practitioners (Bhave, 1994; Sarasvathy, 2014; Wood and Williams, 2014). As a result, there 

is an increasing number of studies which seek to understand how individuals, teams, and 

organisations identify entrepreneurial opportunities in different contexts. This study is one 

of such studies. 

2.2.1    Criticism of the I-O Model 

Despite its wide acceptability, the I-O framework has been criticised for being too simplistic 

(Aldrich, 2012), for underestimating the influence of context (Baker et al., 2005; Hunter, 

2013; Zahra and Dess, 2001), and for lacking consideration for social causes (Baker et al., 

2005). On being simplistic, Aldrich (2012) argues that the approach tends to give the 

impression that the entrepreneurial process is linear with its I-O model, whereas it is 

dynamic. The process of opportunity discovery, evaluation and exploitation, according to 

the model, is linear, but some identified opportunities are discarded during the evaluation 

stage while some new ones are even discovered at the exploitation stage and they have to be 

re-evaluated (Wood and Mckinley, 2010). The opportunity refinement process is a kind of 

“front and backward” process, not linear (Arend, 2013; Garud, Gehrman, and Giuliani, 

2014). Baker et al. (2005) added that the I-O framework did not reflect critical roles the 

environment and social interaction play in the entrepreneurial process. They argue that 

entrepreneurship is context-specific, and thus plays a significant role in opportunity 

identification and exploitation. Additionally, they argue that the model did not consider the 

strategic importance of social networks in the entrepreneurial process. 

Shane (2012, p. 17) noted these criticisms of the framework and argues that the definition 

did not suggest linearity of the entrepreneurial process, but comprehensiveness.  Shane 

argues that the framework only listed the stages involved in the entrepreneurial process but 

did not specify the flow of the process. The author acknowledged that environmental factors 

and social relatedness are crucial to the entrepreneurial process and should be considered as 



complimentary to the I-O framework. Shane stressed that despite this criticism of the 

framework, the scholarly field of entrepreneurship  

appears to have moved towards consensus around the core idea that 

entrepreneurship is a process that depends on both opportunities and 

individuals; the idea of entrepreneurship as a distinctive scholarly domain; the 

definition of entrepreneurship as a process rather than an event or embodiment 

of a type of person; and the nexus of opportunities and individuals… the field 

has advanced significantly (Shane, 2012 p. 18).  

Alvarez and Barney (2013) also acknowledged the comprehensiveness and suitability of the 

framework as the best approach to studying entrepreneurship. 

In sum, entrepreneurship studies that started from the neoclassical economist assumption of 

market equilibrium have moved to the Austrian economist assumption of disequilibrium, 

where entrepreneurship is conceived as a study of opportunity identification, evaluation, 

exploitation, and the individuals involved in the process (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). 

This approach thus makes opportunity the main concept and the process of its identification 

the central theme of entrepreneurship studies, which is gaining traction (Davidsson and 

Honig, 2003; Foss and Klein, 2018). The next section of this thesis explains the meaning of 

opportunities, conceptually and operationally. 

2.3    Definitions and Meaning of Entrepreneurial Opportunities 

When the Individual-Opportunity framework described above was adopted as the research 

model for entrepreneurship studies, it - by implication - made opportunity the central concept 

of entrepreneurship research (Sarasvathy, 2014). Despite this general acceptance of 

opportunity as the core concept of entrepreneurship, there is no universally accepted 

conceptual definition of the opportunity factor. In entrepreneurship literature, opportunity 

has been defined by many scholars from different perspectives, with little or no agreement 

on what constitutes an appropriate conceptual definition (Hansen, Shrader, and Monllor., 

2011; Murphy, 2011). It is therefore important to review the debate on what constitutes an 



entrepreneurial opportunity and adopt a particular definition before exploring how people 

identify entrepreneurial opportunities.  

From a general perspective, opportunity is defined as set of exploitable circumstances with 

risk and uncertain outcome (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). However, scholars agreed that 

entrepreneurial opportunity as the core concept of entrepreneurship is broader and needs to 

be properly defined. Entrepreneurial opportunities are “those situations in which new goods, 

services, raw materials, markets and organising methods can be introduced through the 

formation of new means, ends, or means-ends relationships” (Eckhardt and Shane, 

2003:336). From this definition, the difference between entrepreneurial opportunities and 

other forms of opportunities for profit is that the former (entrepreneurial opportunities) 

require the formation of a new means – ends relationship, while the latter requires 

optimisation within the existing venture (Alvarez et al., 2013). For example, buying a 

product in a market at a lower price and selling it in another market at a higher price is an 

arbitrage opportunity; it does not require the formation of a new venture for exploitation. 

Entrepreneurial opportunities would require the formation of a new venture for exploitation 

(Shane and Venkataraman, 2000).  

The definition above seems to have been well accepted as the conceptual definition of 

entrepreneurial opportunities within the entrepreneurship research ecosystem, based on its 

increasing citation in the body of literature (Hansen, et al., 2011; Shane, 2012). However, 

some scholars disagree with its “formation of new means, ends, or means-ends relationships” 

dimension (Plummer, Haynie, and Godesiabois, 2007; Singh, 2001; Smith, Matthews and 

Schenkel, 2009). Specifically, Plummer et al. (2007 p. 366) observed that “the language of 

a ‘new means – ends’ framework would lead to easy confusion and confounding of ideas”. 

These authors further argue that the definition would also not accommodate some genuine 

entrepreneurial opportunities like “under-exploited opportunities”. To prove their point, the 

authors argue that under this definition, for instance, entrepreneurs like Michael Dell would 



not be considered to have pursued an entrepreneurial opportunity when Michael 

manufactured and sold personal computers, because this line of business had been previously 

exploited.  

Noting this “under-exploited opportunities” weakness of Shane and Venkataraman’s 

definition, Singh (2001, p. 11) proposed a more comprehensive definition of entrepreneurial 

opportunity, which significantly did not contradict Shane and Venkataraman’s. Sing defines 

it as “a feasible, profit-seeking potential venture that provides an innovative new product or 

service to the market, improves on an existing product/service, or imitates a profitable 

product/service in a less-than saturated market”. By dismantling the confounded “situations” 

(in Shane and Venkataraman’s definition) into various possible opportunity situations, Singh 

provided a broader definition, which accounted for other forms of opportunities that do not 

require the “new means – ends” framework (Smith et al., 2009). It has also been suggested 

that this definition accommodates both the discovery and creation views of entrepreneurial 

opportunity (DeTienne and Chandler, 2007 pp. 336-337).  

Yet, Shane and Venkataraman (2001) disagreed with Singh’s definition. They argue that the 

definition is too narrow on three grounds, and they made suggestions for expansion. First, 

they argue that the definition is narrow by limiting entrepreneurial opportunities to products 

and services alone. They suggest that “new raw materials” and “new organising methods” 

be included as other forms of opportunity. Second, they suggest that exploitation through 

new ventures should be replaced with “variety of methods”, to recognise other means of 

exploiting opportunities. Third, they proposed that the definition should be expanded to 

include “market inefficiency due to information asymmetry”.  

Consequently, Smith et al. (2009, p. 41) accommodated these suggestions and proposed a 

broader definition of entrepreneurial opportunities, which moves beyond the semantic of 

“new means–ends”. They define entrepreneurial opportunities as “a feasible profit-seeking 



situation to exploit a market inefficiency that provides an innovative, improved or discovered 

product, service, raw material, or organising method in a less-than-saturated market”. This 

definition is broader and has accounted for all possible situations for profit and different 

methods of exploitation of the opportunities. Considering the exploratory nature of this 

study, it agrees with this definition because of its wider scope, which accommodates all 

forms of opportunities that may exist within the research context. 

Further literature review on the definition of opportunities revealed that all the above 

definitions except Smith et al. (2009) are viewed as representing the views of scholars who 

see opportunity as a previously existing phenomenon prior to discovery by the entrepreneur. 

Other scholars view opportunity as a socially created phenomenon (Alvarez & Barney, 

2007). These social constructivist scholars emphasized innovativeness and the creation 

process in their definitions.  

Based on their social constructionism worldview, they define entrepreneurial opportunity as 

“the chance to introduce innovative (rather than discovery) goods, services, or processes to 

an industry or economic marketplace” (Gaglio, 2004, p. 534). An opportunity occurs when 

there are competitive imperfections in the product or factor markets (Alvarez and Barney, 

2010 p. 559), and the chance for an individual or a team to offer to the society some new 

value, which has potential for economic gain or loss, by introducing innovative and novel 

products or services through creating new ventures” (Lee and Venkataraman, 2006, p. 110). 

The underlined words in these definitions characterise the definitions of the concept of 

entrepreneurial opportunity within the constructivist philosophical view. 

Therefore, to this school of thought, an entrepreneurial opportunity is a previously non-

existent, innovative and novel product or service conceived, produced, and introduced into 

the market for profit by an individual or a team. This common ground shows clearly the 

degree of agreement among the constructivists.  



With these apparent contradictions in the definitions of the central concept of 

entrepreneurship, some scholars recently made some reconciliatory efforts to provide a 

comprehensive definition that accommodates both views, yet there are still some gaps 

(Murphy, 2011). Three definitions stand out among this group. First, Short et al. (2010, p. 

55) define opportunity as an idea or dream that is discovered or created by an entrepreneurial 

entity, which is revealed through analysis over time to be potentially lucrative. Second, 

Grégoire et al. (2010, p. 117) define entrepreneurial opportunity as a “projected course of 

action to introduce (and profit from) new and/or improved supply–demand combinations 

that seek to address market failure problems”. Third, Alsos and Kaikkonen (2004) offered 

another relevantt definition of opportunity. They define opportunity as “the possibility to 

serve customers differently and better”. The word “possibility” in this definition makes it 

consistent with that of Venkantaraman (1997), and empirically measurable.  

These reconciliatory definitions have not been well accepted in the literature, because of the 

irreconcilability of ontological and epistemological positions (Alvarez and Barney, 2013). 

Consequently, Hansen, et al (2011, p. 287) proposed what they called “six composite 

definitions (see Error! Reference source not found.Table 2.1 Error! Reference source 

not found.), after reviewing 56 articles published in five top entrepreneurship journals 

between 1990 and 2009. Unfortunately, these definitions are not theory driven; they were 

based on content analyses of published studies. Again, rather than defragmenting the field 

as they wish, Hansen et al. only expanded the various perspectives to studying 

entrepreneurial opportunity. 

With the failure of the reconciliatory efforts to produce a universally accepted definition, 

one may be tempted to ask; can there ever be a universal definition for entrepreneurial 

opportunities? (Hansen et al., 2011). Sarasvathy (2014, p. 305) said there can never be a 

“one cap fits all” definition for entrepreneurial opportunities, and one is not needed. 



Sarasvathy argues that the “universal definition” can never be universal, because someone 

would always come up with a conceptualisation that would merit attention. 



Table 2.1: Six Composite Definitions of Opportunity 

S/N Composite Definition Dominant & 

Identifying Common 

Elements 

Sources 

1 An opportunity is the 

possibility of 

introducing a new 

product to the market at 

a profit 

New/Novelty; 

Product; 

Feasibility/Possibility; 

Internal value/Profit; 

Market need/ Demand 

Alsos, & Kaikkonen (2004); 

Companys & McMullen (2007); 

DeTienne & Chander (2003); 

Dutta & Crossan (2005); 

Eckhardt & Ciuchta (2006); 

Eisenhauer (1996); Gaglio 

(2004); Ko & Butler (2003); Lee 

& Venkataraman (2006); 

Plummer, Haynie & Godesiabois 

(2007); Smith, Matthews & 

Schenkel (2009 

2 An opportunity is a 

situation in which 

entrepreneurs envision 

or create new means 

ends frameworks 

Situation/External 

environmental 

conditions; Cognitive 

connections/Bisociatio

n of satisfying the 

market; Resources; 

Entrepreneur 

Companys & McMullen (2007); 

Koen & Kleinschmidt (2005); 

Sarason, Dean & Dillard (2006) 

 

3 An opportunity is an 

idea that has developed 

into a business form 

Business form; 

Idea/business idea; 

Progression of 

development 

Anderson (2000); Ardichvili, 

Cardozo & Ray (2003); 

Davidsson, Hunter & Klofsten 

(2004); Dimov (2007) 

4 An opportunity is an 

entrepreneur's 

perception of a feasible 

means to obtain/achieve 

benefits 

Feasibility/Possibility; 

Perception; Internal 

value/Profit 

Brunetto & Farr-Wharton 

(2007); Casson & Wadeson 

(2007); Dimov (2003); Gnyawali 

& Fogel (1994); Krueger (2000) 

5 An opportunity is an 

entrepreneur’s ability to 

create a solution to a 

problem 

Entrepreneur; Market 

need/ Demand; 

Problem/solution; 

Creative 

process/creativity 

Chandler, DeTienne & Lyon 

(2003) 

 

6 An opportunity is the 

possibility to serve 

customers differently 

and better 

Feasibility; 

Customer/Market 

Benefit/External value 

Alsos, & Kaikkonen (2004) 

 



 

 

Similarly, Casson was quoted in Alvarez, Godley, and Wright (2014, p. 187) to have 

expressed frustration in the following words, on the unending debate on the concise 

definition of the opportunity concept:   

[I do get frustrated with] people who, say, they are going to write a whole book 

about ‘What is an opportunity,’ and ‘Is it subjective or objective?’ To me, these 

terms ‘entrepreneur,’ ‘opportunity,’ ‘profit,’ ‘uncertainty,’ these are just 

ordinary words. If you want to know what they mean, go to the Oxford English 

Dictionary, which will tell you how they have been used. What you will learn 

there is they have different meanings in different contexts.  

Some scholars (Hansen et al, 2011 and Murphy, 2011) therefore suggest that 

entrepreneurship researchers should, irrespective of philosophical differences, adopt one 

definition as conceptual, while individual studies come up with operational definitions. 

Table 2.2 presents a summary of the various definitions, sources, and philosophical views 

underpinning the definitions. 

Based on the analysis above, it is clear that the entrepreneurship research community is yet 

to come to agreement on one universal definition for its core concept. Perhaps, that is why 

some scholars refused to define the concept in their empirical studies (Hansen et al., 2011). 

However, being an exploratory study, this research adopts Smith et al.’s (2009, p. 41) 

definition as its conceptual definition for entrepreneurial opportunity. They define 

entrepreneurial opportunities as “a feasible profit-seeking situation to exploit a market 

inefficiency that provides an innovative, improved or discovery product, service, raw 

material, or organising method in a less-than-saturated market”. 

2.3.1     Operational Definition 

Another important definitional issue on entrepreneurial opportunity is its operational 

definition. Owing to its abstract nature and conceptual definitional debates, there have been 

limited quantitative studies on entrepreneurial opportunity (Hansen et al., 2011; Sarasvathy, 

Source: Hansen et al, (2011) 



2014). These few studies have operationalised the concept in different ways, such as novel 

ideas (DeTienne and Chandler, 2007) and “demand for or potential introduction of a 

product” (Eckhardt and Ciuchta, 2006). Some studies simply avoided defining it (Davidsson, 

2015).  Those who defined it in one study failed to consistently apply it in the same study or 

in subsequent ones (Davidsson, 2015; Murphy, 2011). It has thus become difficult to 

examine the same entrepreneurial opportunity concept across different studies (Davidsson, 

2015; Murphy, 2011).  

Consequently, generalizing empirical findings and theoretical developments of opportunity 

and opportunity-related processes becomes difficult. Hansen et al. (2011) stressed this view 

further by stating that the fragmentation in operational and conceptual definitions of the 

concept of opportunity is frustrating theory building and making comprehension of empirical 

findings difficult, because entrepreneurship scholars were not all examining the same 

theoretical construct. They therefore suggested that scholars must not only state their 

philosophical views of the construct; they must also provide conceptual definitions of it. To 

avoid this problem, Hansen et al. (2011) advised that empirical researchers on the 

entrepreneurial opportunity construct should make conceptual and operational clarifications 

of the concept. 

In this study, the operational definition of entrepreneurial opportunity is taken as any course 

of action aimed at introducing (and profiting from) new and/or improved supply–demand 

combinations, which seek to address market failure problems (Grégoire et al.., 2010). 

In sum, from the review and synthesis of extant literature above, two things are clear on the 

definition of entrepreneurial opportunity. One; defining entrepreneurial opportunity is 

beyond the mere academic exercise of defining major concepts of a research; its abstract 

nature makes it necessary. Two; a universal definition of the concept is elusive and efforts 

to produce one have failed so far. The ontological and epistemological conflict on its nature 



is principally responsible for the failure to have a unified definition of entrepreneurial 

opportunities. However, in this study, following the definition of Smith et al. (2009, p. 41), 

entrepreneurial opportunity is defined as “a feasible profit-seeking situation to exploit a 

market inefficiency that provides an innovative, improved, or discovered product, service, 

raw material, or organising method in a less-than-saturated market”. This definition is 

preferred because it incorporates all the various forms of situations which may exist within 

the research context. The definition is also an improvement on the widely accepted “ends-

means” definition of Shane and Venkataraman (2000).     



Table 2.2: Selected Definitions of Entrepreneurial Opportunity from the Literature 

S/N Definition Source Theoretical 

View 

Comment 

1 “Situations in which new goods, services, raw materials, and 

organising processes can be introduced and sold at greater than 

their cost of production.” 

Shane and Venkataraman, (2000, p. 

220; cf. Shane, 2012, p. 15) 

Discovery This is the most dominant definition in 

the literature. It distinguishes 

entrepreneurial opportunity from other 

forms of opportunities by introducing 

the “new means-ends” framework. 

2 “A set of environmental conditions that lead to the introduction of 

one or more new products or services in the marketplace by an 

entrepreneur or by an entrepreneurial team through either an 

existing venture or a newly created one. “ 

Dutta and Crossan (2005, p. 426) Discovery Introduced agency to discovery of 

opportunity 

 

3 “Opportunity exists when competitive imperfections exist in 

product or factor markets.” 

Alvarez et al., 2013, p. 302; cf. 

Alvarez and Barney (2010, p. 559) 

Creation Considered opportunity as a subjective 

phenomenon constructed from market 

imperfection 

4 “The chance for an individual (or a team) to offer some new value 

to society, often by introducing innovative and novel products or 

services by creating a nascent firm. These opportunities contain the 

possibility for economic gain as well as the possibility for financial 

loss for the entrepreneur(s) pursuing the idea.” 

Lee and Venkataraman, (2006, p. 

110)  

 

Both Combined features of 1 and 2 above 

 

5 “An idea or dream that is discovered or created by an 

entrepreneurial entity and that is revealed through analysis over 

time to be potentially lucrative.” 

Short et al. (2010, p. 55)  

 

Discovery or 

Creation 

Time dimension is introduced. 

Opportunity starts as creation but 

emerges into discovery over time 

6 “The chance to introduce innovative (rather than discovery) 

goods, services, or processes to an industry or economic 

marketplace.” 

Gaglio (2004, p. 534)  

 

Creation Emphasizes innovation 



S/N Definition Source Theoretical 

View 

Comment 

7 “An idea for an innovation that may have value after further 

investment.” 

Kornish and Ulrich (2011, p. 107) Creation Profit-motivated innovation is intended 

from the beginning. 

8 “Projected courses of action to introduce (and profit from) new 

and/or improved supply–demand combinations that seek to 

address market failure problems.” 

Grégoire et al. (2010b, p. 117)  

 

Discovery/Cre

ation 

Exploiting market weakness rather than 

innovate (radical or progressive) 

9 “A future situation that is both desirable and feasible, regardless 

of the resources currently under the control of the entrepreneur.” 

Wood and McKinley (2010, p.  68) Creation Seems to be describing enacted 

opportunity 

10 “The progress (idea + action) along a continuum ranging from an 

initial insight to a fully shaped idea about starting and operating a 

business.” 

Dimov (2007, p. 720)  

 

Evolving 

(Initially 

Discovery) 

Similar to #9  

11 “Perceived as positive situations that are controllable (…) must 

represent a desirable future state, involving growth or at least 

change; and the individual must believe it is possible to reach that 

state.” 

Gartner et al. (2008, p. 304) Creation/Disc

overy 

Appears to be ambiguous on the nature 

of opportunity and future (controllable 

or desirable) 

12 

 

 “The possibility to serve customers differently and better.”  Alsos and Kaikkonen (2004) Both The word “possibility” in this 

definition makes it consistent with #1 

and empirically measurable. 

13 “A feasible, profit-seeking potential venture that provides an 

innovative new product or service to the market, improves on an 

existing product/service, or imitates a profitable product/service in 

a less-than saturated market.” 

Singh (2001, p. 11) Both An extension of #1 above to 

accommodate under-exploited 

opportunities. 

Source: Author (2019) from various sources



2.4    Typologies of Entrepreneurial Opportunities  

Following the different ontological and epistemological views on entrepreneurial 

opportunity described above, one other relevant conversation noticed from the literature 

reviewed is the fragmentation in typologies of entrepreneurial opportunities. Three potential 

views exist in the literature on the relevance of different entrepreneurial opportunity types. 

First, some scholars argue that while there may be more than one type of entrepreneurial 

opportunities, there is no difference in the process of their exploitation. Therefore, the debate 

on opportunity type is merely academic, unnecessary, and of no practical implication for 

practice and theory, because entrepreneurs consider all opportunity types the same, 

irrespective of academics’ descriptions (Baron, 2004). To Dimov (2011), classifying 

opportunities is not only merely academic but also empirically challenging, because of the 

abstract nature of the phenomenon. Baron and Dimov concluded that empirical studies 

should concentrate more on the measurement of the concept rather than differentiating one 

from another. This study rejects this view, because some empirical studies (De Jong and 

Marsili, 2010) have demonstrated that opportunity types may generate different business 

outcomes. 

Second, some scholars are of the view that one perspective of opportunities is supreme to 

the other, and the only appropriate way to study and understand entrepreneurial opportunities 

is through that single supreme perspective (Baker and Nelson, 2005; Eckhardt and Shane, 

2003). Eckhardt and Shane, for instance, view entrepreneurial opportunities from the 

discovery perspective and contend that the only way to understand it is to view it as such. 

Third, many scholars argue that there are at least two types of entrepreneurial opportunities, 

and they are enacted through different routes (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Martin and Wilson, 

2016).  

This thesis rejects the first two groups in favour of the third. This thesis contends that there 

are at least two types of opportunities, depending on the context, and they differ in their 



identification/formation processes, exploitation processes, and potential outcomes. This is 

the main argument of this research. In fact, Shane (2012, p. 18) seems to be supporting this 

view and calls for more research to categorise it when they say: “Few authors have pursued 

the categorization of strong and weak forms of opportunities, representing the 

Schumpeterian and Kirznerian types, respectively”.  

In response to this call for the categorisation of opportunities, scholars responded by using 

many approaches to classify opportunities. These approaches include the scale (Shane, 2004; 

Yu, 2001); ontology (Alvarez and Barney, 2007); life cycle (Zahra, 2008); transition (Welter 

and Alvarez, 2015) and multiple (Companys and McMullen, 2007) approaches. 

The scale approach was used by Yu (2001) and Shane (2004) to classify opportunities into 

two groups. Yu classified opportunities into ordinary opportunities and extraordinary 

opportunities. According to Yu, the former refers to opportunities in which the entrepreneur 

explores existing situations to modify or restructure the current method of doing things, so 

that the process becomes cheaper, better, or faster. The latter refers to the creation of new 

product or service ideas that are hitherto not in existence. Such opportunities are borne out 

of the entrepreneur’s readiness to take risks in a situation of uncertainties. According to Yu, 

the ordinary opportunity “brings an incremental change to the economy”, while the 

extraordinary opportunity revolutionises the economy (p. 50). Similarly, Shane (2004) 

classifies entrepreneurial opportunities into small scale opportunities and large-scale 

opportunities. The small-scale opportunities are those discovered serendipitously by 

entrepreneurially alert individuals, while the large-scale opportunities are those identified by 

creative individuals to solve an existing problem. 

Ontological differences among scholars described in section 2.4.1 below have also been used 

to classify entrepreneurial opportunities into discovery opportunities and creation 

opportunities (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). The former is described as those that exist 



exogenously from changes in technology, population, government policy and other external 

environmental factors, but are discovered by alert individuals. The creation opportunities by 

contrast are endogenously created by the entrepreneur in the process of interacting with the 

environment. This classification was also adopted by many conceptual and empirical studies. 

The terms “made and found” have also been used in the literature to describe creation and 

discovery opportunities respectively (Shane, 2012). However, (Hansen, et al., 2011) advised 

that researchers should stick to discovery and creation concepts, to avoid confusion and 

misinterpretation of research findings. This study shares this view, hence the adoption of 

creation and discovery as the two terms to describe the opportunity types. 

A further review of the scale and ontological classifications of entrepreneurial opportunity 

reveals that irrespective of terms used by both approaches, there seems to be a general and 

consistent label of Kirznerian opportunity and Schumpeterian opportunity for the two classes 

of opportunity, to recognise the two Austrian economists - Kirzrner (1973) and Schumpeter 

(1934), who were the first to conceptualise the two types of opportunities. For instance, 

Shane (2004) labelled small scale opportunity Kirznerian opportunity and large-scale as 

Schumpeterian opportunity. Similarly, Alvarez and Barney (2007) and De Jong and Marsili, 

(2010) also labelled the discovery opportunity as Kirzner’s opportunity and the 

endogenously created as Schumpeterian opportunity. Cheah (1990) also used the same terms 

not only to describe opportunity, but to also explain Schumpeter and Kirzner’s 

conceptualisation of entrepreneurship.  

However, not all scholars agreed completely with the dual classification above of 

entrepreneurial opportunities as discovery/creation or Kirzner/Schumpeter. There are a few 

scholars who, although agreed with the discovery-creation proposition, disagreed on the 

manner of their existence. For instance, using the Life Cycle theory, Zahra (2008) agreed 

that there are two types of opportunities (discovery and creation), but argues that they exist 

in a virtuous cycle. That is, they do not exist simultaneously within the same context - they 



change from one state to another and in cycle. According to Zahra, a creation opportunity 

can transform to a discovery opportunity and vice-versa.  

Similarly, Welter and Alvarez (2015) acknowledged the existence of the two types of 

opportunities, and further clarified the relationship between them. They postulated that 

opportunities would transit from one state to another or out of the ecosystem. That is, a 

creation opportunity would transit to a discovery opportunity or out of the ecosystem and 

vice versa. This transition theory of opportunity types, apart from differentiating the 

opportunity type, also offers practical insights into strategic choices employed by 

entrepreneurs pursuing each opportunity type. These strategic choices are further explored 

in the theoretical framework in Chapter Three, section Error! Reference source not found..  

A further review of literature also revealed that, beyond the dual opportunity types described 

above, there are still some scholars who believe that there is only one type of opportunity, 

while there are also those who suggest that there are more than two types. The single 

opportunity type represents the view of predominantly discovery opportunity scholars, who 

believe that there is only one type of opportunity and it exists ex ante the individual that 

discovers it (Kirzner, 1973; Shane, 2012; Venkataraman, 1997). This group of scholars 

followed the Kirzner (1973) idea that alert entrepreneurs merely discover opportunities that 

exist in situations of uncertain and non-market equilibrium. They attributed no adjective to 

the concept; they simply referred to it as opportunity, to demonstrate their conviction that 

there is only one opportunity type.  

The multiple opportunity view also exists (Ardichivili, et al., 2003; Companys and 

McMullen, 2007). Ardichivili, et al. (2003 p. 116-117) classified entrepreneurial opportunity 

into four categories, based on “value sought (defined as problems) and value creation 

(defined as solutions)” as follows: “Dreams” - situations where both problems and solutions 

are unknown; “Problem solving” - situations where problems are known, but solutions are  



unknown; “Technology transfer” - situations in which solutions are available without an 

identified problem; and “Business formation” - situations in which both solutions and 

problems are known. This opportunity type appears more like opportunity progression from 

unknown to known. Ardichivili et al. admitted this much when they said:  

One might argue that this matrix describes a developmental progression 

from situations in which both problem and solution are unknown, to 

situations in which either the problem or solution is known, to the situation 

in which both problem and solution are known (p. 117). 

Companys and McMullen (2007) used the sources or origins to classify entrepreneurial 

opportunities available to entrepreneurs in an environment into three broad categories of 

economic, cultural-cognitive, and sociopolital entrepreneurial opportunities. They defined 

Economic opportunities as objective situations which involve economic resources and 

information to discover new value, thereby creating means–ends relationships. Cultural-

cognitive opportunities are subjective situations which require conscious cognitive processes 

for the enactment of valuable, new means-ends relationships. Sociopolital opportunities are 

objective situations existing in social structures, which require human action for exploitation 

to create new means-ends relationship (Companys and McMullen, 2007).  

Using demand and supply concerns, Companys and McMullen (2007) further classified 

economic opportunities into technology-driven opportunities and market opportunities. 

Similarly, they classified cultural-cognitive opportunities into producers and consumers’ 

opportunities.  Finally, sociopolital opportunities are further classified into socially informed 

opportunities and government policy informed opportunities. A critical look at this 

classification suggests that Companys and McMullen’s economic opportunity type is 

consistent with the discovery-creation classification earlier discussed. 

Are all these classifications of the entrepreneurial opportunity concept really necessary? 

Actually, yes! As earlier mentioned, there are scholars who consider such exercises as 

merely academic, unnecessary, and of no practical implications for practice and theory 



(Baron, 2004; Dimov, 2011). Theoretically, it is difficult to classify an abstract phenomenon 

like opportunity, and practically, opportunity type makes no difference to entrepreneurs, 

because all opportunities are the same and would be exploited in the same way (Baron, 2004; 

Dimov, 2011). Conversely, the pro-opportunity type scholars (e.g. Hansen et al., 2011; 

Hunter, 2015; Shepherd and DeTienne, 2005; Welter and Alvarez, 2015) argue that 

understanding opportunity types has both theoretical and practical benefits.  

Theoretically, by classifying opportunity, previous findings of empirical studies that have 

been contradictory may be clarified (Welter and Alvarez, 2015). Findings from previous 

empirical studies are sometimes misinterpreted, because of the conflicting ontological 

descriptions of entrepreneurial opportunities as either an objective or a subjective reality by 

scholars, as well as its multiple sources (Hansen et al., 2010). Treating these two forms of 

opportunity separately might help the scholarly field clarify some of the ambiguities 

surrounding the opportunity concept. It can also help provide a clearer picture of some highly 

contextualised variables affecting the entrepreneurial process, such as types of strategy, 

financing, planning, and leadership. Entrepreneurs adopt different strategies during the 

entrepreneurial process, which are sometimes unique to the type of opportunity they are 

exploiting. 

In addition, understanding opportunity types would help clarify strategies that are 

appropriate for each type of opportunity (Welter and Alvarez, 2015). This distinction also 

has practical implications for entrepreneurs. Differentiating opportunities would help 

entrepreneurs to value available information and their situations (Welter and Alvarez, 2015). 

That is, by classifying opportunities, entrepreneurs would be able to decide on relevant 

strategic options for each opportunity type. This is one of the areas this study intends to 

contribute to. This study believes that one of the problems with the existing theories is the 

confounding of opportunity types as one (either as discovery or creation). By categorising 

opportunities, understanding their discovery or creation process would be enhanced.  



In sum, from the analysis above, it is evident that classifying opportunities into different 

types is the dominant view and is gaining traction in the literature. The dominant typologies 

of entrepreneurial opportunities are the discovery – creation classification. However, most 

of the classifications were theoretical; only a few studies have considered classifying the 

opportunities they studied. This lack of clarification of opportunity types has led to 

contradictions and misinterpretations of some research findings (Hansen et al., 2011; Hunter, 

2015; Welter and Alvarez, 2015).  To avoid this problem of misinterpretation, Hansen et al. 

(2011) advised that empirical studies on entrepreneurial opportunity should endeavour to 

clarify the type of opportunity they are investigating, and explain how they intend to measure 

it, for clarity and ease of understanding of the report by the readers.   

Consequently, in this study, entrepreneurial opportunities are classified into Discovery and 

Creation opportunities. The study defines discovery opportunity, following Yu (2001), as a 

situation in which the entrepreneur explores existing situations to modify an existing 

product/service idea or restructure the current method of doing things, so that the 

product/service or process becomes cheaper, better, or faster. Creation opportunity refers to 

the creation of a new product or service idea that was hitherto not in existence. 

2.4.1    Nature of Entrepreneurial Opportunities: Some Philosophical Debates 

The nature of opportunity is an issue that has generated intense scholarly debate in the 

entrepreneurship research field (Foss & Klein, 2018). This debate stems from the different 

philosophical perspectives of scholars (Alvarez and Barney, 2007, 2013 and 2014; Arend 

and Levesque, 2014; Corbett, 2007)). The different epistemological views of the realists and 

the social constructionists generated fierce debate on the ontological perception of 

opportunity (Alvarez et al., 2010; McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). While the realists and 

critical realists perceive opportunity as an objective reality, which exists ex-ante the 

entrepreneur who discovers it, the social constructionists see it as a socially constructed 

phenomenon by the entrepreneur and the social environment (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; 



Arend, 2013). Alvarez and colleagues christened these views as discovery and creation, 

respectively. As suggested by Acs and Audretsch (2003), studies on entrepreneurial 

opportunities need to clarify the nature of the opportunity they are investigating for proper 

understanding and interpretation of the research findings. Based on this advice, this section 

of this thesis presents some philosophical debates on the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunities, clarifies its own position, and poses its first research question. 

2.4.2 Realism  

The realist or discovery view, which has its roots in the earliest works of Kirzner (1937 and 

1997) and Hayek (1945) is the earliest and dominant view of opportunity (Alvarez and 

Barney, 2007 and 2013; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Wood and Williams, 2014). 

According to Alvarez et al. (2013), this view is driven by the critical realism epistemological 

philosophy - the philosophical position that objects (observable or unobservable) exist 

independent of the mind (Alvarez and Barney, 2013 and 2014; Arend, 2013; Arend and 

Levesque, 2014; Corbett, 2007). Hence, opportunity is perceived as an objective 

phenomenon which exists independent of the perceptions and actions of the entrepreneurs 

who are seeking to exploit them (Alvarez, et al., 2013; Venkataraman, 1997).  

To those who hold this view, opportunity arises exogenously from changes in demography, 

policy, socio-cultural conditions and technology, which disrupt the competitive equilibrium 

of a market or industry, thereby forming opportunities (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Kirzner, 

1973; Shane and Eckart, 2003; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000, Venkataraman, 1997; Wood 

and Williams, 2014). Therefore, to this school of thought, the nature of opportunity is like 

that of Mountain Everest, which has been in existence before it was discovered by Radhanath 

Sickdhar (Biswas, 2003; Shane, 2012). The economic responsibility of the entrepreneur is 

thus to discover this opportunity, hence the discovery view (Kirzner, 1973; Shane, 2003). 



The discovery view’s proponents further assume that individuals (entrepreneurs) who can 

discover these opportunities are significantly different from those (non-entrepreneurs) who 

are unable to discover the opportunities (Savarese, et al., 2014; Shane and Venkataraman, 

2000). Consequently, scholars who adopt this view have been interested in understanding 

why and how some people (including teams and organisations) and not others are able to 

discover opportunities (Chiles, Bluedorn, and Gupta, 2007; Shane, 2012). Individuals 

(entrepreneurs) who can discover these opportunities are considered significantly different 

from those (non-entrepreneurs) who are unable to discover the opportunities (Savarese, 

Belussi, and Orsi, 2014; Shane, 2001; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000), and the decision to 

exploit the discovered opportunities is taken under a risky situation (Alvarez and Barney, 

2007). Alertness, prior knowledge, and deliberate search have been identified as principal 

characteristics which distinguish an entrepreneur from others (Shane, 2003).  

However, while this view has been widely accepted in the literature, it has also been 

criticised by many scholars on several bases (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Baker et al., 2005; 

Klein, 2008). First, is the “objective” characteristic of opportunity as presented by this view. 

Opportunity is presented as an objective reality that can be seen prior to discovery, but it is 

an abstract phenomenon, which cannot be seen and is difficult to measure as a research 

concept (Korsgard, 2013). Its existence as an objective phenomenon will be difficult to prove 

empirically (Alvarez and Barney, 2010; Dimov, 2011; Garud and Giuliani, 2013). Therefore, 

undertaking research on opportunity using this view in its purist form will be difficult 

(Dimov, 2007).  

Second, is the nature of its existence as a fully formed reality prior to discovery. The 

discovery view considers opportunity as an objective phenomenon, which appears fully 

formed prior to its discovery by the entrepreneur. However, there is a difference between the 

opportunity that was discovered and the one that was exploited or abandoned. “No new idea 

emerges full-blown and ready for implementation. It requires time and effort to take any idea 



from conception to reality, and the process is never linear” (Alvarez and Barney, 2013, p. 

159). Opportunity usually first appears as an idea in the mind of an individual, which later 

gets objectified as a business opportunity, prior to its discovery (Wood and McKinley, 2010). 

Therefore, the discovered opportunity does not present itself fully developed and cannot be 

an objective - but subjective – phenomenon (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). 

Third, this discovery view presents entrepreneurship as a “perception of a new means-ends” 

(Eckhardt and Shane, 2003, p. 338), ignoring the dynamic and complex process that brought 

the opportunity into existence. Opportunities are not just discovered, they are produced, and 

this production involves some dynamic activities and creativity on the part of the 

entrepreneur, which this view failed to explain (Alvarez and Barney, 2010; Dimov, 2007; 

Lumpkin and Lichtenstein, 2005; Wood and Mckinley, 2010).  It also failed to consider the 

dynamics of interpersonal relationship in the opportunity discovery process (Korsgaard, 

2013). Entrepreneurship is not simply an act of perception, but a more complex one than is 

presented by the discovery view. It involves some level of creativity and social interaction 

with the social environment on the part of the entrepreneur, which the discovery view has 

ignored (Alvarez and Barney, 2010, Dimov, 2007; Korsgaard, 2013).  Thus, the discovery 

argument is not sufficient to explain the process of opportunity identification.  

Fourth, it is limited in explaining the complex process of entrepreneurship. While the view 

might explain the formation of the simplest form of opportunities like the arbitrage process 

of exploiting the information weakness of the market to buy a product or resources with a 

lower value and sell at a higher value in another market (i.e. allocative opportunity), it is 

unable to explain the existence of “high-tech” opportunities. 

This opportunity type exists because of technological advancement or scientific 

breakthroughs. For instance, the Internet as an opportunity came into being through changes 

in technology, which the discovery view in its purist form cannot explain. As a result of 



these limitations, it requires complementary theories to explain the complex entrepreneurial 

process, hence the creation perspective was proposed to complement the discovery theory, 

or as an alternative theory (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Korsgaard, 2013).  

2.4.3 Social Constructionism 

The creation view is the most recent and an alternative perspective of the nature of 

opportunity (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Eckhardt and Shane, 2013). This view is 

underpinned by the social constructionism philosophy and it evolved from Schumpeter’s 

(1934) description of entrepreneurship as creative destruction. The social constructionists 

view opportunity as a subjective reality socially constructed by the entrepreneurs and thier 

social environments (Alvarez and Barney, 2007).  In this view, entrepreneurs do not search 

for opportunities, because it is not in existence or formed by exogenous shock, but 

endogenously created by sensing, developing, evaluating, and reframing opportunities 

(O’Connor and Rice, 2001). The entrepreneurs interact with thier environment and in the 

process, through some cognitive efforts, creates the opportunity (Alvarez and Barney, 2007; 

Short et al., 2009; Smith, et al., 2009). 

As expected, the creation theory was also criticised by some scholars. There are arguments 

that suggest that what the creation view is describing as an opportunity is a business idea 

and not an entrepreneurial opportunity (Shane, 2012). Shane distinguishes between the two 

in the following statement: 

Entrepreneurial opportunities are situations in which it is possible to recombine resources in 

a way that generates a profit. Business ideas are entrepreneurs’ interpretations of how to 

recombine resources in a way that allows the pursuit of that opportunity. Entrepreneurs’ 

business ideas are not objective. They are plans created and enacted in response to the 

entrepreneurs’ beliefs about opportunities. (Shane, 2012, p. 15) 



Shane insisted that opportunities are discovered but business ideas are creations of the 

entrepreneur in reaction to opportunities that exist ex ante. Shane posited further that the 

discovery opportunity is a necessary point that must be made for the I-O framework to stay, 

and to logically prove the existence of failed entrepreneurship. Shane argues that if 

opportunities are created, then they (opportunities) do not exist until profit is earned, which 

rules out the possibility of the existence of failed entrepreneurship. 

In addition, the creation view of opportunity also contradicts the I-O model of 

entrepreneurship. If opportunities are created by the entrepreneur, then opportunities become 

a function of the individual entrepreneur. Also, if both opportunities and entrepreneurs are 

expressed in terms of the individual, then there will be no basis to criticise the person-centric 

approach to studying entrepreneurship. This is because all research on entrepreneurship will 

now focus on the individual entrepreneur. Shane therefore maintains that opportunity is an 

objective phenomenon and the discovery view is the best perspective to study the concept 

from (Shane, 2012). 

Other scholars have also insisted that entrepreneurial opportunities are the same as business 

ideas and are created by entrepreneurs during the venture formation process (Davidson, 

2003; Samuelson and Davidson, 2009). Opportunities are generated from scientific 

inventions and technological advancement prior to discovery, Wang, Ellinger, and Wu 

(2013) insisted. This thesis shares this view. The differences between the two views of the 

nature of entrepreneurial opportunity are summarized in 



Table 2.3 below. 



Table 2.3: Differences among Views of Entrepreneurial Opportunities 

 Realism  Social 

Constructionism 

Pragmatism 

Historical roots  Austrian economics, 

individual trait 

research, research on 

recognition 

opportunities 

Social constructionism, 

evolutionary theory, 

evolutionary realism 

Pragmatism 

philosophy 

Source of 

competitive 

imperfections 

Objective 

opportunities formed 

by exogenous shocks 

to existing markets 

and industries 

Enacted opportunities 

formed endogenously 

by entrepreneurs 

seeking to exploit them 

Opportunities are 

exogenously 

formed in some 

contexts, while 

others are suitable 

for endogenously 

formed 

opportunities 

Ex-ante 

differences in 

entrepreneurs 

 

Important ex ante 

differences termed 

“alertness” that enable 

entrepreneurs to be 

aware of objective 

opportunities 

Differences may be the 

effect of enacting an 

opportunity 

Both 

Information and 

decision-making 

setting 

Risky: Possible 

outcomes and their 

probability 

can be known 

Knowledge—

information is useful 

and exists objectively 

in physical and social 

artifacts that manifest 

in such things as 

technologies, 

routines, operating 

procedures, processes, 

and data that allow for 

risk-based decision 

making 

Uncertain: Neither 

possible outcomes or 

their probability 

known. Knowledge not 

yet formed. Those 

creating opportunities 

form new context-

specific information 

where none previously 

existed. Decision 

making is incremental, 

inductive, and intuitive. 

 

Both  

Epistemology  Critical realism Evolutionary realism Pragmatism 

Source: Adapted from Alvarez et al., (2013, p. 305) 



2.4.4 The Alternative Views 

The disagreement between the discovery and creation perspectives described above remains 

unresolved in the entrepreneurship literature to date (Foss and Klein, 2018, 2017; Reuber, 

Knight, Liesch, and Zhou, 2018). Entrepreneurship scholars are still debating whether 

entrepreneurial opportunity is an objective or subjective reality (Alvarez, Barney, McBride, 

and Wuebker, 2017). However, there are emerging alternative views to the epistemological 

perspectives in the literature. The most recent effort is the evolutionary approach of finding 

a “middle – ground position” along the discovery-creation continuum (Foss and Klein, 2017, 

p. 3). This pragmatic perspective of integrating the two views has been suggested as a way 

forward by some scholars (Crawford, et al., 2016; Welter and Alvarez, 2015; Alvarez et al., 

2013; Garud and Giuliani, 2013; Zahra, 2008). Scholars have also suggested that integrating 

the two views of discovery and creation would limit their inherent weaknesses and present 

a more holistic description of the concept of entrepreneurial opportunity (Alvarez and 

Barney, 2013, 2010). This thesis shares this view. 

Several arguments have been made in favour of alternative views. For instance, in their 

“narrative perspective” on entrepreneurial opportunities, Garud and Giuliani (2013) argue 

that no new phenomenon emerges full blown at first; it will always need time to mature and 

may require agency for growth and discovery (Venkataraman et al., 2012). Opportunities do 

not appear the first time as a full-blown objective reality, which explains the creation theory; 

and at maturity it requires an agent (entrepreneur) for discovery, which explains the 

discovery theory. They therefore concluded that both views can be used in a single study for 

an improved understanding of the phenomenon. Similarly, Shane (2012, p. 15) seemed to 

have modified their earlier position on the discovery view when the scholar stated that 

opportunities can be “made and found”, suggesting a reconciliation of the two theories. In 

certain contexts, opportunities may be found (discovery), and they may be made (creation) 

in other contexts.  



In addition, focusing on corporate entrepreneurship in their virtuous cycle theory of 

entrepreneurial opportunities, Zahra (2008) postulated that both creation and discovery 

opportunities could evolve from a dynamic and virtuous cycle, where a created opportunity 

can become a platform for the discovery of numerous additional opportunities at other times, 

and vice versa. An opportunity could be created from a scientific or technological 

breakthrough; from it, many other opportunities can be discovered, and from the discovered 

opportunity, another opportunity could be created in cycle (Alvarez, Barney, McBride, and 

Wuebker, 2014; Alvarez et al., 2013; Murphy, 2011). Zahra therefore suggested the use of 

both views in a single study to enhance a balanced view of the phenomenon of 

entrepreneurial opportunity. This study leans towards this perspective. Similarly, building 

on this virtuous cycle theory of opportunity and using the Dublin (1978) theory’s building 

model, Welter and Alvarez (2015) proposed the transition theory of opportunity type. The 

theory posits that opportunity transits from one state to another within and beyond an 

ecosystem. Welter and Alvarez postulated that opportunities could transit from creation 

opportunities to discovery opportunities. Opportunities could also transit from a discovery 

opportunity to another discovery one, or to a creation opportunity within an ecosystem. It 

may also transit outside the ecosystem and thus cease to be an opportunity. Thus far, the true 

nature of opportunity is still shrouded in controversy, despite these efforts (Berglund and 

Korsgaard, 2017). 

One fundamental factor suspected by some scholars to be responsible for this theoretical 

stalemate, apart from philosophical differences, is the geographical origin of the two 

dominant theories (Zahra et al, 2014). Some scholars have argued that this ontological and 

epistemological dichotomy between the discovery and creation perspectives might not be 

unconnected with the fact that the two world views emerged from entrepreneurship scholars 

who are based in the mature economies of North America and Europe respectively (Bruton 

et al., 2013, p. 684; Rosa, 2013). Naude (2010) observed that the proponents of the discovery 



theory are predominantly based in North America, while those of the creation theory are 

Europe-based. In terms of research philosophies, the USA-based scholars are typically 

ontologically objectivists, which explain their exogenous assumption of opportunity 

discovery. By contrast, the Europe-based scholars are social constructivists, which explain 

their endogenous perspective of opportunity (Rosa, 2013; Welter and Lasch, 2008).  

These two regions are significantly different from Sub-Saharan Africa in general, and 

Nigeria (this research’s context) in particular, in terms of stages of economic development, 

institutional support, and entrepreneurial behaviour (Zahra et al., 2014). In addition, there 

are large numbers of entrepreneurs in Sub-Saharan Africa with different economic behaviour 

from those of North America and Europe, who these scholars might not have in mind when 

proposing their theories (Bruton, et al., 2013; Naude, 2010). Perhaps it is these differences 

that made Shane (2012, p.14) suggest that there is the need to understand how context 

influences the identification and exploitation of opportunities; and made Zahra et al. (2014) 

call for testing entrepreneurship theories in different contexts. 

Based on these suspected regional differences between the West and Sub-Saharan Africa, 

where this study is being undertaken, it is difficult at this point to categorically, without 

empirical justification, take a position on the nature of entrepreneurial opportunity from an 

African perspective. This thesis therefore asks; “What is the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunities which entrepreneurs of early-stage small businesses in Nigeria seek to 

identify?” (Research Question One)  

2.5 The Individual Entrepreneur 

After clarifying the concept of entrepreneurial opportunity in the preceding sections, this 

section reviews extant literature on the individual who discovers or creates the opportunity. 

Defining the entrepreneur in the literature has not been easy (Molina, Ortega, and Velilla, 

2017; Gartner, 1988). This dilemma is not unconnected with the different approaches to 



studying entrepreneurship, discussed in Section 2.2.  While the trait approach defines 

entrepreneurs from characteristics that distinguish them from others, the behavioural 

approach describes an entrepreneur from the perspective of business activities, which 

include combining all factors of production to generate profit for himself (Cole, 1946). Using 

the neoclassical approach in the earliest stages of research on entrepreneurship has produced 

no universal definition of the entrepreneur. Cole (1969, p. 17) sums it up in the following 

words:   

“My own personal experience was that for ten years, we ran a research   

centre in entrepreneurial history; for ten years we tried to define the 

entrepreneur. We never succeeded. Each of us had some notion of it - what 

[they] thought was, for [their] purposes, a useful definition. And I don't think 

you are going to get farther than that”. 

However, following the recent classical approach, which defines entrepreneurship as the 

process of discovering, evaluating, and exploiting an opportunity, a common definition of 

the entrepreneur seems to have emerged (Maritz and Donovan, 2015). The entrepreneur is 

defined as a person (business owner) who seeks to create value through the formation or 

enlargement of economic activity, by identifying and exploiting entrepreneurial 

opportunities (Maritz and Donovan, 2015; Ahmad and Hoffman, 2008). This thesis, being 

an opportunity-focused one, adopts this definition. 

With respect to opportunity identification, different bases have been used to classify 

entrepreneurs in the literature. This classification is based on the frequency of opportunity 

identification. Serial, Repeated, or Habitual entrepreneurs are individuals or teams who 

identify and successfully exploit by forming different organisations for different 

entrepreneurial opportunities (Thorgren and Wincent, 2015; Ucbasaran, Westhead, and 

Wright, 2015). Nascent or novice entrepreneurs are those who are identifying and exploiting 

entrepreneurial opportunities for the first time (Amankwah-Amoah, 2018).  



There is also the GEM classification of entrepreneurs. Since 2001, GEM has been classifying 

entrepreneurs into two - Necessity entrepreneurs and Opportunity entrepreneurs, based on 

their motivation for starting small businesses, (Sternberg et al., 2006; Reynolds et al., 2002;). 

The former refers to individuals who are motivated to start a venture because there was no 

alternative job. That is, those who started a firm because of unemployment, poor pay, or lack 

of job opportunities (GEM, 2001). The latter refers to individuals who start a venture because 

of a perceived opportunity (Acs, 2006; Reynolds et al., 2002). GEM has used this 

classification to study and collect data on entrepreneurship in many countries. GEM has 

reported the presence of both types of entrepreneur in many countries in the world, including 

Nigeria (GEM, 2013). Many studies have adopted this GEM classification in their empirical 

research (e.g. Poschke, 2013; Block and Sandner, 2009; Acs, 2006). This study also adopts 

it. 

As demonstrated in Section 3.2 below, many studies have investigated how individual 

entrepreneurs discover or create entrepreneurial opportunities. However, the literature is yet 

to answer Shane’s (2012) question of why there are more opportunities in some contexts 

than others. GEM and other empirical studies have reported a varying ratio of necessity to 

opportunity entrepreneurs in many economies (GEM, 2014; Aidis, Welter, Smallbone, and 

Isakova, 2006; Smallbone and Welter, 2004). For instance, GEM reported that there are more 

necessity entrepreneurs than opportunity’s in Nigeria, and the two classes have high 

perception for entrepreneurial opportunities (Amoros, Felzensztein, and Gimmon, 2013; 

Herrington and Kelley, 2012), but the type of opportunity they seek to discover or create is 

not known. This thesis thus asks; “Does the reason for going into entrepreneurship suggest 

the type of opportunity entrepreneurs seek to identify in Nigeria? (Research Question 2).  

2.6 Chapter Summary  

This chapter reviews existing literature on entrepreneurial opportunities with the objective 

of defining and clarifying the thesis’ perspective on the major concepts of the study. To 



achieve this objective, main debates on definition, nature, types, and philosophical views of 

entrepreneurial opportunities in the main entrepreneurship journals were reviewed and 

synthesised.  

At the end of the review and synthesis, the chapter reveals that opportunity is the central 

concept of entrepreneurship, and its identification is the central theme of entrepreneurship 

research in recent time. The emergence of the opportunity concept was traced to the 

reconceptualization of entrepreneurship as the study of the process of discovery, evaluation, 

and exploitation of opportunity, and the individual who discovers, evaluates, and exploits it. 

Despite its centrality, opportunity lacks universal definition and classification. However, in 

this thesis, opportunity is defined as “a feasible profit-seeking situation to exploit a market 

inefficiency that provides an innovative, improved or discovery product, service, raw 

material, or organising method in a less-than-saturated market” (Smith et al., 2009: 41). 

Additionally, after reviewing the debates on the nature and classification of entrepreneurial 

opportunities, the chapter adopts the discovery-creation classification and takes a pragmatic 

position to perceive opportunity as both objective and subjective in nature. However, 

because of the conflicting description of opportunity from the dominant Western culture, the 

chapter asks the first research question in section 2.4.4. This question seeks to understand 

the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities from a Sub-Saharan African perspective. After 

this conceptual clarification, the next chapter reviews the literature on theories of opportunity 

identification, identifies the theoretical gaps in the literature, and presents the thesis’ 

conceptual framework.  



 

Chapter 3: Entrepreneurial Opportunities Identification  

3.1 Introduction 

How individuals identify new entrepreneurial opportunities is a fundamental and complex 

question studies on entrepreneurship seek to answer. What makes it fundamental is the fact 

that identifying opportunity is the first step in the entrepreneurial process; without it, there 

will be no business (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Bhave, 1994). Understanding the 

process of opportunity identification is therefore crucial to understanding entrepreneurship 

(Shane, 2003). It is complex because the literature is intensely fragmented on the origin and 

nature of entrepreneurial opportunities (Alvarez and Barney, 2010). This complexity has 

been discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4.1 above. The fierce epistemological debate in the 

literature between the realists and the social constructionism scholars also expectedly 

affected the way entrepreneurial opportunities identification is discussed theoretically and 

empirically (Renko et al., 2012). This section of the literature review presents a review of 

the debate on how individuals identify entrepreneurial opportunities from both the realists, 

who conceive opportunity as an objective reality and the social constructionists, who view 

it as a subjective phenomenon. In addition, it presents the thesis’ argument within the debate. 

Specifically, section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 

3.2 Entrepreneurial Opportunities Identification 

The debates on how individual entrepreneur identifies opportunity have been affected by the 

philosophical arguments presented in section 2.4.1 above. Two main processes of 

opportunity identification thus emerged in the literature. They are presented in the following 

sub-sections: 

3.2.1 The Discovery Process of Opportunity Identification 

To the realists, opportunity identification is the process of discovering an existing 

opportunity within an economic environment (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). As 



 

explained in section 1.2.1 above, this philosophical view sees opportunity as an objective 

reality, which exists out there independent of the entrepreneur. It assumes that competitive 

imperfection (opportunity) arises exogenously from changes in policy, technology, 

demography, and socio-cultural conditions, which disrupt the competitive equilibrium of a 

market or industry, thereby forming opportunities (Wood and Williams, 2014; Alvarez and 

Barney, 2007; Shane and Eckart, 2003; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000, Venkataraman, 

1997; Kirzner, 1973). The economic responsibility of the entrepreneur is therefore to discover 

this opportunity (Shane, 2003; Kirzner, 1973).  Emphasis is therefore on discovery rather 

than creation of opportunity.  

Consequently, scholars who adopt this view have been interested in understanding why and 

how some people (including teams and organisations) and not others are able to discover 

opportunities (Shane, 2012; Chiles, Bluedorn, and Gupta, 2007). As a result, empirical 

studies adopting this view, which has been well articulated in the entrepreneurship literature 

as a substantive theory of opportunity identification, have emphasised several factors which 

influence the discovery of opportunity (Wang, Ellinger, and Wu, 2013). The following 

paragraphs present a review of empirical studies on factors that influence entrepreneurial 

opportunity identification.  

Entrepreneurial Alertness  

Entrepreneurial alertness is defined as the capacity individuals possess, which enables them 

to recognise without search, competitive market imperfections hitherto unnoticed by others 

(Gaglio and Katz, 2001; Kirzner, 1979). Alternatively, it can be defined as “a motivated 

propensity of an individual to formulate an image of the future” (Kirzner, 1985 p. 56), or as 

“an attitude of receptiveness to available, but hitherto overlooked, opportunities” (Kirzner, 

1997, p. 72). In order to explain why some individuals can discover opportunities, Kirzner 

(1973, p. 67) first introduced the theory of entrepreneurial alertness. Building on the human 

action theory (Mises, 1949), Kirzner (1985, 1979, 1973) postulated that an individual that 



 

possesses alertness will be able to discover a profitable opportunity that is hitherto 

undiscovered by others. The individual identifies this opportunity without deliberately 

searching for it or by merely observing the phenomenon (George et al., 2010). Thus, it is the 

alertness to opportunity which distinguishes an entrepreneur from a non-entrepreneur. 

Since the introduction of alertness as a determinant of opportunity identification, several 

empirical studies have been undertaken by scholars to investigate entrepreneurial alertness 

as a predictor of entrepreneurial opportunity identification. For instance, Hills (1995) in a 

survey of 100 successful individual entrepreneurs using survey design, reported that 

individual entrepreneurs believe that they possess alertness, which enable them to discover 

entrepreneurial opportunities for their businesses. Similarly, Busenitz (1996) found that 

entrepreneurs possess general alertness, which also helps them to recognise entrepreneurial 

opportunities. Furthermore, in a recent study, Ozgen and Baron (2007) added that 

entrepreneurs vary in their alertness to entrepreneurial opportunities. They concluded that 

the higher an individual’s level of alertness, the more opportunities they would be able to 

discover without searching in a familiar industry (Ardichvili et al., 2003; Gaglio and Katz, 

2001; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Kirzner, 1997; Baumol, 1993). 

However, some scholars disagreed on the dimension and degree of influence of alertness on 

opportunity identification (Valliere, 2013). For instance, Tang, Kacmar, and Busenitz (2012) 

in their empirical studies of alertness, took a broader look at alertness and concluded that 

alertness is a function of the individual’s ability to scan and search for new information, 

associate and connect the information with existing knowledge, and evaluate and judge 

situations (Valliere, 2013). Similarly, Gaglio and Katz (2001) argue that Kirzner’s alertness 

theory only views alertness from the theory of the market and has thus failed to integrate the 

human cognitive perspective. Gaglio and Katz posit that alert individuals do not just discover 

opportunities because they are alert, but the composite and adaptive mental frameworks 



 

(schemas) they have about change, industries, and social environments assist them to 

perceive situations in unconventional ways.  

Other scholars (e.g. Yu, 2001; Dosi and Fagiolo, 1997; White, 1976) also disagreed with 

Kirzner’s alertness perspective in terms of the type of opportunity an alert individual would 

discover. They argue that mere alertness could only discover arbitrage opportunities, because 

the entrepreneur only needs to be entrepreneurially alert to change in market price. To 

discover a Schumpeterian opportunity, an entrepreneur would require creativity and not 

alertness (Gaglio and Katz, 2001; Yu, 2001).  

Israel Kirzner seems admitted this limitation of the alertness theory in their acceptance 

speech as the winner of the 2006 International Award for Entrepreneurship and Small 

Business Research, when they said: 

[T]o be able to focus more clearly upon the nature of the equilibrative 

competitive-entrepreneurial market process, my 1973 work deliberately 

abstracted from speculative market decisions. As a result, the entrepreneur 

who dominated my 1973 book did not need to be creative at all; they simply 

had to be alert to price differentials, which others had not yet noticed. ….. 

My entrepreneurs were engaged in arbitrage, acting entrepreneurially even 

when they might not be seen as Schumpeterian “creators” (2009, p. 3). 

Going by Kirzner’s (2009) admittance that the theory of entrepreneurial alertness is limited 

to discovery opportunities and cannot explain how the more innovative or Schumpeterian 

opportunities are endogenously created and discovered, it can be reasonably concluded that 

this theory cannot independently explain how entrepreneurs identify entrepreneurial 

opportunities. Other scholars share a similar view. They posit that other factors such as prior 

knowledge, absorptive capacity, experience, and networks are also needed, which this theory 

did not identify (George et al., 2010; Corbet, 2007; Ardichvili et al., 2003; Gaglio and Katz, 

2001). 

 

 



 

Prior Knowledge  

In addition to alertness, prior knowledge is another factor identified by the realists as a 

predictor of entrepreneurial opportunity identification. For instance, drawing on Austrian 

economics (Kirzner, 1973; Menger, 1950; Mises, 1949; Hayek, 1945), Shane (2000), in an 

intensive case study of eight new firms formed from the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, postulated that since opportunity is an observable phenomenon, possessing 

prior knowledge of its existence is a necessary condition for its discovery. Shane posited that 

entrepreneurs who discover opportunity do so because of prior information or knowledge 

they possess and their cognitive capability to value the opportunity. Shane further posits that 

knowledge and information are unevenly distributed among people. That is, no two persons 

simultaneously share the same knowledge or information about the market. It is those 

individuals who possess information or prior knowledge about the existence or otherwise of 

opportunities that discover them. Shane categorised prior knowledge into three; prior 

knowledge of markets, customer problems, and ways to serve the market. It is these 

dimensions that influence individuals to discover opportunities which satisfy the unmet 

conditions in the market (Ucbasaran et al., 2009; Ucbasaran et al., 2003). 

Prior knowledge is widely accepted as a predictor of opportunity identification among 

scholars, and its validity and implications have been tested along many dimensions in many 

studies (Grégoire et al., 2010; Shepherd and Lévesque, 2002). For instance, by applying 

learning theory, Corbett (2007) explained that individuals differ in their approach to 

learning, and that such learning asymmetries affect their capabilities to recognise 

opportunities. Similarly, using the same theory, Kourilsky and Esfandiari (1997) affirmed that the 

educational curricula of a given context enhance opportunity recognition. Resource and knowledge-

based theories have also been applied to study the combination of prior knowledge and tacitness in 

individual entrepreneurs (Marvel and Droege 2010), how individuals store idea sets in memories 



 

(Hill and Birkinshaw, 2010), and knowledge mechanisms that assist individuals in recognising 

opportunities in international business (Hill and Birkinshaw, 2010). 

Findings from these empirical studies have not been conclusive on the exact role of prior 

knowledge in the opportunity discovery process (George et al., 2016). For instance, findings 

from some empirical studies (such as Fuentes, Arroyo, Bojica, and Pérez, 2010; Grégoire et 

al., 2010; Choi et al., 2008; Dimov 2007) suggest that prior knowledge is a cognitive 

resource of every individual, and a foundation of the opportunity discovery process. By 

contrast, Chandra, Styles, and Wilkinson (2009) suggest that prior knowledge cannot, as a 

sole factor, influence the opportunity discovery process; it combines with other information 

from education and social networks to find, create, and recognise opportunities. This 

contradiction seems to suggest that prior knowledge only acts as a moderator in the 

opportunity recognition process (George et al., 2016; Vaghely and Julien, 2010; Rerup, 

2005). Prior knowledge is essentially a fundamental cognitive reserve, which gives 

individuals the intuition to combine information that helps in opportunity discovery 

(Vaghely and Julien, 2010; Haynie, Shepherd, and McMullen, 2009). Consequently, studies 

adopting this theory as an underpinning theory are often oriented towards identifying 

contexts in which prior knowledge acts as an influencer for opportunity identification 

(George et al., 2016).  

Social Capital  

Social capital theory is a sociology theory, which postulates that individual actors extract 

assistance from their social structures and networks (Lin, Ensel and Vaughn, 1998, 1981). 

This social theory has been applied to the field of entrepreneurship to understand how 

individuals identify opportunities within their social environment (Davidsson and Honig, 

2003). When applied to opportunity identification, the theory posits that individuals require 

information and resources to identify and exploit opportunities, and only those who are able 

to connect with people from different social networks (family and professional networks) 



 

would recognise the opportunities (Fuentes et al., 2010; Baron 2006; Ardichvili et al., 2003; 

Alvarez and Busenitz, 2001). The theory further postulates that the higher the networks 

(weak and strong ties) an individual possesses, the more the opportunities and resources the 

individual identifies (Hite, 2005; Ellis, 2011).  

Studies probing the effect of social capital on opportunity identification are more 

homogenous in their findings than those on prior knowledge (Georgia, 2016). For instance, 

Hite (2005), in their case study of network ties and relational embeddedness, found that 

individuals with good relationships with weak ties would discover opportunities more than 

others. Singh, Hills, Hybels, and Lumpkin (1999) similarly found in their study of 256 IT 

consulting individuals that a significant and positive relationship exists between 

entrepreneurs’ network size and their number of weak ties from one perspective, and the 

number of entrepreneurial opportunities identified by contrast. In addition, Aldrich and Cliff 

(2003) combined relational embeddedness and the life course (marriage, childbirth, and 

divorce) theory to study opportunity recognition and found that entrepreneurs who attempt 

to solve problems that emanate from “life course transition” would identify opportunities. 

Apart from their homogeneity, social capital studies, especially those that focus on the 

relational embeddedness viewpoint, provided a framework for investigating opportunity 

recognition in different geographical contexts (Georgia, 2016).  However, this theory failed 

to consider other factors that influence opportunity recognition. 

Systematic/Deliberate Search 

The systematic search, a process of discovering through deliberate searching from a known 

information realm, was also identified as one of the predictors of opportunity identification 

(Fiet et al., 2005). Several studies underpinned by the realist tradition suggest that the 

deliberate search for entrepreneurial opportunities plays a significant role in its discovery 

(Baron, 2006; Shane, 2003). These studies argue that if an opportunity exists as an 

observable phenomenon, individuals who search for it are more likely to identify it. Fiet 



 

(1996) postulates that for entrepreneurs to discover opportunities, they must deliberately 

search for it based on specific private information and prior knowledge they possess (Fiet 

and Patel, 2008; Fiet, 2007, 1996). This theory has been confirmed by some empirical studies 

such as Kaish and Gilad (1991), and Teach, Schwartz, and Tarpley (1989).  

Some scholars have however argued   against a deliberate search as a process of opportunity 

discovery. They argue that such a view contradicts Kirzner’s (1979, p. 48) view of “notice 

without searching” in Kirzner’s alertness definition (George, 2016). These scholars argue 

that since systematic search cannot be done without prior knowledge and cognitive ability, 

then it is these factors and not search that influence opportunity discovery. Baron (2006) for 

instance posits that an individual discovers opportunities because the individual possesses 

prior knowledge about a known environment and a particular business idea, not because of 

deliberate search. Similarly, Ardichvili et al. (2003) posit that individuals do not a 

deliberately search for opportunities; they only recognise the inherent value of specific 

information they receive. Entrepreneurs serendipitously discover opportunities (Murphy, 

2011).  

However, Fiet (2007) insists that there is no contradiction between alertness and systematic 

search. Fiet argues that while alertness can explain how nascent entrepreneurs discover 

arbitrage opportunities, it fails to explain how repeat or experienced entrepreneurs discover 

more opportunities. Fiet further argues that experienced entrepreneurs involve more in 

deliberate searching of opportunities than mere staying alert. Repeat entrepreneurs tend to scan their 

environment widely for information clues about entrepreneurial opportunities and then narrow their 

search to a particular sector of the environment (Fiet et al., 2004; Kaish and Gilad, 1991; Gilad, 

Kaish, and Ronen, 1988). Fiet and colleagues therefore concluded that entrepreneurs use their 

prior knowledge to search for information about opportunities.   



 

Clearly, there is a dichotomy in the literature on systematic search for opportunities, but 

evidently there are other factors that are responsible for opportunity discovery other than 

systematic search (George, 2016). 

3.2.2 The Creation Process of Entrepreneurial Opportunity Identification 

In contrast with the realist tradition, the proponents of the subjective view consider 

entrepreneurial opportunity as a subjective phenomenon, which cannot be discovered but 

can be socially constructed (Wood and Mckinley, 2010; Alvarez and Barney, 2007).  This 

perspective therefore emphasizes the process that leads to opportunity creation, especially 

the socio-cultural practices and social situatedness of a social environment, which promote 

opportunity identification (Sarasvathy, Dew, Velamuri, and Venkataraman, 2010). The 

creation of opportunity starts shapelessly in the form of an idea, which is then fleshed, 

shaped, and refined (Hansen et al., 2012). The theory therefore emphasises production or 

creation of opportunities, rather than discovery. 

Empirical studies adopting this world view are scant in the literature (Karlesky, 2015). 

However, there are increasing efforts on substantive theory development (Foss & Klein, 

2018). Two of these theories stand out. First, is the entrepreneurial opportunity identification 

and development theory (Ardichvili et al., 2003). See Figure 3.1 below. Ardichvili and 

colleagues used the Dublin (1978) theory building model to propose a multistage theory of 

opportunity development. This multistage process begins from identifying an ‘‘imprecisely 

defined market need, or under-employed resources or capabilities’’ (Kirzner, 1997, p. 105), 

which the entrepreneur evaluates severally at different stages before it develops into 

opportunity, then to business concept or model. It is the created opportunity that is then 

discovered when an individual’s “entrepreneurial alertness exceeds threshold” (p. 106). 

Unlike Kirzner (1973), who identified alertness as a single influencer of opportunity 

identification, Ardichvili and colleagues postulated that entrepreneurial alertness is a 

function of prior knowledge of the market, resources and social networks. The authors 



 

therefore proposed that entrepreneurial alertness, information asymmetry and prior 

knowledge, social networks, personality traits, and type of opportunity itself influence 

opportunity development. This study agrees with Ardichvili et al. on these factors.  

 

Figure 3.1: The opportunity identification and development model (Ardichvili et al., 2003:118) 

 

However, the theory is applicable to serial entrepreneurs and is situation specific (Ardichvili 

et al., 2003, p. 121). Ardichvili and colleagues themselves seem to admit this when they said, 

“both individual and situational differences influence the process”.  

The theory also fails to explain how the development would occur during the formative 

process of the opportunity. There are many ways the business idea may be transformed into 

an opportunity (Davidsson, Hunter, and Klofsten, 2006), which the theory fails to capture. 

For instance, what is added to the idea before it becomes an opportunity (Sanz-Velasco, 

2006) is not explained by the theory. In addition, the theory is not detailed on the role the 

social environment of the entrepreneur plays in the construction of the opportunity. More 

importantly, this study observes that the theory is also silent on the origin of the business 

idea; an important issue this study explores further. 

The second theory is the opportunity production theory proposed by Wood and Mckinley 

(2010). The model postulates that opportunity creation passes through three critical stages. 



 

As depicted in  Figure 3.2 below, the first stage is mental conceptualisation of an opportunity 

idea by an individual.  The second is objectification or abandonment of the idea. At this 

stage, entrepreneurs share their opportunity idea with their knowledgeable peers for 

evaluation. The idea is objectified when there is a high degree of consensus among their 

peers, otherwise, it is abandoned. The third is the enactment or abandonment of the 

opportunity. At this stage, the entrepreneur enlists the support of wider social networks and 

stakeholders to transform the objectified opportunity into a venture. If the entrepreneur 

receives sufficient support, the opportunity is enacted, and a venture is born, otherwise, the 

idea is abandoned.  

 
 Figure 3.2: The production of entrepreneurial opportunity model (Wood and Mckinley, 2010) 

This process suggests that social networks of the entrepreneur play a pivotal role in the 

opportunity production process. It explains that the presence and reputation of these 

networks enable the entrepreneur to build consensus, which is required at all the stages of 

objectification and enactment of the opportunity. Additionally, the model went a step further 

than Ardichvili et al. (2003), by suggesting that the business idea is mentally conceptualized 

by the entrepreneur but failed to identify what triggers the idea conceptualisation.  This thesis 

explores this further. 
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3.2.3 Limitations of the Two Processes 

Undoubtedly, the two perspectives of entrepreneurial opportunity identification described 

above have illuminated the entrepreneurship field by providing explanations on how 

individual entrepreneurs identify and exploit opportunities. The two theories are internally 

consistent in terms of their assumptions on opportunities. Both theories assume that the 

entrepreneur’s main objective is to identify and exploit opportunity. They also agreed that 

opportunity occurs when there is competitive imperfection in an industry or market (Alvarez 

and Barney, 2007). 

Comparing the two processes of entrepreneurial opportunity identification, it was observed 

that both appear to be focusing on different rudiments of the opportunity identification 

processes. While the discovery process concentrates more on the cognitive properties of the 

opportunity identification process such as prior knowledge and alertness, the creation 

process elaborates the social dynamics of opportunity creation, which provides a deeper 

understanding of the origin of opportunity (Alvarez and Barney, 2010, 2007). The 

conflicting epistemological debate on the nature of opportunity (see section 2.4.1), the 

fragmentation on the types of opportunity (see Section 2.4 above), and failure to unite the 

two theories so far are said to be responsible for the differences in description of the process 

of entrepreneurial opportunity identification. A gap thus exists for a single universal theory 

capable of explaining entrepreneurial opportunity identification in all contexts (Welter and 

Alvarez, 2015). 

In the absence of a universal theory of entrepreneurial opportunity identification in the 

literature, this thesis thus seeks to understand the construct within the context of Sub-Saharan 

Africa. This study thus asks its second research question; how do the owners of small 

businesses in Nigeria identify entrepreneurial opportunities for their ventures? (Research 

Question 2) 



 

3.3 Entrepreneurial Opportunity Identification and Venture Performance 

One other important issue on entrepreneurial opportunity identification in the literature is 

whether or not the type of opportunity identified and exploited by an individual has an effect 

on business outcomes. According to Shane (2003), the performance of a venture is 

determined by how the individual entrepreneur effectively handles the entire entrepreneurial 

process, which includes opportunity identification, evaluation, and exploitation. However, 

if venture performance is determined by the effectiveness of the entire entrepreneurial 

process, various efforts like opportunity identification, evaluation and exploitation might 

have been confounded (Ucbasaran et al., 2008). There is therefore a need to break the 

entrepreneurial process into its stages and determine how each of them affects venture 

performance (Ucbasaran et al., 2008). This is rarely investigated (Singh et al., 2008). 

Unfortunately, as stated earlier, research on the process of entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification has just began, and as a result, there are limited studies on how the process 

affects the outcome of the process of venture creation in terms of performance of the created 

venture in their early stages (Shane, 2012). The earliest stage of research has focused on 

theory development, with limited empirical studies on the impact of the process of 

opportunity identification (as the foundation of the entrepreneurial process) on venture 

performance. One of the earliest theories that consider opportunity identification and venture 

performance is Bhave’s (1994).  In the Bhave’s model of the new venture creation process, 

Bhave identifies two paths of opportunity identification - “Internally stimulated path” 

(opportunity is identified before the decision to start a venture) and “Externally stimulated 

path” (a situation where the decision to start a venture precedes opportunity identification) 

but failed to explain the effect of each path on venture performance.  

Similarly, Ardichvili et al. (2003) in their opportunity identification and development 

process theory also identified two paths of discovery and creation of business concept in the 

opportunity development stages, without measuring their impact on the outcomes. More 



 

recently, Alvarez and Welter (2015) also postulated that the discovery and the creation 

process would significantly predict firms’ performance. According to them, the creation 

opportunity process is likely to perform better than discovery. However, Alvarez and 

colleagues argue that this relationship is moderated by the strategic and entrepreneurial 

orientations (entrepreneurial processes) of the entrepreneur. Entrepreneurial orientations are 

individuals’ entrepreneurial strategy-making processes, which they use “to enact their firm’s 

organisational purpose, sustain its vision, and create competitive advantage” (Rauch et al., 

2014, p. 6). Alvarez and Welter identified certain entrepreneurial orientations as predictors 

of opportunity identification and moderators of firms’ performance. According to Alvarez 

and Welter, individuals who seek discovery opportunities will possess alertness to 

opportunity, develop a business plan prior to exploitation of the opportunity, have expert 

knowledge of the opportunity, hire experts, seek formal financing, and adopt pre-planned 

strategies. 

The creation process by contrast would require no alertness, may or may not necessitate the 

development of a business plan prior to exploitation, require charismatic leadership, hire 

broadly within social networks, and seek informal financing (p. 1402). This relationship has 

not been tested empirically. This thesis agrees with Alvarez and colleagues on this and 

explores it further empirically. 

Efforts to empirically validate the relationship between entrepreneurial opportunities and 

venture performance in a multiple opportunity ecosystem are scant in the literature (Alvarez 

and Welter, 2015). The few ones that exist were undertaken in different economic contexts 

to Sub-Saharan Africa. For instance, De Jong and Marsili (2010, p. 4), studied “184 high 

tech small businesses” in the Netherlands (a European country) to empirically explore the 

difference between Schumpeterian (creation) opportunity and Kirznerian (discovery) 

opportunity. Similarly, Oner and Kunday (2016) empirically studied Schumpeterian and 

Kirznerian entrepreneurship in Turkey from 2006 to 2013 using the GEM questionnaire. 



 

They found that as an emerging economy, Turkey has more discovery opportunities than 

creation opportunities, but the latter impacts economic growth more than former. Recently, 

Rauch et al. (2014, p.5) suggested that existing models and empirical studies on the 

relationship between entrepreneurial orientations and firms’ performance were mainly 

undertaken in the North American context. Rauch and colleagues argue that certain 

dimensions of entrepreneurial orientation may vary across countries and considering the fact 

that management theories are culturally bound (Hofstede and Bond, 1988), investigating the 

role of entrepreneurial orientation of individual entrepreneurs in other contexts is a necessary 

research endeavour. 

With limited empirical studies on the relationship between entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification and small firms’ performance from other regions, this study thus explores the 

relationship in this research context and asks, ‘is there any relationship between the process 

of entrepreneurial opportunity identification and the performance of small, early-stage firms 

in Nigeria; and if so, what is the nature of this relationship?’ (Research Question 3). Are 

there specific entrepreneurial orientations that distinguished discovery opportunity 

identification process from creation opportunity? (Research Question 4) 

3.4 The Dual Entrepreneurial Opportunities Identification Framework 

As demonstrated in Section 3.4 above, existing theories of opportunity (discovery versus 

creation) have not been able to offer a universal explanation on how individuals identify 

entrepreneurial opportunities for business. It is also clear from the review of literature so far 

that there is no single universally agreed perspective to studying the concept of 

entrepreneurial opportunity. The two dominant perspectives are not amenable to studies 

adopting a multiple opportunity view. Moroz and Hindle (2012, p. 812) confirmed this when 

they concluded in their findings as follows: 

The most important result of this research is that no extant model of 

entrepreneurial process passed the test of being both generic (covering a broad 



 

array of entrepreneurial contexts and activities) and distinct. Furthermore, not 

one of the models by itself was amenable to multiple perspectives of 

entrepreneurial theory. Each model demands that its users adhere, a priori, to a 

limited or highly prescribed perspective of what entrepreneurship is all about. 

This limitation of the two theories to explain, without contradiction, how individuals identify 

opportunity in a dual opportunity context suggests that neither of the two is suitable for this 

exploratory study. Consequently, following the suggestion of Dutta and Crossan (2005), this 

study integrates the elements of the two views to develop its conceptual framework. This 

framework is titled Dual Entrepreneurial Opportunities Identification (DE-OI) framework. 

See Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not found..  

Although some scholars have argued against the integration of the two theories underpinned 

by different philosophical perspectives, the pragmatism philosophy of this study allows the 

use of two or more theories in a single study. Scholars such as Saunders et al. (2016) and 

Creswell (2014) suggested that based on the principles of pragmatism, two conflicting 

theories could be assumed to be on a continuum, where each of them is on the two extremes. 

The theories can thus be mixed in a study, if and when necessary. Additionally, Garud and 

Giuliani (2013), Welter and Alvarez (2015), and Zahra (2008) called for the combination of 

both discovery and creation theories in a single study. The principle of Metatheorising was 

used to integrate the two dominant theories. Metatheorising offers the best framework to 

integrate the two different perspectives to develop the study’s conceptual framework (Bates, 

2005). The justification for the use of Metatheory is provided in the next section. 

The DE-OI framework above was developed to study how entrepreneurial opportunities are 

identified within the context of small-scale early stage entrepreneurs in Nigeria. Starting 

from the decision to go into entrepreneurship, the DE-OI postulates that there will be two 

types of individuals - Necessity and Opportunity, each seeking different types of 

entrepreneurial opportunities. The former, because of the push factors and the urgency to 

start a business, will deliberately search or serendipitously discover entrepreneurial 



 

opportunities through the imitation of existing ones. This thesis defines imitated opportunity 

as an existing market imperfection copied, evaluated, and exploited by an individual to start 

a venture. This discovery process will be influenced by prior knowledge of the opportunity 

domain, alertness, entrepreneurship-specific education, and social networks.  

 

Figure 3.3: The Conceptual Framework 

The opportunity entrepreneur by contrast creates an innovative opportunity. The opportunity 

is created by modifying an existing product or service to produce a new one, or by producing 

a completely new product within the ecosystem (Akosile, 2017). The creation process 

involves three stages, which begins with mental conceptualisation of an idea (Foss and Klein, 

2017) and ends with opportunity enactment (Wood and Mckinley, 2010). 

The mental conceptualisation will be triggered by the desire to solve a personal, family, or 

community problem, desire to make a change, and new knowledge (Ozgen, 2011). Then, the 

individual would discuss this idea with knowledgeable peers (in places of work or 

professional colleagues in their networks) and members of their family for evaluation of the 



 

opportunity idea.  This framework calls this stage the idea refinement stage. If the individual 

receives positive feedback and inputs from knowledgeable peers and family members, then 

the idea becomes an objectified opportunity, otherwise, the idea is abandoned (Wood and 

McKinley, 2010). 

The objectified opportunity is further discussed with experienced peers for further 

refinement, then develops a prototype of the product/service. Close associates and family 

members then evaluate this product or service, before the created opportunity is enacted 

(Wood and Mckinley, 2010; Ardichvili et al., 2003).  

  

          Table 3.1: Dual Opportunity Entrepreneur’s Orientation Variables 

Dimensions Discovery Opportunity Creation Opportunity 

Formation process Discovery Creation 

Nature of the entrepreneur Necessity or opportunity Opportunity  

Business Planning Formal Business Plan None or minimum attention 

Financing Formal financing Informal financing 

Personnel Recruitment Employs mostly expertise Employs mostly within social 

network 

Leadership Characteristic Expertise Charismatic 

Strategy Orientation Pre-planned Emergent 

Source: Author (2018) 

Following Welter and Alvarez (2015), this framework further postulates that the opportunity 

creation path followed by the entrepreneur would reasonably predict the level of venture 

performance. However, this relationship will depend on certain entrepreneurial 

orientations/processes of the entrepreneur - “the processes, practices, and decision-making 

activities that lead to new entry” (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996, p. 136). This study, like Welter 

and Alvarez’s (2015), predicts that entrepreneurs who follow the discovery process would 

prepare and follow a formal business plan, seek initial finance from formal institutions such 

as banks and venture capitalists, have a pre-planned strategy, consider themselves experts 

because of their prior knowledge, and employ mostly people with expert knowledge of the 

opportunity. 



 

The entrepreneur who follows the creation path by contrast would have no initial business 

plan but might develop one along the line; would seek initial capital from informal sources, 

such as friends, family members, and other close peers; their strategy would emerge as the 

opportunity develops; would be a charismatic leader; and would employs mostly from within 

their social networks. These orientations are summarized in Table 3.1 above. The innovative 

opportunity is predicted to perform more effective than the imitated opportunity. 

Finally, in the DE-OI model, small firms’ performance is measured using financial indicators 

only. Different indicators have been used to measure small firms’ performance against many 

independent variables in small business literature (Combs, Crook, and Shook, 2005). These 

indicators are usually classified into financial and non-financial measures. According to 

many scholars (Campbell and Park, 2017; Lechner and Gudmundsson, 2014; Murphy, 

Trailer, and Hill, 1996), the financial indicators such as profitability, efficiency, growth, size, 

liquidity, and market share are often used. Meanwhile, Murphy et al. (1996), in their review 

of entrepreneurship articles on performance measurement published between 1987 and 1993, 

found efficiency, growth, and profitability as the three most used indicators of performance 

of small firms. Murphy et al. also reported that over 60% of the 51 articles reviewed did not 

use more than two criteria. Based on this evidence and considering the difficulty in obtaining 

data from small businesses, this thesis uses gross profit, sales, and growth to measure the 

performance of small firms. 

3.5 Selection of Metatheoretical Framework 

Having noted the strengths and weaknesses of the two dominant theories of opportunity 

identification and lack of a single theory capable of explaining multiple opportunities in a 

market or context, this study adopts the use of Metatheory (Ritzer, 2007, 1991, 1981, and 

1975) to propose a framework for the study of entrepreneurial opportunity identification in 

an entirely new context of a Sub-Saharan African country - Nigeria. A Metatheory is a broad 

perspective that overarches two or more theories (Ritzer, 2007, p. 174). It involves in-depth 



 

and critical analyses of existing theories, perspectives, or views in a research field in order 

to develop a broader theory, perspective, or view (Bates, 2005; Zhao, 2001). Metatheory 

aims to dissect existing theories in a field, especially when there are conflicting views, and 

develop a new perspective to understanding a phenomenon (King, Felin, and Whetten, 2010; 

Bates, 2005). 

Metatheorising, an approach of developing a Meta-theory, is mostly used along with three 

other components of Meta-study (Meta-method, Meta-data analysis, and Meta-synthesis) in 

social sciences for three main purposes (King et al., 2010 and Ritzer, 2007). One, 

Metatheorising is used as a means of gaining deeper understanding of a theory. In this way, 

it involves a study of existing theories, theorists, and social contexts of theories and theorists 

in order to have a deeper understand the strengths, weaknesses, and limitations of the 

theories (King et al., 2010). The objective here is not to develop a new theory, but to 

understand the assumptions underlining the theory and the perspective of the theorist and the 

social context. Two, Metatheorising can also be used as a prologue to theory development. 

It is concerned with studying existing theories in order to develop a new one.  

Three, Metatheorising can also be used as a source of overarching theoretical perspectives 

(Ritzer, 2007). It entails critical study and analysis of extant theories to produce profound 

perspectives that overarch part of or all the existing theories. It allows researchers to study 

two or more existing perspectives on a phenomenon within a research field, in order to 

develop a framework suitable for research (Paterson et al., 2001, p. 107). This is the main 

reason for using Metatheory in this study. It has been demonstrated (see section 2.4.1) that 

the two dominant theories on entrepreneurial opportunity have so far failed to individually 

explain without contradiction how individuals identify entrepreneurial opportunities in 

different contexts. Efforts to develop a single opportunity theory in the extant literature of 

entrepreneurship are at the embryonic stage (Welter and Alvarez, 2015).  Therefore, to 

develop a conceptual/theoretical framework to guide this study, the thesis adopts the 



 

principles of Metatheorising to integrate the two dominant perspectives to formulate its 

framework. 

The use of Metatheorising is not new in social sciences, and it is gaining traction in 

entrepreneurship studies. According to Stillman (2003) and Ritzer (2007), Meta-theory is 

widely used in the field of sociology and psychology to develop a new perspective to 

studying human phenomena in new contexts. This is often the case because of the wide 

variation in human history and cultural diversity, which makes it difficult for one theory to 

explain the behaviour of man in different contexts (Ritzer, 2007). Clashes of many 

paradigms in the study of sociology and psychology are also responsible for increasing use 

of Metatheorising. For instance, in sociology, Marx’s theory was developed after an 

intensive and critical study of theoretical works of George Hegel and Young Hegelians 

(Philosophers), Adam Smith and David Ricardo (Economists), and Charles Fourier and 

Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (Sociologists) (Ritzer, 2007).  

Similarly, the use of Metatheorising to develop general theory in the scholarly field of 

entrepreneurship is increasing (Packard, 2017; Rauch and Frese, 2006). Entrepreneurship as 

an independent scholarly field is at the embryonic stage, struggling to develop its own 

theories, which can answer its own unique research questions (Shane, 2012). Most of the 

emerging theories are contradictory in their propositions, and results of their limited 

empirical testing are largely equivocal, thus lacking universal acceptability (Murphy, 2011; 

Hansen et al., 2010,).  Consequently, scholars suggest the use of Metatheorising to develop 

overarching broader perspectives (Frese, 2007; Rauch and Frese, 2006; Pittaway, 2005; 

Grant and Perren, 2002). For instance, Blundel, Spence, and Zerbinati (2008) used the 

principles of Metatheory to integrate the ancient philosophy of Confucianism and ethical 

theories of pragmatism to develop a grounding for entrepreneurship.  



 

Additionally, some scholars in recent times have also used Meta-analysis (a branch of Meta-

study) in entrepreneurship and management to develop knowledge such as entrepreneurial 

orientation analysis (Rauch, Wiklund, Lumpkin, and Frese, 2009); franchising (Combs and 

Ketchen, 2003); innovation (Rosenbusch and Bausch, 2005); and education of owners (Van 

der Sluis, Van Praag, and Vijverberg, 2006). More recently, Raimi (2015) adopted the Meta-

theoretical framework to integrate stakeholder theory and human capital theory to develop 

the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Entrepreneurship (CSR-E) framework, in the 

study of Entrepreneurship Development through Corporate Social Responsibility study. The 

use of the Meta-theoretical framework thus has a history in social science generally, and 

entrepreneurship in particular. 

Drawing on the above evidence on the use of Metatheory in entrepreneurship and other 

related fields, this study uses the approach (Metatheory) to integrate the discovery and 

creation perspectives to develop a framework to study the entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification of individuals in the Nigerian SME sector. The framework is then empirically 

validated through a mixed methodology, which is explained in the following chapter. 

3.6 Chapter Summary 

After a review of extant literature on the process of opportunity identification, it was revealed 

that there are conflicting descriptions of how individual identifies entrepreneurial 

opportunities. These processes also vary from context to another, thereby making it difficult 

to have a universal description of how individuals identify entrepreneurial opportunities. 

Therefore, following suggestions from some scholars, this thesis uses the principles of 

Metatheory to propose a theoretical framework for the study by integrating the two dominant 

theories of discovery and creation.  

The next chapter describes the research context by reviewing the various dynamic variables 

that are likely to affect the research outcomes.   
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Chapter 4: NIGERIA, THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITIES 

4.1    Introduction 

The last chapter presented a review and synthesis of the literature on how individuals identify 

entrepreneurial opportunities. The chapter concluded that the process of opportunities 

identification is complex and context specific. This study is undertaken in Nigeria, a context 

that is significantly different from the West where most of the earliest theories and studies 

originated. It is therefore important to describe these present contexts to gain a proper 

understanding of this research.  

The remaining part of this chapter is structured as follows: section 4.2 presents the geo-

demographic landscape of Nigeria; section 4.3 presents the economic environment of the 

country and the political context is described in section 4.4. In addition, the socio-cultural 

environment, human capital development and emerging business opportunities are presented 

in sections 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, respectively. Section 4.8 describes Lagos, the main research 

context as the microcosm of Nigeria, while section 4.9 presents the state of SMEs in Nigeria. 

The chapter concludes with a summary in section 4.11.   

4.2    Geo-Demographic Landscape of Nigeria 

Nigeria is located in the West of Africa, Gulf of Guinea between latitudes 400 and 1400 

north of the equator and longitudes 300 and 1400 east of the Greenwich Meridian, covering 

a land mass of 923,773 km2. This landscape represents about three per cent of the entirety 

of Africa (World Atlas, 2016). Nigeria, a former British colony and Anglophone country, is 

surrounded and bordered by four Francophone countries and the Atlantic Ocean: Niger in 

the north, Benin in the west, Chad and Cameroon in the east, and in the south by the Atlantic 

Ocean (Adewale, 2011; World Atlas, 2016). Despite these language and colonial differences, 

Nigeria is regarded as the leader of this region and provides political, economic, 

infrastructural and security supports for these countries and the rest of the country’s West 
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African neighbours. According to the BBC (2010), the Nigerian government on many 

occasions through the country’s military, initiated and funded peace keeping mission in 

countries like Liberia and Sierra Leone by contributing and funding military operations that 

stopped civil wars and installed democratically elected governments in the early 1990s. 

Nigeria also supplies electricity to Niger and Benin, provides economic supports for some 

other neighbouring countries through Economic Community of West African States 

(ECOWAS), houses a significant percentage of neighbouring countries’ citizens (African 

Development Bank, 2013; Gnansounou et al., 2007). OECD (2012) summarised the strategic 

importance of Nigeria to the West Africa as follows: 

A large part of West African economic activity is concentrated in Nigeria. Cross-border 

activities closely link southern Niger to the Hausa economy; Benin and Togo benefit from 

the major economic activity between Lagos and Ibadan. Cameroon and Chad’s economies 

are also strongly oriented towards the Nigerian market. Nigeria has an important economic 

influence on the entire region, including the franc zone where it has increasingly been 

making investments (particularly in the banking sector). The stock exchange in Lagos is the 

only large-scale financial trading centre in the region [and] 18 of the top 20 West African 

Banks are based in Nigeria. 

Internally, Nigeria is divided into six geo-political zones and 36 states including Federal 

Capital Territory, Abuja (Alkali, 2008) and 774 local governments (OECD, 2012). While 

the zones are mere political structures, the states and local governments are administrative 

arms governed by elected governors and chairmen respectively. Lagos, the main research 

context, is one of the 36 states and the former federal capital of the country before it was 

changed to Abuja in 1991. Located in a south-west geo-political zone of the country and 

occupying a land area of 3,577 km2, Lagos is one of the smallest states in the country 

(Adebisi, Alaneme and Ofuani, 2015) but the most populous and culturally diverse in the 
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country and Africa (OECD, 2015). It is also the economic capital of Nigeria and largely 

Africa (Africa Pulse, 2016). 

Population wise, Nigeria is one of the largest countries in the world and the biggest market 

in Africa (World Bank Report, 2016). The country has a population estimated to be about 

200 million, the largest country in Africa and seventh in the world (National Population 

Commission, 2018; Ojekunle, 2018; World Bank Report, 2016). This population represents 

about half of West Africa and about fifteen percent of Africa generally (Africa Pulse, 2016). 

According to a UN-habitat report (2016), Nigeria’s population is expected to be over 250 

million by the year 2050 and over 300 million by 2100, making it the third largest country 

after India and China. This huge population also makes the country one of the biggest 

markets in the world. The World Economic Forum ranked the Nigerian market the 30th out 

of 138 nations (Global Competitiveness Report, 2016). 

Further analysis on Nigeria’s population statistics reveals that the country’s huge population 

presents both opportunities and challenges (Ojekunle, 2018). The Nigerian population is one 

of the most vibrant and potentially productive populations in the world (OECD, 2016; UN-

HABITAT, 2016). This assertion is based on the country’s gender ratio of 1.026 (1 026 

males per 1 000 females), which is slightly higher than the global ratio of 1.016 as at January 

2015 (CIA World Factbook, 2015), and an urban and youthful population (about 50% of the 

population is between 15 and 34 years). This youthful population suggests an opportunity 

for entrepreneurship, productivity and general economic development of the nation. With 

the right quality of general and specific entrepreneurial education, supportive institutions 

and infrastructural development (most of which are lacking now), this vibrant and youthful 

population would identify and develop entrepreneurial opportunities successfully (GEM 

Report, 2014, 2013).  
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However, the uneven distribution of this population among the 36 states of the country and 

between rural and urban areas is a challenge to economic and infrastructural developments. 

The population distribution is also responsible for the dense population of a state like Lagos. 

This often leads to inadequate infrastructure for economic growth and business development 

(Global Competitiveness Report, 2016). For instance, statistics from National Population 

Commission (NPC) and National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) suggest that the Nigerian 

population is unevenly spread among the 36 states, with Lagos alone having an estimated 

over 20 million residents (about a ninth of the population), more than half of whom reside 

in the urban areas of the city. This over urbanization of the population is impacting 

negatively on infrastructural development, which has been identified as the most limiting 

factor affecting Nigeria’s economic competitiveness (Global Competitiveness Report, 

2016). The urban migration has also been held responsible for the lack of rural development 

in general and rural entrepreneurship in particular (Cohen, 2006). 

4.3    Economic Context 

The Nigerian economy is the largest in Africa and 20th in the world in terms of Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) (African Development Report, 2016; Global Competitiveness 

Report, 2016) and the largest market in Africa with the potential to be one of the biggest in 

the world (PWC, 2016). The country’s GDP, which is currently estimated at about $490 

billion (after April 2014 statistical rebasing), is the largest in Africa and when, combined 

with that of South Africa, represents about half of Africa’s GDP (World Bank Report, 2016). 

This Nigerian GDP has consistently grown at an average of about 8% from 2000 to 2014, 

except in 2012 and 2016 when it dropped to 6.6% and 7.1% respectively (NBS, 2016; World 

Bank Report, 2016). Similarly, the Nigerian market, currently valued at about $37 billion, is 

the biggest in Africa and one of the most competitive in the world (Nigerian Stock Exchange, 

n.d.). Undoubtedly, the Nigerian population will continue to have a large market and sources 

of entrepreneurial opportunities.  
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However, despite the size of the economy and market, the country’s economy is currently in 

recession. According to available local and international reports on Nigerian economy, the 

economic recession being experienced in the country is the resultant effect of some 

international and local developments in recent times. As an oil dependent economy, the 

global fall in price of crude oil from $140 in 2012 to less than $50 in 2016 to date, combined 

with disruptions to oil production by the Niger-Delta militant, began to incline the nation’s 

economy to recession and reduce its GDP (Africa Pulse, 2016; CBN Report, 2016). This 

development forced the government to further diversify into the non-oil sector of the 

economy. The resultant effect of this is that the non-oil sector now contributes more than 

90% of the country’s GDP while the oil sector contribution is less than 10%. The services 

sub-sector is now the highest contributor to the GDP as of the second quarter of 2015 

(Nigeria Economic Report, 2015). Table 4.1 shows the contribution of each sector of the 

economy to the GDP in the last five years up to the second quarter of 2015. 

As a reflection of the present economic status of Nigeria, other macro- economic variables 

such as inflation and unemployment rates are also not looking good. According to analysts 

(for example PWC, 2016), the inability of successive governments to fix infrastructure, fight 

corruption and provide adequate electricity have adversely affected the economy and 

business growth in Nigeria. For instance, the GDP contracted by 2.1%; inflation increased 

from 7% to 9%; unemployment rate from 23.9% in 2011 to a projected 21%, poverty rate at 

62%. The naira (the local currency) also fell in value against major global currencies. At the 

time of this research, naira has an exchange rate of N700 to $1 in the first quarter of 2016 as 

against N190 to $1 in the same quarter in 2014. More businesses, especially SMEs, were 

forced to either relocate to other African countries or to close down (African Economic 

Outlook, 2016; CBN Report, 2016; Global Competitiveness Report, 2016). Table 4.2 

presents a summary of some recent statistics on the Nigerian economy. The implication and 

impact of the recession on this research is explained in section 8.6.5.  
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Table 4.1: Percentage Contribution of Sector to GDP 

  2011 2012 2013 2014 Q1 2015 Q2 2015 

Agriculture 22.3 22.1 21 .0 20.2 17.8 17.9 

Industry 27.8 26.8 25.4 24.2 21.1 21 .2 

Oil and Gas 17.5 15.8 12.9 10.8 6.6 7.6 

Solid Minerals 0.1 0.1 0.1 0. 1 0.1 0.1 

Manufacturing 7.2 7.8 9.0 9.8 10.2 9.3 

Construction 3.0 3.1 33 3.6 4.2 4.2 

Services 49.9 51 .1 53.7 55.6 61 .1 60.9 

Information and Communication 10.1 10.1 10.4 108 11.9 13.9 

Finance and Insurance 2.4 2.8 3.0 3.1 4.0 3.7 

Real Estate 7.3 7.7 83 8.4 7.8 8.7 

Accommodation and Food Services 0.4 05 0.8 0.9 1.3 0.7 

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 03 0.2 

Trade (wholesale and retail) 16.4 165 17.1 17.6 20.1 18.9 

Other services 13.2 133 138 145 15.8 14.8 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: Nigeria Economic Report (2015) 

However, this adverse economic reality of Nigeria, although challenging, also offers an 

opportunity for entrepreneurship in general and opportunity identification in particular. 

Carlsson (2013) suggests that generally developing economies tend to provide opportunities 

for entrepreneurial developments. Increasing numbers and strategic importance of SMEs in 

Nigeria in recent times (Lawal and Bello, 2013; SMEDAN, 2013) seem to be confirming 

Carlsson et al.’s claim. Furthermore, GEM (2014, 2013) report that the high unemployment 

rate in Nigeria has forced Nigerian youth into taking to entrepreneurship. Thus, there is an 

increasing number of necessity entrepreneurs in Nigeria, the majority of whom are between 

the ages of 25 to 34 (Djafar et al., 2013).  According to the GEM reports, these youths are 

not just interested in entrepreneurship, but they consistently rank top in the world in terms 

of their potential to identify entrepreneurial opportunities (GEM Report, 2014, 2013). 

Unfortunately, they rank low in terms of opportunity development, due largely to inadequate 
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institutional support and lack of infrastructure. In general, now, in the Nigerian economy, 

although in recession, there are yet abundant opportunities for the development of SMEs. 

4.4    Political Context 

Nigeria became an independent country in October 1, 1960. Between then and 1999, the 

country has experienced phenomenal political instability, but that has changed for a more 

stable politics. From 1960 to date, Nigeria has experienced 20 years of military rule, seven 

military coups (including failed ones and a palace coup), two years of civil war and 24 years 

of democracy (Raimi, 2016). However, after many years of military rule, a democratically 

elected government was sworn-in in 1999 and the country has since been experiencing a 

successful transition of power from one government to another. According to PWC (2016), 

a demonstration of current political stability in Nigeria is the emergence of the current 

president who defeated a sitting president from an opposition political party, something that 

has never happened in the over 50 years of the country’s independence. As a result of this 

stability, more foreign direct investments (FDI) are now coming to Nigeria, thereby providing 

a huge opportunity for economic growth and development. According to NBS (2016) and CBN 

(2016), FDI to Nigeria averaged $1317.76 million from 1999 to hitting an all-time $3084.90 

million in 2012, the highest in Sub-Saharan Africa.  

Despite this recent political stability, evidence suggests that socio-economic development in 

Nigeria has been weakened by corruption, lack of accountability and transparency and 

flagrant disrespect for rule of law by successive governments from independence to recent 

years. Gbadmosi and Bello (2009), suggest that successive Nigerian governments at all 

levels have been involved in one form of corruption or the other, and this has significantly 

affected the socio-economic development of the nation. For instance, politicians and 

government officials between 1960 and 2006 have reportedly compromised about $380 

billion of Nigeria’s public fund (BBC, 2006). The direct resultant effect of this phenomenal 
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corruption is under-development of the country’s infrastructure. Accordingly, the global 

competitiveness reports on Nigeria in the last five years conclude that despite significant 

opportunities for growth in terms of natural and human resources, Nigeria remains one of 

the least competitive economies in the world because of corruption and lack of infrastructure. 

The reports consistently identified corruption and poor infrastructural facilities as the 

topmost factors inhibiting the growth and competitiveness of the Nigerian economy (Global 

Competitiveness, 2016). Doing Business report of 2016 also confirms corruption and lack 

of infrastructure as the cause of difficulty in doing business in Nigeria (World Bank, 2016). 

However, corruption that hitherto has been first on the competitiveness report dropped to 

second after infrastructure, which reflects the current federal government’s anti-corruption 

stance (Global Competitiveness, 2016).    

4.5     Socio-Cultural Context 

The multiple ethnic groups, languages and religions shape the socio-cultural environment of 

Nigeria.  Nigeria has over 370 ethnic groups, over 500 languages, over a thousand dialects 

and three major religions (Fact Finder, 2013, p. 23; Otite, 1990). Written evidence confirms 

that there are three major ethnic groups: Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba, and three major religions 

of Christianity, Islam, and Traditional religions. The Hausas, who are predominantly 

Muslims, are located in the northern part of the country; the Igbos, who are majorly 

Christians and traditional religions, in the east and the Yorubas, who are a mix of both 

religions, are in the west. The other minority ethnic groups, often referred to as minorities, 

are in different parts of the country. As a former British colony, English is the official 

language of Nigeria; although three major ethnic groups’ languages and Pidgin (an 

adulterated Nigerian form of English) are also spoken in different parts of the country. 

These multiple and diverse cultural configurations of the country have been a source of 

blessing and challenge for the country. The cultural and ethnic multiplicity has been a source 
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of diverse entrepreneurial culture among Nigerians. According to Gabadeen and Raimi 

(2012), the culture of entrepreneurship in Nigeria predates Nigerian independence and 

Western formal entrepreneurship. Gabadeen and Raimi assert that the various ethnic groups 

in the country promoted informal entrepreneurship among their communities through 

farming, crafts and arts before the colonial masters. This enterprising attitude and spirit of 

self-sufficiency, which is promoted by various ethnic groups, consequently developed into 

genuine interest in entrepreneurship and commercial activities today (Raimi, Shokunbi and 

Peluola, 2010). Today, the Igbo ethnic group are well known for trading activities, Hausa 

for farming and animal rearing, and the Yorubas for services and farming (Madichie, 

Nkamnebe, and Idemobi, 2008). 

However, the same ethnic multiplicity and religion have combined on many occasions to 

promote disunity, ethnic and religious violence, civil war, insecurity and demands for self-

determination by some of the minority ethnic groups. According to Salawu (2010), these 

various crises often have devastating effect on the country’s social, business and economic 

activities. For instance, the ongoing "Boko Haram" insurgency in the north-eastern part of 

the country has claimed about 12,000 lives from 2009 to the first quarter of 2016 (Uhrmacher 

and Sheridan, 2016), caused about 1.9 million people to be internally displaced (IOM, 2016) 

and business valued at about $20 million affected (Amalu, 2016).  

Similarly, World Bank Report (2016) identified the vandalisation of the country’s oil 

facilities by the Niger-Delta militant groups as a major factor affecting government revenue. 

African Economic Outlook (2016) and PWC (2016) corroborated this by identifying these 

militant activities, dwindling international prices of crude oil, poor infrastructural facilities, 

and corruption as factors that plunged the nation to the present economic recession. PWC 

(2016) further added that this act of vandalism is responsible for poor electric power 
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generation in the country, which is one of the main factors responsible for the death of a 

significant number of SMEs in Nigeria. 

Another important element of Nigerians’ culture that also affects entrepreneurship is family 

structure and degree of “familiness”. The nuclear and extended family are the two common 

family structures in Nigeria (Obayan, 1995). The latter, also known as a joint family, is the 

traditional family system across the major ethnic groups. Sociology literatures on Nigeria 

suggest that the extended family system provides emotional, financial, and security supports 

for members of the family (Obayan, 1995).  

The system also provides entrepreneurial support for family members in terms of apprentice 

training, funding, land and employment supports for prospective entrepreneurs (Nafziger, 

1969). In the study of effect of extended family on entrepreneurship in Nigeria, Nafziger 

concluded that prospective entrepreneurs benefit from initial capital support from family 

savings and inheritance, usually without obligation to repay. In return, the successive 

entrepreneur contributes to the training, education and establishment of small firms for other 

family members. Largely, this initial family support promotes Nigerians’ initial interest in 

entrepreneurship and this practice exists to date. 

4.6    Human Capital Development  

Nigeria’s human development indexes in recent times have not shown any significant 

improvement. According to UNDP (2015) Human Development Report (HDR, 2015), 

Nigeria, with 0.514 Human Development Index (HDI), is currently ranked among the lowest 

countries, at the 152nd position out of 187 countries surveyed in 2014. The index, which is 

a composite statistic measured along three areas of achievements of a long and healthy life, 

education, and a good standard of living, is computed annually by UNDP to measure human 

development achievement of countries. According to the report, life expectancy in Nigeria 

is 52.5 years, adult illiteracy rate for productive age of 15 to 49 years for men and women 
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was respectively 75.2% and 53.1%, and adult mortality rate for men and women respectively 

is 325 and 357 in 2014. Table 4.2 compares Nigeria’s HDI with some selected countries’ 

regional and global average. The table reveals that although Nigeria recorded a significant 

improvement from 0.493 in 2010 to 0.514 in 2014, it is slightly and far below the Sub-Sahara 

African regional and the global average, respectively.  

Table 4.2: Nigeria and Selected Countries and Regional’s Human Development Index 2010-2014 

Year/Country/Region 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2014 Rank 

Nigeria 0.493 0.499 0.505   0.510 0.514 152 

South Africa 0.643 0.651 0.659 0.663 0.666 116 

Ghana 0.554 0.556 0.572 0.577 0.579 140 

Uganda 0.473 0.473 0.476 0.478 0.483 163 

Sub-Saharan Africa 0.499 0.505 0.510 0.514 0.518 NA 

World 0.697 0.703 0.707 0.709 0.711 NA 

Global Competitiveness Report (2010 - 2014) 

Furthermore, when compared with similar countries within the same geographical region, 

the Nigerian HDI does not reflect the country’ self-acclaimed “giant of Africa” status 

(Omotola, 2005) but it does reflect at least the poor state of the country’s education. This 

assertion is based on the fact that Nigeria’s HDI consistently fell below those of Ghana and 

South Africa and was slightly higher than that of Uganda between 2010 and 2014, and on 

the poor global ranking of the quality of the country’s education and enrolment. According 

to the global competitiveness report (2014), Nigeria ranked 102nd and 140th out of 144 

countries for quality of primary education and as a percentage of the total population, 

respectively. In addition, the country is also ranked 120th in terms of secondary education 

and 111th for tertiary education enrolment rates. In terms of quality, the country’s tertiary 

education is ranked 83rd. 

In view of these poor rankings of the country’s education, the Nigerian system of education 

has been undergoing reformation in the last three decades with a view to improve the nation’s 
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human capital development. The Nigerian system of education which started as a British 

system prior independence in 1960, changed to the American system in the early 1970s 

through a national policy on education in 1976. The policy, which has been amended twice 

in 1985 and 1990, introduced the 6-5-4 system of education. In 1999, the government again 

changed the system to the Universal Basic Education (UBE) system of 6-3-3-4 to boost the 

literacy level and achieve the millennium development goal on education. The former system 

implies six years of primary, five years of secondary school, and four years of tertiary 

institution. The latter, which stands for six years of primary, three years of junior secondary, 

three years of senior secondary school, and four years of tertiary education was again 

changed to 9-3-4 system. This new system means nine years of compulsory universal basic 

education (that is 6 years of primary plus three of junior), three years of senior secondary 

school, and four years of tertiary education. According to Saint, Hartnett, and Strassner 

(2003), the system of education was adopted to further increase the literacy level, which 

ranked among the lowest, and to develop the capacity of the Nigerian youth to innovate, 

create jobs (entrepreneurship) and be able to compete with their peers globally. 

The changing system of education was also extended to the tertiary institution’s curriculum. 

The government introduced compulsory entrepreneurship and Technical Vocational 

Education and Training (TVET) into the curricula of tertiary institutions and other levels of 

formal education because of increasing mismatch between graduates of these institutions 

and work places’ skill requirements and the need to develop the capacity of the graduates to 

create jobs rather than seeking employments (Gabadeen and Raimi, 2012). Raimi (2015) and 

Yahya (2011) noted that this skill gap and lack of entrepreneurial skills of Nigerian graduates 

is primarily responsible for the high level of unemployment among the educated Nigerian 

youths. Entrepreneurship education is now a compulsory module in all Nigerian higher 

institutions (Ladipo et al., 2013). 
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Unfortunately, despite these changes and increasing government funding of 

entrepreneurship education, written evidences suggest that the Nigerian graduates have 

achieved minimal progress in the area of entrepreneurship. Although interest in 

entrepreneurship has increased among the youths, it is mostly out of necessity rather than 

opportunity (GEM, 2014). That is, many of those that take to entrepreneurship are doing so 

because of non-availability of white-collar jobs, not because they identified or created any 

entrepreneurial opportunity. Lawal (2012) and Aikamokhan et al. (2012) suggest that the 

compulsory entrepreneurship development programme has achieved less significant results 

because the programme concentrated more on entrepreneurship appreciation and the traits 

of an entrepreneur rather than radical innovation training and opportunities discovery or 

creation. One of the potential contributions of this study is a suggestion to include 

opportunity creation and development into the national curriculum, in order to improve the 

entrepreneurial training of Nigerian graduates and youths.  

4.7    Emerging Business Opportunities in Nigeria 

The recent decision of the Federal Government of Nigeria to embark on key reforms and 

diversify the economy from oil and gas to other key sectors of the economy has opened more 

opportunities for businesses and entrepreneurship (Oduoza, 2012. The diversification varies 

from liberalisation of downstream of the oil sector and gas production to other key sectors, 

such as power, agriculture, manufacturing and infrastructural developments (Raimi, 2015). 

These key areas are particularly selected because of their combined effect to create 

employment and generate business activities (Oduoza, 2012).   

The diversification into agriculture, for instance, is expected to boost local food production, 

reverse the existing food import–export imbalance and strengthen the naira against major 

currencies. According to CBN (2014), Nigeria imports $4 billion worth of wheat, $2.2 billion 

of rice and about $1.5 billion of sugar annually from countries like Brazil, Thailand and 
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China.  Agriculture thus remains a huge business opportunity for existing and potential 

entrepreneurs.  Beyond current food importation values, Nigeria is also blessed with about 

80 million hectares of arable land, the majority of which have not been cultivated (CIA 

World Fact Book, 2016). The government is also providing an enabling environment by 

initiating several reforms and incentives to boost local food production, such as increase in 

import duties of wheat and rice, involvement of the private sector in agriculture, low lending 

rates to the agricultural sector and infrastructural development to aid value chains for crops 

(Oduoza, 2012).  

Apart from agriculture, high reserves or deposits of natural resources have also been 

identified as Nigeria’s greatest strength and as a huge opportunity for investment and 

economic growth. As in 2011, Nigeria has about 40 billion barrels of proven crude oil 

reserves and the country exports over two million barrels. This ranks Nigeria as Africa’s 

number one exporter of oil and the global 10th largest oil producer (OPEC, 2016). Apart 

from oil, Nigeria also has large deposits of natural gas and over 30 solid minerals located in 

about 500 sites nationwide (OPEC, 2016). Nigeria is blessed with about 640 million metric 

tonnes of proven coal and inferred reserves of about 2.8 billion metric tonnes in over twenty 

coalfields in thirteen states, about 3 billion metric tonnes of proven iron ore deposits, 27 

billion proven deposits of Bitumen, proven gold deposits of about 600,000 ounces, and 

commercial quantities of other important minerals such as niobium, limestone, lead, zinc, 

silver, manganese, granite, marble, talc and so on (CIA World Fact Book, 2016; World Bank, 

2016; Ministry of Natural Resources, 2015). As most of these resources remain untapped in 

commercial quantities and the government is offering waivers and import duties on related 

plant and machinery, concessions and tax incentives, exploration and mining is considered 

a significant business and as investment opportunities for entrepreneurs and potential sources 

of revenue for the government.  
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In addition, the increasing numbers of middle level income earners (the middle class) of the 

population, unbaiting urbanisation and increasing commercial activities have combined to 

open more business opportunities in retailing, telecommunication and hospitality. Oduoza 

(2012) observed that despite the increasing number of shopping malls to match consumers’ 

sophistication, there is need for more such malls to meet the wide needs of the consumers. 

Oduoza also posited that increasing commercial activities in cities like Lagos and Port 

Harcourt requires an increase in number of hotels to meet the emerging demands. Similarly, 

following the success of the telecommunication industry, the federal government is seeking 

to create a “digital economy” by shifting the focus from voice to data. This policy shift is 

expected to open up more investment opportunities in the industry. 

Considering all the highlighted opportunities and the natural resources in different parts of 

the country, it can be reasonably concluded that indeed Nigeria is a country full of 

entrepreneurial opportunities. Perhaps it is this avalanche of opportunities and natural 

resources that encourages Nigerian youths to embrace entrepreneurship, apart from necessity 

of doing so (because of increasing unemployment in the country) and consequent high 

interest in discovering or creating opportunities.   

4.8    Lagos State: The Research Setting 

This section presents some important information about Lagos State, where this present 

study was undertaken. This information, apart from providing justification for the selection 

of Lagos State as the study’s research centre, also provides some background that could 

enhance understanding and interpretation of the research outcomes.  

First, Lagos State is a microcosm of the Nigerian environment in terms of all that have been 

described above, and it is thus selected as the main research context. Geographically, Lagos 

is as important to Africa as Nigeria as a whole. Lagos was the capital of Nigeria until 1991, 

when the seat of power was moved to Abuja. Located in the south-western geo-political zone 
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of Nigeria, Lagos State is the smallest of all the 36 states of the federation with land area of 

3, 577km², about 70% of which are wet land and water bodies (Awolaja, 2010). It covers 

only 0.4% of Nigeria’s land mass, making it the smallest state in the country. It shares 

borders with Ogun state in the north and east, Benin Republic in the West, and the Atlantic 

Ocean in the south. Being a coastal area, Lagos is home to Nigeria’s foremost port, one of 

the biggest in Africa. Most importation and exportation into Nigeria and some West African 

countries are done through this port. Thus, Lagos serves as the gateway to Nigeria and West 

African economies (Awolaja, 2010). 

Another important feature of Lagos State is its high population and cultural diversity. 

Despite being the smallest state in Nigeria, Lagos state is the largest with a projected 

population of about 20 million people, which makes its density the second highest in Africa 

after Cairo (Maps of the World, 2016) and the seventh fastest growing city in the world 

(Nwagu, 2015). The UN predicted that at the current population growth rate, Lagos will 

become the largest in Africa and third in the world. According to Nwagu (2015), Lagos, by 

its population, is not just growing into a megacity; it is also becoming one of the most diverse 

in Africa and the world. Almost all the Nigerian ethnic groups are represented in Lagos and 

a significant number of nationals of other nations, especially West African neighbours, live 

and work in Lagos (Nwagu and Oni, 2015). Lagos is thus a metropolitan city where 

entrepreneurs of different cultural backgrounds could be selected for a study like this. 

Economically, analysts have described Lagos State as the commercial nerve centre of 

Nigeria and to a large extent, Africa. Lagos accounts for over 60% of industrial and 

commercial activities in Nigeria. Many of Nigeria’s financial institutions ‘headquarters’, 

over 50% of the country’s industries, over 2000 manufacturing companies and about 20,000 

SMEs are located in Lagos (SMEDAN). The concentration of these institutions in Lagos 

generates high volumes of business activities and employment opportunities and creates 
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huge business opportunities for SMEs. The increasing volumes of these economic activities 

have seen the state’s GDP increased from about $80 billion in 2010 to $131 billion in 2015, 

making it the fifth largest economy in Africa (Akintilo, 2015; The Economist, 2013). The 

high volume of economic activities and the increasing number of SMEs in Lagos State also 

justify it as the appropriate research centre for this study. 

Based on the information above, it is quite clear that Lagos State occupies a strategic position 

and plays important roles in the economic activities and development of Nigeria and to a 

large extent, West Africa. Therefore, Lagos State was chosen as the research centre for this 

study because of its culturally diverse population (which represents all the major tribes in 

Nigeria and citizens of some West African countries), high numbers of SMEs and 

entrepreneurs of different tribes in Nigeria and from some West African countries and the 

large size of its economy compared to other states of the federation. 

4.9    SMEs in Nigeria 

Conceptually, it is difficult to have an agreed universal definition of SMEs; it varies from 

region to region, nation to nation, agency to agency and in some countries, it varies from 

sector to sector because of differences in economies of countries and frameworks of defining 

agencies (Eniola, 2014; Lawal and Bello, 2012; Phakisa, 2009; Bowle, Dawood and Page, 

2006).  In Nigeria, there is no single definition of SMEs, as it varies from time to time and 

industry to industry. For instance, the National Council of Industries defines SMEs as 

business enterprises whose total cost excluding land is not more than two million Naira. The 

Federal Ministry of Commerce and Industry defines it as firms with a total investment 

(excluding cost of land but including capital) of up to N750, 000, and paid employment of 

up to 50 persons. Furthermore, the Small and Medium Enterprises Development Agency of 

Nigeria (SMEDAN) was established in 2003 to facilitate the promotion and development of 

a structured and efficient Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) sector that will 
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enhance sustainable economic development in Nigeria and categorise the SMEs into sizes 

according to number of full-time staff and value of assets. This definition/categorisation is 

presented in Table 4.3 below.  

Table 4.3: Classification of MSMEs Adopted by SMEDAN for National Policy  

S/N Size/ Category Employment Assets (N million) (excluding land 

and buildings) 

1 Micro Enterprises Less than 10 Less than 5 

2 Small Enterprises 10 – 49 5-49 

3 Medium Enterprises 50 - 199 50 – 500 

Source: SMEDAN, 2013 

This definition is similar to the European Union’s (EU) definition of SMEs, which is summarised in 

Table 4.4 below. Since there is no significant difference between the Nigerian definition and some 

other regions’, this study adopts the Nigerian standard. Therefore, in this study, a small firm is 

defined as one with 10 – 49 employees, an annual turnover not exceeding 10 million Naira, and assets 

valued between 5 – 49 million Naira. 

Table 4.4: EU Definition of SMEs 

Category No of 

Employees 

Turnover 

(€Millions) 

Balance sheet (€Millions) 

Micro Enterprises < 10 2 2 

Small Enterprises < 50 10 10 

Medium Enterprises < 250 50 43 

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, 2005 

Despite this definitional problem, there is a consensus in the literature on the strategic 

importance of SMEs for economic growth of nations. In Nigeria, the SMEs contribute 

significantly to economic growth and development. Available statistics from the National 

Bureau of Statistics (NBS, 2013) show that the sector contributes about 50% to the GDP in 

nominal terms, over 90% of national employment and seven per cent to the country’s export 

in 2013, to demonstrate the increasing strategic influence of the sector on the Nigerian 

economy. Some analysts have suggested that the increasing number of SMEs in Nigeria is 

the resultant effect of some governmental initiatives in the past and in recent time to promote 
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entrepreneurship and encourage potential entrepreneurs. A summary of these initiatives as 

identified by Raimi (2015) and NBS (2013) is presented in  

Table 4.5 below.  

Table 4.5: Government Initiatives to Support SMEs in Nigeria 

S/N Government 

Interventions 

Objective Year 

Established 

Contribution 

1 Agricultural 

Credit Guarantee 

Scheme Fund 

ACGSF) 

 

The fund was established for 

the purpose of providing 

guarantees for loans granted to 

farmers by any bank in Nigeria 

in order to encourage banks to 

give loans to farmers. 

1978 Between 1978 and first quarter 

of 2011 supported 701,000 

SMES (Agriculture) with a 

total loan of N43.12 billion. 

2 Community 

Banking Scheme 

 

Established with the objective 

of rural development, financial 

assistance to star-ups small and 

medium enterprises. 

1991 NA 

3 Bank of industries 

(BOI)  

To provide financial assistance 

for the establishment of large, 

medium and small projects as 

well as the expansion, 

diversification and 

modernisation of existing 

enterprises; and rehabilitation 

of existing ones. 

2002 NA 

4 Small and 

Medium 

Enterprises Equity 

Investment 

Scheme 

(SMEEIS).  

The Scheme was set-up to 

encourage banks in Nigeria to 

set aside and invest ten percent 

of their Profit After Tax (PAT) 

into SMEs as the banking 

industry’s contribution to the 

Federal Government’s efforts 

towards stimulating economic 

growth, developing local 

technology and generating 

employment.  

1999 As at the end of 2009, the 

scheme has attracted a total 

amount of N42.3 billion, with 

N28.87 equity investment in 

336 projects 

5 Special 

Intervention funds 

of N500 billion  

 

To improve access to credit by 

SMEs 

To refinance and restructure 

the outstanding credit portfolio 

of manufacturing SMEs in the 

country. 

2010 As of June 2011, the sum of 

N197 billion had been 

disbursed to 539 SME 

projects. – N300 billion off-

grid power and airline fund in 

support of SME clusters 
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6 CBN N200 billion 

SME credit 

guarantee fund  

CBN provides 80% guarantee 

to deposit money banks 

(DMB) to boost lending to 

SMEs. 

2010 As of June 2011, only N1.36 

billion has so far been 

guaranteed. 

 

 Evidence also shows that despite the turbulent economic situation in the country, the SMEs 

sector remains one of the best performing sectors of the nation’s economy. Available 

statistics indicate that despite the challenges, the number of SMEs is on the increase in 

Nigeria. According to NBS (2013), the total number of enterprises in Nigeria increased from 

about 17 million in 2010 to 37 million in 2013, which represents an increase of over 100 per 

cent. The total numbers of employment also increased from 32 million to 60 million between 

the same periods. There is also a corresponding increase in contribution to the economy by 

these SMEs as indicated above.  

A geographical analysis of the SMEs in Nigeria reveals that Lagos state has the highest 

number of enterprises, which stood at about 12,000, followed by Oyo state with about 8,000. 

Table 5.3 presents the number of SMEs in Nigeria by state and sectors between 2010 and 

2013. This territorial analysis shows that 16% of the total SMEs in Nigeria are located in 

Lagos state alone, which further confirms why Lagos was selected as the research context.   

A sectorial analysis of the number of SMEs shows that education, wholesale/retail trade, and 

manufacturing are the dominant sub-sectors. Table 5.3 reveals that there are 24,034 and 

3,250 of SMEs respectively in the education sub-sector, wholesale/retail trade has 14,870 

small and 249 mediums, and manufacturing has 13,109 and 528 respectively. Given this 

high number of SMEs in Nigeria, this study specifically collected data from the founders of 

these firms. 

In the final analysis, this study considers the SMEs sector of the Nigerian economy as critical 

and the bedrock of the Nigerian economy (Raimi, 2015). The study also views the SMEs, 

especially the small firms, as the most important level where opportunity identification is 
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done by individual owners. Furthermore, the study also observed that most of these small 

firms are based in Lagos State and are easily accessible. The study therefore selected the 

owners of these Lagos State based small firms as the population from which samples are 

drawn for this study. Details of how these samples were drawn is presented in the next 

chapter, section 5.7.4. 

4.10 Summary of Research Questions 

Following from the above review of literature from chapter two, four research questions 

have been derived to guide this study. The questions are as follows: 

RQ1. What is the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities which entrepreneurs of small, 

early-stage businesses in Nigeria seek to identify? 

RQ2. How do the owners of small businesses in Nigeria identify entrepreneurial 

opportunities for their ventures?  

RQ3. Is there any relationship between the process of entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification and the performance of small, early-stage firms in Nigeria and if so, what is 

the nature of this relationship? 

RQ4. Are there specific entrepreneurial orientations that distinguished discovery 

opportunity identification process from creation opportunity? 

4.11 Chapter Summary 

In summary, the chapter describes the context in which the research took place, so that its 

findings can be well understood. It also provides justification for the choice of Lagos State 

as the research centre. More specifically, the chapter reviews the political climate, economic 

situation, socio-cultural environment, human capital development and some selected 

demographic variables prevailing in the country at the time of the research. Lagos State was 

selected because of the presence of a high number of SMEs (the highest in the country), its 
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vast and culturally diverse population of entrepreneurs and the large size of its economy (the 

largest in country and the seventh largest in Africa). Now that the research setting has been 

presented, the next chapter describes the methodology followed and justifications for 

specific methods and decisions in conducting the study.  
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Chapter 5: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

5.1 Introduction 

The preceding chapter presented a review and analysis of information on Nigeria and Lagos 

State, where this study was undertaken. The chapter revealed that Nigeria, and by extension 

Lagos State, is a leading economy in Africa. The chapter concluded that Lagos State has the 

highest number of SMEs and entrepreneurs in Nigeria, high volume of economic activities 

and a culturally diverse population. Consequently, Lagos State was selected as the research 

centre for this study.  

Next in the research process is to collect and analyse data in order to achieve the research 

objectives. Thus, this chapter provides a general explanation of the research methodology 

and methods used in this study to explore the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities 

identification process and its relationship with small firms’ performance in Nigeria. The 

overarching goal for the choice of methodology for this research is to achieve consistency 

between the research objectives and the philosophical approach guiding the study (Bryman 

and Bell, 2015; Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Jackson, 2015; Collis and Hussey, 2014). There 

are six sections in this chapter and they are structured as follows: 

Section 5.2 discusses the general philosophical considerations with particular reference to 

debates on the appropriateness of positivism, interpretivism and pragmatism paradigm. The 

philosophical stance of the study and justification are also provided. 

Section 5.3 discusses research approach and presents justification for the researcher’s choice 

of abductive approach. Section 5.4 presents the mixed-methodology as the favoured research 

strategy for this study. Section 5.5 discusses the research design (Survey) for the study. 

Section 5.6 explains the overall methodology for the research. Section 5.7 presents the 

research methods by highlighting data collection and analysis methods found appropriate for 

the study. Section 5.5 presents the data collection instruments provides information on 
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ethical considerations, and section 5.14 provides a summary of the methodological choices 

of the study. 

5.2    Philosophical Assumptions: Ontology and Epistemology  

As noted by Saunders et al. (2012), every research, especially in social and management 

sciences, is driven by certain philosophical assumptions and beliefs which the researcher 

holds about a social phenomenon and how to establish the existence of this phenomenon. 

These assumptions (epistemology, ontology, and axiology), often referred to as research 

paradigms, are a framework that guides the conduct of a research based on certain logically 

but loosely held assumptions, concepts, and principles (Collis and Hussey, 2015; Saunders 

et al., 2012; Bodgan and Biklan, 1982).  Ontology refers to assumptions researchers hold 

about reality. Epistemology refers to the study of knowledge and ways of establishing the 

existence of reality (Collis and Hussey, 2015). Axiology refers to the research stance in 

relation to the research (Saunders et al., 2012). Together, these assumptions influence the 

choice of a study’s methodology and methods, and it is important that they are clarified and 

justified before conducting a research (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012).  

Clarification and justification of the epistemology and ontology positions of a study becomes 

more important when the meaning or nature of the social reality under investigation, like 

entrepreneurial opportunities, is significantly influenced by the philosophy of the researcher 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2012). This becomes more crucial in the study of entrepreneurial 

opportunities because of the conflicting ontology and epistemology that pervade the body of 

literature on this phenomenon. While some scholars have adopted realism and critical 

realism epistemology in their description of entrepreneurial opportunities as an objective 

reality, others adopted social constructionism to describe it as created reality (Alvarez and 

Barney, 2013). This unresolved tension made some scholars to suggest that every empirical 

study on this phenomenon should expressly state its philosophical position to enhance the 
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audience’s understanding of the study’s perspective and the type and nature of opportunities 

being investigated. Failure to do this has often led to confusion in the description of 

opportunity and verification of research claims. For instance, when a study’s philosophical 

stance is not clear on the discovery-creation divide, the research audience might be confused 

about the type of opportunity that is being discussed (Murphy, 2011). To avoid this pitfall, 

this being an entrepreneurial opportunity study, the chapter will proceed in the subsequent 

paragraphs to clarify and justify the philosophical assumptions that guide it. 

5.2.1 Research Philosophy Underpinning the Study 

Earlier studies on entrepreneurial opportunities in the matured economy have been 

underpinned by critical realism and evolutionary realism respectively for the discovery and 

the creation views (Alvarez & Barney, 2007). These epistemologies and how they informed 

the nature of opportunity in earlier studies have been discussed extensively in sections 2.4.1 

to 2.4.3. The alternative philosophical views have also been discussed in section 2.4.4. From 

these sections, it was established that the nature of the concept of entrepreneurial opportunity 

in Europe and America is not clear, because of the conflicting philosophical assumptions.  

In Sub-Saharan Africa, the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities is also not clear (Vermeire 

& Bruton, 2016). This is the case because limited studies exist on the concept within the 

region, and these studies rarely discuss the philosophical nature of the concept. However, as 

demonstrated in this study’s conceptual framework, it suspected that entrepreneurial 

opportunities would exhibit dual nature in Nigeria.  To study this type of reality, there is 

need to adopt an epistemology that accommodates multiple realities (Creswell, 2014). 

Hence, this study adopts the pragmatic philosophical stance, which allows combination of 

two or more epistemologies (Saunders et al, 2012).  
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5.2.2 Justification for Pragmatism Philosophical Stance of the Study 

As stated in section 1.4 page 7 the main aim of this study is to investigate the process of 

entrepreneurial opportunities identification in Nigeria, where it has not been previously 

studied. One of the objectives of the study is to understand the true nature of the phenomenon 

in this new context. Given this objective, the conflicting and irreconcilable ontology and 

epistemology descriptions of entrepreneurial opportunities in the literature and the fact that 

limited theories exist that combine the two views in a study (Alvarez and Barney, 2010), 

there is a need to approach the study from multiple perspectives. The only research 

philosophy that allows for multiple approaches to a single study is pragmatism (Creswell, 

2014). Pragmatism philosophy believes that there is no single way of interpreting the world 

that can give a complete picture of a phenomenon. It contends further that there are many 

ways of interpreting realities and undertaking research, and that reality might be more than 

one (Collis and Hussey, 2015; Creswell, 2014; Wilson, 2010). 

As discussed in chapter four, the discovery theorists had described entrepreneurial 

opportunities ontologically as an objective reality, while the creation theorists described it 

as a subjective phenomenon, which led to the typology of entrepreneurial opportunities as 

“discovered opportunities” and “created opportunities” (Alvarez and Barney, 2007). The 

origins of these two-conflicting world-views have been geographically traced to America 

and Europe respectively by Naude (2010). Most parts of these two contexts have been 

described as innovation driven economy (Porter et al., 2002) and are significantly different 

from Nigeria, where this research is taking place. At this stage of the research, it is assumed 

that these two types of opportunities exist in the Nigerian small business sector. To validate 

this assumption, the researcher believes that adopting either of the contending views as a 

philosophical lens would limit the exploratory investigation, hence the decision to adopt an 

open philosophical paradigm of pragmatism. Naturally, ontology informs epistemology and 

vice-versa (Saunders et al., 2016). 
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The multiple realities ontological stance of this study requires an epistemology that 

accommodates this view. Epistemology is a branch of philosophy that concerns what is 

regarded as acceptable knowledge in a particular field of study (Carter and Little, 2007; 

Blaikie, 2008). Three branches of epistemology have been identified in the literature -

positivism, constructionism, and pragmatism (Bryman and Bell, 2015; Onwuegbuzie and 

Leech, 2005). The summary of their assumptions is presented in Table 5.1.  

The main issue in epistemology is which of these three epistemologies constitutes the best 

approach to finding out the truth about a phenomenon. While there are supremacy and non-

compatibility arguments on both sides of positivism and constructionism, pragmatism views 

epistemology as a continuum where their philosophy is at the centre, representing a mix of 

the other two (Saunders et al., 2016; Bryman and Bell, 2015). It further contends that there 

are many realities and that to establish the truth about these realities, a researcher could adopt 

either of qualitative or quantitative or a combination of both methods in a single study 

(Easterby–Smith et al., 2015).  

This “open-mindedness” of pragmatism made scholars (e.g. Saunders et al., 2016; Bryman 

and Bell, 2015; Creswell, 2014) to suggest its adoption as a philosophical lens where a study 

is investigating the meaning of a social reality in a new context. They argue that this would 

allow the researcher to be open and discover the local (contextual) meaning of the reality 

under investigation. On the strength of this argument and considering one of the objectives 

of this study is to understand the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities in a new context, 

the pragmatism epistemology is adopted as a philosophical lens. 

A further argument in support of pragmatism as a philosophical lens for this study is its 

commitment to different forms of research questions. While positivism is strictly committed 

to research questions that can be answered quantitatively, and constructionism to qualitative 

questions, pragmatism believes that a study’s research questions are the most important 
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factor in determining its methodology (Saunders et al., 2016; Creswell, 2014). Based on this, 

Creswell (2014) suggests that where a research question can be more effectively answered 

by either the qualitative or the quantitative approach, then it is adopted. However, where the 

two have to be mixed because of the nature of the research question, then a mixed-methods 

research is adopted. 

In this study, the nature of research question one: “What is the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunities which entrepreneurs of early-stage small businesses in Nigeria seek to identify 

and exploit?” can be answered using either or both qualitative or/and quantitative data. A 

mix of both was preferred in this study because of the abstract nature of opportunity concept.  

Conversely, the fourth research question: “Is there any relationship between the process of 

entrepreneurial opportunity identification and the success of early-staged small firms in 

Nigeria and, if so, what is the nature of this relationship?” suggests an explanatory study and 

would require positivism epistemology to be answered. Because of this multiple approach 

to answering the research questions of this study, the pragmatism philosophy that is not 

committed to one particular approach and method is considered the best epistemology to 

answer the research questions.  

5.3 Research Approach   

The philosophical choice made above influences the direction of reasoning (that is the 

research approach) in this study. There are three approaches in social and management 

sciences research - deductive, inductive and abductive, and each of these has been linked to 

the three research philosophies discussed above - positivism, constructionism, and 

pragmatism respectively (Ketokivi and Mantere, 2010; Monettee et al., 2005). Based on this 

matching, the corresponding research approach for the pragmatism stance of this study is 

abductive.  
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However, Bryman and Bell (2015) and Saunders et al. (2012) objected to this matching. 

They argued that the direction of reasoning is independent of a researcher’s philosophy. To 

them, what counts is the research aim. That is, whether the aim of the research is theory 

testing or theory building. 

Table 5.1: Comparison of Research Philosophies 

 Assumption       Positivism            Pragmatism          Constructionism 

Ontological 

 

 Social reality is 

objective; 

 Exist independent of the 

researcher; and 

 Singular 

 Both objective and 

subjective 

 Could be both independent 

and constructed 

 Choice depends on 

research question 

 Multiple social realities 

 

 Social Reality is 

subjective;  

 Socially constructed 

by participants; and 

 Multiple as seen in a 

study 

Epistemological 

 

Objectivism: only what is 

observable is reality 

Either or both objectivism 

and subjectivism can provide 

acceptable knowledge. 

Subjectivism: social 

reality is a creation of 

social environment and 

perception of social 

actors 

Axiological 

 

Research is value-free. 

The researcher maintains 

an objective stance.  

Researcher maintains both 

objectivist and subjectivist 

stance. Value thus plays 

significant role in the 

research especial during 

results interpretation 

Research is undertaken 

in a value-laden way. 

There is a close 

interaction between the 

researcher and the 

researched 

 
 Approach Deductive Reasoning Abductive Reasoning Inductive Reasoning 

Methodological 

 

 Research is mainly 

quantitative 

 Highly structured 

research with large 

samples 

 Theory testing 

 Mixed-methods design 

 Can also be either 

qualitative or quantitative 

 Mainly qualitative 

research 

 Usually small samples 

 In-depth analysis for   

theory building or 

“getting deeper” 

 

Research aiming to test existing theory follows the deductive approach and quantitative 

method, while that seeking to build new theory follows the inductive approach and 

qualitative method. Unfortunately, there are studies that involve both. Creswell (2014) 

suggests an abductive approach to these types of studies and pragmatism as its corresponding 

Source: Author (2018), from various sources 
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philosophy. Thus, this being a mixed-method research with pragmatism philosophy, it 

adopts the abductive process of reasoning.  

The abductive approach combines the strengths of both deductive and inductive. While the 

deductive approach (a logic that flows from general to specific, aimed at testing existing 

theory) is suited for a well-developed field of knowledge with well-developed theories and 

clear concepts and principles, the inductive is used to build new theories for an emerging 

research domain (Lodico et al., 2010; Burney, 2008). Abductive combines these strengths to 

answer any form of research questions (Creswell, 2014). It uses whichever of the two 

approaches that is best suited for the research question. Adopting this approach in this study 

means that both directions of reasoning are used. 

5.4    Research Strategy 

Traditionally, there are two research strategies in business research - qualitative and 

quantitative, with mixed-methods emerging as the third in recent time (Yvonne Feilzer, 

2010; Morgan, 2007). While these distinct strategies have been linked with each of the 

paradigms discussed above, the particular choice of a study depends on its aim (Zachariadis, 

Scott and Barrett, 2013) and the nature of the research questions (Creswell, 2014). Other 

important determinants include the strengths and weaknesses of each of the three research 

strategies and how best they achieve a study’s goal (Fabregues and Molina-Azorín, 2017; 

Molina-Azorin and López-Gamero, 2016), research philosophy of the researcher (Molina-

Azorin et al., 2012) and the nature of social reality being investigated (Onwuegbuzie and 

Lee, 2005). After due consideration of all these factors, the researcher selected mixed-

methods research as the optimum strategy for this study. Further explanation and 

justifications for this choice is provided next.  
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5.4.1    Justification for Mixed-Methods 

The exploratory-explanatory nature of the research aims and the need for generalisation of 

findings are the first consideration in selecting mixed-methods strategy for this study. This 

study aims to explore the meaning and identification process of entrepreneurial opportunity 

and explains its relationship with firm performance within the context of the Nigerian small 

business sector. To achieve the exploratory objective, qualitative, a strategy that emphasises 

collection and analysis of qualitative data (words) rather than figures, was favoured because 

of its potency to dig deep and provide an in-depth analysis of complex social phenomena 

like entrepreneurial opportunity, which are difficult to extract by quantitative strategy, 

especially in a new context (Strauss and Corbin, 1996).  Laying credence to this is the fact 

that a significant number of foremost studies that attempted to describe entrepreneurial 

opportunity identification process used interview methods, a qualitative strategy (Ucbasaran, 

2008; Bhave, 1994).  

Quantitative strategy of survey research was considered suitable for the second part of the 

research aim because of its abilities to explain causal-effect relationship and obtain data from 

large samples, which promotes generalisability (Saunders et al., 2012). Thus, the mixed-

methods strategy was chosen because it would be difficult for either of the two traditional 

research strategies in their purest form to achieve the research aim.  

The second reason, similarly to the first, is the nature of the study’s research questions. 

According to Creswell (2014), the primary consideration in selecting the appropriate 

research strategy for a study is to identify the one that optimally answers the research 

questions. Creswell posited that where a question is better answered using either of the two 

traditions, it is adopted. However, where they have to be combined to answer the questions, 

then a mixed-methods strategy is preferred. Research question two of this study is a “how 

question”, is effectively answered using qualitative methods because they require a detailed 
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description of a process, which the quantitative method does not offer (Creswell, 2014; Yin, 

2014). 

Research question four, by contrast seeks, to explain a causal-effect relationship between the 

opportunity identification process and firm performance. This type of question, “how many”, 

and “how often” questions are more effectively answered using quantitative methods 

(Molina-Azonrin et al., 2012; Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Question one can be 

answered by either of the two strategies, but a mixed-method was used because of its 

triangulation (comparing findings from the mono methods for greater validity) and 

complementary (enhancing the findings of one method with the results from another) 

properties (Bryman and Bell, 2015). 

 The triangulation and complimentary properties, as well as other strengths and weaknesses 

of the mixed-methods over other strategies, and their ability to contribute to the research aim 

and objectives were also considered. A summary of these strengths and weaknesses and their 

implications for this study is presented in Table 5.2. The abstract nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunity, which is being studied, requires that findings from a survey of large samples of 

entrepreneurs be triangulated with that of the semi-structured interviews in order to enhance 

the validity of the research findings.  

The strength of survey research to collect data from large samples, was combined with the 

ability of semi-structured interviews to provide detailed descriptions of a complex reality 

like entrepreneurial opportunity from a small sample. This is considered necessary to answer 

the first research question requires. The interview method, which has been used by Leitch, 

Hill and Harrison (2010) and Mathias, Williams and Smith (2015), was considered the best 

strategy to answer research questions two and three while a questionnaire survey was used 

for the fourth research question because of its strength of statistical analysis and 

generalisation (Saunders et al., 2012). This approach has been recommended by scholars 
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like Alvarez and Barney (2013), Wood et al. (2010), Eckhardt and Shane (2003), and 

Ucbasaran, Westhead and Wright (2001).  

Further to the foregone arguments in favour of mixed-methods strategy for this study, the 

researcher also considered the calls in the literature for its adoption in management sciences 

generally and entrepreneurship in particular. In their review of research methods used in 

about 4000 entrepreneurship articles in top academic journals from 1985 to 2013, McDonald 

et al. (2015) concluded that, although quantitative approach is still dominant, its use is 

dwindling in favour of “multiple methods” in recent times. They suggest that the field of 

entrepreneurship should favour “methodological openness” rather than a particular method 

or approach. This “methodological openness” was also stressed by Cameron and Molina-

Azorin (2011). They posited that the advancement of entrepreneurship as an academic field 

requires the use of mixed-methods to develop and test its own theories.  

When testing or exploring these entrepreneurship theories and concepts in different contexts, 

especially where secondary data could be lacking (as in this study), Welter and Smallbone 

(2003) advised that large scale surveys should be combined with qualitative approaches to 

enhance research findings. This suggestion, along with the lack of reliable secondary data 

(such as panel data on entrepreneurship in Nigeria), further justify the use of mixed-methods 

for this study.     

The recommendation of Molina-Azorin et al. (2012) to adopt mixed-methods for 

entrepreneurship studies when the objective is to understand the localised meaning of a 

phenomenon (as is the case for this study) was also considered in adopting mixed-

methodology for this study. They argue that entrepreneurship concepts, such as 

entrepreneurial opportunity, are complex and context-specific and would therefore require 

exploration and explanation to be understood in a new context, especially in a geographical 

context. They recommend the use of both qualitative and quantitative research. 
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Following these arguments, and in particular the recommendation of Molina-Azorin et al. 

(2012), for the adoption of mixed-methods research in entrepreneurship research, this study 

favours the use of mixed-methods research to achieve its objectives.  As explained earlier, 

this study involves understanding the meaning of a complex phenomenon-entrepreneurial 

opportunity and explaining the relationship between its process of identification and small 

business performance within the geographical context of Nigeria. This choice is also 

supported by the earlier argument that mixed-methods allow for triangulation, especially 

when an emerging phenomenon is being investigated in a new context. Entrepreneurial 

opportunity is an emerging phenomenon, which is being studied within the Nigerian small 

business context, therefore results from qualitative method (semi-structured interview) are 

triangulated with the findings from the survey to provide a deeper and local understanding 

of the concept. 

Table 5.2: Strengths and Weaknesses of the Three Main Research Methods 

 Quantitative Qualitative Mixed-methods Implications for this 

study 

S
tren

g
th

s 

 It is objective, as the 

researcher is independent 

of the researched  

 Use of existing theories to 

derive hypotheses and 

measuring instruments 

increases Validity and 

reliability  

 Its ability to collect large, 

sufficient, and 

representative random 

samples from a given 

population enhances 

generalisation of research 

findings  

 It allows 

participants to give 

their own 

meanings to reality  

 It can be used to 

describe a complex 

social reality  

 Allows for in-

depth study of a 

limited number of 

cases  

 The dynamic 

nature of the 

participants and 

processes can be 

studied and 

reported  

 It combines the 

strengths of both 

quantitative and 

qualitative 

methods 

 It uses Words, 

images, and 

narratives to add 

meanings to 

quantitative data 

and vice-versa 

 Theory can be 

generated and 

tested within a 

single study. 

 It can provide 

answers to a wide 

 Survey is used to gather 

large scale data on EO 

while interview was used 

to allow the participants 

tell their stories in order to 

describe the true nature of 

the phenomenon. 

 Research question four 

measuring relationship 

between EO formation 

process and firm’s 

performance was 

answered through 

quantitative approach 

only. 

 The second research 

question on the formation 
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 Quantitative Qualitative Mixed-methods Implications for this 

study 

 It is easy to replicate in 

different populations and 

subpopulations  

 It is quick in terms of data 

collection and analysis  

 Useful for obtaining data 

that allow quantitative 

predictions to be made. 

 It has ability to provide 

precise, quantitative, 

numerical data  

 It is widely accepted 

among many people 

research interested people 

and agencies  

 It is useful for studying 

large population 

 New theories can 

be developed 

inductively 

 It allows 

researchers to be 

responsive to 

changes during the 

research  

  Qualitative data 

are usually 

collected in natural 

settings 

 Qualitative data are 

easy to understand 

by the research 

audience 

 It does not involve 

use of 

sophisticated 

statistical 

techniques 

range of research 

questions because 

of its ability to use 

many methods. 

 It can provide a 

stronger 

conclusion on a 

phenomenon of 

study through 

triangulation 

 Research findings 

can be more 

acceptable to the 

research 

community 

because of its 

ability to produce a 

more complete 

knowledge 

 It can provide 

deeper 

understanding of a 

phenomenon that 

might be missed 

when either 

method is used. 

 Generalizability of 

results is enhanced. 

process was answered 

qualitatively because it 

allows the participants to 

give a detail description of 

the process which cannot 

be achieved 

quantitatively. 

 Some existing theory of 

opportunity formation 

process were tested 

quantitatively, while 

interview was conducted 

to get a deeper contextual 

understanding of this 

process with a view to 

comparing finding with 

existing theories. 

 This study recognises that 

some details might be loss 

when either method is 

used independently 

considering the abstract 

nature of EO, hence the 

methods were combined.  
W

ea
k

n
esses 

 Abstract knowledge that 

is not relevant to a given 

context might be 

produced. 

 Theories underpinning a 

study may not reflect the 

understanding of a 

people. 

 Inability to 

generalise findings 

because of limited 

samples or cases 

 Quantitative 

prediction is 

difficult 

 Data collection is 

difficult and time-

consuming  

 Irreconcilability of 

quantitative and 

qualitative 

argument by the 

purists is yet to be 

resolved. 

 Incompatibility of 

research 

paradigms 

 The pragmatism 

philosophical stance of 

this study permits the use 

of mixed-methods. 

 The findings from survey 

on the nature of EO was 

triangulated with findings 

from the interview to 

mitigate the weaknesses 
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 Quantitative Qualitative Mixed-methods Implications for this 

study 

 Over simplification of 

human dynamism reduces 

reliability of findings. 

 Important issue (s) 

occurring during the 

research might be missed 

because of strict use of 

existing theories 

 No new theory is 

developed  

 Inability to distinguish 

social actor from natural 

phenomenon 

 Requires use of complex 

statistical techniques to 

analyse data 

 Words are still used to 

give meaning to the 

generated figures 

 Test of hypotheses 

and theories is 

more difficult to 

test  

 Data analysis is 

complex and often 

timing consuming. 

 It is not value free- 

researcher’s biases 

might influence 

results. 

 Replication is 

difficult 

 Lacks general 

acceptability 

among funding 

agencies, 

politicians, and 

administrators. 

argument is still 

hanging 

 It requires 

knowledge of both 

qualitative and 

quantitative  

 Hence, it may 

require a team to 

carry it out 

especially when a 

concurrent design 

is used. 

 Interpreting 

conflicting results 

might be difficult 

 Collecting two sets 

of data could make 

it more expensive, 

difficult and time 

consuming. 

of qualitative and 

quantitative methods. 

 Researcher attended 

several trainings on both 

qualitative and 

quantitative methods 

necessary for mixed-

methods and trainings on 

analytical software (SPSS 

and NVivo) to acquire 

appropriate skills for 

robust analysis of massive 

data collected 

Source: The author, from review of various literature 

5.4.2 Arguments for and against the use of Mixed-methods Strategy 

It is important to state now that, despite the advantages of mixed-methods over the other two 

strategies presented in Table 5.2 and explanations offered in section 6.3 for its adoption in 

this study, there are two main arguments against its use in business research by some scholars 

(Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). However, this study relies on more compelling 

arguments in favour of mixed-methods by other scholars. The first argument against mixed-

methods is that both quantitative and qualitative carry fixed ontological and epistemological 

commitments and are thus irreconcilable and should not be mixed (Smith and Heshusius, 

1986; Smith, 1983). However, Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) rejected this argument. 

They argued that epistemology does not determine the method of collecting data for a study. 
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Hence, a commitment to one epistemological stance does not necessarily limit a researcher’s 

choice of strategy to either quantitative or qualitative.  

The second is the incompatibility argument (Bryman and Bell, 2015). This posits that 

quantitative and qualitative are separate paradigms and their values and methods are 

different and are thus incompatible (Sale, Lohfeld, and Brazil, 2002). However, Johnson and 

Onwuegbuzie (2004) and Morgan (2007) again challenged this incompatibility argument. 

They separately argue that both positivism and constructionism are similar since they are 

both seeking to produce knowledge that can best describe reality. Similarly, Clarke (2009) 

and Creswell (2014) argue that both quantitative and qualitative paradigms should not be 

viewed as being mutually incompatible because both are seeking to produce scientific 

knowledge, but they should rather be seen as a continuum (and not a dichotomy) with the 

two on the extremes. Rossman and Wilson (1994) noted that, by combining these methods, 

a researcher can introduce testability and context into their research in order to provide richer 

details and fresh insights into the phenomenon being investigated. Thus, they should be 

viewed as complementary rather than competing methods and a researcher’s choice should 

be based on the strength of how best they contribute to produce a detailed, clearer and, more 

importantly, a complete description of social reality in answer to the research question (Sale 

et al., 2002).  

On the strength of these overwhelming arguments in favour of mixed-methods strategy, 

especially the “testability and context” argument of Rossman and Wilson (1994), this 

researcher is convinced that combining and integrating quantitative and qualitative strategies 

(that is, mixed-methods) best answers the research questions of this study. More importantly, 

it offers the opportunity to provide fresh insights into conversation on entrepreneurial 

opportunity in general and from Sub-Saharan Africa in particular. 
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In the final analysis of the two sets of arguments for and against mixed-methods above, it is 

clear that there are increasing support and overwhelming evidence for its use in Management 

Science generally and entrepreneurship studies in particular. Based on these compelling 

arguments in favour of mixed-methods as presented above, this study adopts it as its strategy 

for collecting data. The next section explains the study’s research design. 

5.5    Research Design 

Following the adoption of mixed-methods as the strategy used to achieve the aim of this 

research of understanding the entrepreneurial opportunity identification process and its 

relationship with small firms’ performance in Nigeria, a cross sectional survey design was 

adopted for collection of both qualitative and quantitative data.   A cross sectional survey is 

a research design that collects and analyses data from a population or sample at a particular 

point in time (Byman and Bell, 2015). This design was adopted for three reasons. First is the 

unavailability of panel study data or any other form of secondary data on entrepreneurial 

opportunity in Nigeria and the consequent need to collect primary data. Cross sectional 

survey is a potent design to collect primary data across sections of a given population 

(Byman and Bell, 2015; Borrego, Douglas and Amelink, 2009).  Similar studies like 

Ucbasaran et al. (2008) and Davidsson and Honig (2003) have used panel study data, while 

Sambasivan, Abdul and Yusop (2009) and Jaskiewicz, Combs and Rau (2015) used surveys 

and interviews respectively in the absence of secondary data. 

The second reason is the objective of generalisation of this study’s findings. To achieve this 

objective, representative and sufficient data must be collected from a randomly selected 

sample of entrepreneurs in Nigeria (Saunders et al., 2012). Considering the need to collect 

this large-scale data within the limited resources and time available for this research, the 

researcher selected cross section design among other designs such as experimental. Third is 
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the general acceptability of survey design as the most potent for collecting primary data in 

management sciences research (Saunders et al., 2012; Claudy, 2011). 

Specifically, in this study, a well-structured questionnaire was used to collect quantitative 

data from selected samples of small business entrepreneurs in Lagos state, Nigeria. This 

survey was conducted to identify the types and nature of entrepreneurial opportunities and 

its various sources in Nigeria and the identification process, and to compare these processes 

with small firms’ performance. However, this survey fails to provide a detailed description 

of the nature of the opportunity construct within the Nigeria’s small business sector. It also 

fails to answer the question of how the entrepreneurs recognise opportunities. Hence, further 

semi-structured interviews were conducted for 38 entrepreneurs who agreed to be part of the 

study. The objective of the interview was to deepen our understanding of how Nigeria’s 

entrepreneurs identify opportunities by providing fresh or/and additional qualitative data. 

The semi-structured interview was conducted using the face-to-face approach. The 

quantitative and qualitative data were analysed using both the descriptive and inferential 

statistics and thematic and content analysis respectively. 

5.6 Overall Research Methodology 

Being a mixed-methods research, the overall research approach involves collection of both 

qualitative and quantitative data, separate analysis of the two sets of data and integration of 

both findings in order to provide acceptable answers to the research questions. This was done 

using convergent parallel design, one of the three commonly used designs in mixed-methods 

research (Creswell, 2014; Creswell and Tashakkori, 2007). Others are "Exploratory 

Sequential Design” and “Explanatory Sequential Design”. The convergent parallel mixed-

methods design involves simultaneous collection of both qualitative and quantitative data 

with equal priority. Each of these data sets are analysed separately and the resultant findings 

are then merged or/and compared “to form an integrated whole” (Bryman and Bell, 2015: 
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646). The process of comparing or/and merging the findings is called triangulation 

(Creswell, 2014).  

The data collection stage for this study started with the quantitative phase, which involves a 

large-scale survey of entrepreneurs of small firms located in Lagos state, Nigeria. A carefully 

designed questionnaire was administered to the participants using face-to-face, group 

distribution, e-mail and web-based methods. The data were analysed to answer research 

questions one, three and four using T-test and regression analysis. SPSS software (version 

21) was used.  
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                           Figure 5.1: Research Methodology  

The qualitative phase involves an in-depth interview of the willing 38 entrepreneurs. The 

objective here is to further explore the meaning of entrepreneurial opportunities and answer 

research question two. In the questionnaire, participants were asked to indicate their interest 

in further participation at the qualitative phase. Out of the 45 participants that indicated 

interest, seven later declined further participation, leaving only 38 participants for the semi-
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structured interviews. The final draft of the interview guide was developed after the initial 

one was tested twice at the pilot study phase. The recorded audio data were transcribed using 

“NVivo 10”. Thematic and content analysis techniques were employed. The last stage of the 

study involves triangulation of the two sets of results and drawing incisive conclusions to 

achieve the overall purpose of the research. Following the suggestion and model proposed 

for convergent mixed-methods design by Turner, Cardinal, and Burton (2017), figure 

5.1Error! Reference source not found. above was designed to represent an overview of 

the study’s research process. 

5.7 Research Method   

Research method refers to specific methods for data collection and analysis within a 

particular research. For this study, the specific methods used to collect and analyse both 

quantitative and qualitative data are discussed in the following sub-sections. These include 

a detailed description of the data collection instruments, how the data were collected, the 

analytical techniques used and how the data were analysed. It also includes a description of 

the target population, the sample size and how it was determined and selected. 

5.7.1 Nature and Sources of Data  

Two categories of data - primary and secondary were collected and used for this research. The 

primary data is raw or unprocessed information collected independently for a study, while 

the secondary data is processed information from other sources such as research 

publications, databases, national and international agencies, textbooks and other forms of 

publications (Saunders et al., 2012). The secondary data was collected and analysed at 

different stages of this research to provide theoretical answers to the research questions, 

while primary data (qualitative and quantitative) was collected to provide empirical answers 

and evidences for the research. At the conceptual stage, existing bodies of literature on 

entrepreneurship generally and entrepreneurial opportunities identification in particular were 
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reviewed and synthesised to understand the conversation on the research subject and provide 

theoretical answers to the research questions. The review and synthesis of the literature at 

this stage also helped in refining the research objectives and developing questions for the 

survey questionnaire and the interview protocol for the semi-structured interviews.  

At the research design stage, the literature was further reviewed to identify the methodology 

and methods employed by similar studies in order to determine the most appropriate for this 

study. Methodology textbooks and journals on management sciences research in general and 

entrepreneurship in particular were consulted at this stage. These sources provided huge 

information and incontrovertible evidences that aided the researcher’s decision-making with 

respect to selection of research approach, design, and methods of data collection and 

analysis. At the analysis stage of this study, extant literatures were also used to corroborate 

and explain the research findings.  

However, because there was no secondary data on entrepreneurial opportunities in Nigeria, 

primary qualitative and quantitative data were collected for this study through a semi-

structured interview and a questionnaire survey respectively. The interviews protocol and 

the questionnaire were developed after a review and synthesis of the literature and they were 

used to collect qualitative and quantitative data respectively. The data were collected from 

randomly selected entrepreneurs in the Nigerian small business sector.  The population and 

how the samples were selected are discussed next. 

5.7.2 Population 

Two sets of data – qualitative and quantitative are collected from the study population. These 

are the small businesses’ owners who have started or are in the process of starting and have 

discovered or created opportunities. The choice of SMEs is based on the following reasons. 

First is its strategic importance to economic development of the country.  According to NBS 

(2013), SMEs contribute about 50% to Nigeria’s GDP and account for over 90% of 
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employment in Nigeria. Secondly, it is the fastest growing sector in the Nigerian business 

environment (Ogbo and Nwachukwu, 2012). Thirdly, most of the big companies in the 

country today have grown from either SMEs or are multinationals, their subsidiaries or 

government establishments (Lawal and Bello, 2013). Fourthly, most of the studies that have 

previously studied the concept of opportunity have drawn their samples from SMEs (for 

example, Baron, 2007; De Koning, 2003; Singh et al., 2003).  

According to Small and Medium Enterprises Development Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN) 

and National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) collaborative survey (2013), there are 37 million 

SMEs in Nigeria. See Table 5.3 below for details. Of this number, 68,000 are small 

businesses, mediums are merely about 5000 and the rest are micros. Lagos state has the 

highest population of both small and micro enterprises among the 36 states of the federation 

- 11,663 and 3,224,324 respectively. Lagos state is chosen as the research centre because of 

this high concentration of SMEs, its strategic importance to Nigerian economy (Ogunyomi 

and Bruning 2016), and the fact that all the ethnic groups in Nigeria are represented in the 

state1. The small business enterprises are chosen because they represent the real enterprises 

that are involved in entrepreneurial opportunities identification (Raimi, 2012), the micros 

are mostly into arbitraging and are described as informal business (Russo and Tencati, 2009) 

while the mediums are mostly advances from the smalls. Therefore, the 11,663 small 

enterprises’ owners in Lagos state are the population for this study.  

  

                                                           

 

 

 

1 1 Statement credited to President Muhammad Buhari accessed on 25th September, 2016 at 
http://akinwunmiambode.com/lagos-is-mini-nigeria-i-will-work-with-ambode-to-give-it-priority-buhari/ 

http://akinwunmiambode.com/lagos-is-mini-nigeria-i-will-work-with-ambode-to-give-it-priority-buhari/
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Table 5.3: State Distribution of Micro Small and Medium Enterprises in Nigeria as at 2013 

 

 

Source: SMEDAN, (2013) 

5.7.3 Sampling Frame 

In a probability sampling, a sampling frame is a full list of all the members of a population 

from which a sample will be drawn (Saunders et al, 2012). As discussed above, the 11,663 

S/N State Micro Small Medium Total 

1 Abia 904,721 1,769 40 906,530 

2 Akwa-‐Ibom 1,319,607 898 195 1,320,700 

3 Anambra 1,223,395 1,620 117 1,225,132 

4 Bauchi 944,503 2,039 27 946,569 

5 Bayelsa 541,332 354 72 541,758 

6 Benue 1,479,145 1,146 22 1,480,313 

7 Cross River 921,256 1,126 168 922,550 

8 Delta 1,536,158 1,444 - 1,537,602 

9 Ebonyi 577,216 1,206 4 578,426 

10 Edo 898,084 1,879 118 900,081 

11 Ekiti 964,179 903 126 965,208 

12 Enugu 1,064,893 812 99 1,065,804 

13 Gombe 527,230 1,043 65 528,338 

14 Imo 1,296,386 1,259 135 1,297,780 

15 Jigawa 820,001 1,022 75 821,098 

16 Kaduna 1,635,453 2,712 170 1,638,335 

17 Kano 1,794,358 7,790 496 1,802,644 

18 Katsina 1,216,604 1,256 99 1,217,959 

19 Kebbi 692,104 898 91 693,093 

20 Kogi 967,431 827 17 968,275 

21 Kwara 717,909 164 62 718,135 

22 Lagos 3,224,324 11,044 619 3,235,987 

23 Nasarawa 382,086 1,098 22 383,206 

24 Niger 977,240 1,258 100 978,598 

25 Ogun 1,165,848 1,690 104 1,167,642 

26 Ondo 1,026,770 1,805 194 1,028,769 

27 Osun 1,356,174 2,247 25 1,358,446 

28 Oyo 1,864,954 7,468 519 1,872,941 

29 Plateau 786,504 2,070 110 788,684 

30 Rivers 1,749,911 2,981 41 1,752,933 

31 Sokoto 700,106 631 210 700,947 

32 Taraba 513,973 891 69 514,933 

33 Zamfara 722,360 577 16 722,953 

34 FCT 482,365 2,244 446 485,055 

 Total 36,994,578 68,171 4,673 37,067,424 
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entrepreneurs in the small business sector of Lagos state is the population for this study. In 

the absence of a reliable directory of SMEs in Lagos2 (Lawal and Bello, 2013), the sampling 

frame for this study was drawn from a combination of lists of SMEs registered for Value 

Added Tax (VAT) purposes from 2010 to 2015. This list was obtained from the Federal 

Inland Revenue Services (FIRS), registered members of National Association of Small-

Scale Industrialists (NASSI) Lagos state chapter, alumni entrepreneurs and current trainees 

of a popular entrepreneurship training school in Lagos state.  

All the firms from the three sources were merged and sorted to eliminate duplication using 

Microsoft Excel. A total of 125 duplications were observed between the NASSI and FIRS 

lists, while the entrepreneurship school’s list was not included in the initial sorting because 

only email addresses had been provided by the school. This email list was later compared 

with the emails of the initially sorted lists. No similarity or duplication was found. The total 

number of firms after the sorting which constitute the sampling frame for this study is 4,850. 

The breakdown is as presented in   

                                                           

 

 

 

2 At the time of this study, a list of all micro and small businesses in Lagos state exists in the state’s ministry 
of commerce and industry directory of 2015. This directory was initially taken as the sampling frame; it 
contained about 6,000 registered enterprises. However, at the pilot study stage of this research, it was found 
out that the directory cannot be relied upon as many of the addresses, emails and telephone numbers were 
found to be incorrect or to not exist. In addition, the directory contained mainly firms that can best be 
described as micro firms, which are outside of the scope of this study. 
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Table 5.4. It should be noted that, due to inadequate information, the researcher was unable 

to sort the firms according to size, age, and industry. However, firms on the lists from FIRS 

and the entrepreneurship school are assumed to be within their first five years based on the 

year they registered with the tax authority. 

5.7.4 Sample and Sampling Technique   

The target samples for this study are the early-stage entrepreneurs in the small business 

sector in Lagos State, Nigeria. Early-stage entrepreneurs have been defined as entrepreneurs 

whose firms are not older than five years (Islam, Fremeth and Marcus, 2018; Deakins et al., 

1998). Three reasons informed the choice of this sample. The first reason is the significance 

of the first five years of an enterprise in terms of survival and growth (Ogunyomi and 

Bruning, 2016). Five years represent the gestation period for many nascent firms to become 

either full-blown enterprises or be abandoned (Reynolds, 2007). In fact, few SMEs survive 

this period and about a third continues perpetually as nascent firms (Robb and Reynolds, 

2009). Studying small businesses in this period could provide fresh insight to why firms 

usually fail within this period. 
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Table 5.4: Sampling Frame for the Study 

Sources Number of Firms before 

sorting 

Number of Firms after 

sorting 

Weighted 

Average (%) 

NASSI 3,455 3,360 69 

FIRS 1,120 1,090 23 

Entrepreneurship 

School 

400 400 8 

Total  4,975 4,850 100 
 

The second reason is the fear of “hindsight bias and memory decay resulting from 

retrospective and recall biases” (Davisson, et al, 2010, p. 115: Davidson and Honig, 2003, 

p.304). In order to answer the first and the second research questions, participants were asked 

during interview to recall past events (that is, how they form and develop opportunity) that 

led to the formation of their businesses. Older businesses’ entrepreneurs are likely to recall 

or report only the successful efforts (success bias) and forget (memory decay) abandoned or 

unsuccessful efforts (De Koning, 2003; Davidson and Honig, 2003). Having identified this 

problem of success bias and memory decay from the beginning of the study, early-stage 

entrepreneurs were thus selected for both the survey and semi-structured interview. 

The third reason is the need to control other factors such as competition, matured marketing 

systems, network and expansion that can significantly affect firm performance. After five 

years, many surviving firms would have developed and perfected the system of minimising 

costs or maximising profits (Reimann, Schilke and Thomas, 2010; Wang and Krakover, 

2008). This could significantly affect the outcome of the study. This research design took 

notice of this and decided to involve only growing firms to link their performance to their 

core business.  

For the quantitative data, this sample size was determined using online sample size 

calculators of National Statistical Service (NSS) of Australia and Raosoft (See Error! 

Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. for the screen shots 

of the two tools). The use of an online sample size calculator has been recommended by 
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Saunders et al. (2012). At the same 5% error margin, 95% confidence level, response 

distribution rate of 50% and a population of 4,850, the two sources returned the same sample 

size of 357. Parten (1950) formula was then used to verify the figure (see Equation 1below). 

It confirms the 357-sample size of the online tools. Therefore, the 357 figures were used as 

the study’s sample size.  

“Multiple probability sampling” technique (Teddlie and Yu, 2007, p. 80) was employed to 

select the 357 samples from the three sources of FIRS, NASSI, and the entrepreneurship 

school based on the weighted average of each of the sources (see   
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Table 5.4 above). Teddlie and Yu define this sampling technique as the use of a combination 

of probability sampling techniques to select a complex sample that would be representative 

of a heterogeneous and geographically dispersed population. This technique involves first 

grouping the population into clusters and then using either a simple or systematic technique 

to select the sample. Bryman and Bell (2015, p. 192-3) described this process as “multi-stage 

cluster sampling” and recommended its usage when a population is dispersed. Teddlie and 

Yu (2007) also suggest that this technique can be used when a population or group is 

complex and heterogeneous. Apart from these two suggestions, this technique also has the 

advantage of saving costs and time compared to other probability sampling techniques. In 

this study, each of the lists described above is considered a cluster, and a simple random 

sampling technique was later used based on the computed weighted average to select the 

sample from the clusters. This approach was adopted by this study in order to ensure that the 

sample is representative of the geographically dispersed population and to capture as much 

as is possible small firms in their first five years and from as many as possible industries. 

Equation 1: Parten (1950) formulaParten (1950) formula Manual Calculation 

n= NZ2*0.25 

d2* (N-1) + (Z2* 0.25) 

Where n= the sample size 

N= the population (4,850) 

d= confidence level (5%) 

Z=corresponding standard deviation of the sampling distribution obtained from statistical table as 

1.96 

n= 4,850*1.962* 0.25 

(0.052 *4,850) + (1.962* 0.25) 

n= 356 (Approximately) 
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5.8 Quantitative Data 

This section presents the procedure followed in collecting quantitative data for the study. 

The following subsections explain the survey instrument used, how it was designed, tested 

and administered. 

5.8.1 Data Collection Instrument- Questionnaire 

Questionnaire, a list of structured and interrelated questions put together by a researcher with 

the view of collecting primary and sometimes secondary data from a given population or 

respondents (Collis and Hussey, 2015), was used to collect the quantitative data from a 

survey of 320 early-stage entrepreneurs.  

The questionnaire was used in the quantitative data collection phase of this study for two 

reasons. One, the unavailability of secondary data (e.g. Panel Study Data on Entrepreneurial 

Development in the US) on the research subject in Nigeria, which could have been used to 

answer this study’s research questions, made the collection of primary data imperative. A 

questionnaire is the most common instrument for collecting primary data (where needed) in 

social and management sciences research (Couper, Traugott and Lamias, 2001). This being 

a management science research with a survey design, the use of a questionnaire to collect 

primary data was thus considered appropriate.  

Two, the many strengths of using a questionnaire as a data collection instrument were also 

considered. According to Bryman and Bell (2015), a questionnaire, as compared to other 

types of instruments, is cheaper and quicker to administer, convenient for respondents to 

complete, free from researcher’s interference, avoids variability by presenting the questions 

in a particular order and responses are given in a standardised way. More importantly, its 

flexibility and versatility (Mouly, 1978: 81) and ability to collect and reconcile large-scale 

primary data could lead to reasonable generalisation and explanation after triangulation with 

findings from the qualitative phase of this research.  
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However, questionnaires as research instruments have some limitations, but their strengths 

as highlighted outweigh these weaknesses (Bryan and Bell, 2015). Some of the 

disadvantages attributable to questionnaires include possibility of being abandoned by 

respondents, inability of respondents to ask further and clarifying questions and difficulty in 

analysing the data collected (Denscombe, 2014). These weaknesses often lead to sample bias 

(Wright, 2005). Practical steps to reduce this sample bias suggested by Saunders et al. (2016) 

were followed. Simple English language was used to aid easy understanding of the questions, 

adequate instructions were provided at the introduction of each section of the survey and 

easy to answer questions as well as crucial questions were positioned at the early party of 

the questionnaire to motivate and encourage the respondents to complete it. In addition, the 

paper version of the questionnaire was made attractive and appealing to the eyes of the 

respondents (De Vaus, 2002). The next section describes how the questionnaire was 

designed. 

5.8.2 Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire was designed to generate quantitative data to achieve the overall aim of 

understanding the entrepreneurial opportunity concepts within the small business sector of 

the Nigerian economy. Two versions of a self-completed questionnaire were designed to 

collect this data. That is, web-based and paper print versions (Gosling et al., 2004). The act 

of combining offline and web-based questionnaires was based on the suggestions of De Vaus 

(2002) and Saunders et al. (2016). They suggested that web-based questionnaires could be 

used when a research population is geographically dispersed, and it is difficult and expensive 

to reach them. This is the case for this study’s population. Small firms in Lagos are dispersed 

and it is difficult to reach a sufficient number of them for this study because of the limited 

time and budget available for it. 
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Furthermore, it was discovered during negotiation for access to population that emailing the 

questionnaire or hosting it online is the only way some respondents could access it. For 

instance, respondents from the entrepreneurship training school could only be accessed 

through their official email addresses provided by the contact. The researcher thus decided 

to use the online version for those that can be reached only through their email addresses 

and other participants that preferred this mode and the paper copy for those that can be 

accessed physically. 

The two versions are identical and contained the same number of sections and questions. 

The online version was developed with the aid of Survey Monkey, a web-based survey tool. 

There are different types of web-based tools for hosting questionnaires online and anyone of 

them could be used (Saunders, et al., 2016). Based on this, the researcher paid for and 

acquired the Survey Monkey ‘Gold Plan’ for one year. The questionnaire was hosted on this 

website from 4th May to 31 July 2016. The paper copy was printed on A4 size white paper. 

The university’s logo was inserted on the top left corner to give it legitimacy, thus increasing 

the chances of a high return rate (Saunders et al., 2012; Collins, 2003).  

In developing the content of the questionnaire, the research aim was further broken down to 

“more specific investigative questions” in order to identify variables for which data must be 

collected in relation to relevant theories for this study (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 447). Error! 

Reference source not found. presented a summary of these questions, variables, relevant 

theories and measurement criteria.  

Thereafter, the questions and the instructions were carefully constructed in English language 

paying particular attention to local usage of words. Seven PhD students of Salford Business 

School from Nigeria and a senior academic in a UK University who is of Nigerian origin 

and own a business in the country (Nigeria) were asked to assess the wordings (in relation 

to local usage) of this questionnaire at different stages of the design process. Their comments 
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were used in standardising the questions. This was done to aid the validity and reliability of 

the instrument as suggested by Saunders et al. (2016). 

Next, the order of presentation of the questions was determined. A “funnelling” (that is, 

starting from general to specific questions) approach, as suggested by Collis and Hussey 

(2015, p. 211), was followed in designing the questions. This warrants the use of 

“classification questions” (Collis and Hussey, 2015, p. 211) such as information on the firm 

and demographic variables of the respondents at the earlier parts of the questionnaire. As 

suggested by Saunders et al. (2016), the emphasis was placed more on the flow of the 

questions rather than the order of data requirements. For instance, questions D6, D7, and D9 

on prior work experience, managerial position experience and entrepreneurial training, 

respectively are human capital construct questions, but were placed under demographic 

variables to aid the flow of the questions.  

Some easy to answer but crucial questions were also placed at the early parts of the 

questionnaire to encourage higher completion rate. As an example, questions on business 

performance (section B), considered as “easy to answer questions” and crucial to answering 

the fourth research question, are placed early in the questionnaire. In addition, to assist the 

flow of the questionnaire, “filter questions” (where respondents were asked to skip a/some 

questions based on earlier response) (Collis and Hussey, 2015, p.  211) were introduced for 

both versions. 

For the web-based version, “drop-down boxes” and “skip-logic” (Easterby-Smith, 2015, p. 

222) were introduced to make the selection of options easier and skip irrelevant questions 

based on previously answered questions. For example, in section F of the questionnaire, 

respondents were asked to skip questions F2 to F6 for F7 to F10 based on their answers to 

F1. For the offline version, adequate instructions were provided to guide the respondents. 

All these were done to reduce non-response bias as suggested by Saunders et al. (2016).  
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In both versions of the questionnaire, all questions were “closed questions” (Saunders et al., 

2016). That is, respondents were provided with alternative answers from which they were 

instructed to select one. A combination of well-defined “list questions” (e.g. yes/no - D9) 

and “rating questions” like Likert-style were used (Saunders et al., 2016, pp. 453 - 457). 

These types of questions were used because they are easier and quicker to answer and require 

minimum writing, thereby motivating the respondents to complete the questionnaire. 

However, they could be misinterpreted when not properly worded or when insufficient 

ranges were provided (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 452). Several steps described in section 5.8.2 

above were taken and a pilot study described in section 5.10 below was conducted to prevent 

this particular weakness and enhance the validity and reliability of the instrument.  

5.8.3 Structure of the Entrepreneurial Opportunity Questionnaire 

Appendix one (see Error! Reference source not found.) contains a blank copy of the self-

completed questionnaire titled Entrepreneurial Opportunity Identification and Firm 

Performance Questionnaire (EOIFP), which is organised into sections with each measuring 

different constructs of the research. Overall, there are ten sections as follows: 

 

Introductory Page 

The first page of the questionnaire contains general information to the participants, explains 

the research’s purpose, states confidentiality and anonymity conditions and invites the 

participants to indicate whether or not they are interested in participating in the qualitative 

phase of the study. Those who indicated interest were asked to include their preferred means 

of contact. This study noted at the design stage that this could lead to a compromise of 

anonymity. This issue of anonymity was tackled by cutting off the relevant part of the 

questionnaire that contains the respondents’ contact information at the point of collection. 

The invitation for interview was not included in the online version. Furthermore, spaces were 
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reserved on the top right corner of the questionnaire for numbering and recording the date 

each was received, and these were entered into the analytical software.  

Section A: Information about Business 

This section contains five questions labelled A1 to A5. The objective of this section is to 

classify the firms based on age, industry, nature of ownership, number of employees and 

assets value of the enterprise. These classifications are necessary for bivariate and 

multivariate analyses. A1 measures enterprise age. The four-item scale was adapted from 

SMEDAN (2013). A2 measures the industry the firm belongs to. The International Standard 

Industrial Classification of all economic activities, fourth revision of United Nation (ISIC, 

Rev 4, 2008) and the SMEDAN (2013) industry classification scales were combined and 

modified to develop this study’s ten items scale to measure industry. The five items in A3 

were adopted from Davidsson, Steffens and Gordon, (2011) and were used to measure the 

nature of the firm’s ownership. A4 was adopted from SMEDAN (2013) to classify the firms 

in terms of number of employees. Similarly, the SMEDAN (2013) scale was also adopted to 

classify the firms in terms of assets value. In line with SMEDAN’s recommendation, where 

a contradiction exists between a respondent’s choice between number of employees and 

assets value, it was resolved in favour of the former. 

Section B: Business Performance  

Section B seeks to measure the firm’s financial performance in terms of net profit, sales 

volume, cash flow and net asset growth. It contains four items numbered B1 to B4. 

Participants were asked to rate their business outcomes on a Likert scale 1 to 5 ranging from 

“Much Worse” to “Much Better”. The scale was adopted from Davidsson et al. (2011) and 

has been used by Matthew et al. (2012). 

Section C: Decision to Start a New Business 
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This scale was adapted from Davidsson et al., (2011) and seeks to understand what informs 

the entrepreneur’s decision to start the business. The intention here is to identify and classify 

the entrepreneurs into either necessity or opportunity entrepreneurs.  

Section D: Demographic Information 

This section contains nine items (D1 – D9) designed to collect some personal information 

that can be used to describe the participants during the analysis. Questions D1 to D5 measure 

gender, marital status, age, nationality and ethnicity, while questions D6 to D8 measure 

general prior work experience, prior management experience and educational qualification 

respectively. They are human capital variables adopted from Ucbasaran et al. (2007) but are 

strategically placed here to ensure higher completion rate. D2 scale was taken from Survey 

Monkey’s generic questions bank; the age scale (D3) was adapted from GEM (2012). D4 

was included because of the possibility of having non-Nigerians in the sample and who may 

express different opinions to Nigerians, the ethnicity scale (D5) was included to investigate 

potential ethnicity dimension - D9 is a dichotomous (yes/no) question to measure the 

entrepreneurial specific human capital skill of the respondents. This question was 

strategically asked here because of its close relationship to D8. The follow up questions are 

in the next section. 
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Section E: Human Capital 

This section seeks to measure the extent to which formal education, entrepreneurial specific 

knowledge and entrepreneurial apprenticeship with parents determine entrepreneurial 

opportunity formation. There are four items numbered E1 to E4 in this section. E1 and E2 

are from Ucbasaran et al. (2007). E3 and E4 are self-constructed. All are measured on a 

Likert 5 scale ranging from Strongly Disagreed to Strongly Agreed. 

Section F – Sources and Nature of Idea 

This section contains 10 items numbered F1 to F10 and aims to understand the nature and 

sources of entrepreneurial opportunity. The concepts of logic and skip questions were 

introduced here. Respondents were instructed to skip F2 to F6 or F7 to F10 based on their 

answer to F1. Question F1 asks the respondents to classify the entrepreneurial opportunity 

into new, not new or new only within their environment. Completely new to the world is 

used as a proxy for creation, not new at all as a proxy for discovery as suggested by Mc 

Mullen, (2007). F2 to F6 measure the sources of discovery opportunity, while F7 to F10 

measure the sources creation opportunity. This scale was adapted from Ucbasaran et al. 

(2008). 

Section G: Nature of Entrepreneur 

 There are 16 items in this section. Questions G1 to G16 are measuring entrepreneurial 

characteristics of the respondents in terms of Alertness (G1 to G5), Expertise (G6 to G8) and 

Charisma (G9 to G12), and Business Planning (G13 to G16). All the scales are adapted from 

Bass, Avolio, and Atwater (1969) and Conger et al. (1997), except questions G13 to G16 

that were adapted from Davidsson et al. (2011). 
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Section H: Human Resources Acquisition 

This section measures the human resources orientation of the respondents. It contains seven 

self-constructed items on a five-point scale ranging from Extremely Unlikely (1) to 

Extremely Likely (5).  

Section I: Financing 

The four items in this section measure the business financing orientation. Respondents were 

asked to express the likelihood of sourcing from four main sources identified in the literature. 

The five-point scale ranges from Extremely Unlikely (1) to Extremely Likely (5). 

Section J: Business Strategy 

This section measures the business strategy orientation of the respondent at the 

commencement of the business. Respondents were asked to express their attitudes towards 

strategic management at commencement on a five-point Likert scale. There are four items 

on the scale numbered J1 to J4. 

5.8.4 Procedure for Data Collection 

The three versions of the questionnaire described in section 5.8.1 above was administered to 

a total of 830 respondents, out of which 404 were retuned, but only 320 were correctly 

completed and used. See table 5.5 below for detailed analysis. A combination of face-to-

face, online and “group distribution” strategies were used to administer the questionnaire 

(Collis and Hussey, 2015, p. 206). These choices were based on a number of factors, but the 

objective was to achieve a high response rate and reduce the non-response bias.  

The face-to-face strategy was used to physically administer the questionnaires to respondents 

whose addresses could be traced and those alumni that were attending or visiting the NGO 

entrepreneurship school described in section 5.7.3 above. A total of 150 questionnaires were 

administered to respondents with verifiable addresses in their offices and at the 

entrepreneurship school for a period of two months. After several reminders through 
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telephone calls and visits, 118 (which represents approximately 79% response rate) of the 

questionnaires were retrieved. However, 34 were incompletely filled and were excluded 

from further analysis. The high response rate is attributable to the persistence of the 

researcher and an unquantifiable amount of support received from the entrepreneurship 

school’s contact, who assisted in persuading the participants, who are alumni of the NGO, 

to complete the questionnaire.  

The web-based strategy was used for participants whose email addresses only were given by 

the NGO and some of the other participants who preferred this method in their replies to the 

pre-survey email sent to them. The questionnaire was hosted online using the web-based tool 

Survey Monkey from 4th May to 31st July 2016. The web link to the questionnaire was sent 

to 400 participants. Only 34 out of the 400 (8.5% response rate) duly completed the online 

version of the questionnaire after three email reminders were sent. All the 34 were 

appropriately filled. This approach generally records very low response rate (Saunders et al., 

2016). It becomes more challenging in a developing economy with low internet usage rate 

(Odero and Mutula, 2017) and poor internet connectivity (Agwu and Murray, 2015; 

Oyelaran-Oyeyinka and Adeya, 2004). In addition, as noted in section 4.8, this survey was 

done when power supply was on an average of five hours per day (Emeson, 2017), thereby 

making internet access difficult for the participants. Among other challenges, completing the 

questionnaire was the last thing on the minds of these entrepreneurs.  

The group distribution strategy, a method where a survey is conducted to a large number of 

participants at a particular location (Collis and Hussey, 2015) was used to administer the 

questionnaire to 280 respondents who were participating in a NASSI’s workshop.  This was 

a pragmatic decision by the researcher because access was not granted to NASSI’s list of 

members, but permission was granted to address and distribute questionnaires to its members 

participating in a three-day workshop of the organisation in May 2016. Scholars like 
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Saunders et al. (2016), Bryman and Bell (2015) and Easterbly-Smith (2015) have suggested 

adoption of this strategy when this situation arises. Apart from ease of distribution, the 

strategy also presents researchers with an opportunity to explain the questionnaire’s 

instructions to the participants. This usually leads to high response rates that could be as high 

as 98% (Saunders et al., 2016). The high response rate of 90% recorded in this study 

confirms this assertion.  

Out of the 280 questionnaires administered at the workshop, 252 (90% response rate) were 

duly completed and returned over the three days. However, 50 were either not filled, 

incomplete or incorrectly filled and were not included in further analysis. This was due to 

the limited time given to the participants to complete the survey. The researcher was allowed 

five minutes to address the participants on the importance of the research and instructions 

on how to complete the questionnaire. The researcher ensures that no participant completed 

more than one questionnaire by using the workshop’s attendance list as a means of control. 

Participants’ names were ticked on the list as they submitted during breaks and at the end of 

the programme. The attendance list was returned to the organiser and no mark was made on 

the questionnaire that could compromise anonymity.  

Table 5.5: Summary of Distributed and Collected Questionnaires 

Strategy Number 

Distributed  

Returned  Incomplete Valid Response 

Rate (%) 

Face-to-face 150 118 34 84 79 

Web 400 34 0 34 8.5 

Group Distribution 280 252 50 202 90 

Total 830 404 84 320  

Source: Survey, 2016 

5.9 Qualitative Data  

This section presents the details of how the qualitative data of the study was collected. The 

following subsections explains the method used, justification and how the data was 

collected. 
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5.9.1 Semi-Structured Interview and Justification 

Many methods of qualitative data collection such as case studies, focus groups, critical 

incident techniques and interviews have been suggested in the literature, but this study 

favours semi-structured interviews. Interviews are a qualitative research method of 

collecting data by asking participants (interviewees) purposeful questions to find out their 

opinions, perceptions or understanding on a particular subject (Collis and Hussey, 2015). 

Interviews can be structured, unstructured or semi-structured. Some scholars have 

categorised them as formal and informal interviews or respondent interviews and informant 

interviews (Saunders et al., 2015). It is said to be structured (formal) when the researcher 

(interviewer) asks the interviewees the same predetermined questions in a fixed order on a 

particular subject. When these questions are not predetermined and loose, the interview is 

said to be unstructured or informal. The semi-structured interview is when some 

predetermined but flexible questions and other prompt questions are asked in no particular 

order on a subject.  

The decision to use semi-structured interviews to collect qualitative data for this study is 

based on the purpose of the research, the nature of the research questions under investigation, 

suggestions from previous similar studies and arguments of scholars in the literature 

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2015). Generally, structured interviews are 

suitable when a particular social phenomenon is researched, and generalisation is intended, 

while unstructured interviews are considered suitable for a broad topic and when an in-depth 

analysis is intended (Sekaran and Bougie, 2013). Semi-structured interviews share the 

qualities of both, as they are cost effective and are flexible enough to allow researchers to 

look in-depth into the subject of research by using relevant probing questions. 

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this research is to gain an understanding of the concept 

of entrepreneurial opportunity, its formation and development process and its relationship 
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with small firms’ performance in Nigeria. To achieve this aim, the researcher needs not only 

to explore the meaning of entrepreneurial opportunity, but also needs to explain the findings 

from the quantitative data. Hence, the semi-structured interview was adopted to ensure that 

all necessary and relevant data are obtained within the time and budget available for it. This 

is consistent with Saunders et al.’s (2016) suggestion that semi-structured interviews are 

suitable for exploring a phenomenon in a new context. 

In addition, the complex nature of opportunity requires that specific and probing questions 

are asked to unravel its true nature and understand the process of its identification and 

development, and only semi-structured interviews are suitable for that. 

The nature of the research questions and units of analysis were also considered in selecting 

a semi-structured interview method. The research questions revolve round a phenomenon 

(opportunity) for which proof of its existence or identification depends largely on individuals 

or firms. In this study, the unit of analysis is individual for research questions one to three 

and firm for the fourth question, which requires only quantitative data to be answered. As a 

result, semi-structured interviews were favoured instead of case studies, which are an 

alternative method that could have been used. A case study, an in-depth investigation of a 

social reality in a real-life setting, would have been preferred if the unit of analysis were firm 

or if team approach to opportunity identification were the focus or if the time available for 

this study allowed for a life investigation of evolution of opportunity. For instance, Liouka 

(2007) adopted a mixed-methods approach of survey and case study in their investigation of 

opportunity identification in multinational subsidiaries, because the analysis was at firm 

level. Again, leading empirical studies on opportunity phenomenon have used interview 

methods to collect qualitative data (see Ucbasaran, 2009; Bhave, 1994). 
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5.9.2 Selection of Interviewees 

The qualitative data collection phase of this study involves conducting semi-structured 

interviews for 38 entrepreneurs in the Nigerian small business sector. Invitation to participate 

in the qualitative phase of the research was included in the self-completed questionnaire 

administered to 430 individuals through group distribution and face-to-face methods. Only 

52 respondents, who represent roughly a 12% response rate, indicated interest and readiness 

for the in-depth interviews. However, 14 withdrew their interest when contacted for the 

interviews. Therefore, in-depth interviews were conducted for 38 entrepreneurs between 

May and July 2016. 

Two arguments support this number of participants as being sufficient for the qualitative 

interviews for this research. One is the scholars’ opinions on the minimum number of 

interview participants for a study. There is no generally accepted minimum number of 

participants in methodology literature (Bryman and Bell, 2015). While Baker, Edwards and 

Doidge (2012) and Marsha et al. (2013) suggest between 12 and 60, Warren (2002) 

recommend 20 to 30 and Mason (2010) recommend an average of 30. Following these 

suggestions, the 38 interviews are found to be within the recommended range and are thus 

considered adequate for providing sufficient qualitative data for this study.  

The second argument is the fact that apart from those 38 entrepreneurs, no other entrepreneur 

was willing to participate in the study because of the unfavourable economic environment 

in Nigeria at the time of conducting these interviews. More so, all the identified themes have 

been covered in depth in the 38 interviews. Scholars have recommended that a research 

interview could be discontinued when a point of saturation is reached - a point at which no 

new data is emerging from the interviews (Mason, 2010; DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree, 

2006; Guest, Bunce, and Johnson, 2006). Saturation point is difficult to establish for this 

study because of the nature of its interviews- individuals were asked to recount how they 
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started their firms. In that case, there are no similar narrations, but all themes were covered 

during the 38 interviews. The researcher also ensures that the sample covers the major 

industries in the sector.  

In addition, Saunders and Townsend (2016) played down on numbers and concluded that 

one in-depth qualitative interview can be enough for some studies depending on its purpose, 

saliency of data, and philosophical stance of the researcher. From a pragmatic stance, as 

earlier mentioned, the purpose of qualitative interviews in this mixed-methods research is to 

triangulate the qualitative findings with quantitative for deeper understanding of the 

entrepreneurial opportunity concept in terms of its nature, identification and developmental 

process. Therefore, the views expressed by the 38 participants are considered adequate for 

triangulation.  

5.9.3 Design of the Interview Guide 

The instrument used to collect the qualitative data was an interview guide. An interview 

guide is a list of questions and topics in no particular order developed around the research 

themes to be used as a guide for research interviews (Taylor, Bogdan, and DeVault, 2015; 

Brinkmann, 2014; Kvale, 1983). After reviewing the literature, themes and sub-themes 

around research questions one to three were identified. These themes and sub-themes were 

used to draft relevant questions that would elicit responses that could be used to describe the 

true nature of entrepreneurial opportunity (research question one) and describe the 

identification process (research question two).  

After the first draft of the guide, pre-pilot and pilot studies were carried out to check the 

adequacy of the questions to elicit the desired response, sharpen the researcher’s 

interviewing skills and determine the average length of time for the interview. Three 

Nigerian doctoral colleagues at Salford Business School were interviewed for the pre-pilot 

study. The objective here is to practice interviewing skills learnt from research trainings and 
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assess the adequacy of the guide, the time management and the quality of the voice recorder 

to be used for the interviews. Post interviews analysis and discussion with the project 

supervisor suggest that the questions were adequate, but some required to be reconstructed 

and more probing questions needed to be asked. An average time of one and half hours was 

considered too much as interviewees might lose interest and discontinue the interviews (Qu 

and Dumay, 2011; Griffee, 2005). The digital voice recorder was found to be adequate. 

Following these observations, the interview guide was improved and used for the pilot study. 

The main pilot study was conducted in April 2015 for three entrepreneurs selected through 

convenient sampling. One of them is the UK based Nigerian academic described in section 

6.3.2. None of them was part of the study again. The audio of the interviews was transcribed, 

and emerging patterns were discussed with the supervisor. The guide (see Error! Reference 

source not found.) was adjudged adequate to elicit the desired response.  

The guide is divided into three parts. The first part contains opening and interactive questions 

to gain the interviewees’ confidence and trust. The second part was on the nature and sources 

of opportunities, and the last part was around the identification and developmental processes. 

It should be noted that the interview guide, as the name suggests, is only a guide for semi-

structured interviews, thus the order and manner of the questions can be varied depending 

on circumstances (Collis and Hussey, 2015). During the interviews, some of the questions 

were skipped because they had been captured in responses to preceding questions, the order 

of the questions was also altered, and additional questions were asked in some 

circumstances.   

5.9.4 Qualitative Data Collection Procedure 

The traditional face-to-face approach was used to conduct the interviews for the 38 

participating entrepreneurs selected through a procedure described in section 5.10 above. 

This approach was preferred to others like telephone approach and online video conferencing 
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because of its potency to allow effective interaction with the participants, ease of voice 

recording, and limited availability of internet access during the data collection period and 

preference of the interviewees. The interviews were conducted in the respective offices of 

the participants except MKO, AKS and KDK, which were done at agreed different venues. 

Each of the interviews lasted for an average of thirty minutes. The researcher personally 

transcribed the audio recordings immediately after each of the interviews, except when two 

or more were conducted in a day. The audio files were imported into NVivo software for 

ease of transcription, storing, coding and subsequent analysis. The transcripts were sent to 

the interviewees for validation as suggested by Bryman and Burgess (1994) and Saunders et 

al. (2016). All agreed that the transcripts were a true reflection of their responses during the 

interviews. The interviews were conducted between May and July 2016. 

5.10 Pilot Study 

As the fourth stage of the questionnaire designing process, a pre-pilot and full pilot study 

were carried out to refine the questions and test for the face and content validity of the 

research instrument. The first draft of the instrument was tested with ten doctoral colleagues 

at the Salford Business School of the University of Salford in February 2015. Seven of these 

volunteer participants are of Nigerian origin.  The objective here is to check for clarity, 

appropriateness, correctness of the questions and instructions and adequacy of the anonymity 

and confidentiality clauses. Their feedback was used to improve the questionnaire for the 

second draft. The revised draft was emailed for review to the research supervisor and the 

Nigerian UK based senior academic. Their comments and advice led to reducing the sections 

of the questionnaire from twelve to ten and rewording some of the questions and instructions. 

The final version of the questionnaire was thereafter developed. 

This version was then administered to 40 entrepreneurs in Nigeria for the final phase of the 

pilot study. These participants were volunteers who were selected through convenience 
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sampling technique. They did not participate in the later stages of the study except those who 

elected to be interviewed for the pilot test of the qualitative instrument. Apart from 

completing the questionnaire, they were also requested to record completion times and note 

the questions and instructions they found difficult to understand or needed further 

clarifications for. A total of 32 participants completed and returned the questionnaire, only 

12 of them recorded the completion time and there was no report of difficult questions. The 

average completion time reported was 15 minutes and this was used in the request letter to 

the participants. The structure of the final draft of the questionnaire is described next. 

5.11 Validity and Reliability of Research Instruments 

For a research to be trustworthy, its design, data collection and analytical methods must be 

assessed at all stages and be seen to be valid and reliable. Validity of a research refers to the 

correctness of its instrument to measure what it was designed to measure, the accuracy of 

the analytical technique and the generalisation of its findings. Reliability refers to the 

consistency and replicability of a research design and methods (Saunders et al., 2016). That 

is, there must be consistency in the research findings when the research is replicated 

elsewhere or different time. Trochim (2000) succinctly captured the two concepts as follows: 

a valid instrument hits the target; a reliable instrument hits the target consistently; a reliable 

and valid instrument consistently hits the “bull’s eye”. This implies that a good research 

instrument must be reliably valid. Several steps were taken in this study to ensure that the 

two instruments used for data collection and analyses consistently hit the “bull’s eye”. 

Firstly, the triangulation technique was used to validate the research data and findings. 

Triangulation is a strategy of using more than one method to collect, analyse and interpret 

data about a phenomenon in a single study. Owing to the mixed description of 

entrepreneurial opportunities, the difficulty of getting an appropriate proxy for it in the 

literature (Crook et al., 2010; Covelo and Jones, 2004) and the philosophy of the researcher 
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that reality is multiple and socially constructed, the mixed-methods of survey and interviews 

were adopted and findings from both sources triangulated. The purpose of doing this was to 

ensure that one source of data confirms the other to enhance validity (Yin, 2012). This 

process also helps to reduce biases that may be attributable to either source of data (Das, 

1983; Jick, 1979).  

Member validation technique suggested by Saunders et al. (2016, p. 207) was the second 

strategy used to enhance the validity of the qualitative data collected through semi-structured 

interviews. This technique involves sending data back to respondents for confirmation of its 

accuracy. According to Saunders et al. (2016), this collaboration with research participants 

enhances the validity of a qualitative research and mixed methods research. This being noted, 

the researcher, after transcribing the voice record of the interviews, sent the transcripts to all 

the interviewees and requested them to comment on it as a true reflection of what they said 

during the interviews. Everyone responded and confirmed its accuracy. 

Several other aspects of validity of the survey questionnaire were also tested. Face validity, 

an agreement that an instrument appears to be testing what it was designed to measure, was 

less of a challenge because many of the scales used in the questionnaire were either adapted 

or adopted from previous studies published in top peer reviewed journals. However, face 

validity for self-constructed scales was achieved by presenting and discussing them with the 

research supervisor and other senior academics at the design stage of the research. Construct 

validity, the extent to which the questions measure the constructs as defined in theory, was 

achieved by ensuring that all the research questions were derived from existing relevant 

theories after a thorough review of the literature on the subject. This review and the 

conceptual framework upon which the questions were derived are presented in chapter four. 

The use of more than one theory for this study was part of the efforts to enhance construct 

validity. Content validity was achieved through a pilot study described in section 5.10 above. 
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External validity, which refers to the extent to which a particular study’s findings can be 

generalised to another context, was also considered. Entrepreneurship studies generally and 

opportunities in particular are context sensitive and are not usually generalised (Clark et al., 

2011; Baker et al., 2005). Thus, generalisation of this study’s result is not intended for 

another population. However, internal validity, the extent to which a study correctly 

demonstrates that its findings are not influenced by external factors (Babbie, 2015) was also 

considered. This was a concern for this study at the conceptual stage. There were certain 

developments within the research setting that could affect the internal validity of the 

findings. One, the country was going through economic recession at the time of collecting 

the research data, thus economic activities were low, unemployment was on the increase, 

inflation was higher and the local currency (naira) was depreciating against major 

international currencies (Osalor, 2016). Two, the business climate was very challenging: 

electricity supply was at its greatest low thereby making production difficult small firms 

were unable to access foreign exchange and bank loans and there was instability in the new 

government’s economic policies (Punch Newspaper, September 9, 2016). All these have the 

potential to influence the responses of the participants, which consequently could affect the 

findings, especially with respect to firm performance, on which the fourth research question 

was focused. However, it is believed that the triangulation strategy adopted would limit the 

impact of these developments. 

Reliability was demonstrated in three ways. Firstly, a detailed description and justification 

for each stage of the research process have been provided for future replication of the study. 

Secondly, the survey questionnaire’s scales were sourced from peered reviewed studies, 

while self-constructed scales in it (the survey) were based on theories from the literature 

(Cohen, 1969). Thirdly, the data collected from the pilot study was used to test for the 

reliability of the instrument before the main data collection. Many reliability tests such as 

test-retest, split-half method and internal consistency, also known as Cronbach’s alpha, were 
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suggested in the literature (Bryman and Bell, 2015). Cronbach’s alpha, the widely accepted 

test of reliability in management and business research (Bryman and Bell, 2015) was used. 

This is a measure of reliability used to assess the degree of agreement between different 

judges in their assessment decisions. It is useful in measuring the reliability of a research 

instrument in social sciences because human observers will usually interpret questions from 

different perspectives; respondents may disagree as to how well certain responses 

demonstrate knowledge of the construct or skill being assessed. Cronbach’s alpha’s 

coefficient value ranges from zero to one and a reliable instrument must attain a minimum 

threshold of 0.6 (Saunders et al., 2016). The internal reliability, which is the consistency of 

individual scale measuring a single construct, was tested using the Cronbach Alpha 

coefficient score on SPSS 21. All the scales returned high scores, the least being 0.67.  In 

addition, when the 64-item questionnaire for this study was also tested using SPSS 21, a 

Cronbach alpha’s coefficient value of 0.97 was recorded. These results show strong 

reliability because Cronbach alpha’s coefficient is higher than the minimum coefficient of 

0.6 (Arego, Role, and Makewa, 2014). 

5.12  Data Analysis  

Being a mixed-methods research that combines both qualitative and quantitative methods, 

the two sets of data are analysed separately using different techniques and their findings are 

then triangulated. The analysis of the quantitative data is presented in chapter seven, while 

the qualitative analysis is presented in chapter eight. These independent findings are then 

triangulated in chapter nine for validation purposes (Creswell, 2014 and Leed & 

Onwuegbuzie, 2005). The analytical procedures used for each of qualitative and quantitative 

data are discussed next in section 5.12.1 and 5.12.3, respectively. 
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5.12.1 The Analysis of Interviews Data 

There is no universally accepted or best approach to analysing data in qualitative research 

(Saunders et al., 2016). Qualitative researchers often based their selection of appropriate 

analytical technique on philosophical stance, research aim and the strengths of the technique 

to achieve the research goal (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015), research approach and nature of 

data collected and the method of collection (Elo and Kynga, 2007; Miles and and Huberman, 

1994). These criteria having been noted, the researcher evaluated the most commonly used 

techniques in social sciences research generally, which include content analysis, thematic 

analysis, grounded analysis, discourse analysis, narrative analysis, conversation analysis, 

visual analysis and argument analysis, before deciding to combine the strengths of content 

analysis and thematic analysis techniques for this study.  

Content analysis is a technique that involves summarising, categorising and tabulating large 

qualitative data into fewer units unobtrusively in order to identify trends, patterns, frequency, 

structure and relationships among words used (Vaismoradi, Turunen, and Bondas, 2013). 

Thematic analysis, by contrast, is a technique that identifies, analyses and reports patterns 

within qualitative data for a study based on predetermined themes from theory. Both tools 

are similar, the difference seemingly being only in the quantification of qualitative data 

feature of content analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Justifications for combining both 

techniques are provided in the following paragraphs. 

Firstly, the power of content analysis to describe characteristics of the contents of the 

interviews transcripts by analysing what, who, to whom, and with what the effect of the 

documents was combined with the ability of thematic analysis to link the content of the 

documents to earlier predetermined themes from existing theories underpinning the study. 

According to Vaismoradi et al. (2013), thematic analysis is a flexible tool that provides a 

detailed description of a complex phenomenon by linking interview content to themes, while 
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content analysis provides additional dimension of quantifying qualitative data. It will be 

recalled that some existing theories are used in this study to develop its conceptual 

framework and quantitative data are also collected to answer research questions. Thus, being 

a mixed-methods research, combining these two analytical techniques makes data coding 

easier and allows for easy comparison of the qualitative and quantitative data in this study. 

Secondly, justification is the research philosophy underpinning this study. The multiple 

realities (interpretive) stance of this study assumes that research process is cyclical, as a 

result data must be viewed and analysed within the context in which they are collected, and 

the researcher must engage with the qualitative data collected to derive knowledge from a 

real life setting rather than an experimental setting (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015; Covelo and 

Jones, 2004). In line with this paradigm and the need to have a robust engagement with the 

qualitative data and arrive at valid and reliable findings by linking it back to existing theories 

and comparing it with the quantitative findings, the researcher decided to combine both 

content analysis and thematic analysis techniques.  Furthermore, both techniques allow for 

abductive reasoning, which is the approach for this study (Braun and Clarke, 2006).   

5.12.2 Procedure for Analysis 

It has been suggested in the literature that there is no specific way of conducting thematic 

and content analysis (Saunders et al., 2016; Braun and Clarke, 2006). However, the 

procedure suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006), which is similar to other suggestions in 

the literature, was followed. It involves six steps summarised in table 6.5.2. QSR NVivo 

(version 10). A Computer-Aided Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS) was used 

for the qualitative analysis. The decision to use CAQDAS was because there are no 

arguments against using it in the literature as it does not significantly replace human 

analytical skills but enhances them. It enhances data analysis by making the coding process 

easier, creating more complex matrices when necessary and providing the capacity to 
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process large volumes of data (Saunders et al., 2016). There are different types of CAQDAS 

and any one of them could be used. Saunders et al. (2016) listed NVivo, MAXQDA, QDA 

Miner and Transana as some of the popular ones and suggested criteria for selection. The 

researcher considered all these criteria and decided to use NVivo, because the author has 

learnt how to use it and is familiar with it. 

The first step of the qualitative data analysis was data transcription and familiarisation. The 

NVivo was used to personally transcribe the audio recorded interviews into word documents. 

Personal transcription of audio data into words, apart from providing a huge opportunity to 

get familiar with the data, is also considered an important phase of data analysis and an 

“interpretative act” within the interpretivism paradigm (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p. 88). This 

is because the process of transcription allows the researcher to effectively relate with the 

data and reflect upon it before the actual interpretation. As suggested by Braun and Clarke, 

the transcript was checked back against the original voice recordings for validity and read 

several times to get more familiarisation before it was sent to the interviewees for 

participants’ validation. All the participants confirmed the transcripts. 

The second phase involves data cleaning and reduction. This stage involves eliminating 

some unnecessary details in the transcripts before the actual coding. This was done in this 

study in line with Vaismoradi et al.’s (2013) suggestion that for effective thematic analysis 

and content analysis of data, researchers could remove unnecessary or unrelated details from 

the data if they consider that removing such details would not affect the analysis. In this 

study, some of the narrations by the interviewees involve recalling some past events that 

relate to the venture formation process. These narrations involve some details that were 

considered irrelevant to the research objectives before the initial coding.  
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Table 5.5: Stages of Thematic Analysis 

Source: Braun and Clarke 2006 (2006: 37) 

The third phase involves the initial coding of the data according to the previously identified 

themes from the literature. Coding is the process of identifying specific features of the 

qualitative data that are considered relevant by the researcher and which relate to different 

segments of the research’s focus (Saunders et al., 2012). This coding was done according to 

the research questions. Codes such as “discovery” and “creation” were identified. 

At the fourth phase of the analysis, the long list of codes generated in stage three are now 

categorised into themes and sub-themes of the research framework. With the aid of NVivo, 

these themes and sub-themes are then transformed into matrixes for an effective 

visualization and presentation of the codes. At the fifth and sixth stages, stage four is 

repeated for refinement of the codes and to search for more codes that needed to be themed 

or sub-themed. After this, the relationships between these themes are studied in line with the 

theoretical framework, which forms the basis of the report in chapter seven. 

Stage Item Description 
1. Transcription At this stage, the recorded voice data of all the 38 interviews are converted 

verbatim to textual data. Nvivo was used for this transcription. NVivo 

allows transcription at low speed for ease and accuracy of transcription. 

The transcribed data was checked repeatedly against the contents of the tape 

for accuracy. 

2. Coding The second stage involves extraction of all relevant codes and themes from 

the interviews transcribed data. These themes were identified from the 

literature and were coded based on relevant research questions. The coding 

process was repeated several times to ensure that all identified themes and 

sub-themes have been covered. 

3. Analysis This stage involves careful and comprehensive analysis of all the codes in 

order to make informed meaning out of them based on the study’s 

objectives. 

4 Overall This stage emphasises the need for the researcher to be meticulous in 

ensuring that all the themes and sub-themes are covered. 

5. Written 

report 

This last stage involves writing the entire process of thematising and 

ensuring that report is consistent with the final write- up of the research. 
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5.12.3 Quantitative Data Analysis 

The analysis of the quantitative data of this study is presented in chapter seven of this thesis. 

The process leading to the analysis is presented in this section. The analysis started with the 

assignment of a serial number to all the completed hardcopies and emailed versions of the 

questionnaire. These questionnaires were then checked and edited for completeness and 

correctness. All were found to be correctly completed. The questionnaires were then coded 

and entered into an Excel document. Next, the generated data from the web-based survey 

was downloaded as an Excel document. The two data sets were then merged and exported 

into SPSS for analysis.  

The analysis of the 320 returned questionnaires was carried out using both the descriptive 

and inferential statistical techniques. The descriptive analysis involves the use of frequency 

and ratio to summarise the basic features of the data set, which describe the 320 respondents 

and their firms. The descriptive statistical techniques were used for ease of analysis and 

understanding of some demographic variables of the respondents and some salient 

information about their firms. 

The inferential statistical analysis involves the use of techniques such as T-test, chi-square, 

and logistic regression to analyse the data based on the study’s relevant research questions. 

T-test was used to analyse research question one, while chi-square and logistic regression 

was used to analyse research question three. All these techniques were selected because of 

their power of incisive analysis. 

5.13 Ethical Consideration 

Throughout this study, research ethics were given the highest priority at all stages. Prior to 

data collection, ethical approval was obtained in line with the University research’s policy. 

However, it is worth mentioning now that this ethical approval was obtained from the 

University of Salford in November 2015 before the researcher transferred registration to 
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Keele University in February 2016. The Keele University’s research committee, in April 

2016, upon the researcher’s request, recognised and approved the earlier approval from the 

former University. See Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source 

not found. for the two approvals respectively.  

For the survey, all participants were duly informed of the purpose and nature of the research 

through the invitation letter sent to them. They were also assured of their anonymity and the 

confidentiality of information, and these were observed during and after the research.  

Detailed instructions including conditions of anonymity and confidentiality were included 

in the cover letter and each section of the survey. Similarly, the interviewees were also 

assured of their anonymity and confidentiality and they were given the option to withdraw 

from further participation in the study at any point they felt appropriate. In both cases, 

participation was voluntary.  

During the analysis of the qualitative data, the researcher used the exact words of the 

interviewees in recording their opinions. Furthermore, during the analysis, the researcher 

disguised all participants’ personal information to conform to the ethical principle of 

anonymity. 

5.14  Chapter Summary 

This chapter discusses and provides justifications for the various philosophical and 

methodological decisions of the study. Table 5.6 below presents these key decisions. In 

specific terms, this chapter advances arguments for the adoption of multiple realities 

(ontology) and pragmatism (epistemology) as the philosophical lens for this study. This 

philosophical stance provided basis for the adoption of mixed-methods research design and 

the abductive reasoning approach to the study. The specific methods used for data collection 

and analyses were also presented and justified. These include the selection of multiple 

sampling techniques to select samples for the quantitative phase, the use of a survey 
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questionnaire to collect quantitative data and the use of semi-structured interviews for 

qualitative data. It also includes the use of content and thematic analytical techniques and 

various bivariate and multivariate statistics for the analysis of qualitative and quantitative 

data respectively. All these decisions were made in accordance with the general research 

practices and ethical guidelines of the university and with the aim of achieving valid and 

reliable research findings. This ethos and the validity and reliability of the research were also 

discussed.  

Table 5.6: Summary of Philosophical and Methodological Decisions 

 

Research 

Philosophy 

 Ontology= Multiple Realities 

 Epistemology= Pragmatism 

Approach Abductive (Deductive and Inductive) 

Research 

Design 

 Concurrent Mixed methods design 

 Quantitative: large-scale cross-sectional survey research which follows a 

deductive approach 

 Qualitative: exploratory structured-interviews research which follows the 

inductive approach 

 Sampling Multiple probability sampling techniques: Cluster sampling and simple 

random sampling 

Data 

collection 

 Qualitative data: 38 semi-structured interviews to explore local       

meanings of constructs 

 Quantitative: Combination of Web-based, e-mail, and paper-print 

questionnaires to 380 entrepreneurs in the small business sectors 

Data 

Analysis 

 Qualitative: Combination of Content and Thematic Analytical 

Techniques 

 Quantitative: Descriptive and Inferential Statistics  

The next chapter presents the analysis of the qualitative data collected from the semi-

structured interviews of 38 small business owners.
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       Table 5.7: Analysis of Questionnaire 

Theme Variable Description Measurement Reference 

Firm 

Classification 

Firm’s Age How old is the firm? 1=Less than 1 year; 2=1-2 years; 3=3-5 years; 4= More than 5 

years 

A1 

Industry 

Classification 

Industry the firm belong to 1=Manufacturing;2=Hospitality 

3=Agriculture;4=Health;5=Logistics 

6=Information Technology;7=Retailing; 

8=Wholesaling;9=Minning;10=Education;11=Others 

A2 

Firm’s Description Nature of Firm’s formation 1=New firm created by an individual or team; 2=A purchase or 

take-over of existing business ;3=A Franchise;4=A multi-level 

marketing;5=Spin-Off; 6=Something else 

A3 

Staff Strength Full Time Staff 1=Less than 10; 2=10-49;3=50-199;4=200 and above A4 

Assets Value Total Value less cost of land 1=<N10 million ($50, 000);2=N10-N100 million ($50,000 - 

$500,000);3=N100 million- N1billion ($500,000- 

$5,000,000) ;4=More than N1 billion ($5,000,000) 

A5 

Firm Performance Net Profit Sales – Operational Cos Ordinal: 1= Much Worse;2=Worse;3As 

Expected;4=Better;5=Much Better 

B1 

Sales Growth Percentage increase in Sales Ordinal: 1= Much Worse;2=Worse;3As 

Expected;4=Better;5=Much Better 

B2 

Cashflow Inflows – outflow of cash Ordinal: 1= Much Worse;2=Worse;3As 

Expected;4=Better;5=Much Better 

B3 

Assets Value Net Assets Ordinal: 1= Much Worse;2=Worse;3As 

Expected;4=Better;5=Much Better 

B4 

Entrepreneurial 

Orientation 

ENTERTYPE Reason for entrepreneurship 1=Opportunity; 2=Necessity;3=Combo;4=Additional Income C 

General Human 

Capital 

Gender Gender 1=Male; 2=Female D1 

Marital Status Marital status 1=Married; 2=Widowed; 3=Divorced; 4=Separated;5=Civil 

Union; 6=Single, but cohabiting with a significant other;7= 

Single, never married 

D2 

Age Age 1=<20;2= 21-30; 3=31-40;4=41-50;5=51-60;6= >60 D3 

Nationality Nationality 1=Nigerian; 2= Non-Nigerian D4 

Ethnicity Major Ethnic groups 1=Hausa; 2=Igbo; 3=Yoruba; 4=Others D5 
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Theme Variable Description Measurement Reference 

Prior Work Years of Full Time Prior work 1=Nil; 2=<1; 3=1-5; 4=6-10; 5=11-15; 6=16-20;7=>20 D6 

Managerial 

Experience 

Years of prior managerial experience 1=Nil; 2=<1; 3=1-5; 4=6-10; 5=11-15; 6=16-20;7=>20 D7 

Education Highest Level of education 1=Never Attended; 2=Primary School; 3=Junior School; 

4=High School; 5=ND/NCE; 6= Bachelor/HND; 

7=Masters/PhD 

D8 

Specific Human 

Capital 

ENTERPTRAIN Attended and Completed Training 1=Yes; 2=No D9 

Intersection of 

Human Capital 

and Opportunity 

identification 

EDUPPORT Is formal education significant in opportunity 

formation? 

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

E1 

TRAINPPORT Does business training significantly aid 

opportunity identification  

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

E2 

INFORMALTRA Informal entrepreneurial training from 

parents/guardian 

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

E3 

INFORPPORT Does informal entrepreneurial training 

significantly aid opportunity formation 

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

E4 

Nature of 

Opportunity 

NATPPORT Description of entrepreneurial Opportunities 1=Created;2=Modified;3=Discovered;4=Doesn’t know F1 

Sources of 

Discovery 

Opportunity 

PRIOR 

EXPERIENCE 

Prior experience 1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F2 

PREJECTPPORT  Rejected opportunity by previously employer 1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F3 

UNAVAILPROD Product or service needed but was not 

available in the market 

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F4 

EVENTS from an exhibition or trade fair 

or overseas trip  

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F5 

PURCHASED  purchased a refined opportunity from another 

entrepreneur  

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F6 

TECHNKNOW Technical knowledge from school 1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F7 
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Theme Variable Description Measurement Reference 

Sources of 

Created 

Opportunity 

SOLUTION Solving a personal, family, or community 

problem 

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F8 

PERSONAL NEED from a personal need which no existing 

product or service could meet  

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F9  

SCIENTIFIC a product of laboratory/workshop experiments 1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

F10 

Entrepreneurial 

Characteristics 

ALERTNESS Alertness to information on opportunity 1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

G1 – G4 

EXPERT Possession of expertise or technical 

knowledge on business, market/industry and 

leadership ability 

1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

G6 – G8 

CHARISMA Charismatic leadership 1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

G9-G12 

BUSPLAN Orientation towards business planning 1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

G13-G16 

Strategy 

Orientation 

HUMPPORT How HR orientation determines opportunity 

nature 

1=Extremely Unlikely; 2=Unlikely; 3=Neutral; 4=Likely; 

5=Extremely Likely 

H1-H7 

FINANCE Sources of Financing and opportunity 1=Extremely Unlikely; 2=Unlikely; 3=Neutral; 4=Likely; 

5=Extremely Likely 

I1 – I4 

BUSTEGY Business strategy orientation and opportunity 1=Strongly Agreed; 2=Agreed;3=Neutral; 4=Agreed; 

5=Strongly Agreed 

J1-J4 
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Chapter 6: QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS  

6.1    Introduction 

This chapter presents the analysis of the qualitative data collected from the semi-

structured interviews of 38 early-stage small business owners in Nigeria. The next 

chapter (chapter seven) analyses quantitative data collected from the survey, while 

chapter eight attempts to answer the last research question by integrating the findings 

from the two data sets in order to provide more robust answers to the research questions. 

This is line with the recommendation of the Mixed Methods International Research 

Associations (MMIRA) Task Force report titled ‘The Future of Mixed Methods: A Five-

Year Projection to 2020’ (Bowleg, Fielding, Maxwell, and Molina-Azorin, 2016) and 

the follow-up editorial by Creswell (2016) that a mixed-methodology research should 

separate the qualitative data analysis section/chapter from the quantitative and use 

another section/chapter to integrate the findings.  

This present chapter begins with an overview of the data collected from the semi-

structured interviews (section 6.2). The demographic characteristics of the interviewees 

provide insight into the nature of their business, age of firms and that of the owners and 

the industries where the business operates. This demographic information is crucial to 

understanding and interpreting the findings of this research.  Section 6.3 introduces the 

nature of the entrepreneurs according to their motivation for choosing entrepreneurship. 

Section 6.4 discusses the nature of entrepreneurial opportunity, while section 6.4 

presents the sources of entrepreneurial opportunities. Section 6.5 describes the 

entrepreneurial opportunity identification processes. The chapter concludes with a 

summary of the findings from the qualitative data. 
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6.2   Analysis of Interviewees 

As stated in chapter five, the semi-structured interview was for 38 early-stage small 

business owners in Lagos State, Nigeria. In order to ensure anonymity, a special 

identifier was created for each of the interviewees using the first letter of their first name, 

firm, and the area where the interview took place for each of the 38 participants.  

Table 6.1: Analysis of Respondents According to Reasons for Entrepreneurship 
S/N Interviewee Gender Type of Entrepreneurship Industry 

1 EAO Male Necessity Oil and Gas 

2 YFF Female Necessity Foods 

3 ICK Female Necessity Foods 

4 ADM Male Necessity IT 

5 BPI Male Necessity Printing 

6 IQH Female Necessity Printing 

7 SMI Male Necessity Education 

8 EAO Male Necessity Oil and Gas 

9 LWP Male Necessity IT 

10 ICK Female Necessity Foods 

11 SLM Female Necessity Healthcare 

12 MKO Male Necessity Manufacturing 

13 SII Female Necessity Healthcare 

14 MAB Male Necessity IT 

15 ABI Female Necessity Foods 

16 LEK Female Necessity Manufacturing 

17 DSA Male Necessity IT 

18 SAB Male Necessity Printing 

19 AKS Male Necessity  Education 

20 NAO Male Necessity Manufacturing 

21 KLC Male  Necessity Printing 

22 BLM Female  Necessity Manufacturing 

23 KMB Female Necessity Education 

24 BTA Male Necessity IT 

25 FAB Male  Necessity Education 

26 KDK Male Opportunity IT 

27 BTB Female Opportunity Foods 

28 UAY Male Opportunity Foods 

29 MIO Male Opportunity Printing 

30 IIS Male Opportunity IT 

31 EAA Male Opportunity IT 

32 UDA Male Opportunity IT 

33 BAT Male Opportunity Education 
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34 AHJ Male Opportunity Foods 

35 ADS Male Opportunity IT 

36 BHT Female Opportunity Education 

37 KDB Male Opportunity IT 

38 AGB Male Opportunity Education 

For instance, hypothetically, interviewee ABK will stand for Adrian (First name), 

Breezy ICT limited (venture’s name), Keele (interview area). Error! Reference source 

not found. presents the list of all the 38 interviewees, the industry their firms belong, 

and nature of entrepreneurship (i.e. Necessity or Opportunity).  
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 Table 6.2: Demographic Analysis of Interviewees 

 

Variable 

Description Frequency Percentage 

(%) Gender    
 Male 26 68 
 Female  12 32 
 Total 38 100 
Nature of Entrepreneurship    
 Necessity 25 66 
 Opportunity 13 34 
 Total 38 100 
Age 21 – 30 Years 16 42 
 31 – 40 Years  18 47 
 41 – 50 Years 4 11 
 Total 38 100 
Marital Status    
 Married 30 79 
 Unmarried 8 21 
 Total 38 100 
Age of Firms 

 

0-2 Years 6 16 
 3 Years 17 45 
 4 Years  7 18 
 5 Years 8 21 
 Total 38 100 
Industry IT 11 29 
 Foods  7 18 

 Education 7 18 

 Printing 5 13 
 Oil and Gas 2 5 

 Healthcare 2 5 

 Manufacturing 4 12 

 Total 38 100 
  Research Interview, 2016 

These information and others collected during the interviews are summarised in Table 

6.2 above. This analysis is considered important because one, it provides a basis for 

comparing the findings of this study with some global entrepreneurship data (such as 

GEM) and some empirical studies. Two, it is also believed that understanding this 

information would help in interpreting the findings of this study. For instance, 

classifying the entrepreneurs into necessity or opportunity entrepreneurs provides a 

basis for understanding how the individual’s reason for going into entrepreneurship 

informs the nature of entrepreneurial opportunity they seek to discover or create. 
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 According to table 6.2, slightly over two-thirds of the interviewees are male. Although 

the interviewees were selected using convenient sampling, the gender ratio still reflects 

a good representation of both genders (Kitching, Mishra and Shu, 2005). The 

interviewees also fall within the age range (18-64) in which early-stage entrepreneurial 

activities, including opportunity identification, are common (Amoros and Bosman, 

2014). The marital status of the interviewees also revealed that 30 out of the 38 (i.e. 

80%) of the participants are married; the others are unmarried. 

The table also reveals that most of the interviewees are necessity entrepreneurs (25 out 

of 38), while the rest are opportunity entrepreneurs. This classification was based on the 

interviewees’ responses to the question “What informed your decision to start the 

business”? Responses like “After graduation from the university, I was unemployed for 

about 4 years, I tried so many things, which didn’t work, so I now decided to start a 

school of my own” (SMI, Research interview, 2016). “I graduated from University of 

XYZ many years ago without jobs, except some part-time teaching jobs that I was not 

happy with. After several efforts to get better job failed, I decided to go into business 

and I found myself in oil business” (EAO, Research Interview, 2016).  “When I lost my 

job, I was disturbed and was quickly looking for something to do to kill boredom” (YFF, 

Research Interview, 2016), which indicate that they embraced entrepreneurship out of 

necessity, were coded as necessity entrepreneurs, while opportunity entrepreneur’s 

codes were derived from statements like “I decided to start the business because I 

perceived that I will succeed in the business. There are about seven million Muslims in 

Lagos State alone with limited sources of halal meat or chicken, if I’m able to reach out 

to just 10% of them, then I am a millionaire” (AHJ, Research Interview, 2016). “Because 

of my decision to own my own business while in the university, I started learning some 
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additional stuffs that I know could help me succeed, and I also registered the company’s 

name. In my final year, I also started looking for clients, especially among small 

business owners within my locality and on campus too” (EAA, Research Interview, 

2016). These quotations suggest that these interviewees embraced entrepreneurship 

because of perceived opportunities. This necessity/opportunity classification of the 

interviewees is used in describing the process of opportunity identification process.  

The ages of the participating firms were also considered because the second level of 

analysis involves firms founded by the entrepreneurs. To ensure that all the firms are 

within the targeted range of not more than five years, information on the ages of the 

firms were confirmed from the owners. Analysis, as shown in the table above, reveals 

that all the participating firms are in their early-stage. That is, the firms are not older 

than five years, the modal class being 3 years old firms.  

Similarly, the industries to which these firms belong were also analysed. The firm 

distribution according to industry shows that the participating firms were drawn from 

seven different sectors with information technology, food and education being the most 

represented. When this distribution is compared with the statistics on national industry 

contribution to GDP from 2011 to 2015 (see  below), it shows that the top five industries 

of the Nigerian economy are captured in this research. Therefore, it can be reasonably 

assumed that the top performing industries in the country in terms of contribution to 

GDP are captured in this study. 
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Table 6.3: Industries contributions to GDP 

Source: Central Bank of Nigeria Report (2015) 

Having presented the demographic data of the interviewees and analysis of the 

participating firms, the next two sections analyse the interview transcripts based on the 

research questions of the study. Two research questions (RQ1 and RQ2) are analysed in 

the sections using the qualitative data. Research question one is partially answered in 

section 6.3 with qualitative data. Additional empirical evidence to answer the question 

is provided in the next chapter using quantitative data. The second research question, 

which seeks to understand the process of opportunity identification of the Nigerian 

entrepreneur, is a “how” question and an answer to it is attempted in section 6.4 using 

qualitative data. As explained in chapter four, two qualitative data analytical techniques 

of content analysis and thematic analysis are used in this section to analyse the 

qualitative data.   

 2011 2012 2013 2014 Q1 

2015 

Q2 

2015 

Agriculture 22.3 22.1 21.0 20.2 17.8 17.9 

Industry 27.8 26.8 25.4 24.2 21.1 21.2 

Oil and Gas 17.5 15.8 12.9 10.8 6.6 7.6 

Solid Minerals 0.1 0.1 0.1 0. 1 0.1 0.1 

Manufacturing 7.2 7.8 9.0 9.8 10.2 9.3 

Construction 3.0 3.1 33 3.6 4.2 4.2 

Services 49.9 51 .1 53.7 55.6 61 .1 60.9 

Information & Communication 10.1 10.1 10.4 108 11.9 13.9 

Finance and Insurance 2.4 2.8 3.0 3.1 4.0 3.7 

Real Estate 7.3 7.7 83 8.4 7.8 8.7 

Accommodation and Food 

Services 

0.4 05 0.8 0.9 1.3 0.7 

Arts, Entertainment and 

Recreation 

0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 03 0.2 

Trade (wholesale and retail) 16.4 16.5 17.1 17.6 20.1 18.9 

Other services 13.2 133 138 145 15.8 14.8 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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6.3    Research Question One 

The first research question seeks to understand the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunities in a developing economy like Nigeria. The question is “What is the nature 

of entrepreneurial opportunity, which Nigerian early-stage small business owners seek 

to identify and exploit”? The objective here is to understand the perception of the 

entrepreneurs of the nature of opportunities they seek to identify and exploit for profit 

by forming new ventures.  

To achieve this objective and provide an answer to the first research question of this 

study, all of the 38 interviewees were asked to describe the idea that lead to the 

formation of their businesses. The researcher intends to make sense out of their 

description of the opportunity that led to the formation of their ventures. A combination 

of thematic and content analytical techniques was used to analyse the transcript of the 

interviews. Using these techniques, themes from the participants’ responses to the 

interview questions were coded as either discovery or created opportunities, which are 

the two types of entrepreneurial opportunities discussed in the literature reviews in 

chapters two and three. The resultant codes are then summarised and presented as a 

frequency table in line with the principle of content analytical technique.  

For ease of analysis and proper understanding of the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunity, the interviewees’ responses were analysed on an industrial basis. This 

provided a deeper understanding of the dynamics of opportunity nature based on 

industries. In each industry, a theme is coded as discovery when the interviewee uses 

the term “discover” expressly or when their description of the opportunity suggests that 

it (the opportunity) has been in existence prior to discovery by them and there were no 

attempts to introduce any change to the method of production or packaging, physical 
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appearance of the product, or its marketing. Conversely, a theme is coded creation when 

interviewee expressly uses the term “create, introduce or produce”, or when their 

description suggests that the idea is completely new or new only in the ecosystem.  

ICT Industry 

The analysis revealed that interviewees from the ICT industry believe that they 

discovered pre-existing opportunities in the industry. Some narrated that they 

discovered entrepreneurial opportunities that lead to the formation of their small 

business from similar existing businesses within the ICT industry. For instance, 

interviewee ADS narrated that the business opportunity was discovered during 

industrial training as a student. ADS said: 

Number one, during our studies in school, students usually have a year 

industrial training (IT), it was during this IT that I realised there is 

opportunity in this ICT business… It was from there that the idea to set 

up the company came from…. Number two is the opportunity. Like I said 

earlier, there were few hands handling it as at that time.  Number three is 

the need as at that time that the engineers were few and the computer is 

coming, taking over so many aspects of our daily life and one just feels 

that there is opportunity in the air” (ADS, Research Interview, 2016). 

The expression “there is opportunity in the air” in the above quote is particularly 

indicative of a discovery opportunity. The opportunity was discovered from the inability 

of the existing supply (the engineers) to satisfy the market demand (computer repairs). 

Similarly, another interviewee in the ICT industry, ADM, also explained that the idea 

to start the computer hardware repairs and networking firm was discovered during post 

diploma industrial training. ADM narrated: 

I did my IT (industrial training, compulsory one-year training for 

Polytechnic students in Nigeria) where I was exposed to some 

interesting things. I mean practical stuffs like networking and computer 
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hardware repairs. There and then I became fascinated with specialising 

in networking and hardware repair. (ADM, Research Interview, 2016)  

This view was also corroborated by interviewee LWP, who owns an IT training business 

inside a university. From LWP story, it was observed that entrepreneurial opportunity 

is also discovered by observing deficiency in former place of work. Interviewee LWP 

said:  

Many years ago, while working with one of the top three IT companies 

in Nigeria, I saw some deficiencies in fresh graduates the company 

employed (LWP, Research Interview, 2016). 

To UDA, business opportunities are discovered from practical prior experience. UDA 

said: 

I worked with some other organisations before joining TTT (Not real 

name). When I now join TTT, I added networking experience to my 

previous experience so with that networking engineering was not that 

common, I now said okay let me try and grow my own business from 

here and when it grows I will now join (UDA, Research Interview, 

2016). 

Serendipitous discovery of opportunity in an ICT related business was also noted in 

Interviewee KDK’s statement. KDK said:  

I just found out that at that particular place at Ikoyi (Falomo Police 

Barrack, Ikoyi) frontage of that place at that time there were very few 

people and people are always in need of business centre so that when 

we started it, it was a very good business. I noticed it because I was 

working around that area at that time and I noticed that people are 

always looking for where to do typing, photocopying and all those 

things (KDK, Research Interview, 2016). 

However, the researcher also observed from the interview transcripts that within the 

same industry, some of the interviewees also perceived their business opportunities as 

creation. Although they did not use the term creation, they tended to describe the 
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opportunity as something new or that they developed on their own. For instance, 

participant LWP described business opportunity as an idea that came intuitively. LWP 

said:  

An idea then came to my mind that if I set up a training institute inside or 

near higher institutions to train undergraduates on IT skills employers 

expect them to have and prepare them for the labour market, it will be a nice 

business (LWP, 2016).  

LWP further described the idea as unique, which further confirms that the opportunity 

is creation in the following statement 

That was the original and unique idea…. By unique, I mean till date we 

don’t have anything like that before in Nigeria. We do have IT training 

institutes but there is none located inside a university and providing 

hands-on training for undergraduates (LWP, Research Interview, 2016) 

From the analysis above, the researcher observes that entrepreneurial opportunities in 

the ICT industry exist both as discovery and creation, although little evidence was found 

for creation opportunity. This is likely to be true because opportunities in this industry 

are technologically induced and Nigeria being technologically less developed, 

entrepreneurs in the country would have to search for and discover these opportunities 

wherever they exist. This perhaps justifies the dominance of discovery opportunity in 

this industry.  

Foods and Agriculture Industry 

From the analysis of the interview transcripts of the interviewees in this industry, 

the majority seem to perceive opportunity as a created phenomenon. Some of the 

interviewees believe that they created new opportunities from some personal or 

societal problems, which existing products or services were unable to solve. 

Interviewee YFF, for instance, explained that they created a business opportunity 
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of packaging some prepared local delicacies (especially soups and sauces), for 

sale in stores or on demand, from personal experience of the difficulty in 

preparing them. These local delicacies usually take longer time to prepare and 

believed that many people, especially career women, would have similar 

problem.  

YFF explained thus: 

Our traditional delicacies usually take longer time to prepare than other 

foods, so I was in the habit of preparing these foods half way and stock them 

in my freezer for easier cook and shorter time in the kitchen…I won’t say I 

copied it from anybody or anywhere, it was my own personal idea….I must 

confess that I saw some local “hardware” like Fufu, Tuwo, Elubo, etc. well 

packaged in some stores, perhaps that was what triggered me to package the 

“software” [local slang for soup] when I was thinking of what business to 

do after I lost my job (YFF, Research Interview, 2016) 

YFF emphasised in this statement that the idea is their personal creation. Similarly, AHJ 

also seems to be describing opportunity as creation. YFF prides self as the first to 

introduce halal frozen chicken in commercial quantities in Lagos. YFF narrated:  

There are frozen chickens in the market but none of them is halal and none 

of them come like my own. I have “Omuta” (roasted) and “straight to pot”, 

but I’m aware there are halal chicken in some other countries like UK, but 

there is none in Lagos.  (AHJ, Research Interview, 2016) 

Two other participants believed that by modifying existing business to solve some 

societal problems they have created a new opportunity. Participant ICK said: 

So, I started modifying with restaurant and catering services. I know I need 

to create a market niche for my business and identify a unique market 

segment. That was when I thought of the challenges facing the married 

career women…. To the best of my knowledge and from my findings, I was 

the first person to offer this unique service to career married women. What 

people were doing before was shopping for them, but I took it beyond that 
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by doing the actual cooking for them on weekends or on demand (ICK, 

Research Interview, 2016) 

The interviewee asserted that they were the creator of the idea of cooking demand 

delicacies for busy career women in the society.  Similarly, Participant UAY narrated 

that a new business opportunity created by branding a previously unbranded product 

and introducing it to a new market. UAY said:  

I am not the first person to sell Aganyin beans, it’s a very popular business 

in Lagos state, but mine is different in terms of packaging and location…. 

Since then I have noted that idea and believe that one day I will bring “ewa 

aganyin” to campus (UAY, Research Interview, 2016). 

However, some interviewees in this industry believe that opportunities are out there and 

are discovered by entrepreneurs. They mostly traced the origin of their opportunities to 

population and unsatisfied market needs. For instance, the same interviewee, AHJ, the 

founder of halal foods who earlier asserted that their halal chicken business was unique, 

also traced the source of the opportunity to the failure of the existing market to satisfy 

the huge Muslim population in Lagos State. AHJ said: 

I am a Muslim and I understand the importance of eating halal food. I also 

know that many Muslims in Lagos are finding it difficult to buy halal meat 

or chicken, so I decided to fill that gap (AHJ, Research Interview, 2016). 

Another interviewee, BTB, founder of a food exporting firm, also emphasised 

opportunity discovery by filling an unsatisfied market need. BTB narrated thus: 

Initially, I was helping my cousin who is based in the USA to buy and smoke 

some fresh local seafood for personal consumption. My cousin was always 

very appreciative of this kind gesture. From this, I saw a huge business 

opportunity in this. Later I started packaging in small quantity for sale, which 

my cousin helped me to sell in the US. After two years of experimenting, I 

have now started exporting smoked fish, crab, and locus-beans to countries 

like USA, UK, and Netherland (BTB, Research Interview, 2016). 
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From this narration, the interviewee expressly used the term “I saw a huge business 

opportunity”. This statement seems to suggest that the nature of the opportunity is 

discovery. Based on this, it appears that the interviewee discovered the opportunity to 

export foods to the US from the inabilities of the existing market to satisfy consumers’ 

needs.  

The above analysis also seems to suggest that the two types of opportunity exist 

simultaneously in the industry. 

Education Industry 

The education industry is not significantly different from others in terms of the 

perception of the interviewees on the nature of opportunity. They also described 

opportunity as both discovery and creation. Some interviewees believed that they 

creatively developed their business opportunity when trying to solve a personal 

problem. For instance, participant SMI narrated that the private school was a personal 

and unique idea conceived and developed to a successful business today when SMI was 

trying to solve the challenge of getting appropriate school for their daughter. SMI said: 

When my daughter was nearing school age I became apprehensive of the 

school our daughter will attend that would allow the use of hijab, offer quality 

education, and Islamic knowledge. As at that time there was none like that in 

my area, I therefore decided to start one using the local community Mosque 

(SMI, Research Interview, 2016)  

Narrations of some of the interviewees in the education industry suggest that they also 

discover opportunities from prior job experience and from solving personal or 

community problems,  
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From prior job experience, interviewee BAT explained that the private school business 

opportunity was discovered during BAT service years as a state educational inspector, 

from the inefficiency of current system. BAT said:  

“During this period, I observed that the private schools are involved in too many things 

that are not part of their core business which are affecting their efficiency in service 

delivery. I also observed that many of them don’t provide training opportunities for their 

staff” (BAT, Research Interview) 

This statement further suggests that opportunity in this sector existed ex-ante discovery 

by the entrepreneur. The discovery was influenced by the interviewee’s knowledge of 

the inefficiency of the present system. 

Altogether, the above analysis seems to suggest that opportunity exists in the two forms 

in the education industry. 

Healthcare Industry 

The interviewees in the healthcare industry also perceive opportunity as discovery. 

Although they did not use the word discovery, their narrations suggest that they discover 

opportunities from previous job experiences and market inefficiency to satisfy 

consumers’ needs. For instance, a laboratory scientist who owns a small laboratory not 

far from a hospital stated that: 

… from there, I discovered that the hospitals were referring patients who 

require screening to screening centres in town. I felt within me that “what 

stops me from having my own centre” and get patients refer to me too 

instead of working for someone else (SLM, Research Interview, 2016) 

Similarly, a radiographer narrated that they started the business to fill an existing gap 

based on prior knowledge. IIS said: 

Again, from school, we have been told that there is inadequate supply of 

Radiographers in Nigeria and that there is abundance of opportunities for 
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job in the healthcare industry for Radiographers (IIS, Research Interview, 

2016) 

All these suggest that among the interviewees, the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunities is discovery within the healthcare industry. 

Others 

Further analysis revealed that some interviewees used direct words that can be 

interpreted to mean either discovery or creation opportunity. For instance, interviewees 

EAA and SIL used the word “saw” in the quotations below to suggest that they found 

the opportunity (Shane, 2012). EAA said: 

I saw a huge business opportunity and I resolved within myself that when I 

graduate I will first explore the possibility of starting my own business. 

(EAA, Research Interview, 2016) 

And SIL also narrated: 

After some time, I saw these relationships as an opportunity to start my own 

business instead of continuously working for another company…. I can’t 

explain exactly what really happened, but I remember telling my wife and 

my best friend that I saw an opportunity in my relationship with my former 

company’s clients and I want to set up my own business to exploit it. (SII, 

Research Interview, 2016) 

Similarly, interviewee MIO also used the word “saw” to demonstrate how the printing 

business opportunity was found. MIO said: “I saw people making money from it and I 

know I could make mine too” (MIO, Research Interview, 2016). 

Another interviewee, EAO, used the word “presented” when narrating how opportunity 

that led to the business was discovered. This term is also be interpreted to imply 

discovery form of opportunity. This again suggests that the opportunity existence 

predates the entrepreneur. EAO narrated as follow: 
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It was a friend that introduced me into the oil business. You know our 

country is oil producing one, even though we don’t produce as much as we 

import, then our population and Nigerians’ love for cars make the oil 

business a good business opportunity, plenty of money and profit in it. It 

was just an opportunity that presented itself. (EAO, Research Interview, 

2016). 

Observation of opportunity is another word that supports that opportunity exists and is 

discovered by entrepreneurs. IQH said: 

I decided to commercialise these assets by leasing them out on request 

because I observed that there are people like that that were doing that type 

of business (IQH, Research Interview, 2016) 

The word “knowing” used by MIO in the next quotation also suggests that opportunity 

exists, and it is discovered by the entrepreneur. MIO said: 

My mind was on printing and it was the only idea I thought of. See, for three 

years as a student I was giving my money out to printers to print for my 

organisation (MSSN), so I know that there is money in printing. (MIO, 

Research Interview, 2016) 

Another example of statements that suggest discovery opportunity is MKO’s statement 

(underlined) that huge opportunities existed in their former place of work. MKO 

narrated: 

I noticed that the company was concentrating on big companies and pay 

little or no attention to small scale businesses despite huge opportunities that 

exist at that level (MKO, Research Interview, 2016). 

This statement suggests serendipitous discovery of opportunity 

 

Findings 

In line with the quantification of qualitative data principle of content analytical 

technique (Bryman, 2006; Denscombe, 2010), all the codes presented and analysed 

above are summarised and presented in Table 6.4 below. The table indicates the 
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frequency of themes that were coded as discovery and creation opportunity. In total, 22 

themes were coded as discovery opportunity while 15 were coded as created 

opportunity. 

Table 6.4: Analysis of themes on the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities 

Codes from Interviews Frequency  Sources 

Discovery Opportunity 22 ADM, ADS, AHJ, BAT, BTB, EAA, EAO, 

IIS, IQH, KDK, MIO, MKO, SII, SLM, 

UDA 

Creation Opportunity 15 AHJ, ICK, LWP, SMI, YFF 

Content Analysis, 2016 

Based on the analysis above, it was observed across the industries that participants 

presented a mixed description of the nature of the entrepreneurial opportunity they seek 

to exploit. Most of the participants seem to describe the entrepreneurial opportunity that 

led to the formation of their small ventures as an imitated (discovery) opportunity. It 

appears that this set of interviewees discovered an existing opportunity and imitated it 

to form a new business opportunity. Furthermore, a significantly lower number of 

interviewees described opportunity as their own innovative creation. These innovative 

opportunities, according to analysis, appear to be developed intuitively, by modifying 

some existing products or methods or creating an innovative product or service to solve 

some personal or societal problems. 

This different description of opportunity seems to suggest three things.  One, it suggests 

that two types of entrepreneurial opportunity exist simultaneously in the Nigerian small 

business sector across all industries, namely imitated opportunity and innovative 

opportunity.  
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Two, going by the number of codes, as shown in table 6.7, it can also be inferred that 

the imitated opportunity appears to be more prevalent among the interviewees than the 

innovative opportunity. Three, the imitation of existing business opportunities and 

creation of new opportunities by modifying existing ones seem also to be suggesting 

that business opportunities transit from one state to another. Evidence from the analysis 

suggests that imitated opportunity appears to be either discovery or transit from creation 

to discovery. At the same time, creation of new opportunities by modifying existing 

ones suggests that some existing opportunities also transit into innovative or creation 

opportunities.  

6.4    Research Question Two 

The second research question, which is “How do owners of small businesses in Nigeria 

identify entrepreneurial opportunities for their ventures?” seeks to describe how the two 

types of entrepreneurial opportunity are identified. The objective here is to describe how 

entrepreneurs in the Nigeria small business sector identify entrepreneurial opportunities 

for their new firms. To achieve this objective, the researcher asked the interviewees to 

recount their pre-venture incorporation activities, especially events leading to their 

business opportunities. The main question was “how you conceived the idea to start this 

business?” 

Based on response, the researcher asked further probing questions during the interviews 

to dig deeper on how the interviewees identify or create their business opportunities. 

For instance, during the interviews, interviewees who seemed to be describing discovery 

opportunity were further asked probing questions such as “what would you consider a 

major influence in identifying this business idea?”.  The response to this probing 

question led to asking further questions for more clarification from some participants. 
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Again, participants who appeared to be describing creation opportunity were further 

asked probing question like “After then, what next did you do?”. This type of probing 

question was used to elicit more open and unbiased responses from the participants.  

From the conceptual framework, two processes were identified, namely opportunity 

discovery path and creation path. The framework postulates that entrepreneurs would 

identify opportunity in two different ways. Therefore, using thematic analytical 

technique, some themes from the transcript were initially coded as either discovery 

process or creation process. The former was further coded to identify the suspected 

factors that influence the discovery process. Similarly, the creation process codes were 

also further coded to identify the creation process. Based on this analysis, the researcher 

identified and grouped the opportunity identification processes into two main processes 

from the conceptual framework. Each process is presented next. 

6.4.1   Discovery Process 

The discovery process assumes that entrepreneurial opportunity exists independent of 

the entrepreneur who only discovers it. In the discovery mode, the entrepreneur’s ability 

to discover opportunity hitherto undiscovered by others is influenced by factors such as 

information asymmetry and prior knowledge (of industry, market and method), 

alertness, social networks and deliberate search (Baron, 2006; Ardichvili et al., 2003). 

Based on the thematic analysis of the interview transcripts, the researcher observed the 

following as the principal factors for opportunity discovery process among the 

participants: 
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Prior Knowledge  

Evidence from the thematic analysis of the interview transcripts indicate that some 

interviewees, who had earlier described entrepreneurial opportunity as a pre-existing 

reality and who have worked with other organisations before starting their own business, 

affirmed that they were able to discover opportunity through prior knowledge of the 

industry where they had previously worked. From their narrations, the researcher 

identified three types of prior knowledge: industry, market, and customers’ problems or 

unsatisfied needs (Shane, 2000) 

Some participants’ discovery of opportunity was informed by their prior knowledge of 

the industry where they have previously worked. Based on this knowledge, they 

serendipitously discovered entrepreneurial opportunity similar to their prior work 

experience. For instance, interviewee UDA, an ICT engineer, specifically mentioned 

that the decision to start a new business was informed by the knowledge of the business 

acquired from previous employment. UDA said: “…you see what I learnt in that 

company that I was working with is an opportunity for me to start my own business” 

(UDA, Research Interview, 2016) 

Another ICT engineer, interviewee LWP also attributed opportunity discovery to prior 

work experience. LWP narrated that opportunity to establish the IT training school was 

discovered from lack of capacity of fresh employees of former employer. LWP said: 

Many years ago, while working with one of the top three IT companies in 

Nigeria, I saw some deficiencies in fresh graduates the company employed 

(LWP, Research Interview, 2016). 

Interviewee SII also corroborated this view. SII narrated that the business opportunity 

was discovered from personal relationships with former employer’s clients. SII said:  
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I remember telling my wife and my best friend that I saw an opportunity in 

my relationship with my former company’s clients and I want to set up my 

own business to exploit it (SII, Research Interview, 2016). 

Another interviewee, EAA also said:  

From this experience (Industrial training), I saw a huge business opportunity 

and I resolved within myself that when I graduate I will first explore the 

possibility of starting my own business and if it doesn’t work, I will then 

look for job. Fortunately, it is working for me (EAA, Research Interview, 

2016). 

Similarly, interviewee IIS also said “…. After gaining some experience, I just decided 

to start my own business (IIS, Research Interview, 2016). 

Interviewee UDA also believed that previous work experience in an IT firm assisted in 

discovering opportunity. UDA narrated as follows: 

I worked with some other organisations before joining TTT, when I now 

join TTT I added networking experience to my previous experience so with 

that networking engineering was not that common, I now said okay let me 

try and grow my own business from here and when it grows I will now join 

(UDA, Research Interview, 2016). 

The above quotations seem to suggest that some entrepreneurs discover their business 

opportunities from knowledge gained from their previous employment (Gaglio and 

Katz, 2001, p. 99). 

Furthermore, entrepreneurs with prior knowledge of market appear to be more creative 

in their opportunity discovery. It was observed that some of the participants used the 

superior market information they gathered from previous work or from unsatisfied 

personal needs or problems, which the market was unable to solve to discover 

entrepreneurial opportunities. They sometimes used their creativity to connect 

seemingly unrelated patterns to identify entrepreneurial opportunities. For instance, 
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ICK, a former banker, connected the experience and difficulty in cooking as a career 

married woman and a restaurant idea to identify an opportunity to be cooking for career 

married women. ICK said:  

The idea for my catering services came from my experience as a banker. 

Then, I was having problem in cooking for my family…. When I now started 

my catering services and I need to create a market niche and identify a 

unique market segment, then I remember this challenge facing the married 

career women. I then refocused my services to helping this market segment 

to cook for their family on weekends or on demands (ICK, Research 

Interview, 2016). 

Another participant, MKO, who observed that their former employer neglected small 

size clients, also corroborated this view by saying: 

After some time, I resigned from the company to start my own company 

with the mind of exploiting those business potentials in the small businesses 

(MKO, Research Interview, 2016).  

Interviewee LWP discovered the business opportunity from knowledge of deficiencies 

in graduates from universities in the labour market. LWP said,  

Many years ago, while working with one of the top three IT companies in 

Nigeria, I saw some deficiencies in fresh graduates the company employed 

(LWP, Research Interview, 2016). 

Prior knowledge of unsatisfied market needs was also observed as having an influence 

on opportunity discovery. Interviewee SMI, who owns a faith-based school, narrated 

that the   opportunity to start the faith-based school was discovered from an unsatisfied 

need by the existing market. SMI said:  

When my daughter was nearing school age I became apprehensive of the 

school my daughter would attend, which will allow the use of hijab, offer 

quality education, and Islamic knowledge. As at that time there was none 

like that in my area, being an educationist myself, I therefore decided to start 

one, using the local community Mosque (SMI, Research Interview, 2016).  
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Further analysis of the interview transcripts reveals that prior knowledge of customers’ 

needs also plays a significant role in the opportunity discovery process of some 

participants. For instance, BAT, who identified the training needs of private schools, 

said: 

During this period, I observed that the private schools are involved in too 

many things that are not part of their core business which are affecting 

their efficiency in service delivery. I also observed that many of them don’t 

provide training opportunities for their staff (BAT, Research Interview). 

In the final analysis, it was found that entrepreneurs who possess any of the three forms 

of prior knowledge (knowledge of industry, market, and customers’ needs) about a 

situation usually recognise it as an opportunity when they see it.  

 Entrepreneurial Alertness versus Deliberate Search 

The researcher analysed the interview transcripts to search for evidence that the 

participants possess alertness and that this influenced their opportunities identification. 

Alertness is defined as the ability of an individual to notice opportunities without 

searching, which hitherto was unnoticed by others (Kirner, 1979, p. 48). The researcher 

observed that some entrepreneurs discover entrepreneurial opportunities through 

alertness. These alert entrepreneurs do not engage in deliberate search for opportunity, 

but they possess cognitive skill and high intelligence (Baron, 2006) to recognise it 

(opportunity) when they see it. Evidence for alertness was found in some of the 

quotations from the interviews transcripts when an interviewee discovers an opportunity 

without searching or when they use words that suggest alertness. For instance, an 

interviewee, UDA, said:  

I just found out that at that particular place at Ikoyi (frontage of Falomo 

Police Barrack, Ikoyi,) people are always many and in need of business 

support services such as typing, printing, photocopying and all those things. 
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I noticed it because I was working around that area at that time (UDA, 

Research Interview, 2016) 

Another interviewee, ADS, felt an opportunity in the IT business. ADS appears to be 

alert to opportunity to repair computers because of the increasing use of them and the 

limited supply of qualified engineers. ADS narrated: 

Number one, as at that time, computer was just coming into the Nigeria 

systems. We have few hands that were probably handling the engineering 

and the repairs aspect of the computer. Number two was the need as at that 

time, that the engineers were few and the computer is coming, taking over 

so many aspects of our daily life and one just feel that there is opportunity 

in the air (ADS, Research Interview, 2016). 

Another interviewee, AHI, perceived opportunity in the huge population of Nigerian 

Muslims. AHI said: 

I decided to start the business because I perceived that I will succeed in the 

business. There are about 7 million Muslims in this state alone with limited 

sources of halal meat or chicken, if I’m able to reach out to just 10% of 

them, then I am a millionaire (AHJ, Research Interview, 2016). 

In addition to alertness, it was also observed that alertness alone does not discover 

opportunity; it combines with prior knowledge to discover opportunity. For instance, 

interviewee EAA combined industrial training experience with alertness to discover a 

business opportunity. EAA said:  

From this experience (Industrial training), I saw a huge business 

opportunity and I resolved within myself that when I graduate I will first 

explore the possibility of starting my own business (EAA, 2016) 

Interviewee UDA similarly discovered opportunity by combining experience with 

alertness to interpret a long queue to mean a business opportunity. UDA narrated: 

From experience, I know that such queue means inadequate service 

providers; I quickly tapped into that …. Two, you see what I learnt in that 

company that I was working with is an opportunity for me to do/ start my 

own business (UDA, Research Interview, 2016) 
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Interviewee ICK also perceived opportunity in the difficulty of cooking food for family 

by married career women. ICK said: 

I know I need to create a market niche for my business and identify a 

unique market segment. That was when I thought of the cooking 

challenges facing the married career women in Lagos State (ICK, Research 

Interview, 2016). 

All these codes seem to suggest two things. One, entrepreneurs with high alertness 

discover opportunities without deliberately searching for it. Two, the entrepreneurs 

combine prior experience with alertness to discover business opportunities. This prior 

experience empowers the entrepreneurs to interpret new information as opportunity. 

Human Capital 

In this study, human capital is defined as the general or formal technical knowledge and 

entrepreneurship specific knowledge of the participants (Bhagavatula et al., 2010; 

Ucbasaran, 2008). Statements of the interviewees that linked their ability to identify 

entrepreneurial opportunity to any of these variables of human capital were initially 

coded as human capital. These codes were further coded as formal and subject specific 

education acquired in school, technical knowledge or entrepreneurship specific capital. 

A statement is coded as human capital when the interviewee mentions the specific 

capital has been responsible for opportunity discovery. These themes were then 

analysed and interpreted to understand what the interviewee meant. 

The three forms of education mentioned above were observed to influence opportunity 

discovery among the interviewees. There are some that attributed their opportunity 

discovery to formal or technical education. They believed that formal or technical 

education contributed significantly to how they discovered entrepreneurial opportunities 
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for their business. For instance, interviewee UDA and wife studied electrical 

engineering at university and used this knowledge to set up their firm. UDA said: 

My wife and I are technical persons, we both studied electrical engineering, 

and so one day we decided that instead of waiting until we retired or fired, 

we saw an opportunity in synergizing our experience and background to 

start our own company. 

 Interviewee ADS similarly believe that the specific subject knowledge from school 

contributed significantly to discovering their business opportunity. ADS said,  

Besides, it is in line of what I studied in school, I now feel that since I have 

the experience and probably the certificate and other things I can be able 

to do it (ADS, Research Interview, 2016) 

Interviewee DSA also described their opportunity discovery as being influenced by 

general education. DSA said: 

This business idea started from my Polytechnic days. I studied computer 

science and I found myself always interested in system engineering and 

networking; thereafter after graduation from the Polytechnic, I started 

practicing as a system engineer (ADS, Research Interview 2016). 

However, to some interviewees, the formal or technical knowledge combines with other 

factors in their opportunity discovery process. For instance, interviewee BPI combines 

technical knowledge on printing acquired from a family member and personal 

entrepreneurial alertness to identify entrepreneurial opportunity. BPI said: 

I have learnt one or two things about printing from my elder brother; I 

therefore gave printing a trial when I perceived the opportunity during the 

election period when many posters and banners will be printed (BPI, 

Research Interview, 2016) 

To UDA, another participant, it is a combination of general knowledge and 

entrepreneurial skills acquired from school and previous work that influenced discovery 

of the business opportunity.  
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Virtually, you do everything on your own. You prepare your own budget; 

do everything so with that they make you a complete businessman even 

though you are still in the organisation…after about 3months in that 

organisation I say that I have more or less become a complete 

businessman. I do everything completely on my own with little or no 

supervision. I felt at that point that I can actually handle my own 

organisation if I have a similar organisation… When I found myself in that 

environment (TTT environment) it is like I have learnt virtually what I 

need to learn to start my own business (UDA, Research Interview, 2016). 

Further analysis reveals that entrepreneurship specific knowledge is also a principal 

factor in the discovery of entrepreneurial opportunities. For instance, an interviewee, 

ICK, emphasised specific entrepreneurship knowledge when ICK said: 

The whole idea of catering business originated from MBA class. It happened 

that the Lecturer that taught us entrepreneurship course was talking about 

sources of business ideas in Nigeria and the lecturer started listing them, and 

then said, “what you know how to do best” is a source of business idea. In 

fact, the lecturer even mentioned cooking and said for example, people from 

Akwa Ibom state know how to cook very well and may consider starting a 

restaurant. (ICK, Research Interview, 2016) 

Another interviewee, UDA, explained that the administrative and technical knowledge 

acquired while working was enough to start a business. UDA narrated:  “You see what 

I learnt in that company that I was working with is more or less an opportunity for me 

to do/ start my own business.” 

From the analysis above, it was observed that these three forms of education influence 

entrepreneurial opportunity discovery. However, it is not clear if formal or technical 

education alone influence opportunity discovery. It seems formal or technical education 

combines with alertness or social networking to discover opportunity. Participants who 

attributed their opportunity identification to formal education also believed that they 

were able to do so because of other factors such as alertness and social networks. It thus 
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appears that formal education plays a complimentary role in the opportunity discovery 

process. 

The second observation is that entrepreneurship specific education plays a more 

significant role in opportunity discovery than general education. It was observed that 

participants who attributed their ability to discover opportunities to entrepreneurship 

specific education appear not to believe that they were aided by any other factor. 

Therefore, it appears that entrepreneurship specific education is an independent factor 

that influences opportunity discovery among the interviewees.  

Social Capital 

The critical role that social capital, especially strong ties (families and friends), plays in 

opportunity recognition process is well documented in the literature. Several studies 

have suggested that entrepreneurs receive valuable information from social networks, 

which influence their opportunity identification. To find out how true this is within the 

Nigerian SMEs, the researcher asked the participants, as part of the probing questions, 

if they received support from anyone before they started their business. From their 

responses, the researcher observed that relatives, friends and family members of 

participants play significant role in opportunity discovery. Some participants reported 

that they received information from their social networks which helped them to discover 

opportunity for their businesses. For instance, interviewee EAO reported that the oil 

business opportunity was discovered from information from a friend. EAO said: 

It was a friend that introduced me to the idea of oil business. My friend told 

me that if I can get people or companies that sell kerosene or use diesel that 

they will help me get supply on credit then I can sell, make my profit, and 

pay the company (EAO, Research Interview, 2016). 
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A similar view was expressed by interviewee NAO. “My husband played critical role 

in my business. My husband was instrumental to the information, idea, and logistics for 

starting the business” (NAO, Research Interview, 2016). 

A knowledgeable colleague was also mentioned by interviewee MAB. MAB said:  

I got the idea for this business from a colleague who shared some 

information with me when I was thinking of what to do. My colleague 

advised me to seek for people or business’ problems and provide solution. 

That was when the idea of helping schools buy books from publishers 

came. Coincidentally, it was another friend that helped me with the contact 

(MAB, Research interview, 2016). 

When all these codes are summed together, the deductible meaning is that strong ties of 

social capital influence opportunity discovery.  

6.4.2   Opportunity Creation Process 

The second phase of the analysis focused on understanding how the participants that 

described entrepreneurial opportunity as an endogenously created phenomenon, created 

it. To achieve this objective, participants that made statements like “the idea first came 

to my mind”, and similar ones, during the interviews were asked further probing 

questions to unravel how they transformed the idea into an opportunity that gave birth 

to their businesses. The questions were framed based on each participant’s responses to 

earlier questions. Examples of such questions include “What triggered this idea?”, “Did 

you believe in the idea initially?”, “What did you do next after conceiving the idea?” 

Guided by the conceptual framework, themes from their earlier responses and their 

responses to these probing questions were initially coded as creation process and 

subsequently coded into stages. Analyses of these codes and sub-codes seem to suggest 

that the innovative opportunity (creation) is created through a process of four stages of 
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triggers, idea conceptualisation, objectification, and enactment. These stages are 

presented below.  

Stage I: Triggers of Opportunity Idea 

From the thematic analysis, the researcher observed that to those who described that 

opportunity had been created, entrepreneurial opportunity does not appear fully 

developed originally; it is mentally perceived initially as a business idea.  Analysis 

reveals that, the respondents first seem to perceive and conceptualise the business idea 

in their mind before transforming it into a business opportunity. This mental mapping 

of the idea appears to be triggered by some factors. When interviewees were asked what 

triggered the mental conceptualisation of the idea, their responses are summarised into 

three, namely desire to solve a problem, desire to make a change and acquisition of new 

knowledge. For instance, interviewee LWP, an ICT trainer, attempted to solve an ICT 

skill deficiency LWP noticed in some fresh graduates who worked with their former 

employer. This triggered LWP interest in conceiving the idea of setting up a training 

school within a University. LWP said: 

Many years ago, while working with one of the top three IT companies in 

Nigeria, I saw some deficiencies in fresh graduates the company 

employed. Most of them if not all demonstrated that they did not have 

enough practical trainings in schools, even on some basics you would 

expect a computer science graduate to have. It became more disappointing 

when they claim to have made 1st class or 2.1.  I was ashamed of this 

development, especially realising that many of them came from my Alma 

Mata, then an idea then came to my mind (LWP, 2016). 

From LWP’s explanation, the thought of solving the problem ignited the idea of setting 

up a training school. Another interviewee, SMI, believes that it was the passion to make 

a change and solve a problem that triggered the idea of starting a Muslim private. SMI 

narrated: 
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Apart from the unemployment factor, the school was born out of my 

passion and vision to offer quality education to Muslim children who 

choose to combine Islamic education with western (SMI, 2016). 

Interviewee UAY also emphasised a desire to make a change as the trigger for the food 

business idea. UAY said: “I love food and I know many Lagosian do, but I don’t like 

the way they are selling it on the street, so I decided to make a change”. 

Another trigger that was identified is new knowledge. It was observed that new 

knowledge triggers residual knowledge to conceptualise a new business idea. This was 

evident in interviewee ICK’s statement thus: 

From the MBA class, we were taught to do things differently from others, 

to get a better result, so I started tweaking with restaurant and catering 

services. I know I need to create a market niche for my business and identify 

a unique market segment. That was when I thought of the challenges facing 

the married career women (ICK, 2016) 

Based on these codes, it appears the conceptualisation of the business ideas of the 

respondents is triggered by the desire to solve a problem, the desire to make a change 

and acquisition of new knowledge. 

Idea Conceptualisation 

After they identified triggers of business ideas, it appears the interviewees spent time 

thinking about what they wanted to do. During this thought process, they conceive 

business ideas which, often, they are not sure of their potential as an opportunity. Many 

of the interviewees confirmed this in their responses to the question “how did you 

conceive the idea that led to this business”? In their responses, some of the respondents 

used words that were coded idea conceptualization. For instance, participant YFF 

reported that an idea came to mind when thinking of a business to do. YFF said: 
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After I decided to go into business and thinking of what to do, an idea just 

came to my mind… and I made some samples and shared it among my 

friends; they all loved it and encouraged me to go ahead and do it as a 

business (YFF, Research Interview, 2016).  

Another interviewee, LWP, also corroborated the mental perception of an idea by 

saying: 

An idea then came to my mind that if I set up a training institute inside or 

near higher institutions to train undergraduates in IT skills employers expect 

them to have and prepare them for the labour market. That was the original 

and unique idea (LWP, Research Interview, 2016).  

Another interviewee, BAT, was similarly categorical in mental conceptualization of a 

business idea. BAT said: 

I conceived the idea first, and then I discussed the idea of setting up the 

business with a couple of my friends and colleagues in the office before I 

started (BAT, Research Interview, 2016).  

Further analysis revealed that some participants did not categorically state that they 

mentally conceive the idea to start their business but from their narrations it was 

observed that they first perceived the opportunity as an idea that has not fully developed. 

For instance, participant UDA said: “I think I discussed it (the idea) with some people, 

there were some friends then”. Similarly, participant ICK also said: “I discussed this 

idea with my husband and some of my friends”. 

Objectification of Idea   

Further analysis reveals that after the mental conception of the idea, participants were 

not sure of the technical feasibility and commercial viability of the idea; they thus 

discussed the idea with their social networks, especially the strong ties and 

knowledgeable colleagues, to possibly refine the idea. The purpose of doing this, 
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according to analysis, is to seek more information and clarification on the opportunity 

idea from family members and knowledgeable friends and colleagues. Some of the 

interviewees said: 

I discussed this with my husband and some of my friends...... I sampled 

opinion and got very positive feedbacks from colleagues in the office” (ICK, 

Research Interview, 2016). 

An idea just came to my mind and I made some samples and shared it 

among my friends, they all loved it and encouraged me to go ahead and do 

it as business (YFF, Research Interview, 2016).  

From these codes, it seems the positive feedback from close associates tends to objectify 

the idea in the mind of the individual. This objectification of the idea into a real 

opportunity increases the entrepreneur’s confidence and commitment to enact the 

opportunity. They now see it more as a commercially viable opportunity and thus feel 

motivated to start a venture.  

Opportunity Enactment 

After the objectification of the idea into a perceived business opportunity, the 

entrepreneur still appears unsure of enacting the opportunity. They thus embark on 

another round of refinement with their networks. This is evident in some of the codes 

below, from the thematic analysis of the transcripts: 

I discussed the idea of setting up the business with a couple of my friends 

and colleagues in the office before I started…. of course, they were happy 

with the idea and that gave me a lot of confidence to continue” (BAT, 

Research Interview, 2016). 

Then I discussed the idea with my elder brother and my wife, they both 

supported, and I became more confident about starting the business” (BPI, 

Research Interview, 2016). 
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I discussed the idea with my husband who also approved of it and gave me 

the necessary encouragement and advice (YFF, Research Interview, 2016). 

I consulted with my mentor who advised me to go for business training if 

I really want to be a business man and pursue this particular business 

(ADM, Research Interview, 2016) 

UDA also said: 

My wife who happened to be a technical person like myself, the same 

qualification, similar experience (laughter) supported wholeheartedly the 

idea to set up an IT firm. My wife did not only support, but also agreed 

to resign to handle the business.  “…. I also discussed it (the idea) with 

some people, there were some friends then. I think I can recall that in 

most cases the person I discussed such things with is prince (cuts in... 

who is prince?) Prince happens to be a friend, is a very close friend and 

should I say a mentor too (UDA, Research Interview, 2016). 

After the confirmation of opportunity as a real business opportunity, the entrepreneur 

then tends to exploit it for business. For instance, interviewee IQH said: 

Thereafter, I started marketing the idea to my friends and neighbours, some 

supported, and some were against it, I think it is a normal thing in life. All 

of us cannot share the same view on all issues, but I continued with the 

business (IQH, Research Interview, 2016). 

Findings 

When the preceding thematic analysis is aggregated, the researcher found that the 

second form of entrepreneurial opportunity (innovation opportunity) in the Nigerian 

SMEs sector, unlike the imitation opportunity, does not appear as a fully developed 

reality prior to its discovery. It seems to evolve from a process that involves four 

interrelated stages of idea trigger, mental conceptualisation of a business idea, 

objectification and enactment of the opportunity. 
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6.5    Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the qualitative data were analysed to achieve the first two objectives of 

understanding the nature of entrepreneurial opportunity and to describe how small 

business owners identify this opportunity. To achieve these twin objectives, transcripts 

from semi-structured interviews for 38 small business owners in Lagos State, Nigeria 

were analysed using both content and thematic analytical techniques. With respect to 

the first objective, results show that opportunities in the small business sector are of two 

- imitated (discovery) and innovative (creation opportunities). While the former is pre-

existing prior to discovery, the later are endogenously and innovatively created by 

entrepreneurs. The imitated opportunity was also found to be dominant over the 

innovative opportunity in the sector.   

With respect to the opportunity identification objective, analysis revealed that the 

discovery opportunity is discovered by entrepreneurs who possess high alertness, prior 

knowledge of industry, market and method, formal education - especially 

entrepreneurship specific education - and social capital. The creation opportunity is 

endogenously created by the entrepreneur through a process that starts from mind 

triggering, the entrepreneur’s mental conceptualisation of opportunity idea, which gets 

objectified by positive feedback from networks, before it is enacted for venture creation. 

This analysis represents the qualitative phase of the study. Next chapter presents the 

analysis of the quantitative data.  
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Chapter 7: QUANTITATIVE DATA PRESENTATION AND      

ANALYSIS 

7.1    Introduction 

As a follow-up to the last chapter, which analysed the qualitative data collected from 

semi-structured interviews, this present chapter presents, and analyses quantitative data 

collected from the survey. The results from this survey are used to answer research 

question four and provide additional evidence that complement the qualitative findings 

on research questions one. Specifically, this section presents and analyses the data 

collected through the survey of 320 respondents made up of founders of early-staged 

small business ventures in Nigeria.  

The remainder of this chapter is divided into two main sections. Section 7.2 presents the 

survey data, which analyses respondents’ demographic characteristics (section 7.2.1), 

analysis of respondents by reasons for going into entrepreneurship and analysis of the 

respondents’ firms.  Descriptive statistical technique of frequency distribution table was 

used.  Section 7.3 analyses the data to provide empirical evidence for research question 

three and supporting evidence for proposition one, which has been previously analysed 

using qualitative data in the last chapter. The analyses were done using a combination 

of cross tabulations, t-tests, chi-square and logistic regression. All the analyses were 

done with the aid of Statistical Package for Social Scientists (IBM Statistics SPSS 21.0). 

Section 7.4 presents a summary of the chapter.  

7.2    Data Presentation 

7.2.1   Respondents’ Demographic Characteristics 

This section presents a summary of respondents’ demographic characteristics using a 

frequency distribution table. The demographic variables include gender, age, marital 
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status, educational attainment, nationality and ethnicity. These variables are highlighted 

because they are considered important to understanding and interpreting the outcomes 

of this research. For instance, in the literature, formal education is considered an 

important factor of human capital which influences the process of opportunity 

discovery. It is therefore important to understand how educated the respondents of this 

study are, in order to determine the extent to which it influences opportunity discovery. 

Similarly, marital status is included because of the anticipated role that social capital is 

expected to play in the opportunity identification process.  A summary of these variables 

is presented in Table 7.1 below. 

According to the table, the male respondents are slightly more than the females, yet the 

gender ratio still reflects a good representation of both genders. This gender ratio is also 

consistent with some recent GEM statistics on entrepreneurship in Nigeria and the 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).  For instance, GEM 

have consistently, except in 2013, reported slightly more male than female entrepreneurs 

in Nigeria in its 2011 to 2014 report.  OECD (2015) and Minniti (2009) also reported 

that although women constitute more than half of the global population, they own 

significant fewer businesses than men.  Similar studies on entrepreneurship in Nigeria 

such as Mordi et al. (2010) and Aderemi et al. (2008) confirm that there are more male 

entrepreneurs than female in Nigeria. It can therefore be reasonably assumed that the 

gender distribution of the respondents is consistent with global and local statistics on 

entrepreneurs in Nigeria. The slight contradiction with GEM data on Nigeria in 2013 

could be as a result of the cosmopolitan nature of Lagos State, where this study was 

conducted, as against GEM nationwide, which might have included some culture in 
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some parts of the country where females are more entrepreneurial than males (Amorós 

and Bosma, 2014; Minniti, 2009).  

Table 7.1: Demographic Analysis of Respondents  

Item Description Frequency Percent (%) 

G
en

d
er

 Male 166 52 

Female 154 48 

Total 320 100 

    

  
  
  

 M
ar

it
al

 S
ta

tu
s 

   

Married 172 53.8 

Widowed 9 2.8 

Divorced 16 5.0 

Separated 5 1.6 

In a domestic partnership or civil union 3 .9 

Single, but cohabiting with a significant other 2 .6 

Single, never married 113 35.3 

Total 320 100 

  
  

  
  

  
  

 A
g
e 

 

   

Under 20 years 20 6.3 

21-30 years 98 30.6 

31-40 years 183 57.2 

41-50 years 19 5.9 

Total 320 100 

  
 E

d
u
ca

ti
o
n
al

 A
tt

ai
n
m

en
t 

       

   

Never attended school 7 2.2 

Primary School 5 1.9 

Junior Secondary School (JSS) 6 2.0 

Senior Secondary School 5 1.6 

National Diploma (ND)/National Certificate of Education  38 11.9 

Bachelor’s Degree /Higher National Diploma (H 230 71.9 

Higher University degree (e.g. Masters, Doctorate, PGD) 29 9.1 

Total 320 100 

N
at

io
n
al

it
y
 

   

   

Nigerian 303 94.7 

Non-Nigerian 17 5.3 

Total 320 100 

Hausa 17 5.3 

Igbo 77 24.1 

Yoruba 165 51.6 

Others 60 18.8 

Total 320 100 

Source: Field Survey, 2016 
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However, more importantly, this study’s gender distribution is consistent with Europe 

and North America, where most of the earlier studies on opportunity identification 

originated (Amorós and Bosma, 2014, p. 38). 

In terms of marital status, the table revealed that slightly over half of the respondents 

are married. This observation is consistent with similar studies such as Ayoola et al., 

(2011) and Kitching and Woldie (2004). Ordinarily, the marital status of the 

interviewees might not have mattered but considering the role strong networks (family 

ties) are expected to play in opportunity discovery or creation process in this research, 

understanding and comparing the marital status therefore becomes important.  

The table also revealed the age distribution of the respondents. Nearly 90% (281 out of 

the 320) of the respondents fall between the ages of 21 to 40 years and 19 falls within 

41-50 age range.  According to GEM data, early-stage entrepreneurship activities, which 

include opportunity identification, are more prevalent among Sub-Sahara Africans of 

this age range (GEM, 2013:37). In support of this observation, GEM (2013, p. 37) 

reported that 39% of Nigeria’s adult population (18 – 64 years) are involved in or have 

started businesses that are in the early stage. The report further noted that in all regions 

of the world, early-stage entrepreneurship activities are found to be more prevalent 

among age groups 25-34 and 35-44 years. 

Furthermore, GEM reported that in all factors-driven economies in the world, Sub-

Sahara African countries in general and Nigeria and Zambia in particular, there is a 

prevalence of Total early-stage Entrepreneurial Activity (TEA). This TEA was 

prevalent among adults whose ages range between 18 and 64 years.  However, the report 

noted that while the oldest age group of 55-64 years were found in Sub-Saharan African, 
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the youngest (18-24 years) were found in Europe and America. By contrast, while the 

later age group (18 – 24 years) were found among the participants of this study, the 

former was not found. 

This implies that majority of the respondents of the survey represent good samples for 

investigating the phenomenon of opportunity identification. The significance of this is 

that in terms of age distribution, the respondents to this present study are considered 

similar to early – stage entrepreneurs in the Nigerian SMEs sector, Sub-Saharan Africa 

and other regions of the world. Therefore, it can be inferred that the respondents are 

good samples for Nigerian entrepreneurs based on age distribution. 

In terms of the formal education of the respondents, the table revealed that the majority 

are well educated, with over 250 having a minimum of a first degree or Higher National 

Diploma and only seven out of the 320 reported not to have attended a school. This 

distribution is suited for this study as it provides a basis to measure the human capital 

of the respondents. With respect to ethnicity, the three major groups are represented, 

with the Yorubas being slightly over half. This is understandable because the research 

is located in the south-west of Nigeria, which is a predominantly Yoruba region. 

“Others” on the table represents the minority ethnic groups in the country. Similar 

studies, for example Lawal and Bello (2013) and Adebisi et al. (2015) found a similar 

ethnic distribution of entrepreneurs in Lagos state, the research location. 

7.2.2   Analysis of Respondents by Reasons for Entrepreneurship 

Table 7.2 below presents an analysis of the respondents by reasons for going into 

business. The objective here is to describe the respondents in terms of their reasons for 

going into entrepreneurship. That is, to classify the respondents as necessity, 
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opportunity and combined entrepreneurs (see section 2.5). It was observed from the 

table that nearly half (149 out of 320) of the respondents are into entrepreneurship 

because of a perceived opportunity. Surprisingly, there are more respondents that 

reported they are into entrepreneurship because of the combined reasons of a perceived 

opportunity and out of necessity than necessity entrepreneurs. A significant number of 

the respondents were also observed to be improvement driven entrepreneurs. This 

finding is consistent with the reported GEM average for Sub-Saharan African and 

Nigeria. According to GEM’s report (2013), there are more opportunity-driven 

entrepreneurs than necessity-driven entrepreneurs in Sub-Saharan African in general, 

and Nigeria in particular. Again, the finding is also consistent with GEM’s report that 

there will be more opportunity-driven entrepreneurs than necessity-driven entrepreneurs 

in a factor-driven economy and as the economy improves from one level of development 

to another. Kelley et al., (2012) and Acs and Szerb (2010) express similar views. This 

perhaps explains why there are more opportunity-driven entrepreneurs than necessity-

driven among the respondents. 

Table 7.2: Analysis of respondents by reasons for entrepreneurship 

 Item Description Frequency Percent 

Opportunity Take advantage of an opportunity 149 46.6 

Necessity No better choice (i.e. Out of necessity. 

E.g. Unemployment 

56 17.5 

Combined Combination of the first two options 

above 

61 19.5 

Improvement 

Driven 

Opportunity 

(IDO) 

Employed, but seek additional sources of 

income 

54 16.9 

 Total 320 100.0 

Source: Field Survey, 2016 
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7.2.3   Analysis of Respondents by Firm 

This section describes the firms owned by respondents. This analysis is important 

because the third research question is analysed at firm level. It is therefore important to 

describe these firms in terms of their ages, valuation, number of employees and 

ownership structure in order to be sure that the right firms (small, early-stage firms) are 

included in the analysis. The summary of this analysis is presented in  

Table 7.3 below. 

Table 7.3: Analysis of Respondents by Firm 

Item Description Frequency Percent 

Firms Age Less than 1 year 45 14 

 1-2 years 135 42 

 3-5 years 140 44 

 Total 320 100 

Business 

Value 

Less than N10 million ($50, 000) 265 83 

 N10-N100 million ($50,000 - $500,000) 42 13 

 N100 million- N1billion ($500,000- $5,000,000) 10 3 

 More than N1 billion ($5,000,000) 3  1 

 Total 320 100 

 Employees Less than 10 258 81 

 10-49 46 14 

 50-199 6 2 

 200 and above 10 3 

 Total 320 100 

Business  An independent new business created by an 

individual  

234 73.1 

 A purchase or take-over of existing business 26 8.1 

 A franchise 21 6.6 

 A multi-level marketing initiative 10 3.1 

 A new business sponsored by an existing business 27 8.4 

 Something else 2 .6 

 Total 320 100.0 

    Source: Field Survey, 2016 
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The table revealed that all the firms fall within the targeted ventures. In terms of age, all 

the firms are within their fifth year. All the firms are within the ages of one to five years 

except some 45 out of 320 that are less than a year old. It was further observed that most 

of the firms are small in size, as revealed by significantly high number of firms that were 

reported as having less than ten full time employees (258 out of 320). A similar pattern 

was observed in the business value criterion. Out of 320 respondents, 265 reported that 

their firms worth less than 10 million naira, which qualifies them as small business. 

Further analysis also revealed that a high majority (234 out of 320) of these small firms 

were independently formed and owned by an individual, which enabled the 

phenomenon of opportunity identification by an individual to be properly investigated.  

These firms were also analysed in terms of the industry they belong to. The summary of 

this analysis is presented in Table 7.4 below. 

 Table 7.4: Distribution of Respondents by Industry 

 Frequency Percent 

Manufacturing 73 22.8 

Hospitality (Hotel, Restaurant, bar or night club) 30 9.4 

Agriculture 21 6.6 

Health (Hospital, Pharmacy) 21 6.6 

Logistics (e.g. Transportation or Haulage) 41 12.8 

Information Technology 40 12.5 

Retailing 50 15.6 

Wholesaling 19 5.9 

Mining 20 6.5 

Education (School) or Social services 5 1.6 

Total 320 100.0 

Source: Field Survey, 2016 
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This table indicates that the three top industries are hospitality, ICT, logistics, 

manufacturing, and retailing. This is consistent with the SMEDAN report of 2013, 

which was discussed in sections 5.3 and 4.8. However, education was among the 

SMEDAN’s top five list, which unfortunately comes last in this finding. This 

contradiction could be because of sampling which targeted registered NASSI members; 

most educational institutions perhaps considered themselves as social entrepreneurs and 

not as small-scale businesses, hence the sample is skewed against them. 

7.3    Data Analysis 

This section presents the analysis of the questionnaire items based on the relevant 

research questions. Two research questions - one and three - are analysed in this section. 

The results of the analysis provide complementary evidence for the first research 

question. Additionally, the results also provide an answer to research question three. 

7.3.1   Quantitative Data Analysis According to Research Question One 

What is the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities which entrepreneurs of early-stage 

small businesses in Nigeria seek to identify and exploit? To answer this question, 

responses to section D of the questionnaire were analysed using the frequency 

distribution table for ease of analysis. The summary of the analysis is presented in Table 

7.5 below. 

Table 7.5: Respondents’ opinion on the Nature of Entrepreneurial Opportunities 

 Frequency Percent 

Completely new to the world 47 15 

New only in places where you are active 38 12 

Not new at all 224 70 

I don’t know 11 3 

Total 320 100 

 Source: Survey, 2016 
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The table presents the analysis of the respondents’ opinions on the nature of 

entrepreneurial opportunities which they identified and exploited to commence their 

firms. The results reveal that while the majority (224 out of 320, which represent 70%) 

of the respondents described opportunities as discovery (“not new at all), a significantly 

high number (85 out of 320, which represent 27%) described it as creation opportunity 

(“completely new to the world” and “new only in places where you are active”) 

This analysis reveals that most of the respondents described the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunity as discovery. As suggested by McMullen (2007), responses to “completely 

new to the world” and “new only in places where you are active” were merged as 

creation opportunity. This seems to suggest that both opportunity types exist in the 

Nigerian SMEs, with the discovery opportunity being the most dominant. This finding 

is consistent with the suggestion of Aldrich (1999) that most business firms would 

pursue discovery opportunity because they (the firms) usually seek to proffer solutions 

to existing problems. Similarly, Jeroen and Marsili (2010) confirm that both opportunity 

types exist and that participating firms pursue more discovery opportunities than 

creation opportunities.  

7.3.2   Quantitative Data Analysis According to Research Question Three 

This section presents the results of the analyses which attempted to answer the third 

research question which enquires “Is there any relationship between the Entrepreneurial 

Opportunity Identification Process and performance of Nigerian SMEs in the early stage 

of existence, if it exists, what is the nature of this relationship”? To answer this question, 

three levels of statistical tests were conducted. First, cross tabulation was used to 

determine the existence or otherwise of a relationship between the opportunity 

identification processes and the performance of small firms in their early years. 
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Secondly, a t-test was undertaken to determine the significance or otherwise of the 

relationship. Finally, logistic regression and associated chi-square were used to 

determine the strength and significance of the relationship. The results are presented 

below in Table 7.6 to  

Table 7.8. 

Cross tabulation 

Responses to section B and F1 of the questionnaire were analysed using the descriptive 

statistics test of cross tabulation to answer this research question. In section B, 

respondents were asked to rate whether their business performance (that is, the result so 

far) has been better or worse than they expected when they started their business in terms 

of net profit (B1), increase in sales volume (B2), cash flow (B3) and net assets value 

growth (B4). Responses to this question are used as the dependent variables and 

measured in turn against the process of opportunity identification (section F1), which is 

the independent variables, to determine if a relationship exists. For ease of analysis, 

“much worse” and “worse” are merged and treated as worse. Similarly, “much better” 

and “better” were added and considered as better. “As expected” remains unchanged. In 

this self-reported data, responses of each set of respondents (that is, creation and 

discovery) were measured against each of the performance measure of net profit, sales, 

cash flow and net value growth of their firms to determine which of the two processes 

of opportunity identification would perform most effectively.  Summary of the results 

of the cross tabulation is presented in Table 7.6 below.  

From the cross-tabulation results, it was observed that in the creation process column, 

about three-quarters of the 85 respondents (28+36/85=75%) reported that their firms 
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performed better or as expected, while 25% (21/85) reported worse than expected in 

terms of net profit. Similar patterns were observed in terms of sales volume growth, cash 

flow and the company’s value growth. In the discovery process column, it was observed 

that most of the respondents that followed the discovery opportunity identification 

process reported better results in all four performance measures. Furthermore, when the 

percentage of the respondents that followed the discovery process and reported better 

performance was compared with that of the creation identification process respondents 

who also reported better performance, it was found that a slightly higher percentage of 

the creation respondents reported better performance than the discovery respondents in 

sales volume growth and cash flow, while the reverse is the case in terms of net profit 

and assets value growth.  

Table 7.6: Cross tabulation on the Relationships between the Process of Opportunity 

Identification and Firm Performance 

 Entrepreneurial Opportunity Total 

Creation (%) Discovery (%) 

Net Profit 

Worse 21 (24.7) 55 (24.6) 76 

As Expected 36 (42.4) 88 (39.3) 124 

Better 28 (32.9) 81 (36.2) 109 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Sales Volume Growth  

Worse 16 (18.8) 51 (22.8) 67 

As Expected 37 (43.5) 95 (42.4) 115 

Better 32 (37.6) 78 (34.8) 110 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Cash Flow 

Worse 19(22.4) 57(25.4) 76 

As Expected 31(36.5) 81(36.2) 112 

Better 35(41.2) 86 (38.4) 121 

Total 85(100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Company’s Value Growth 

Worse 24 (28.2) 57 (25.4) 81 

As Expected 28 (32.9) 70 (31.3) 98 

Better 33 (38.8) 97 (43.3) 130 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Source: Survey, 2016 

These findings thus suggest that on the average, the creation opportunity identification 

process’ firms perform slightly better than the discovery opportunity identification 
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process in the core aspects of performance measure of business in the early stage sales 

and liquidity. No significant difference was observed between the two processes in 

terms of net profit, while the discovery path performed slightly better than creation. 

Based on this, it therefore seems like a relationship exists between the process of 

opportunity identification and firm performance. That is, the firm performance of the 

sample population is affected by the nature of the opportunity identification process. 

Specifically, entrepreneurs that follow the creation opportunity identification process 

are likely to perform better than the discovery opportunity identification process. 

However, this result did not reveal the strength of the differences in the firm 

performance reported by the two processes. 

Further statistical tests were done using independent-samples T-test and logistic 

regression analysis to measure the strength of the differences in the two processes’ 

performance measures. The results are summarised and presented in Table 7.7 and  

Table 7.8 below. 

Group T-test 

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to measure the strength of the difference 

in the two processes’ performance measures. That is, the mean scores of the two groups 

concerned and the creation and the discovery opportunities identification processes. 

There was a significant difference in the scores for creation (M=1.92, SD=0.29) and 

discovery (M=1.77, SD=0.42) conditions; t (8) =3.30, p = 0.050.” 

Table 7.7: T-Test on Mean Firm Performance 

Group Statistics  

 Business Opportunity N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 
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Business Performance 
Creation 85 1.9159 .27886 .02696 

Discovery 224 1.7713 .42069 .02458 

Survey, 2016 

These results suggest that opportunity identification process does affect small firms in 

their early years. Specifically, the results suggest that the creation opportunity process 

will perform slightly better than the discovery opportunity process. 

The significance of the differences in the achievements of the two processes is further 

tested using logistic regression and chi-square. 

Logistic Regression Analysis 

A logistic regression analysis was conducted to predict the business performance of 309 

small firms using the opportunity identification processes (i.e. creation and discovery) 

as predictors. According to  

Table 7.8 below, a test of the full model against a constant only model was statistically 

significant, which implies that opportunity identification process reliably predicts the 

performance of the firms (chi-square=12.12, p<0.005 with df=1) 

Table 7.8: Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 

 Chi-square Df Sig. 

Step 1 

Step 
12.119 1 .000 

Block 
12.119 1 .000 

Model 12.119 1 .000 

Survey, 2016 

The wald criterion in   
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Table 7.9 below also shows that opportunity identification process significantly predicts 

the firm’s performance (p=0.002). Exp (B) value (3.22) implies that creation 

opportunity identification process is three times as likely to perform better than 

discovery opportunity identification process.  
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Table 7.9: Variables in the Equation 

 B S.E. Wald Df Sig. Exp(B) 

Step 1a 
BOP (1) 1.170 .372 9.758 1 .002 3.217 

Constant 1.213 .1395 75.134 1 .000 3.364 

 

Additionally, Nagelkerke’s R2 was computed to evaluate the goodness of fit of the 

logistic regression model. The Nagelkerke's R2 indicates the power of explanation of 

the relationship. As indicated in Table 7.10 below, Nagelkerke’s R2 of 0.048 means that 

the relationship between the opportunity identification process and business 

performance is weak.  

Table 7.10: Model Summary 

Step -2 Log likelihoods Cox and Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square 

1 374.546a .030 .047 
 

Results so far seem to suggest that the performance outcome of a small firm is 

significantly predicted by the identification process of the opportunity that led to its (the 

small firm’s) establishment, although the relationship is weak. Specifically, it seems that 

small firms that were reportedly created from creation opportunity identification process 

are three times more likely to perform better than those reportedly created through 

discovery opportunity identification process, although it appears this will be in terms of 

sales and liquidity alone.  

7.3.3 Data Analysis According to Research Question Four 

With the weak relationship observed between the processes of opportunity identification 

and small firm’s performance, as observed above, the fourth research question (“Are 
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there specific entrepreneurial behaviour that distinguished discovery opportunity 

identification process from creation opportunity?”) seeks to investigate if there are 

unique entrepreneurial or strategic behaviours which moderate the relationship or 

predict the type of opportunity the entrepreneur seeks to identify. To achieve this 

objective, respondents were asked to describe their characteristics in relation to the 

opportunity which led to the identification of their business (sections F1, G, H, I, and J). 

Responses to these sections were analysed using cross tabulations. The resultant table 

is presented in Table 7.11 below. An activity is considered to be associated with an 

opportunity type when at least 50% of the respondents agreed to possess it.  

Table 7.11: Cross-tabulation on the Features of Discovery and Creation Opportunities 

 Entrepreneurial Opportunity 

Creation (%) Discovery (%) Total 

Alertness 

Disagreed 40 (47.1) 20 (8.9) 60 

Neutral 11 (12.9) 44 (19.6) 65 

Agreed 34 (40.0) 160 (71.4) 194 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Formal Business Plan 

Disagreed 39 (45.9) 40 (18.1) 79 

Neutral 28 (32.9) 60 (26.9) 88 

Agreed 18 (21.2) 124 (55.4) 142 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Little or no business plan 

Disagreed 15 (17.6) 52 (23.2) 67 

Neutral 23 (27.1) 63 (28.1) 86 

Agreed 47 (55.3) 109 (48.7) 156 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Expertise 

Disagreed 7 (8.2) 125 (55.8) 132 

Neutral 16 (18.8) 21 (9.4) 37 

Agreed 62 (72.9) 78 (34.8) 140 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Charismatic 

Disagreed 6 (7.1) 14 (6.3) 20 

Neutral 13 (15.3) 35 (15.6) 48 

Agreed 66 (77.6) 175 (78.1) 241 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Pre-planned Strategy 

Disagreed 42 (49.4) 27 (12.1) 69 

Neutral 19 (22.3) 55 (24.6) 74 

Agreed 24 (28.2) 142 (63.4) 166 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Emergent Strategy 

Disagreed 21 (24.7) 161 (71.9) 182 

Neutral 17 (20.0) 40 (17.9) 57 

Agreed 47 (55.3) 23 (10.3) 70 
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Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Broad Hiring for Expertise 

Unlikely 30 (35.3) 11 (4.9) 41 

Neutral 31 (36.5) 62 (27.7) 93 

Likely 24 (28.2) 151 (67.4) 175 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Hiring within Social Network 

Unlikely 15 (17.6) 80 (35.7) 95 

Neutral 15 (17.6) 88 (39.2) 103 

Likely 55 (64.7) 56 (25.0) 111 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Formal Financing 

Unlikely 17 (16.5) 101 (45.1) 118 

Neutral 10 (11.8) 56 (25.0) 66 

Likely 61 (71.8) 67 (29.9) 128 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

Informal Financing 

Unlikely 46 (54.1) 18 (8.0) 64 

Neutral 18 (21.1) 55 (24.6) 73 

Likely 21 (24.7) 151 (67.4) 172 

Total 85 (100.0) 224 (100.0) 309 

 

From Table 7.11 above, it can be observed that slightly above 70% of respondents who 

described their opportunity recognition process as discovery considered themselves to 

be alert to opportunity. More than half (56%) of the discovery respondents also reported 

that they prepared a formal business plan prior to commencement of their business. 

Furthermore, about 75% of respondents who described their opportunity recognition 

process as creation also considered themselves experts who possess technical 

knowledge, market knowledge and natural leadership skills. On charismatic leadership 

skill, almost equal numbers of respondents, who described their opportunity 

identification process as creation and discovery process respectively, reported to possess 

the skill. In addition, about two-thirds of discovery reported to have had a pre-planned 

strategy prior to commencement of their business, while slightly over half of creation 

opportunity identification process reported that their strategy emerged and changed 

several times as the business evolved. 

 In terms of hiring personnel, many (67%) of the discovery process respondents reported 

that they would prefer to hire broad personnel with technical knowledge of the 
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opportunity, while an almost similar percentage of creation process respondents would 

prefer to hire from within their social networks. On financing, 70% of creation process 

as against 30% of discovery reported that they sourced their funding from formal 

sources such as banks and other lending agencies. However, 67% of discovery as against 

26% of creation reported that they sourced their funding from informal sources such as 

loans from family and friends.  

This result seems to suggest that there are some entrepreneurial orientations that are 

unique to each of the two processes of opportunity identification.  The results 

demonstrate that features such as alertness, having a formal business plan, pre-planned 

strategy, broad hiring of experts and informal funding were found to be unique to the 

discovery opportunity identification process. In addition, features such as no business 

plan, technical knowledge, emergent strategy, hiring within social network and formal 

funding strategy. However, charismatic leadership skill was found to be common to both 

identification processes.  This is summarised in Table 7.12 below. 

Table 7.12: Summary on the Features of Discovery and Creation Opportunities 

S/N FEATURE CREATION DISCOVERY 

1. Alertness   

2. Formal Business Plan   

3. Little or no business plan  – 

4. Expertise   

5. Charismatic   

6. Pre-planned Strategy   

7. Emergent strategy   

8. Broad Hiring for Expertise   

9. Hiring within social network  – 

10. Formal funding  – 

11. Informal funding –  
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In summary, it seems all the respondents who described entrepreneurial opportunity as 

discovery also described themselves as possessing alertness, preparing a formal business 

plan and strategy prior to commencement of business, preferring to hire experts like 

themselves as employees and sourcing their funding from social ties. Respondents who 

described entrepreneurial opportunity as creation also believe in formal business 

planning, possess expert knowledge, use emergent strategies, hire within their social 

network, and seek funding for business from formal sources such as banks and other 

financial institutions.  

7.4    Chapter Summary 

This chapter presents analyses of quantitative data collected from a cross sectional 

survey of 320 respondents. The analysis was undertaken based on research questions. 

On research question one, the results of the analysis confirm the findings from the 

qualitative data that there are two types of entrepreneurial opportunities in the small 

business sector, namely discovery and creation opportunity. The results also revealed 

that there seem to be more discovery than creation opportunity. On research question 

four, the results of the cross-tabulation tests suggest that entrepreneurship orientation 

such as alertness, formal business plan, pre-planned strategy, broad hiring of experts 

and informal funding are unique to the discovery process, while no business plan, 

technical knowledge, emergent strategy, hiring within social network and formal 

funding strategy are found to be unique to creation. The charismatic characteristic was 

found to be necessary for both processes.  

The third research question seeks to determine if a relationship exists between 

opportunity identification process and performance of small firms in Nigeria. Results 
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show that the nature and process of opportunity identification seem to predict the 

performance outcome of small firms. Specifically, the results of the logistic regression 

predict that small firms that are established from creation opportunity are three times 

likely to perform better than those formed from discovery opportunities, although the 

Nagelkerke’s R2 of 0.048 suggest a weak relationship. In the next chapter, findings from 

the qualitative analysis of the previous chapter and the results of the quantitative analysis 

of this chapter are integrated and discussed.  
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Chapter 8: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSION 

8.1    Introduction  

This is the last chapter of the thesis. The chapter presents a summary of the study so far 

and discusses the main findings of the qualitative and quantitative analyses. This is 

achieved by integrating the two analyses to determine the extent the semi-structured 

interviews and survey with entrepreneurs of early-stage small businesses serve to 

contribute to a more nuance understanding of opportunities identification process in 

Nigeria. Integrating these findings becomes necessary because of the need to strengthen 

the interpretative findings from the qualitative method with the quantitative results, as 

suggested by Creswell (2016) and Bowleg et al. (2016). They suggest that in a mixed-

methods study, a separate section or chapter should be dedicated to integrating or 

triangulating the results from the quantitative data and the findings from the qualitative. 

Thus, this present chapter integrates the findings from the last two chapters to arrive at 

a logical overall conclusion of the study.  

The remaining part of the chapter is presented as follows: Section 8.2 presents a 

summary of the research objectives and questions; Section 8.3 presents a discussion of 

the main findings according to the research questions; Overall conclusion is presented 

in section 8.4; Implications of the study is presented in section 8.5. The study’s 

limitations are presented in section 8.6; and lastly suggestion for further studies are 

presented in section 8.7.  

8.2    Summary of Research Questions and Research Objectives 

This study was conducted for the purpose of exploring the construct of entrepreneurial 

opportunities identification in Nigeria. The study, which was motivated by the calls in 

the literature for more exploratory studies on the central theme of entrepreneurship 
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opportunity identification in new context was undertaken in the small business sector of 

Nigeria. Specific objectives of the study are as follows: 

1. To investigate the current state of the existing literature on the process of 

entrepreneurial opportunities identification.  

2. To understand the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities, which Nigerian small 

early-stage business entrepreneurs seek to identify and explore. 

3. To describe how the owners of small early-stage firms identify entrepreneurial 

opportunities which they exploited to start their firms. 

4. To evaluate if a relationship exists between the entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification process of the Nigerian entrepreneur and success of small early-

stage firms. 

After a thorough review of literature on entrepreneurial opportunities recognition in line 

with the first objective of the study, the following research questions were formulated 

to guide the study: 

RQ1. What is the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities which entrepreneurs of early-

stage small businesses in Nigeria seek to identify and exploit? 

RQ2. How do the owners of small businesses in Nigeria identify entrepreneurial 

opportunities for their ventures?  

RQ3. Is there any relationship between the process of entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification and the performance of small, early-stage firms in Nigeria and if so, what 

is the nature of this relationship? 
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RQ4. Are there specific entrepreneurial orientations that distinguished discovery 

opportunity identification process from creation opportunity? 

To answer these questions, mixed-methods of research were employed to collect 

qualitative data from 38 small early-stage business owners using semi-structured 

interviews and quantitative data from a sample of 320 respondents using questionnaire 

survey technique.  The data were collected simultaneously from May to July 2016. The 

data sets were analysed separately using content analytical and thematic analytical 

techniques for the qualitative data, and inferential and descriptive statistical techniques 

such as logistic regression, t-tests, chi-square, and cross-tabulations were used for the 

quantitative data. The results of the two analyses were then integrated for a better 

understanding of the phenomenon. The findings from the two sets of analyses are 

discussed below according to the research questions.  

8.3    Discussion of Findings 

The discussion of the main findings is presented below according to the research 

questions. Findings from both qualitative and quantitative analyses are integrated to 

provide logical answers to the research questions,  

8.3.1 Research Question One- Nature of Entrepreneurial Opportunities 

The objective of the first research question is to understand the nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunity in Nigeria. Evidence from the qualitative analysis in section 6.3 reveals 

three things about the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities in Nigeria. Firstly, it shows 

that there are two types of entrepreneurial opportunities, namely Imitation (discovery) 

and Innovative (creation) opportunities in the Nigeria small business sector. The former 

is a pre-existing opportunity which is discovered and imitated usually by necessity 
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entrepreneurs, while the latter is an opportunity innovatively created by opportunity 

entrepreneurs. The second finding is that the two types of entrepreneurial opportunity 

exist simultaneously, with the imitation being the dominant. The third finding shows 

that the two types of opportunity could transition from one form to another. That is, an 

innovative opportunity could transition into an imitation opportunity and vice-versa.  

Similar findings were observed in the results of the quantitative analysis of the survey 

in section 7.3.1. The results show that a significantly high number of respondents 

perceived opportunities that led to the formation of their venture as discovery, while 

others see them as creation opportunities. The simultaneous description of opportunities 

as discovery and creation suggests that both opportunities exist at the same time, which 

confirms the findings from the qualitative data.  

By triangulation, agreements were found between the results of the quantitative data 

analysis and findings from the qualitative data analysis. As highlighted above, the 

existence of imitation and innovative opportunities’ findings from the qualitative data 

is complemented by the significant numbers of respondents that described opportunity 

as either discovery or creation in the survey results. Additionally, the dominance of 

imitation over innovative opportunity findings is also confirmed by the higher number 

of respondents of the survey who described opportunity as discovery. Lastly, the 

opportunity transition finding of the qualitative data appears slightly supported by the 

smaller number of respondents of the survey who perceived opportunity as being new 

only in their communities.  

This study being a pioneer one on entrepreneurial opportunity in Nigeria, local 

evidences were not found to support these findings; however, some evidences were 
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found from some other emerging economies in the world. For instance, as earlier 

reviewed, De Jong and Marsili (2010:24), in their empirical investigation of Kirznerian 

(discovery) versus Schumpeterian (creation) opportunities of high-tech small business 

entrepreneurs in the Netherlands, reported that the two types of opportunities are present 

and that there are more Kirznerian (discovery) than Schumpeterian (creation) 

opportunities. Similarly, Oner and Kunday (2016) reported similar findings in their 

study of Schumpeterian and Kirznerian entrepreneurship in Turkey from 2006 to 2013 

using GEM data. They concluded that as an emerging economy, Turkey has more 

discovery opportunities than creation opportunities, but the latter impact economic 

growth more than former. The GEM (2013) report also confirms that two opportunity 

types would exist in a developing economy. According to the GEM report, abundant 

opportunities would exist in a factor-driven economy, but these opportunities would be 

reduced as the economy improves. The prevalence of these opportunities in an economy 

will lead to more discovery of it by alert individuals, but as the economy transitions 

from one state to another, entrepreneurs would have to create the opportunities. With 

the Nigerian economy currently transitioning to becoming a service driven economy, 

the GEM’s evidence confirms why the two opportunity types exist in Nigeria and why 

presently there are more discovery than creation opportunities in the Nigerian SMEs 

sector. 

The third finding from the qualitative data analysis reveals that entrepreneurial 

opportunity transitions from one state to another. That is, the discovery and imitation of 

existing opportunities show that a discovery opportunity could transition to another form 

of discovery. Modifying an existing opportunity to develop an innovative one similarly 

suggests that a discovery opportunity can transition to a created opportunity. 
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Additionally, the innovative opportunity could also transition to discovery through 

imitation (Welter and Alvarez, 2015). The results of the quantitative data in Table 7.5, 

confirm this qualitative finding. The table revealed that slightly over 10% of the 

respondents (38/320) believed that the business opportunity that led to the formation of 

their firm was only new in their area of operation. This suggests that such opportunities 

were either created intuitively to solve local community problems or by imitating an 

existing opportunity in another environment. Therefore, there is an agreement between 

the qualitative findings of opportunity transition from one state to another and the “new 

only in places where you are active” findings of the survey results 

To date, there are no empirical studies on the transitory nature of entrepreneurial 

opportunities that this finding can be compared with (Dimov, 2010), but Welter and 

Alvarez’s (2015) opportunity transition theoretical proposition provides a theoretical 

justification. This theory postulates that the two types of opportunity can exist in a given 

context and could transition from one state to another. This finding thus provides 

empirical evidence for the opportunity transition theory of Welter and Alvarez (2015). 

This represents another contribution of this study to the literature on entrepreneurial 

opportunity. 

8.3.2 Research Question Two – Opportunities Identification Process 

The objective of the second research question is to describe how individual 

entrepreneurs identify opportunity within the Nigerian small business sector. This 

objective was achieved using only qualitative data. From the analysis of the qualitative 

data, it was revealed that entrepreneurial opportunity is identified through two processes 

- Discovery and Creation Process. These findings (processes) are discussed next. 
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Opportunity Discovery Process 

The first finding reveals that imitation opportunities are already in existence prior to 

discovery by entrepreneurs. This discovery process is influenced by factors such as prior 

knowledge of the existence of such opportunities, alertness, education (human capital) 

and social networks. These factors are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Prior-Knowledge 

Findings from the qualitative data reveal that entrepreneurs in the Nigeria SMEs sector 

of the economy rely on their cognitive skills acquired from prior knowledge of industry, 

market and customers’ problems to identify entrepreneurial opportunities. Evidence 

from the analysis suggests that the entrepreneurs use these skills to discover previously 

unidentified opportunities or imitate existing products or services, which often lead to 

new venture creation (Baron and Ensley, 2006).   

There are several theories and empirical evidences that support the above findings, 

although none of these studies originated from Nigeria or Africa, but they offer 

insightful evidence to validate these findings. For instance, Shane and Venkantaraman 

(2000) postulate that some individuals will be able to discover opportunities because 

they possess both prior information and the cognitive capacity to value the opportunities. 

Similarly, Shane (2000), in an in-depth case study of eight entrepreneurs in America, 

confirmed Kirzner’s (1973) theoretical speculation that entrepreneurial opportunities 

discovery depends on prior knowledge. Shane demonstrated that in any given situation, 

individuals will be able to discover entrepreneurial opportunities because they possess 

prior knowledge of existing market, ways to serve the market and customers’ problems.  
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On prior knowledge of the market, Shepherd and De Tienne’s (2005) experiment 

confirms that opportunity discovery process, which is driven by entrepreneur’s prior 

knowledge of customers’ problems, often leads to identification of an innovative 

opportunity. Shepherd and De Tienne experimented with 78 MBA students of a 

Colorado based university to understand the impact of prior knowledge and financial 

reward on opportunity identification; they concluded that an entrepreneur’s knowledge 

of customers’ problems will lead to identification of “more opportunities and 

opportunities that are more innovative” (pg. 91 and 103). Ardichvili’s (2003) theory of 

opportunity identification and development similarly proposed that prior knowledge of 

the industry will enhance entrepreneurs’ opportunity identification. 

Prior knowledge of industry influences the opportunity recognition of the participants; 

supporting references were found in several studies. Cooper and Park (2008), in their 

study of opportunity recognition of 31 entrepreneurs in technology firms in Canada, 

demonstrated that entrepreneurs’ prior experience in a particular industry helped them 

to recognise entrepreneurial opportunity.  Barringer and Ireland (2008) similarly found 

that individuals who work in a particular industry would identify market niches that are 

currently not being served. Similar evidence was also found in Markham and Baron 

(2003).   These evidences confirm the finding of the study, which is that entrepreneurs 

in the Nigerian SMEs sector rely on their prior knowledge of industry to identify 

opportunity. 

More recent studies also confirm that prior knowledge plays a significant role in 

opportunity discovery process. For instance, Grégoire, Barr, and Shepherd (2010), in 

their study of 10 novice entrepreneurs with senior management experience in two 

different industries, observed that entrepreneurs with prior market knowledge used this 
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knowledge to “connect the dots” between the problems they have observed in some 

markets and the potential capability of a new technology to provide a solution. They 

therefore concluded that entrepreneurs used their prior knowledge of the market to 

identify opportunities to use new technology.  Similarly, Arentz, Sautet, and Storr 

(2013), in their laboratory experiment to test for a relationship between prior knowledge 

and opportunity identification, also concluded that entrepreneurs with prior knowledge 

are more likely to discover opportunities than those without it. 

In contrast, however, research findings from some other recent studies obtained similar 

results but a different conclusion to the absolute positive relationship between prior 

knowledge and opportunity discovery by others. Some studies (Chandra et al., 2009; 

Koellinger, 2008; Hsieh et al., 2007) concluded that entrepreneurs combine prior 

knowledge with information from their educational background and social networks to 

discover opportunities. As noted by George et al. (2016) and Tang (2010), this notion 

could be valid in a turbulent environment where opportunities are critically evaluated. 

This critical evaluation of opportunities only occurs in an environment where 

information is readily available (George et al., 2016), but this is not the case in Nigeria. 

Entrepreneurial Alertness versus Deliberate Search 

Two major findings emerged from the analysis of quotations coded as alertness. Firstly, 

it was observed that entrepreneurs with alertness discover entrepreneurial opportunities 

without deliberately searching for it. They discover these opportunities by mere 

observation of undesirable situations or conditions. Secondly, some of them combine 

alertness with intelligence acquired from experience to interpret current information as 

opportunity. These two findings are supported by a number of empirical studies in the 

literature. For instance, Shane (2000) experiment demonstrated that individuals with 
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idiosyncratic prior knowledge would interpret new information to identify business 

opportunity better than those without such knowledge. That is, an individual’s 

background would empower them to process new information and therefore identify 

opportunity without search. Gaglio and Katz (2001) also noted that individual’s ability 

to identify opportunity could be as a result of their ability to make use of their “chronic 

schema”. That is, the ability of individuals to identify opportunity is dependent on thier 

ability to find relationships among information.   

Other studies provide evidence as to why alert Nigerian entrepreneurs effortlessly search 

for opportunities. Stewart Jr, May and Kalia (2008) concluded that the amount of search 

and what individuals search for is dependent upon their perception of their political, 

economic, social and technological (PEST) environment and availability of information. 

They explained that if information is readily available and easily accessible in an 

environment, the entrepreneur engages in a deliberate search for opportunity. But if the 

entrepreneur perceives that the information is difficult to obtain or not easily accessible, 

they avoid deliberate searches for opportunity. That is, they engage in effortless search. 

This view is also supported by Tang (2008), who concluded that when a social and 

economic environment is flush with support for formation of new enterprise, 

entrepreneurs are likely to effortlessly search for opportunities, rather than engaging in 

deliberate searches. As presented in section 4.8, business information is not readily 

available and accessible in Nigeria and in most developing countries. The entrepreneurs 

thus rely more on prior knowledge in interpreting new information rather than 

deliberately searching for non-existing information on opportunities. 
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Human Capital 

From the analysis, two findings were made with respect to how human capital (formal, 

technical and entrepreneurship specific education) influences entrepreneurial 

opportunity discovery. Firstly, it was observed that while some participants believed 

that formal or technical education significantly influenced their opportunity discovery, 

others reported that it combines with other factors such as alertness and social network. 

When the views of the participants are summed up, it was observed that although formal 

or technical education plays an important role in the discovery of opportunities, it is not 

absolutely clear if it does this alone or when combined with entrepreneurial alertness or 

social networks.  

Evidence from other studies has not been conclusive on the relationship between human 

capital and opportunity discovery. While some studies concluded that a positive 

relationship exists between general education and the possibility of recognising 

opportunities, others concluded that education only plays an intermediate role in the 

recognition process. For instance, a research conducted by Grégoire et al. (2010) 

considered general education acquired by an individual as a critical factor in opportunity 

recognition process. In contrast, Yu (2001) concluded that it is not the acquired 

education itself that is responsible for opportunity identification, but the way individual 

makes use of it. Yu argues that it is the individual’s mental construct (alertness) that is 

crucial in the opportunity discovery process. Similarly, Chandra et al. (2009) concluded 

that general education must be combined with information from sources like prior 

knowledge and social networks before an individual could recognise opportunity.  

The second finding on human capital indicates that the third form of human capital, 

entrepreneurship specific education, has a direct and absolute effect on opportunity 
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discovery. Analysis revealed that participants who have attended entrepreneurship 

specific trainings were unequivocal that such trainings helped them in discovering 

opportunity. This finding is supported by Davidsson and Honig (2003) who assert that 

it is actually entrepreneurial specific education that is responsible for opportunity 

recognition. Davidsson and Honig (2003), in their study of the role of human and social 

capital among 308 nascent entrepreneurs, concluded that specific entrepreneurial 

education is a stronger predictor of entrepreneurial activity success than general 

education, although education and previous start-up experience was found to be 

positively associated with initial entrepreneurial activities of nascent entrepreneurs.   

Social Capital 

When all the findings on social capital as a factor affecting opportunity discovery were 

collated, it was found that among small business sectors’ entrepreneurs in Nigeria, the 

strong tie of social capital plays a significant role in the discovery of imitation 

(discovery) opportunities. Friends, family members and knowledgeable colleagues in 

previous places of work provide information and logistics which resulted in the 

discovery of entrepreneurial opportunity. This finding is supported by a number of 

empirical studies. Singh et al. (1999), in a survey of 256 entrepreneurs, found a positive 

relationship between the number of opportunities recognised by an entrepreneur and the 

number of weak ties in their social networks. They concluded that the greater the number 

of social networks of an individual, the greater the number of opportunities they 

recognise. Findings from Ozgen and Baron (2007) also confirmed a positive relationship 

between social sources of information and opportunity recognition process. They 

concluded that nascent entrepreneurs usually benefit from information from their social 

networks to identify opportunities for new ventures.   Hite (2005) was more specific on 
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the strength or nature of the social relationship. Hite concluded that the higher the 

number of strong ties possessed by an individual, the higher the number of opportunities 

they identify.  

In summary, following the preceding discussion, it can be confirmed that in the Nigerian 

small business sector, the imitation entrepreneurial opportunity discovery is affected by 

factors such as prior knowledge (of industry, market and customers’ needs), alertness, 

human capital (general knowledge and entrepreneurial specific knowledge) and social 

capital. Some of these factors were found to unilaterally affect opportunity discovery in 

the sector (e.g. entrepreneurship specific education), while others combine to influence 

opportunity discovery. At present, there is dearth of empirical studies on opportunity 

discovery process within a developing economy context in general and Nigeria small 

business sector in particular, which this study can be compared with. However, evidence 

was found in previous empirical studies from other contexts which validates these 

findings, although there is no single study that investigated all the factors together. 

Therefore, investigating the impact of these factors on opportunity discovery in this 

study is one of the major contributions of this thesis. Doing so in a new context is another 

contribution. 

Opportunity Creation Process 

The opportunity creation process starts from the mental conception of an idea from the 

mind of the individual who decides to go into a small business. This mental conception 

is triggered by the entrepreneur’s desire to solve a personal or societal problem, desire 

to make a change, or by new knowledge acquired. The entrepreneur spent some time 

thinking of what business to do and in the process conceive an idea, of which its 

commercial viability and technical feasibility are not known to them. Because of this 
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uncertainty that surrounds their idea, the individual therefore shares this idea with social 

networks, primarily family members, friends and colleagues, who they believe possess 

experience and technical knowledge which could help them to evaluate and make sense 

out of the idea. Based on positive feedback they received from their knowledgeable 

networks, they begin to develop confidence in their idea and it thus becomes a real 

opportunity to be exploited. 

At present, there are limited empirical studies on the constructivists’ perspective on 

opportunity creation in the extant literature, but there are numbers of theories that 

provide justification for the findings above. Wood and McKinley (2010)’s 

entrepreneurial opportunity production theory assumed that opportunity is produced 

(not discovered) through a process that involves idea conceptualisation by the 

entrepreneur, idea objectification and enactment of the opportunity into venture.  

Wood and McKinley’s propositions suggest that entrepreneurs would first conceptualise 

a business idea, before discussing it with knowledgeable “peers” for objectification 

purposes. According to them, an idea may be objectified or abandoned depending on 

feedback from peers. Positive feedback increases the entrepreneur’s confidence and 

commitment to the idea; hence it becomes objectified and later enacted. Negative 

feedback, by contrast, means that the opportunity idea is abandoned. This proposition 

supported the empirical findings of this study. Furthermore, this particular finding is 

another contribution of this study to knowledge - it provides empirical evidence for the 

constructivists’ view of opportunity identification. 

In aggregate, entrepreneurs of small businesses in Nigeria either discover and imitate 

existing entrepreneurial opportunities or create a new one intuitively or by modifying 
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existing ones. These findings have four implications based on evidence from the extant 

literature. Firstly, the imitation and modification finding provides empirical evidence 

for the opportunity state transition theory of Welter and Alvarez (2015) and the Virtuous 

cycle theory of Zahra (2008). The two theories suggest that opportunity transitions from 

discovery to creation or/and vice versa.  The imitation of existing opportunity is 

interpreted to mean transition of discovery opportunity to another one (Zahra, 2008), 

while the modification is interpreted to mean transition from discovery to creation 

opportunity (Welter and Alvarez, 2015). This transition finding is further confirmed by 

a GEM (2013) report that, in developing economy, there will be an abundance of 

discovery opportunities due to high unemployment, which will push the individual 

(Necessity Entrepreneur) to seek opportunity to start small business, but as the economy 

improves, unemployment drops, there will now be less discovery opportunity and more 

creation opportunity. The creation opportunities are thus created by some individuals 

who are pulled into entrepreneurship because of the perceived opportunities they 

created. It can thus be inferred that in a developing economy, a necessity entrepreneur, 

because of the push factor to go into entrepreneurship, will seek to discover and imitate 

an existing business opportunity. However, as the economy grows from a factor-driven 

to efficiency driven economy, some opportunity entrepreneurs either discover or create 

opportunity intuitively or by modifying existing ones. 

Secondly, the creation process finding of this study provides empirical evidence for the 

opportunity production theory of Wood and McKinley (2010). Being a recent alternative 

theory to the discovery theory, limited empirical studies exist in the literature. This study 

thus represents one of the few empirical studies which employ the constructive approach 

to investigating opportunity identification. However, by discovering triggers to 
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opportunity idea conceptualisation, this study did not only confirm the opportunity 

production theory, it also extends it. Wood and McKinley’s theory did not explain where 

the idea comes from, but this study has revealed that it is triggered by the acquisition of 

new knowledge, the desire to solve a problem or the desire to make a change. This is 

another contribution of this study.      

Thirdly, the discovery process of opportunity identification finding of this study is 

similar to those of the studies from the West. Although there is no single study that has 

empirically investigated all the factors that influence opportunity discovery (this study 

is the first, based on a literature search), but most of their individual findings are 

confirmed in this study. This can be interpreted to mean that, irrespective of context, 

factors such as alertness, prior knowledge of industry, market, and customers’ needs, 

human capital (formal and entrepreneurship specific education) and social capital 

(strong ties of social network) will be required for an individual to discover the 

opportunity for business. 

Fourthly, in aggregate, all these findings can be interpreted to mean that the two existing 

theories of opportunity identification can be said to be complementary rather than 

conflicting; they are both describing two different opportunities. While the discovery 

process explains existing opportunity, the creation process produces innovative 

opportunity.   

8.3.3 Research Question Three- Entrepreneurial Opportunity Identification 
Process and Firm Performance 

Having confirmed that entrepreneurs of small businesses follow two processes in 

identifying opportunities for their firms, the third research question sought to evaluate 

if there is a relationship between these processes and the performance of small ventures 
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in their early years. The results of the quantitative analyses in section 7.3.3 show a weak 

path-dependency relationship between the two variables. That is, the type of opportunity 

discovered or created by the entrepreneur reasonably predicts the performance of the 

firm, although this relationship is weak. The results of the logistic regression further 

indicate that firms formed from created opportunity are three times more likely to 

perform better than innovative opportunity’s firms in terms of sales and cash flow. 

This finding is supported by some empirical studies in the extant literature. For instance, 

De Jong and Marsili (2010), in their empirical investigation of Schumpeterian (creation) 

opportunity and Kirznerian (discovery) opportunity and their relationship with firm 

growth in the Netherlands, concluded that creation opportunities induced better 

performance than discovery in terms of sales and employment after two years of 

existence. Similarly, Oner and Kunday (2016), in their study of Schumpeterian and 

Kirznerian entrepreneurship in Turkey from 2006 to 2013 using GEM data, concluded 

that in an emerging economy, innovative opportunity impacts the economic growth 

more than imitated opportunity. Similarly, Shane (2003) postulated that creation 

opportunity is more likely to be valuable than the discovery opportunity because of the 

formers dis-equilibrating characteristic. Shane further suggests that firms exploiting 

creation opportunities are more likely to create more wealth than firms exploiting the 

discovery opportunities.  

This finding is consistent with suggestions of scholars like Shane (2003) and findings 

from De Jong and Marsili (2010). Shane (2003) argued that the dis-equilibrating 

characteristic of creation opportunities could make them more valuable than discovery 

opportunities. Shane further suggests that firms exploiting creation opportunity would 

create more wealth than the discovery firms. Similarly, De Jong and Marsili (2010), in 
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their empirical investigation of Schumpeterian (creation) opportunity and Kirznerian 

(discovery) opportunity and their relationship with firm growth in the Netherlands, 

concluded that creation opportunities induced better performance than discovery in 

terms of sales and employment after two years of existence.  

8.3.4 Research Question Four – Entrepreneurial Orientation and firm 

Performance  

Findings from the analysis of research question four in section 7.3.3 reveal that certain 

entrepreneurial orientations of individual entrepreneur determine the nature of 

opportunity they seek. These orientations were also found to moderate the relationship 

between entrepreneurial opportunities and firm performance. The results demonstrate 

that entrepreneurs who imitate an existing opportunity will possess alertness and 

demonstrate entrepreneurial orientation such as preparing a formal business plan and a 

strategy prior to commencement of business, preferring to hire experts like themselves 

as employees and source funding from social networks. These orientations are described 

as informal. Also, entrepreneurs who create innovative opportunity will demonstrate 

formal entrepreneurial orientations such as formal business planning, possess expertise 

knowledge, use emergent strategies, hire within their social network and seek funding 

for business from formal sources such as banks and other financial institutions. 

Charismatic orientation was found to be common to both processes. 

This finding provides empirical evidence for the proposition of Welter and Alvarez 

(2015) that entrepreneurs who discover pre-existing opportunity (imitated opportunity) 

will be different from those who create innovative opportunity in terms of their 

entrepreneurial orientation concerning leadership, strategy, planning, human resources 
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and financing. In addition, they also argue that these entrepreneurial orientations will 

also reasonably predict firm performance. 

This finding is further confirmed by the argument of Lyles and Thomas (1988) and 

Smallbone and Welter (2006) that entrepreneurs will always show consistency in their 

entrepreneurial orientation given similar conditions or situations. For instance, some 

empirical researches in the strategic entrepreneurship field confirm that entrepreneurs’ 

strategic orientations affect firms’ performance (Slevin and Covin, 1997). In a study of 

112 manufacturing firms operating in 78 industries in Southwestern Pennsylvania, 

Slevin and Covin found that planned strategies and emergent strategies are positively 

related to sales growth. Similarly, Brinckmann, Grichnik and Kapsa (2010) found that 

business planning is more beneficial (positively relating to performance) to small 

business with lower uncertainty (discovery) than firms with higher uncertainty 

(creation) (Welter and Alvarez, 2015). 

Evidence for hiring within social networks for creation opportunity firms was found in 

Cruz, Justo and Castro’s study (2010). In their study of the effect of family employment 

on performance of 392 SMEs in Dominican Republic, Cruz et al. (2010) confirm that 

hiring staff from within social networks has a positive relationship with firms’ 

performance. They further posit that employing within strong social ties increases firms’ 

sales but decreases profitability. This evidence further confirms this present study’s 

finding that firms with innovative opportunity will perform better in sales value but less 

in net profit than those with imitated opportunity. In terms of financing, Ayyagari, 

Demirguç-Kunt, and Maksimovic (2008), in their investigation of the impact of sources 

of finance on small firm performance among 2,400 firms in China, reported that firms 
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that source financing from the formal financial system are associated with faster growth, 

while those that source funding from alternative channels are not. 

In aggregate, on the strength of the above evidence and given the fact that entrepreneurs 

show consistency in their behaviour or orientations under similar condition or situation 

(Lyles and Thomas, 1988; Smallbone and Welter, 2006), this thesis interprets findings 

from the last two analyses to mean that entrepreneurial orientation concerning 

leadership, strategy, planning, human resources and financing (in the dimension shown 

in Table 3.1.) will predict the type of opportunity and moderate the performance of small 

firms in Nigeria (Welter and Alvarez, 2015). 

8.4 Overall Conclusion 

Going back to the aim of this study, which is to explore the nature and process of 

identifying entrepreneurial opportunities in Nigeria, four important conclusions can be 

drawn from the discussion above. Firstly, this study demonstrates that within the sample 

population of the Nigerian SMEs sector, entrepreneurial opportunities exist as imitation 

and innovative opportunities. The former is the most common. The presence of higher 

number of necessity than opportunity entrepreneurs among the sample population, 

which characterises Sub-Sahara African economy is responsible for the dominance of 

imitation over innovative opportunity in Nigeria. The economic pressure to immediately 

start a small business usually forces the necessity entrepreneur to imitate an existing 

opportunity. 

However, the innovative opportunity is endogenously created by an individual 

(opportunity entrepreneur) by intuition or modifying an existing product in an attempt 

to solve a personal or community problem, make a change, or use a newly acquired 
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knowledge or skill. The limited number of this type of entrepreneur means there will be 

less innovative opportunity in a developing economy. Therefore, by extension, there 

will be more discovery opportunities than creation in an economy dominated by 

necessity entrepreneurs and vice versa. This finding explains why there are more 

opportunities in some context and time than others (Shane, 2012). 

This finding also provides empirical evidence for multiple and transition nature of 

entrepreneurial opportunities in the Nigerian SMEs. The imitation and modification of 

existing opportunity findings of this study confirms that among the studied population, 

opportunity exists at least in two forms and can transition from one state to another. That 

is, through imitation, it is possible for a discovery opportunity to transition into another 

one, while the modification of an existing opportunity changes a discovery opportunity 

into creation and vice-versa. This transitory nature of entrepreneurial opportunities is 

expected to be common in an emerging economy characterised with limited 

technological development and adoption, but entrepreneurial active individuals. The 

limited technological advancement would limit the capacity of the highly motivated 

entrepreneurs in this type of economy to innovate. They would therefore resolve to 

imitation of existing product in the absence of enforceable copyright law. This is 

significantly different from what is obtainable in Europe and America.  

Secondly, regarding the process of entrepreneurial opportunities identification, the study 

reveals that the imitation opportunity is an existing opportunity discovered and imitated 

by an alert necessity entrepreneur, who has prior knowledge of its existence, aided by 

their formal and entrepreneurship specific education, and social networks. The 

innovative opportunity is intuitively created or through modification of an existing 

opportunity by an opportunity entrepreneur through an interactive process with their 
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social environment. This opportunity production process is triggered by the 

entrepreneur’s desire to solve a problem, desire to make a change or because of new 

knowledge, which pushes the individual to innovation. This description of how 

entrepreneurial opportunities are identified in Nigeria is consistent, to a large extent, 

with some empirical studies and theories from other contexts. Subject to further studies 

in other contexts, it can be concluded that geographical context plays less critical role 

in the process of entrepreneurial opportunities identification. 

Thirdly, with respect to the relationship between the two processes of opportunity 

identification and small business’ performance, it was found within the sample 

population that small firms that are established from innovative opportunities are three 

times more likely to perform better than those established from imitation opportunities, 

in their early years, although the relationship was found to be weak. However, this path-

dependence relationship is moderated by entrepreneurial/strategic orientation of the 

entrepreneur towards leadership, strategy, planning, human resources, and financing. 

This finding proves that opportunity identification, beyond theory, could have practical 

implications for small ventures.  

Finally, the DE-OI model of this study also demonstrated that entrepreneurial 

opportunities identification can be studied using a single theory that incorporates both 

the discovery and creation opportunity. The DE-OI provides a comprehensive model, 

which incorporates factors that influence opportunity discovery. It also explains the 

process leading to creation of created opportunity. This process identifies the triggers of 

an opportunity idea and other critical stages of the idea development to opportunity. 

Therefore, using the DE-OI, other researchers can now investigate opportunity 
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identification in many other contexts without the confusion associated with their earlier 

theories.  

To a large extent, this model has eliminated the confusion usually associated with 

research outcomes of studies adopting either of discovery or creation theory. With this 

model, investigation of dual opportunities in a single study is now possible. This is an 

indication that the search for a universal theory would eventual produce one, if not here 

already. It is hoped that these views, and those from other contexts, would aggregate to 

develop a universal theory of opportunity identification capable of explaining different 

type of opportunity irrespective of context. 

8.5 Implications 

This section discusses the implications of the outcomes of this research on the 

entrepreneurship scholarly field and the practice of small businesses. These implications 

should however be viewed with consideration for the study’s limitations as discussed in 

section 9.6 below.  

8.5.1 Implications for Mainstream Literature on Opportunity Identification 

There are several important areas where this study makes contributions to theory on 

entrepreneurial opportunities identification. These contributions are as follows: 

Firstly, this study made a novel contribution towards the development of a single theory 

of opportunity identification through its DE-OI model. The study established that 

entrepreneurial opportunities can be studied without the confusion associated with 

interpreting research outcomes, because of the conflicting and confusing description of 

opportunity. With the exception of few (e.g. Welter and Alvarez, 2015; Zahra, 2008), 

most of the existing framework on opportunities discovery or creation have assumed 
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opportunity to either be in the discovery or creation states. Thus, these studies present 

theories that are capable of explaining one particular opportunity type. Understanding 

and interpreting such theories (studies) thus becomes difficult for readers, because they 

are not always clear which type of opportunity a particular study is investigating. 

However, by recognising (and confirming) that there are more than one form of 

opportunity and indicating the dynamic processes that lead to discovery/creation of each 

opportunity, the DE-OI model has demonstrated that a universal theory of opportunity 

is not a mirage after all. The DE-OI model clearly offers an alternative framework for 

studying opportunity identification in any context. 

Secondly, by empirically linking an entrepreneur’s decision to start business (necessity 

and opportunity entrepreneurship) to the two types of opportunity, this study contributes 

to the literature on opportunity by clarifying further why some individuals seek and 

explore certain types of opportunities. Existing literature only demonstrates why some 

and not all individuals are able to identify opportunities. This study further demonstrates 

that an individual’s reason for becoming an entrepreneur also determine whether they 

would prefer to discover an existing opportunity or create an innovative one. The present 

study has demonstrated that a necessity entrepreneur, because of the push factor to start 

a business, will seek to discover an existing opportunity, while an opportunity 

entrepreneur will either modify an existing opportunity to create a new one or intuitively 

develop a creation opportunity. Therefore, there will be more discovery opportunities in 

an economy and time dominated by necessity entrepreneurs. This perhaps has answered 

Shane’s (2012) curiosity on why we have more opportunities in some areas and time 

than others.  
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Thirdly, this study confirmed that some of the factors influencing opportunity discovery 

in the industrialised countries and in the Nigerian context are similar. For instance, it 

was found in this study that factors such as prior knowledge of market, industry and 

customers’ needs, alertness and entrepreneurship specific education influence 

opportunity discovery in the small business sector. Similar findings were reported in 

some studies in the Western context, such as prior knowledge of market finding of 

Shepherd and DeTienne (2005), prior knowledge of industry (Cooper and Park, 2008), 

prior knowledge of customers (Grégoire et al., 2010), alertness (Gaglio and Katz, 2001) 

and entrepreneurship specific education of Ucbasaran et al. (2008) and Davidsson and 

Honig (2003). As the present study was undertaken in a geographically and 

economically different context to the West, this study contributes to the effect that 

opportunity discovery process transcends regional boundaries. 

Fourthly, this study also provides empirical validation for some theoretical propositions 

which have not been tested in earlier studies. For instance, the imitation and 

modification of existing opportunity findings of this study confirm the virtuous cycle 

theory and opportunity transitory theory of Zahra (2008) and Welter and Alvarez (2015), 

respectively. These two theories, without empirical evidence, have postulated that 

opportunity can change from one state to another. This study has thus confirmed these 

theories with its (present study) discovery that, through imitation, a discovery 

opportunity can change to another discovery; and that by modification, a 

discovery/creation opportunity can also transit to another one. Similarly, the creation 

process of opportunity identification finding of this study also provides empirical 

evidence for the constructivists’ theory of opportunity production (Wood and McKinley, 

2010), which to date have received limited empirical attention. 
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Fifthly, apart from providing empirical evidence for the constructivists’ opportunity 

production theory of Wood and McKinley (2010), another modest contribution of this 

study to the literature is that it identifies the “triggers” of opportunity creation process. 

Wood and McKinley postulate that an individual conceives an opportunity idea without 

addressing where the idea came from. This study extends the process by empirically 

confirming that the individual’s desire to solve a problem, make a change or the new 

knowledge they acquire will trigger the idea conceptualisation. 

Sixthly, this study also contributes to the literature on opportunities identification by 

investigating all factors from the literature that influence opportunity discovery of 

individuals. The existing literature has extensively investigated these opportunities 

discovery influencing factors individually in various studies, such as prior knowledge 

(Shane 2000) and alertness (Kirzner, 1997), however, this study made a novel 

contribution by empirically investigating and synchronising all the factors in a single 

study. With this, it is now possible to have a holistic view of all the opportunities 

influencing factors at once. 

Seventhly, this study examines the possible effect of entrepreneurial behaviour and 

strategic orientation of entrepreneurs in the Nigerian small business sector on the type 

of opportunity they discover or create and their (entrepreneurial behaviour and strategic 

orientation) role in their firm’s success. By so doing, this study contributes to knowledge 

by empirically establishing that entrepreneurial behaviour and strategic orientation play 

significant roles in the type of opportunity individuals pursue and also mediate this 

opportunity identification process and performance of ventures. 
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Overall, this study provides an enriched understand of the construct of opportunity 

identification from a developing economy and a Sub-Sahara African perspective. This 

study is a direct response to the call in the literature for more studies on the phenomenon 

from new contexts to aid the unification of existing theories and perspectives of 

opportunities identification (Shane, 2012; Welter and Alvarez, 2015). With most of the 

existing studies in the mainstream literature on entrepreneurship and opportunities 

identification coming from outside Sub-Saharan Africa, undertaking this study in 

Nigeria has provided a fresh insight into the opportunities identification conversation 

and added to the limited entrepreneurship literature on Africa (GEM, 2013; Obloj et al., 

2008). It is hoped that the scholarly field will aggregate this study’s findings with views 

from other contexts to develop a universally acceptable theory of opportunity.  

8.5.2 Implication for Practice 

From a practice perspective, the findings of this study some implications. Firstly, the 

entrepreneurial opportunities discovery by imitation finding of this study suggest a 

quick process of opportunity discovery to individuals who are interested in 

entrepreneurship out of necessity in Nigeria. Such individuals, because of the push 

factor to start a business are always anxious to find a business opportunity to exploit. 

With this study finding, individual necessity entrepreneurs are now provided with 

information that could aid opportunity discovery, which is the foundation of their 

business formation. Relying on this finding, individual necessity entrepreneurs can use 

their prior-knowledge of an industry or market to identify an existing opportunity in one 

market, imitate it and exploit for business as quickly as possible. 

Similarly, the opportunity creation by modification’s finding of this study also suggests 

an easy path to innovation to SMEs in Nigeria. This study identifies creation of 
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entrepreneurial opportunity by modifying existing one in a market or industry. Using 

the modification process outcome of this study, Nigerian entrepreneurs struggling to 

introduce innovative products are now encouraged to consider reverse innovation. 

Reverse innovation allows entrepreneurs to produce affordable ‘good-enough products 

or services’ for the emerging market by modifying existing technology. With high 

aggregate demand for affordable ‘good-enough products or services’ by the bottom of 

the pyramid’s customers in emerging market like Nigeria, this study has provided 

information for opportunity entrepreneurs or small firms on quicker way to identify 

opportunity. 

Using the triggers of opportunity creation outcome of this study, small firms in Nigeria 

can develop the capacity of their employees to create innovative opportunity by sending 

them on training to acquire new knowledge.  New knowledge, desire to make a change, 

and desire to solve a problem have been identified in this study as factors that trigger 

mental formulation of business ideas. Therefore, when individuals acquire new 

knowledge, there are increased chances that they would be able to conceptualise a 

business idea and subsequently develop it to entrepreneurial opportunities.  

By establishing a path-dependence relationship between opportunity identification and 

small business performance among the sample population, this study has demonstrated 

that opportunity identification has practical implications for business. Prior to this study, 

some scholars have suggested that opportunity identification has no implication in 

practice. Through this study, it is now known that the type of opportunity an 

entrepreneur seeks could reasonably predict firm performance. Small firms and venture 

capitalists can now reasonably evaluate an opportunity against their investment 
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objective before further exploitation. In addition, small firms can now decide on the type 

of opportunity they want to seek for exploitation, based on their business objectives.   

8.5.3 Implication for Policy 

The findings of this study also have implications for Nigerian policy on 

entrepreneurship education. The study demonstrates that entrepreneurship specific 

education contributes significantly to individual’s ability to identify entrepreneurial 

opportunity. Based on this finding, entrepreneurship education curriculum for higher 

education in Nigeria needs to focus more on developing the students’ creativity capacity. 

Presently, the country’s curriculum on entrepreneurship education emphasises more 

vocational studies than creativity (Gabadeen and Raimi. 2012). Enhancing creativity 

capacity of Nigerian youths would enhance their ability to innovate, discover 

entrepreneurial opportunities, and by extension generate employment. Therefore, there 

is need to make the curriculum opportunity focus rather its present person-centric 

content. 

8.5.4 Implications for Methodology 

This study recorded high response rate in its survey. The high response rate is 

attributable to the adoption of an uncommon strategy of ‘Group Distribution’ to 

administer the questionnaire (Collis and Hussey, 2015:206). This strategy recorded 90% 

response rate in a country with a history of poor response to survey (Adomi, Ayo, and 

Nakpodia, 2007). This suggests that using this strategy (when and where applicable) or 

combining it with other strategies, as done in this study, to administer the self-completed 

questionnaire to respondents could be a potential solution to the usually low response 

rate to survey in Nigeria and Sub-Saharan Africa (Bulmer and Warwick, 1993; Casley, 
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Lury and Richard, 1981). This study thus contributes to methodology literature on 

questionnaire administration in Nigeria. 

8.6 Limitations of the Study 

This thesis adopted a pragmatic philosophical view and mixed-methodology approach, 

which allowed the researcher to collect and analyse information from more than one 

source and technique. Information was sourced from academic publications, data and 

results from semi-structured interviews for early-stage entrepreneurs and results from 

the questionnaire survey. The pragmatic philosophy and mixed-methodology stance 

also provided for triangulation of results from these sources, which demonstrate rigour 

and strengthened the findings of this thesis. However, despite this strength of the 

research, the thesis without a doubt still has some limitations. Its results should therefore 

be interpreted with these limitations in mind. These limitations are presented below. 

8.6.1 Limitation by Methodology 

One limitation of this study is the likely occurrence of recall bias in the stories narrated 

by the entrepreneurs during the semi-structured interviews.  During the interviews, 

participants were asked to recount how they started their businesses and some strategic 

steps taken during the firm formation process. Chances exist that participants would 

recall and narrate only the success stories, which may distort the findings. Because this 

possible limitation has been identified in advance, efforts were made by the researcher 

to reduce the effect of this recall bias. 

Firstly, some probing questions were asked to extract as accurate an account as possible 

from the interviewees. Secondly, efforts were also made to corroborate the views of the 

interviewees during the interviews with others’ views during the analysis by 
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triangulation using content and thematic analytical techniques. These approaches are 

known to reduce the impact of bias. 

Despite these efforts, however, the findings of this study, especially those that rely 

largely on the qualitative data, should therefore not be generalised. Future studies may 

need to consider longitudinal case studies of nascent entrepreneurs who are in the 

process of discovering or creating opportunity. This could be a better way to study how 

opportunity evolves from scratch to exploitation. However, this study was limited by 

time and resources and was thus unable to use this approach because it requires at least 

five years to investigate discovery, evaluation, development and exploitation of 

opportunity. 

Additionally, this thesis is limited by lack of objective secondary data or information. 

The results of this thesis were based on self-reported data. The study resorted to this 

because of the difficulty of obtaining secondary financial data on small firms that are 

not required by law to publish their data (Kellermanns et al., 2008; Love and Klapper, 

2002). The use of more objective data on the financial performance of the firm, for 

instance, could have been more appropriate. Therefore, the results of this study should 

be used with this in mind. 

8.6.2 Limitation by Data 

Two things emerged from the analysis of the respondents and interviewees, which need 

to be considered in interpreting the results of this study. First, the gender ratio of the 38 

interviewees is slightly biased towards male participants. This was not pre-determined 

by the researcher. The qualitative data of this study was collected from 38 early-stage 

small business owners, who volunteered to be interviewed among the survey samples. 
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Although this gender ratio is still consistent with GEM’s gender ratio for Nigeria, 

caution should be taken in generalising views of the participants across gender, as they 

may reflect more male perception. 

Second, the analysis of the interviewees according to reason for entrepreneurship shows 

that there are more necessity entrepreneurs than opportunity (ratio 25:13). This 

classification was done based on the interviewees’ response to one of the questions of 

the semi-structure interview. It was impossible for the researcher to predetermine the 

ratio and nature of the interviewees. Again, caution should be taken in interpreting this 

study’s results as there could be slightly more views from necessity entrepreneurs than 

opportunity. 

8.6.3 Limitation by Theory 

The main aim of this study is to understand entrepreneurial opportunity identification in 

Nigeria. To achieve this objective, a new framework was proposed for this study, which 

was derived from the two dominant existing theories of discovery and creation using the 

principles of meta-theory. This approach has its limitation, as it does not lead to the 

emergence of a new theory but a fusion of two or more existing theories. Therefore, the 

DE-OI model of this study should not be interpreted as a new theory, but as an analytical 

framework for studying opportunities in environment where there is more than one 

opportunity. 

8.6.4 Limitations by Survey 

Another limitation of this study is that not all the industries or small firms in Nigeria are 

included in the survey since a complete and reliable database of small firms in Nigeria 

could not be found. In the absence of a reliable sample frame, samples were drawn from 
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a list of registered small firms with tax regulatory agency in a local government, 

members list of NASSI, Lagos State chapter and Lagos State Ministry of Commerce 

and Industry’s list of small firms. These lists were not representative of the entirety of 

small firms in Nigeria, therefore caution should be taken in generalizing the findings of 

this study to all industries and small firms in Nigeria, especially those findings that relied 

heavily on the survey.  

Another limitation of the survey is that only the single founder and owner of small early-

stage firms were used in this study. Firms founded by more than one individual, spill 

overs, and subsidiaries of multinationals were not considered for this since their process 

of opportunity identification is likely to be significantly different. Again, caution should 

be taken in generalizing this study’s findings to these categories of firms in Nigeria. 

8.6.5 Limitations by Economic Situations  

It should be noted that this study was undertaken when Nigeria as a nation was 

experiencing economic recession. It should be further noted that the nation’s economy 

was also in transition from a factor-driven to innovation-driven economy. These two 

economic circumstances have the potential to affect the outcome of this research. The 

unfavourable macroeconomic conditions attributable to economic recession could affect 

the responses of the respondents to the survey and the interviewees during the semi-

structured interviews.  

Alternatively, the transitory state of the economy could also present some conditions 

that could promote discovery or creation of opportunities, which might not be available 

in other economic states. It should be noted that these economic situations might have 

changed by the time this thesis is submitted and read. Therefore, this study is limited by 
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these economic realities; its findings should be generalized with caution during different 

economic conditions or with countries with different economic conditions. 

8.6.6 Limitation by Timeframe and Resources 

As with many theses, this study is limited by time and resources. These constraints 

affected some methodological decisions during the research. For instance, with more 

time, a longitudinal case study of nascent entrepreneurs who are in the process of 

starting small firms would have been preferred. This approach would allow for a stage 

by stage observation and analysis of opportunity discovery or creation, development and 

exploitation. Again, limited time, limited financial resources and lack of a complete 

database of early-stage firms did not allow for a nationwide survey of small early-stage 

firms. However, efforts were made to get samples from multiple sources for the survey 

in particular within the available time and to get resources for the research. Therefore, 

the scope and findings of this thesis should be generalized with caution as reflecting the 

views of all entrepreneurs and small firms in Nigeria. 

8.7 Suggestions for Further Studies 

Going by some of the limitations of this study mentioned above, the following 

recommendations are made for further studies on the concept of entrepreneurial 

opportunity identification: 

8.7.1 Research at Other Levels of Analysis 

This research is one of the earliest on entrepreneurial opportunities within the context 

of Sub-Saharan Africa in general and Nigeria in particular. In response to the calls for 

more studies on opportunity from new contexts, the study has no doubt made some 

modest contributions to the literature on the process of opportunity identification in 
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Nigeria, at an individual level of analysis. However, there is a need for studies at a firm’s 

level of analysis. That is, there is a need for investigation into how existing small firms 

identify entrepreneurial opportunities that lead to establishment of their spill overs. It 

will be relevant to know the nature of the opportunities the firms seek and how the 

various resources within the firms combine to discover or create new opportunities for 

the firm. The firm’s process of opportunity identification can then be compared with the 

individual process of this study in order to provide a deeper and more comprehensive 

understanding of the nature and process of opportunity identification in Nigeria. 

Additionally, there is also a suggestion for research on how subsidiaries of multinational 

corporations (MNCs) in Nigeria identify entrepreneurial opportunities.  It is a known 

fact that MNCs have a lot of influence on their subsidiaries, but it is not clear how they 

(the subsidiaries) innovate or discover new entrepreneurial opportunity for development 

at local level. Investigating this could further enrich the literature on the concept of 

opportunity from the Nigerian perspective. Future researches also need to consider 

cross-sector comparative investigations on the concept of opportunity identification in 

order to determine the extent to which the findings of this present study can be 

generalized across sectors and larger firms. 

8.7.2 Research at Wider Scope  

In terms of scope, this present study was undertaken in Lagos State with justifications 

(see section 2.1), which is assumed to be representative of Nigeria and Sub-Saharan 

Africa. Replicating this study or conducting similar studies in other parts of Nigeria and 

within some other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, will provide opportunities for cross 

national and international comparison of the findings of this present study with those of 

other areas and countries.  
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8.7.3 Research Using Different Method 

Another area where further research is invited is in replication of this study using 

longitudinal case study design. Because of the difficulty of measuring opportunity 

associated with its empirical studies, it is recommended here that researchers that are 

not constrained with time and funding should consider investigating the firm formation 

process of small firms in Nigeria. This type of study has the potential of observing how 

opportunity evolves from conception to exploitation, without the associated 

measurement problems. To do this, nascent entrepreneurs who are on the verge of 

starting their first business will be required; they are available at some private 

entrepreneurship training centres across the country.  
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Appendix iii: Blank Copy of Questionnaire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

INFORMATION TO PARTICIPANTS 
This is a Doctoral (PhD) research work which intends to obtain data (information) on the entrepreneurial opportunity recognition process 
and performance of Small Business in Nigeria.  It is anticipated that the results to be generated by your responses and those of others will 

help to understand how entrepreneurs recognise and develop entrepreneurial opportunity and evaluate if there is a relationship between 

the recognition process and the performance of their businesses.  
 

It will be appreciated if you can carefully complete the items therein. Since there are no right or wrong answers, you are free to choose 

any of the alternatives that best suit your perspective. It should not take more than approximately fifteen minutes to complete this 
questionnaire. 

 

Thank you for your anticipated participation. If you have any questions about the study, please contact the researcher, Mr. Moshood Bello 
via email: m.a.bello@edu.salford.ac.uk or bellmosh@yahoo.com. Mobile: +2348023392652 or +447424945350. You can also contact the 

research’s supervisor, Prof Kurt Allman on +44 (0)1782 733100 OR through email: k.l.allman@keele.ac.uk. 
 

ANONIMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY 
The researcher guarantees and reassures your anonymity and confidentiality, as your responses will be used ONLY for the purpose 

of this research. 
 

 

GENERAL INSTRUCTION: Please tick ( ), circle or complete as 

necessary 
ECTION A – INFORMATION ABOUT BUSINESS  
The focus of this section is to gather information about your business. In case you have or involve in more than one business kindly 

focus on the most recent one and answer the following questions. Once again, your (and your business) anonymity and confidentiality 

is guaranteed. 
 
 

A1 When was this business established? 

 1-5years ago 1 

 6-10 years ago, 2 

 11-15years ago 3 

 16years ago and above 4 

 In which of these categories would you classify this business? 

 Manufacturing 1 

 Hospitality (Hotel, Restaurant, bar or night club) 2 

 Agriculture 3 

 Health (Hospital, Pharmacy) 4 

 Logistics (e.g. Transportation or Haulage) 5 

 Information Technology 6 

 Retailing  7 

 Wholesaling   8 

 Mining 9 

 Education (School) or Social services  10 

 Others (please state) ______________________ 11 

A3 How would you describe this business? 

 An independent new business created by an individual or a 
team working on their own 

1 

 

 A purchase or take-over of existing business 2 

 A franchise 3 

 A multi-level marketing initiative 4 

 A new business sponsored by an existing business 5 

 Something else (Please specify) ------------------- 6 

A4 At commencement of the business, what is the total number of 

employees in your organisation? 

 1-10 1 

 11-50 2 

 51-100 3 

 Over 100 4 

1- FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

Questionnaire No.  

Date received  

Date Entered  

Questionnaire 

[Entrepreneurial Opportunity Recognition Process and Small Business Performance] 
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A5 Apart from the owner how many employees currently work full 

time with this business?  

 1-10 employees 1 

 11-20 2 

 21-30 3 

            31-40 4 

   41 and above 5 

A6 On the average, your annual business sales is within which 

range? Please be accurate as possible. 

 Less than N1 million ($) 1 

 N1-2million ($) 2 

 N 2.1-3million ($) 3 

 N 3.1-4million ($) 4 

 N 4.1-5million ($) 5 

 More than N 5million ($) 6 
 

A7. For each of the following business 

outcomes do you think your result so far 

has been better, worse or equal to what 

you expected when you started this 

business  

Much Worse: MW; Worse: W; As 

expected: AE; Better: B;  Much Better: 

MB 

MW W AE B MB 

Net profit (Sales minus operational cost      

Development of sales (change or growth in 

the volume of sales) 
     

Cash flow (inflows minus outflow of 
money) 

     

Growth of the company’s value      

 

SECTION B – SOURCES OF ENTREPRENEURIAL OPPORTUNITY 
The aim of this section is to identify the situation that best describes how you 

discovered your business idea. Please keep in mind the current business in case you 

have more than one.  

KEY: SD=Strongly Disagree; D= Disagree; I= Indifferent; A= Agree; SA= Strongly 

Agree 

To each of the statements below, please 

indicate the degree of your agreement or 

disagreement 

SD D I A SA 

B1 I discovered my business idea when I was 
thinking about solving a particular 

problem 

     

B2 My business idea came from experience 

from my previous employment 

     

B3 My business idea came from an idea I 

suggested to my previous employer 

which was rejected 

     

B4 My business idea came from a product or 
service that I needed but was not 

available in the market 

     

B5 I got my business idea from an exhibition 
or trade fair 

     

B6 I purchased a refined business idea from 

another entrepreneur 

     

 

SECTION C – DECISION TO START A NEW BUSINESS  
The aim of this section is to understand what informed your decision to start the business 

 What is truer: Are you into this business to take advantage of a 

business opportunity or because you have no better choice for 

work? 

C1 Take advantage of an opportunity 1 

C2 No better choice (i.e. Out of necessity. E.g. Unemployment 2 

C3 Combination of both 3 

C4 Have job but seek better employment 4 
 

SECTION D – SOCIAL NETWORK CAPITAL  
This section seeks to understand the extent to which your relationship with 

people assisted you in identifying and developing the business idea 
 

To each of the statements below, please 

indicate the degree of your agreement or 

disagreement 

SD D I A SA 
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D1 I belong to a social club, society, or 

community association like the Lions or 

Rotary before I started my business 

     

D2 My membership of this social club, 

society, or community association 

significantly assisted me in my business 

opportunity identification and 

development 

     

D3 My family members played significant 

roles in the formation of my business 

     

D4 My friends played significant roles in 

the formation of my business 

     

D5 Specifically, my friend (s) helped me 

shape my identified business 

opportunity  

     

D6 I received significant supports that 

helped refined my business opportunity 

from my colleagues in my former 

employment 

     

D7 My former colleagues also significantly 

helped me developed the business 

opportunity. 

     

D8 I am an active member of a professional 

body or trade association in my country 

     

D9 This professional/trade association 

significantly helped me developed my 

business opportunity. 

     

D10 I have a good relationship with my Bank 

before I started my business 

     

D11 Because of this relationship, the bank 

significantly assisted me in developing 

the business opportunity. 

     

 

SECTION E: HUMAN CAPITAL  
The aim of this section is to understand the extent to which your prior work 

experience, formal education and entrepreneurial knowledge contributed to 

business opportunity identification and development 

E1. In all, how many years did you work before you started your 

present business? 

 Less than 1year 1 

 1 – 5  2 

 6 – 10  3 

 11 – 15  4 

 16 – 20  5 

 Over 20  6 

E2. How many years of experience in general 

management, supervision or administration, if any, do 

you have before the present business? 

 

 Less than 1year 1 

 1 – 5  2 

 6 – 10  3 

 11 – 15  4 

 16 – 20  5 

 Over 20  6 

E3. Which of the following best describes the highest level 

of education you have completed? 

 

 Never attended school  1 

 Primary School  2 

 Junior Secondary School (JSS)  3 

 Senior Secondary School 4 
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 National Diploma (ND)/National Certificate of Education 

(NCE) 
5 

 Bachelor’s degree (B.Sc., BA)/Higher National Diploma 
(HND) 

6 

 Higher University degree (e.g. Masters, Doctorate, PGD) 7 

 Others (Please state) ______________________ 8 

E4. Apart from the highest level of education described 

above, did you attend and complete any business or 

entrepreneurial training, seminar or courses before or 

after the commencement of your business? 

 

 Yes 1 

 No 2 

 Cannot remember 3 
 

To each of the statements below, please 

indicate the degree of your agreement or 

disagreement 

SD D I A SA 

E5 I believe that knowledge gained through 
formal education played significant role 

in my business opportunity identification 

and development 

     

E6 I believe that formal business education I 
received from business school, seminar, 

training or workshop significantly 

assisted me in identifying and developing 
business opportunity 

     

E7 I received business training, as a young 

person, from my Parents/Guardian  

     

E8 I believe that this business training from 

my Parents/Guardian significantly 

assisted me in identifying and developing 
business opportunity  

     

 

SECTION F – PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 

F1. Gender  

 Male 1 

 Female 2 

F2. What is your marital status? 

 Single  1 

 Married  2 

 Others(Specify)____________________  3 

F3. Which of the following best describe your age bracket? 

 Under 20 years 1 

 21 – 30  2 

 31 – 40 3 

 41 – 50  4 

 51 – 60  5 

 Over 60 6 

F4. Which of the following best describes your nationality? 

 Nigerian 1 

 Non-Nigerian 2 

F5 Which of the following best describes your ethnic background 

(for Nigerians only)? 

 Hausa 1 

 Igbo 2 

 Yoruba 3 

 Others (Please Specify) ______________ 4 
 

THANK YOU for taking time to complete this survey. 
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Appendix iv:  Generic Interview Guide 

Entrepreneurship in Sub-Saharan Africa: An Exploratory Study of 

Entrepreneurial Opportunities Identification Among Early-Stage Small 

Business Owners in Nigeria 

The interviewee is expected to be the founder or owner of a small enterprises in Nigeria. 

Research Objectives 

1. To investigate the present status of the existing literature on the process of 

entrepreneurial opportunities identification.  

2. To understand the nature of entrepreneurial opportunities, which Nigerian small, 

early-stage business entrepreneurs seek to identify and explore. 

3. To describe how owners of small, early-stage firms identify entrepreneurial 

opportunities, which they explored to start their firms. 

4. To evaluate if any relationship exists between the entrepreneurial opportunity 

identification process of the Nigerian entrepreneur and the success of small, early-

stage firms. 

Part A: Warm-up questions and verification of general information on the SME 

1. How many business firms like this do you have? 

2. Focusing on this particular business (if they have more than one business), starting 

from the first day of operation, how old is this organisation? 

3. Apart from your formal education did you attend any business-related training before 

or after the commencement of business? Please explain. 

4. Are you a registered member of any professional association, social, religious club 

or community association? Do you hold any senior position in any of these? 

5. What are the major products or services of this business? 

6. And in terms of sales and profitability, how has it been? 
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7. Under which industry would you classify your business?  (show a list if they did not 

get the question) 

Part B: Focus discussion on decision to start the business 

1. Could you please tell me how you began your business?  

2. What inform your decision to start this business? 

3. What factor (s) do you think contributed/obstructed your starting the business when 

you did? 

4. How did you start this business? 

Part C: Focus discussion on the process of opportunity recognition 

1. Where did the idea for this business originated from? 

2. Was this idea the only one you identified prior commencement of this business? If 

more than one, can you recall other idea? 

3. How did you decide or choose the particular idea that lead to the formation of this 

business? 

4. So, tell me what did you do to the rest of the ideas? 

5. At what point are you convinced that you have chosen an idea that can become a 

business that it is today? 

6. What factors contribute / obstruct to the identification of the opportunities? 

7. What is the effect of these factors? To what extent? Provide examples please. 

Part D: Focus discussion on the process of opportunity development 

1. After deciding on working on the identified opportunity, what next did you do in 

terms of commencing the business? 
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Part E: Focus discussion on social network and human capital 

1. To what extent do you think your relationship/interaction with other people (friends, 

family members, club, association or community members) has contributed 

/obstructed the identification of entrepreneurial opportunities? Please elaborate. 

2. Still talking about this relationship described above, to what extent do you think the 

relationship/interaction has contributed /obstructed to the progress/performance of 

your business so far? Please elaborate.  

3. You mentioned earlier that you attended some business trainings, seminars or 

symposium (use applicable one) before/after, do you think that this played any 

significant role in your opportunity identification? If so, please elaborate. 

4. Do you also think the knowledge described above also contributed to the success 

achieve so far in your business? Please explain.  
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Appendix v:Screen short of sample size calculators of Raosoft 

 

 

Appendix vi: Screen shot of sample size calculators of National Statistical 

Service (NSS) of Australia 
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Appendix vii: Descriptive Statistics Results 

Gender Distribution 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Male 166 51.9 51.9 51.9 

Female 154 48.1 48.1 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

 

Marital Status Distribution  

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Married 172 53.8 53.8 53.8 

Widowed 9 2.8 2.8 56.6 

Divorced 16 5.0 5.0 61.6 

Separated 5 1.6 1.6 63.2 

In a domestic partnership or civil union 3 .9 .9 64.1 

Single, but cohabiting with a significant 

other 

2 .6 .6 64.7 

Single, never married 113 35.3 35.3 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

  

Age Distribution 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Under 20 years 20 6.3 6.3 6.3 

21 – 30 years 98 30.6 30.6 36.9 

31 – 40 years 183 57.2 57.2 94.1 

41 – 50 years 19 5.9 5.9 100.0 

Total 120 100.0 100.0  
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Highest Level of Education 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulativ

e Percent 

Valid 

Never attended school  7 2.2 2.2 2.2 

Primary School  5 1.9 1.9 4.1 

Junior Secondary School (JSS)  6 2.0 2.0 6.1 

Senior Secondary School 5 1.6 1.6 7.7 

National Diploma (ND)/National Certificate of 

Education (NCE) 

38 11.9 11.9 19.6 

Bachelor’s degree (B.Sc., BA)/Higher National 

Diploma (HND) 

230 71.9 71.9 91.5 

Higher University degree (e.g. Masters, Doctorate, 

PGD) 

29 9.1 9.1 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

  

Nationality 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

Nigerian 303 94.7 94.7 94.7 

Non-

Nigerian 

17 5.3 5.3 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

 

Distribution Based on Tribe 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Hausa 17 5.3 5.3 5.3 

Igbo 77 24.1 24.1 29.4 

Yoruba 165 51.6 51.6 81.0 

Others 60 18.8 18.8 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  
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Reason for Starting Business 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Take advantage of an opportunity 149 46.6 46.6 46.6 

No better choice (i.e. Out of necessity. 

E.g. Unemployment 

56 17.3 17.3 63.9 

Combination of the first two options 

above 

61 19.5 19.5 83.4 

Employed, but seek additional sources 

of income 

54 16.9 16.9 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

 

Age of Business 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Less than 1 year 45 14.1 14.1 14.1 

1-2 years 135 42.2 42.2 56.3 

3-5 years 140 43.8 43.8 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

 

Classification of Business 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Manufacturing 73 22.8 22.8 22.8 

Hospitality (Hotel, Restaurant, bar or 

night club) 

30 9.4 9.4 32.2 

Agriculture 21 6.6 6.6 38.8 

Health (Hospital, Pharmacy) 21 6.6 6.6 45.4 

Logistics (e.g. Transportation or Haulage) 41 12.8 12.8 58.2 

Information Technology 40 12.5 12.5 70.7 

Retailing 50 15.6 15.6 86.3 

Wholesaling 19 5.9 5.9 92.2 
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Mining 20 6.5 6.5 98.7 

Education (School) or Social services 5 1.6 1.6 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

Nature of Business 

 Frequency Perc

ent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

An independent new business created by 

an individual or a team working on their 

own 

234 73.1 73.1 73.1 

A purchase or take-over of existing 

business 

26 8.1 8.1 81.2 

A franchise 21 6.6 6.6 87.8 

A multi-level marketing initiative 10 3.1 3.1 90.9 

A new business sponsored by an existing 

business 

27 8.4 8.4 99.3 

Something else 2 .6 .6 100.0 

Total 
320 100.

0 

100.0  

 

Number of Employees   

 Frequenc

y 

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

Less than 10 258 80.6 80.6 80.6 

10-49 46 14.4 14.4 95.0 

50-199 6 1.9 1.9 96.9 

200 and above 10 3.1 3.1 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

 

Business’ Assets Value Minus Cost of Land 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Less than N10 million ($50, 000) 265 82.8 82.8 82.8 
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N10-N100 million ($50,000 - $500,000) 42 13.1 13.1 95.9 

N100 million- N1billion ($500,000- 

$5,000,000) 

10 3.1 3.1 99.0 

More than N1 billion ($5,000,000) 3 0.9 0.9 100.0 

Total 380 100.0 100.0  

 

Idea That Lead to The Commencement of Business 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 

Completely new to the world 47 14.7 14.7 14.7 

New only in places where you are 

active 

38 11.9 11.9 26.6 

Not new at all 224 70.0 70.0 96.6 

I don’t know 11 3.4 3.4 100.0 

Total 320 100.0 100.0  

  

Business Strategy 

 N Mean Std. 

Deviation 

My business strategy was planned before starting the business and 

hardly change 

320 3.51 1.277 

My business strategy evolves as the business idea grows and change 

over time 

320 3.27 1.271 

The business strategy is detailed and a product of market analysis 320 3.65 1.227 

My business strategy is less detail and flexible 320 3.55 1.158 

Valid N (listwise) 320   

  

Appendix viii: Crosstabulation Results 

Net Profit * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 
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Creation Discovery 

Business Performance 

Worse 21 55 76 

As expected 36 88 124 

Better 28 81 109 

Total 85 224 309 
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Sales Volume Growth * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Sales Volume Growth 

Worse 16 51 67 

As expected 37 95 115 

Better 32 78 110 

Total 85 224 309 

 

 

Cash Flow* Business Opportunity Crosstabulation  

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Cash Flow 

Worse 19 57 76 

As expected 31 81 112 

Better 35 86 121 

Total 85 224 309 

 

Company’s Value Growth * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Company’s Value Growth 

Worse 24 57 81 

As expected 28 70 98 

Better 33 97 130 

Total 85 224 309 

 

Alertness * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 
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Alertness 

Disagreed 40 20 60 

Neutral 11 44 65 

Agreed 34 160 194 

Total 85 224 309 

Formal Business Plan * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Formal Business Plan 

Disagreed 39 40 79 

Neutral 28 60 88 

Agreed 18 124 142 

Total 85 224 309 

 

Little or No Business Plan * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Little or No Business Plan 

Disagreed 15 52 67 

Neutral 23 63 86 

Agreed 47 109 156 

Total 85 224 309 

 

Expertise * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Expertise 

Disagreed 7 125 132 

Neutral 16 21 37 

Agreed 62 78 140 

Total 85 224 309 
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Charismatic * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Charismatic 

Disagreed 6 14 20 

Neutral 13 35 48 

Agreed 66 175 241 

Total 85 224 309 

Pre-planned Strategy * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Pre-planned Strategy 

Disagreed 42 27 69 

Neutral 19 55 74 

Agreed 24 142 166 

Total 85 224 309 

 

Emergent Strategy * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Emergent Strategy 

Disagreed 21 161 182 

Neutral 17 40 57 

Agreed 47 23 70 

Total 85 224 309 

      

Broad hiring for Expertise * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Broad hiring for Expertise Disagreed 30 11 41 
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Neutral 31 62 93 

Agreed 24 151 175 

Total 85 224 309 

 

Hiring within Social Network * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Hiring within Social 

Network 

Disagreed 15 80 95 

Neutral 15 88 103 

Agreed 55 56 111 

Total 85 224 309 

  

Formal Financing * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

 Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Formal Financing 

Disagreed 17 101 118 

Neutral 10 56 66 

Agreed 61 67 128 

Total 85 224 309 

 

Informal Financing * Business Opportunity Crosstabulation 

  Business Opportunity Total 

Creation Discovery 

Informal Financing 

Disagreed 46 18 64 

Neutral 18 55 73 

Agreed 21 151 172 

Total 85 224 309 
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Appendix ix: Inferential Statistics 

T-Test Group Statistics 

 
Business Opportunity N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 

Mean 

Business Performance 

Creation 85 1.9159 .27886 .02696 

Discovery 224 1.7713 .42069 .02458 

 

Logistic Regression Results 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 

 Chi-square df Sig. 

Step 1 

Step 12.119 1 .000 

Block 12.119 1 .000 

Model 12.119 1 .000 

Model Summary 

Step -2 Log likelihood Cox and Snell R 

Square 

Nagelkerke R 

Square 

1 374.546a .030 .047 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 4 because parameter 

estimates changed by less than .001. 
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Variables in the Equation 

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

Step 1a 

BOP (1) 1.170 .372 9.758 1 .002 3.217 

Constant 1.213 .1395 75.134 1 .000 3.364 
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